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An Inconsistency-based Approach for Sensing Assessment in Unknown Environments
Jennifer Diane Gage
ABSTRACT
While exploring an unknown environment, an intelligent agent has only its sensors to guide its
actions. Each sensor’s ability to provide accurate information depends on the environment’s char-
acteristics. If the agent does not know these characteristics, how can it determine which sensors to
rely on? This problem is exacerbated by sensing anomalies: cases where sensor(s) are working but
the readings lead to an incorrect interpretation of the environment, e.g. laser sensors cannot detect
glass. This work addresses the following research question: Can an inconsistency-based sensing
accuracy indicator, which relies solely on fused sensor readings, be used to detect and character-
ize sensing anomalies in unknown environments?
A novel inconsistency-based approach was investigated for sensing anomaly detection and
characterization by a mobile robot using range sensing for mapping. Based on the hypothesis that
sensing anomalies manifest as inconsistent sensor readings, the approach employed Dempster-
Shafer theory and six metrics from the evidential literature to measure the magnitude of inconsis-
tency. These were applied directly to fused sensor data with a threshold, forming an indicator, used
to distinguish minor noise from anomalous readings.
Experiments with real sensor data from four indoor and two outdoor environments showed
that three of the six evidential inconsistency metrics can partially address the issue of noticing
sensing anomalies in unknown environments. Polaroid sonar sensors, SICK laser range finders,
and a Canesta range camera were used. Despite extensive training in known environments, the
indicators could not reliably detect sensing anomalies, i.e. distinguish them from ordinary noise.
However, sensing accuracy could be estimated (correlations with sensor error exceeded 0.8) and
regions with suspect readings could be isolated. Trained indicators failed to rank sensors, but im-
ix
proved map quality by resetting suspect regions (up to 57.65%) or guiding sensor selection (up to
75.86%).
This work contributes to the robotics and uncertainty in artificial intelligence communities
by establishing the use of evidential metrics for adapting a single sensor or identifying the most
accurate sensor to optimize the sensing accuracy in unknown environments. Future applications
could enable intelligent systems to switch information sources to optimize mission performance
and identify the reliability of sources for different environments.
x
Chapter 1
Introduction
While exploring an unknown environment, an intelligent agent has only its sensors to guide
its actions. Each sensor’s ability to provide accurate information depends on the environment’s
characteristics. Assuming that the agent does not know these characteristics, how can it determine
which sensors to rely on? This problem is exacerbated by sensing anomalies: cases where physical
sensor(s) are working within the manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to an
incorrect interpretation of the environment. These cases only exist when a sensor interacts with the
environment and often affect multiple sensors, for example many laser range finders “see” through
glass windows which also scatter sonar signals.
1.1 Research Question
The research question this work addresses is as follows: Can an inconsistency-based sensing
accuracy indicator, which relies solely on fused sensor readings, be used to detect and character-
ize sensing anomalies in unknown environments? More specifically, can an inconsistency-based
sensing accuracy indicator enable a mobile robot to autonomously:
• Estimate the accuracy of a sensor (or set of sensors) in the current sensing context,
• Isolate regions within an unknown environment where sensing anomalies occur,
• Detect when a sensing anomaly has occurred
without relying on a priori information about the robot’s environment? This work is focused on
detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies relying solely on fused readings from a single
(possibly affected) sensor.
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Autonomous mobile robots in particular are dependent on accurate sensing to ensure safe and
effective operation in unknown environments prevalent in domains like space exploration, search
and rescue, and military operations where robots are becoming increasingly common. To date
mobile robots used in these domains have enjoyed little to no autonomy. According to Brooks,
this is largely due to critical limitations in perceptual capabilities (Lopes et al., 2001) on which a
robot’s success largely depends (Murphy, 2000). Problems like sensing anomalies which can oc-
cur in unstructured environments (Nourbakhsh et al., 2005) only exacerbate this shortcoming. By
developing a solution to the problem of detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies this work
paves the way for the development of mobile robots that can autonomously recover from previ-
ously undetectable sensing problems and adapt as the sensing situation changes, greatly increasing
the utility of such robots in these domains. This capability would allow robots in these challeng-
ing environments to “know” when they are having trouble sensing, and need to reexamine or avoid
areas that are difficult to sense.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Formal definitions of the key terms used
in this dissertation are provided in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 discusses the prevalence of sensing
anomalies for exteroceptive sensors which measure important characteristics of the environment
and the challenges associated with detecting such anomalies in the context of existing sensor fault
detection and identification (FDI) approaches and the approach proposed here. Section 1.4 pro-
vides a brief overview of the contributions of this work and Section 1.5 discusses the organization
for the rest of this dissertation.
1.2 Definitions
This section establishes definitions for the key terms used in this dissertation related to sensing
assessment (e.g. quality versus accuracy) and sensing anomalies. This work is focused on assess-
ing the accuracy and status (normal or anomalous) of sensing in unknown environments. Hereafter
a sensor refers to any physical device that measures some attribute of the world (Murphy, 2000).
In general, sensing refers to a set of sensors and algorithms that enable an autonomous agent to
perceive its environment. In behavioral robotics terms sensing refers to a set of active perceptual
schema. This dissertation defines an unknown environment in the strict sense, in that no a priori
knowledge is available and no general characteristics (e.g. smooth walls and ninety degree cor-
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ners) can be assumed. Sensing anomalies are cases in which physical sensor(s) are working within
the manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to an incorrect interpretation of the
environment (Carlson and Murphy, 2005). For examples see Section 1.3.1.
Zilberstein (1996) has defined sensing quality as the objective quality of the information pro-
vided. He also identified three factors that determine sensing quality:
• How accurately the information reflects the true state of the world,
• How often updated sensing information becomes available as compared to the frequency (and
extent) of change in the world,
• The ease with which the agent can interpret the information produced and exploit it effec-
tively.
The research question is focused on assessment of the first of the three factors referred to here as
sensing accuracy. A related metric describing the trustworthiness of an individual sensor (or other
source of information) is sensor reliability which is typically formulated as the probability that a
sensor (source) will provide accurate information (see Section 2.1.2).
1.3 Motivation: Sensing Anomalies
This section describes the prevalence of sensing anomalies for exteroceptive sensors and the
challenges associated with detecting and characterizing these cases in the context of existing sen-
sor FDI approaches which motivates the need for a new approach. Section 1.3.1 provides a brief
overview of how sensing anomalies occur for active and passive exteroceptive sensors which mea-
sure important characteristics of the environment (e.g. range sensors) and lists examples of com-
mon building materials or environmental conditions which cause anomalies for these sensors.
Section 1.3.2 illustrates that sensing anomalies are particularly difficult to detect and character-
ize because they often affect multiple sensors and do not exist until the sensor interacts with the
environment. The implications of these characteristics are discussed for existing source reliability
and sensor FDI approaches and the approach presented in Chapter 3.
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1.3.1 Commonness of Sensing Anomalies for Exteroceptive Sensors
Exteroceptive sensors, like range sensors and cameras, which measure characteristics of the
environment that generally vary in time and space are most susceptible to sensing anomalies which
occur frequently in unstructured environments. Active range sensors, e.g. sonar transducers, IR
proximity sensors, laser range finders, and structured light computer vision systems will provide
inaccurate readings in the presence of materials that transmit or absorb too much of their active
signal. In addition, anomalies occur when the signal reflects away from the sensor. Passive sens-
ing systems like computer vision systems using visible light and infrared (night vision) cameras
also tend to encounter anomalies with transmissive and absorptive materials or a lack of sufficient
ambient signal. Examples of common building materials which have these effects on commonly
used range sensors and cameras are listed in Table 1. Mirrors are also common building materials
which passive computer vision systems do not perceive as surfaces. The vision system will instead
provide incorrect information regarding the reflected scene (e.g. distance and location to mirrored
obstacles).
Additional sensing anomalies for range sensors and CCD cameras are found in unstructured
outdoor environments. Due to the use of a narrow beam, laser range finders detect small particles
in fog, smoke, dust, or snow and small objects (e.g. leaves) in sparse foliage which leads to de-
tection of spurious surfaces (Angelopoulou and Jr., 1999). Other examples are standing water or
ice which reflect near-infrared (e.g. laser range finders) and infrared (e.g. night vision cameras)
signals poorly (Baldridge et al., 2009). Standing water sometimes behaves like a mirror for visi-
ble light sensors. Layers of cool and hot air can distort visible light leading to effects commonly
referred to as mirages. Avoiding these materials and environmental conditions severely limits the
range of operating environments for autonomous mobile robots, thus a solution is needed to enable
such situated systems to adapt to the presence of sensing anomalies in real time.
1.3.2 Sensing Anomaly Detection and Characterization
Sensing anomalies are particularly difficult to detect and characterize in unknown environ-
ments because the anomaly is likely to affect multiple sensors and does not exist until the sen-
sor interacts with the environment. Unlike hardware and calibration failures, the environmental
conditions that cause sensing anomalies are not only likely, but guaranteed, to affect all identical
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Table 1. Examples of common building materials which produce anomalies in range sensors and
cameras.
Material Sensing Technology Affect
Sound proofing panels active acoustic absorb signal
Painted sheet-rock walls active acoustic reflect signal away
texture-based vision insufficient features
Glass visible light transmit signal
active near-IR transmit signal
active acoustic reflect signal away
Dark surfaces visible light absorb signal
active near-IR absorb signal
sensors in a sensing system. In addition, sensors which use dissimilar sensing technology may suf-
fer from the same anomaly. Glass surfaces for example are difficult for near-IR and vision-based
range sensors (due to transparency) and sonar (due to specular acoustic reflection) to sense.
Existing approaches for sensor FDI are unsuited to detect sensing anomalies as they are de-
signed to handle cases where sensors are malfunctioning or incorrectly calibrated. Traditional
FDI techniques (see for example Dearden et al., 2004; Monteriu et al., 2007b) rely on models of
normal and/or faulty plant (sensor) behavior to detect and diagnose faults. Sensing anomalies are
dependent on environmental characteristics which cannot be modeled if that environment is un-
known. Learning-based sensor FDI techniques (see for example Chen and Saif, 2007; Gu et al.,
2001) are unsuitable since unknown environments are likely to induce anomalies not found in the
training data. Consensus-based sensor (or source) reliability estimation (see for example Barber
and Fullam, 2003) and sensor FDI techniques (see for example Bacon, Ostroff, and Joshi, 2001;
Soika, 1997a) rely on redundancy to assess sources or detect and identify faults by tracking incon-
sistencies between readings from a single source and the consensus of all available sources. These
would theoretically detect and diagnose sensing anomalies, but only in cases where the consensus
was accurate which cannot be assumed in the presence of such anomalies which may affect multi-
ple sensors.
In this work a computationally efficient inconsistency-based approach for detecting and char-
acterizing sensing anomalies is proposed which relies on Dempster-Shafer formulations of evi-
dence, as opposed to probabilistic methods. The Dempster-Shafer approach was selected due to
the hypothesis that sensing anomalies would manifest as inconsistency in the sensor readings.
Dempster-Shafer formulations de-couple the belief in contradictory hypotheses (e.g. belief in A
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and ¬A are not required to sum to one) enabling the creation of metrics to measure the magnitude
of inconsistency independently from informativeness. Inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty
literature were applied directly to fused sensor readings with thresholds used to distinguish or-
dinary noise from anomalies. This approach is unique, and particularly suited for problems like
sensing anomalies, in that it can detect problems even if there is only one sensor or all the sensors
in active use are affected by the anomaly. In addition it is efficient with linear time complexity on
the number of belief masses (provided that the evidential sensor model considers a small set of
hypotheses) and easy to implement, requiring only the implementation of a closed form inconsis-
tency metric and a system to apply the metric to the fused readings and respond to the results.
1.4 Contributions
This dissertation contributes to the robotics and uncertainty in artificial intelligence commu-
nities by establishing a foundation for the use of evidential metrics for adapting a single sensor or
identifying the most accurate sensor in a suite to optimize the accuracy of sensing in unknown en-
vironments. This work paves the way for the development of intelligent systems that can switch
information sources to ensure the best mission performance, identify the relative contribution and
reliability of sources for different environments, and reason about which sources to use under what
circumstances.
• Sensing assessment in unknown environments relying solely on readings from a single sen-
sor. This work presents the first known general approach capable of estimating sensing accu-
racy and isolating poorly sensed regions in unknown environments when only readings from a
single sensor are available. Existing approaches for estimating the accuracy of peers in sen-
sor networks or multi-agent systems depend on comparisons with (trusted) local readings
(e.g. Momani, Challa, and Alhmouz, 2008) or an accurate consensus of multiple sources (e.g.
Ganeriwal, Balzano, and Srivastava, 2008). An existing inconsistency-based approach isolates
poorly sensed regions but its applicability is limited to 3D point cloud data (Roman and Singh,
2006). The approach presented in this dissertation is less constrained. It does not require an
accurate consensus and is applicable to any model of fused sensor data, provided that a suit-
able inconsistency metric can be formulated (i.e. one that can distinguish inconsistency from
lack of information). Experiments (see Chapter 5) provide statistically significant evidence
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that indicators based on the conflict belief mass from Smets’ transferable belief model (TBM)
can estimate the accuracy of laser and Canesta range camera sensors (correlations with true
error above 0.8) in unknown environments and isolate poorly sensed regions relying solely on
fused readings from a single sensor.
• Validation of evidential inconsistency metrics for quantifying inconsistency in sensor readings.
This work contributes to the uncertainty in artificial intelligence community by exploring the
application of evidential inconsistency metrics to detect and characterize sensing anomalies in
fused sensor readings. It produced the first known experimental study of evidential metrics for
measuring sensor inconsistency to provide feedback for sensing in unknown environments.
• Framework for identifying sensor suitability in unknown environments. This dissertation also
provides a system architecture for conceptualizing the larger problem of identifying the suit-
ability of sensors in unknown environments. Section 3.1 introduces the framework which
combines the work proposed here with existing approaches from the robotics and multi-agent
systems literature: source reliability estimation, traditional sensor FDI, sensor management,
and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). The complete system would enable a
mobile robot to effectively manage its sensing accuracy while identifying which sensors per-
form best in any given region of an a priori unknown environment.
1.5 Organization of Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related work ad-
dressing sensing problems in general, with a particular focus on approaches that can be used in
unknown environments. The following topics are surveyed: source (e.g. a sensor or agent) assess-
ment, sensor FDI, isolation of poorly sensed regions, and adaptive sensor fusion. For reference
Chapter 2 also includes a survey of inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty literature. Chap-
ter 3 provides a detailed description of the inconsistency-based approach for detecting and char-
acterizing sensing anomalies in unknown environments. Chapter 4 describes a feasibility study to
explore the merits of this approach using real sensor data collected by a Nomad 200 mobile robot
equipped with a ring of sonar sensors and a SICK PLS laser range finder. The study found that
indicators could be trained in known environments to detect sensing anomalies (with better than
7
95% accuracy) or estimate sensing accuracy (correlations with true error above 0.85). Chapter 5
describes experiments designed to validate the effectiveness of the approach for unknown environ-
ments using SICK LMS laser and Canesta range camera readings collected by an iRobot ATRV-
Jr mobile robot in uncluttered static indoor and outdoor environments. The results show that the
inconsistency-based method investigated in this dissertation provides a partial solution to the prob-
lem of noticing sensing anomalies, specifically:
• The indicators could not reliably detect sensing anomalies, i.e. distinguish ordinary sensor
error from sensing anomalies. Trained indicators did not accurately detect anomalies in new
testbeds (28.71% to 74.71% accuracy recorded across the testbeds).
• Sensing accuracy could be estimated in new environments using methods and thresholds de-
termined during training. A trained indicator based on the conflict belief mass from Smets’
TBM estimated sensing accuracy (above 0.8 correlation with true sensor error) for the laser
and Canesta range camera (when used individually) in new environments.
• Regions with suspect sensor readings could be isolated in new environments. A trained in-
dicator based on Smets’ conflict isolated poorly sensed regions with overlap between erro-
neous and suspect regions from 0.49 to 0.62 (as compared to 0.01 overlap when regions are
randomly classified) in the new environments for the laser and Canesta range camera.
Chapter 6 examines the results from the feasibility study and experiments to identify the overall
lessons learned from this work. The results indicate that future applications with new sensors will
need to perform training runs in known environments to determine which method works best for
that sensor and to find distinct thresholds to estimate sensing accuracy and isolate poorly sensed
regions. Detailed discussions of the contributions of this dissertation, the limitations of the exper-
iments, and recommendations for additional work toward enabling online adaptation to sensing
anomalies are also provided. Chapter 7 provides a summary of this dissertation and a explores
opportunities for future work on sensing anomaly diagnosis, autonomous identification of sensor
suitability in unknown environments, and a theoretical foundation to describe how sensing anoma-
lies manifest based on characteristics of a sensing system.
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Chapter 2
Related Literature
This chapter will show that this is the first known study to develop a general approach to ad-
dress the problem of sensing anomalies. Sensing anomalies occur when physical sensor(s) are
working within the manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to an incorrect in-
terpretation of the environment. For example, range from stereo systems cannot detect mirrored
surfaces but instead provide inaccurate information about the mirrored scene (e.g. location of and
distance to mirrored obstacles). Before a situated agent can be trusted to operate in the presence
of sensing anomalies solutions are needed to estimate sensing accuracy, detect these anomalies,
and isolate their environmental sources without relying on a priori information about the robot’s
environment. These solutions can be used to build more advanced capabilities like the ability to
rank sensors according to their relative sensing accuracy and diagnose, i.e. determine which sen-
sor(s) are affected by anomalies. This chapter surveys related work to develop similar solutions for
sensing problems in general, specifically:
• Source or sensing assessment. These studies, discussed in Section 2.1, evaluate sensors (or
other sources of information) to identify or at least reduce the influence of sensors that are
affected by sensing problems. This survey is particularly focused on assessment methods that
do not rely on a priori information.
• Sensor fault detection and identification (FDI). These studies, discussed in Section 2.2, are
designed to detect and diagnose sensor faults and/or calibration problems.
• Isolate poorly sensed regions. These studies, discussed in Section 2.3, isolate poorly sensed
regions in an a priori unknown environment.
• Adaptive sensor fusion. These studies, discussed in Section 2.4, attempt to cope with sensing
problems by adjusting fusion parameters to discount information from affected sensors.
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Only one specialized solution (Morales, Takeuchi, and Tsubouchi, 2008) for detection of GPS
sensing anomalies has been found in the literature which applies a standard outlier detection test
to reject GPS readings that diverge too far from a Kalman filter-based estimate of a mobile robot’s
position, an approach which implicitly trusts the robot’s other pose sensors (wheel encoders and
IMU). The solution presented in this dissertation is more general. It can be used with a single sen-
sor and only assumes that sensing anomalies will manifest as inconsistent readings and applies
inconsistency metrics from the evidential literature directly to fused sensor readings. Section 2.5
describes the inconsistency metrics themselves. These are included for reference and to provide
the reader with an understanding of the general context in which these metrics were developed.
In this chapter related studies addressing sensing problems in general are categorized and eval-
uated according to the method used to assess sensors (or other sources of information), perform
sensor FDI, isolate poorly sensed regions, or make adjustments in adaptive sensor fusion. Sens-
ing anomalies do not exist until the sensor interacts with the environment and often affect multiple
sensors (see Chapter 1). Solutions for detecting and responding to these anomalies in unknown en-
vironments must not rely on a priori information or assumptions invalidated by anomalies. Given
these restrictions the performance of a solution for other sensing problems which are often iso-
lated (e.g. hardware failure or a compromised sensor node) and exist regardless of the sensor’s
surroundings is considered irrelevant. Instead this survey focuses on the method employed by the
study to assess sensors and determine their status. The methods found in the literature, in descend-
ing order by suitability to address sensing anomalies in unknown environments, are as follows:
• Inconsistency-based. These measure inconsistency within a set of sensor readings or between
readings from distinct sensors. They only require that the true state of the world is consistent.
• Consensus-based. These compare readings from a single sensor to the fused consensus of
multiple sensors. They require an accurate consensus.
• Consensus-based (pair-wise). These perform pair-wise comparisons to determine which sen-
sors agree with more of their peers. They require a majority of accurate sensors.
• Learned models (uninformed). These learn the relationship between sensor readings and the
status of the sensors without relying on a priori information. They may not detect anomalies
that are not encountered in the training set and are vulnerable during the training period.
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• Inconsistency-based (trusted source). These measure inconsistency between sensor readings
and a trusted source (e.g. locally sensed values when evaluating peers). They are limited to
environments where the trusted source is not affected by anomalies.
• Qualitative models. These rely on a set of logical statements (e.g. causal model) to describe
the behavior of a system (and its sensors) under normal and faulty conditions. These models
are unlikely to capture sensing anomalies which depend on an (unknown) environment.
• Stochastic models. These rely on one or more probabilistic models to describe the behavior of
a system (and its sensors) under normal and faulty conditions. These models are unlikely to
capture sensing anomalies which depend on an (unknown) environment.
• Learned models (informed). These learn the relationship between sensor readings and the sta-
tus of the sensors within a framework (e.g. neural network) designed to capture known sys-
tem characteristics and/or sensor problems. They may not detect anomalies that are not en-
countered in the training set and will be unable to learn about anomalies that invalidate the
designer’s assumptions.
• Analytical models. These rely on one or more analytical models to describe the behavior of a
system (and its sensors) under normal and faulty conditions. These models are very unlikely to
capture sensing anomalies which depend on an (unknown) environment.
• Measured sensor characteristics. These perform assessment by measuring characteristics like
quality of service (QoS) or responsiveness that have nothing to do with the accuracy of the
information provided. These cannot be used to detect or characterize sensing anomalies.
• Known sensor characteristics. These do not evaluate sensors based on the actual accuracy
of their readings but estimate the expected accuracy based on a priori known characteristics
(e.g. classification accuracy), therefore they cannot adapt as the environment changes. This
limitation makes them unsuitable for handling sensing anomalies in unknown environments.
• Unspecified. These develop generic approaches or theories for sensing assessment which can
use any of the above methods.
Table 2 groups related studies from the literature, which address sensing problems in general,
by task and method (as above) to evaluate their applicability to the problem of sensing anomalies
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and to provide an organizational tool for surveying these studies. This work is included in Table 2
for reference. The source or sensing assessment task is broken down into three subtasks: estimat-
ing sensing accuracy which evaluates a set of sensors (e.g. sensor network) as a whole, estimat-
ing source reliability which estimates the reliability (e.g. probability of cooperation or accuracy)
of a given source, and ranking sources by reliability which enables an intelligent agent to select
the most reliable sources. The sensor FDI task is decomposed into detection and diagnosis of
sensing problems. If multiple studies use the same method to address the same task, Table 2 pro-
vides a representative example and the total number of studies (in brackets). A full list of studies
which address each task are given in Tables 3 through 6 provided at the beginning of Sections 2.1
through 2.4 respectively. Table 2 also lists the number of studies that address each task (bottom
row) and use each method (right-most column) with duplicate entries (e.g. studies which use mul-
tiple methods to address the same task) counted once for each column and row.
Table 2 shows that the most popular solutions for sensing assessment: (learned, stochastic, or
analytical) model-based sensor FDI and estimation of source reliability by measuring responsive-
ness (i.e. reliability as probability of cooperation), are not suitable for addressing sensing anoma-
lies and that little attention has been given to the problems of estimating sensing accuracy, ranking
sources by reliability, and isolating poorly sensed regions in the environment without relying on
a priori information. Recent trends in estimating source reliability have shown increased interest
in approaches which do not rely on a priori information in both the multi-agent systems and sen-
sor networking fields with popular approaches beginning to emerge (for example Ganeriwal and
Srivastava, 2004). These are largely focused on the problem of how to integrate direct experience
and reputation information (i.e. direct experience of peers which may or may not be accurately re-
ported) to determine the reliability of a peer, leaving the problem of evaluating direct experience
to the user or relying on characteristics such as responsiveness which are trivial to measure. Those
studies which do evaluate direct experience tend to choose consensus-based approaches on the as-
sumption that problems (e.g. compromised peers or sensing faults) will occur in isolation, making
the probability of an inaccurate consensus for large scale multi-agent systems and sensor networks
very small. Unfortunately this is not the case for the environmental causes of sensing anomalies
which will affect all identical sensors within range. A similar example for multi-agent systems
would be a computer virus or worm which spreads quickly, providing false information from
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Table 2. Categorization of related work addressing sensing problems in general by task (columns) and method (rows).
Source or sensing assessment (Sec. 2.1) Sensor FDI (Sec. 2.2)
Method Estimate
sensing
accuracy
Estimate
source relia-
bility
Rank sources
by reliability
Detect sens-
ing problems
Diagnose
sensing
problems
Isolate poorly
sensed regions
(Sec. 2.3)
Adaptive
fusion
(Sec. 2.4)
#
Inconsistency-based This work This work This work,
Afgani
(2008a,b)
This work,
Roman (2006)
Ayrulu
(2002)
5
Consensus-based Barber (2003)
[4]
Shayer
(2002)
Soika
(1997a,b)
Soika
(1997a,b)
Yu (2006)
[3]
10
Consensus-based
(pair-wise)
Ganeriwal
(2008) [2]
Pon (2005) Bacon
(2001) [2]
Bacon
(2001) [2]
Delmotte
(1998)
6
Learned models
(uninformed)
Yu (2003) Christensen
(2008) [11]
Christensen
(2008) [11]
12
Inconsistency-based
(trusted source)
Momani
(2008) [2]
Bank (2002) Bank (2002) Baltzakis
(2003)
Morales
(2008) [2]
6
Qualitative models Williams
(1996) [2]
Williams
(1996) [2]
2
Stochastic models Dearden
(2004) [11]
Dearden
(2004) [11]
11
Learned models
(informed)
Plagemann
(2007) [6]
Plagemann
(2007) [6]
6
Analytical models Ryutov (2007) Monteriu
(2007) [9]
Monteriu
(2007) [9]
10
Measured sensor
characteristics
Hongjun
(2008)
Ganeriwal
(2004) [13]
14
Known sensor char-
acteristics
Wang
(1999)
Sivaraman
(2007)
Kobayashi
(1999)
3
Unspecified Wang (2007) 1
Total 3 23 3 43 40 3 8
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a large number of infected agents. Continuing trends in sensor FDI are to focus on creating ever
more expressive and flexible analytical or stochastic models to improve performance or to increase
the breadth of detectable and diagnosable sensing problems, but this trend is unlikely to extend to
include sensing anomalies which are difficult to model due to dependence on an (unknown) en-
vironment. Recent trends in sensor FDI have shown an increased interest in pure (uninformed)
learning approaches which are better suited to handle sensing anomalies than the more popular
model-based approaches but are still limited to detecting and diagnosing anomalies that are simi-
lar to those encountered during training. This work is among very few studies that apply the most
suitable method (inconsistency-based) for sensing anomalies and is one of few to address the prob-
lems of estimating sensing accuracy, ranking sources by reliability, and isolating poorly sensed
regions in the environment.
Section 2.5 presents metrics developed to measure inconsistency in a system that models un-
certainty quantitatively, i.e. probability, possibility, or evidential (Dempster-Shafer) theories. Since
Dempster-Shafer theory is not as prevalent as probability theory or fuzzy set theory, this section
opens with a brief review of Dempster-Shafer theory in Section 2.5.1. There are two forms of in-
consistency these metrics attempt to measure: the amount of evidence supporting contradictory
hypotheses and the degree of inconsistency within a model (these often reduce to entropy) or be-
tween two models. The metrics will be evaluated based on three criteria: applicability which de-
scribes the range of uncertainty models within the domain of the metric, complexity which de-
termines how efficiently the metric can be applied to fused sensor readings, and exposure which
distinguishes proven metrics from those that have only been applied to theoretical examples.
2.1 Source or Sensing Assessment
This section presents approaches for evaluating sensors (or other sources of information) to
identify or at least reduce the influence of sensors that are affected by sensing problems, with a
particular focus on assessment methods that do not rely on a priori information. In this section
three individual sensing assessment tasks are considered: estimating sensing accuracy which as-
sesses sensing systems as a whole, estimating source reliability which estimates the probability
that a source is reliable (i.e. cooperative or accurate depending on the method used), and ranking
sources by reliability. Since none of these studies addresses sensing anomalies, these approaches
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are categorized and evaluated according to the method used to perform the assessment (as opposed
to experimental results). In decreasing order of suitability for sensing anomalies these methods are
as follows: inconsistency-based, consensus-based, consensus-based (pair-wise), learned models
(uninformed), inconsistency-based (using a trusted source), analytical models, measured sensor
characteristics (e.g. quality of service or QoS), and known sensor characteristics (e.g. classifi-
cation accuracy). Recent trends in the multi-agent systems and sensor networks literature have
shown an increased interest in estimating source reliability but most of these (13 of the 23 studies
found) are focused on measuring source cooperativeness by relying on measured characteristics
such as QoS or user assessments of outcomes. Those that consider source accuracy typically em-
ploy consensus-based methods, assuming that in large scale systems an accurate consensus will
always be available. This assumption is invalid for the environmental causes of sensing anomalies
which often affect multiple sensors. This work addresses the two other tasks: estimating sensing
accuracy and ranking sources by reliability which have received little attention in the literature.
Existing approaches for estimating sensing accuracy either rely on irrelevant characteristics (e.g.
packet dropping statistics) or a priori known characteristics (i.e. classification accuracy) for as-
sessment. Consensus-based approaches have been applied to the problem of ranking sources by
reliability but again these rely on an accurate majority of sources to produce an accurate ranking.
This section is organized according to the categorization of sensing assessment studies given
in Table 3 which lists the studies first broken down by task, then sorted according to the primary
method used in the study for assessment. Section 2.1.1 reviews existing approaches for estimat-
ing sensing accuracy. Section 2.1.2 discusses approaches that estimate source reliability. Sec-
tion 2.1.3 is focused on approaches for ranking sources by reliability. These sections present the
studies in order by method from the most to the least relevant for the problem of sensing anoma-
lies in unknown environments. Studies which combine methods are listed in multiple rows in Ta-
ble 3 but appear in this section only once, according to the primary method employed (i.e. where
the study is not listed in italics).
2.1.1 Estimating Sensing Accuracy
Two studies found in the literature, like this study, estimate the accuracy of a sensing system
as a whole. Unlike this work, neither is appropriate for estimating sensing accuracy in the pres-
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Table 3. Related work on source or sensing assessment by method. Studies which combine meth-
ods are listed in multiple rows with the primary method in normal print and supplemental methods
listed in italics.
Method Studies
Estimate sensing accuracy (Section 2.1.1)
Inconsistency-based This work
Measured Sensor Characteristics Hongjun (2008)
Known Sensor Characteristics Wang (1999)
Estimate source reliability (Section 2.1.2)
Consensus-based Barber and Kim (2001, 2003) Barber and Fullam
(2003) Ryutov (2007)
Consensus-based (pair-wise) Dragoni (2003) Ganeriwal (2008)
Learned Models (uninformed) Yu (2003)
Inconsistency-based (trusted source) Hur (2005) Momani (2008)
Analytical Models Ryutov (2007)
Measured Sensor Characteristics Yu (2002, 2003) Sabater (2002) Ganeriwal (2004)
Dong-Huynh (2006) Sun (2006) Teacy (2006) Reece
(2007) Stefan (2007) Wang (2007) Chen (2008) Khos-
ravifar (2008) Letia (2008)
Known Sensor Characteristics Sivaraman (2007)
Unspecified Wang and Singh (2007)
Rank sources by reliability (Section 2.1.3)
Inconsistency-based This work
Consensus-based Shayer (2002)
Consensus-based (pair-wise) Pon (2005)
ence of sensing anomalies due to reliance on measured characteristics (i.e. cooperation) that have
nothing to do with accuracy (Hongjun, Zhiping, and Xiaona, 2008) or the exclusive use of a pri-
ori known characteristics (i.e. classification accuracy) for assessment. In (Hongjun, Zhiping, and
Xiaona, 2008) the problem of uncooperative nodes is addressed while (Wang and Shen, 1999) is
concerned with ambiguity in decision-making systems.
Hongjun, Zhiping, and Xiaona (2008) present an approach for estimating the reliability of a
wireless sensor network based on propagation of measured characteristics describing the relia-
bility of individual nodes defined as the probability of cooperation on communication tasks such
as forwarding packets. The approach uses Shannon’s entropy H(x) to evaluate a wireless sen-
sor network as a whole by applying it directly to the probability that node A will cooperate (e.g.
forward packets or provide readings for aggregation) with node B for all possible pairs of nodes
in the network. Correct methods for propagating trust in the network are explored. Experiments
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were performed with simulated nodes and randomly generated p values with up to 10% malicious
nodes. The results show that when malicious nodes consistently lie about the trustworthiness or
their neighbors the untrustworthiness of the network increases, relative to the magnitude of the lie.
Wang and Shen (1999) present a theoretical approach to evaluate the probability of a cor-
rect classification for multiple hypothesis decision-making sensing systems based on the a priori
known probability of accurate classification for each sensor. Sensor models take the form of con-
ditional density functions which state the probability of a correct decision if one of n hypotheses
are assumed. The probabilities of multiple hypotheses are mapped into a decision space based on
the sensor models. Three sensing quality metrics are derived from this space. The total probabil-
ity of a correct decision measures the area in the decision space where an observation can only be
mapped to the correct hypothesis. Similarly the probability of an incorrect decision corresponds to
regions where observations are mapped to an incorrect or set of incorrect hypotheses. The remain-
ing area of the decision space is the probability of an uncertain decision. No experimental results
were reported.
2.1.2 Estimating Source Reliability
This section discusses studies which estimate the probability that a source (sensor or agent)
will be reliable (i.e. cooperative or accurate) without relying on a priori information although the
most popular approaches (see for example Ganeriwal and Srivastava, 2004) rely on measured char-
acteristics like quality of service (QoS) which are unrelated to accuracy, or user assessments of
outcomes (see for example TRAVOS, Teacy et al., 2006). These studies are focused on what is
called soft security for multi-agent systems and sensor networks where malicious or faulty sources
(i.e. sensors) become isolated as peers learn not to trust them. Consensus based approaches (Bar-
ber and Fullam, 2003; Barber and Kim, 2001, 2003; Dragoni and Giorgini, 2003; Ganeriwal,
Balzano, and Srivastava, 2008; Ryutov and Neuman, 2007) rely on an accurate consensus and/or
majority of sources to ensure faithful assessments of peers. For example, (Dragoni and Giorgini,
2003) showed that the measured reliability was inverted, i.e. reliable agents were labeled as unre-
liable and vice versa, when a minority of agents were accurate. An accurate majority or consensus
cannot be assumed in an unknown environment in the presence of sensing anomalies affecting an
unknown percentage of sensors. The remaining studies do not explicitly consider source accu-
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racy but are more interested in estimating reliability in terms of cooperativeness and responsive-
ness, relying on measured characteristics such as QoS or packet dropping rates (Ganeriwal and
Srivastava, 2004; Letia and Slavescu, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2006; Yu and Singh,
2002, 2003a) or on user assessments of outcomes (Dong-Huynh, Jennings, and Shadbolt, 2006;
Khosravifar et al., 2008; Reece et al., 2007; Sabater and Sierra, 2002; Teacy et al., 2006; Wang et
al., 2007). Since these measured characteristics have nothing to do with the accuracy of the infor-
mation provided these approaches cannot be used to estimate sensor reliability in the presence of
sensing anomalies. In (Wang and Singh, 2007) a general theoretical framework for manipulating
trust values is created without regard for source assessment methods.
Source reliability is an important consideration in the general field of fusion which includes,
for example, belief revision, database and knowledge base updating, combining knowledge bases,
and requirements engineering (Appriou et al., 2001). In many applications of fusion high-level
observations, preferences, or rules are combined and the ground truth cannot be determined (e.g.
requirements engineering (Dick, Hull, and Jackson, 2004)). As a result, those approaches that as-
sess source reliability in terms of accuracy typically use a consensus-based approach which does
not rely on a priori information. The measured reliability is used to determine the influence of in-
formation from that source in future updates, to guide source selection, and provide search metrics
for information gathering.
Barber and her colleagues use probabilistic models and consensus-based approaches to mea-
sure the reliability of sources in an effort to isolate malicious or incompetent agents within a group
of cooperating software agents. Figure 1 shows this author’s interpretation of the system described
in (Barber and Kim, 2001) for maintaining an agent’s knowledge base while providing soft secu-
rity (isolating unreliable agents). In the example depicted in Figure 1 the agent’s user has made an
inquiry regarding the logical statement q. In response the agent queries its trusted sources (other
agents in the system) and its knowledge base (KB). It then uses Bayes’ theorem to combine all
stored (KB) and new messages to calculate a new probability for q, taking into account each
source’s reported confidence (α) in q and their reliability (the probability that they will provide
correct information, or P (Si)). The agent’s working knowledge base (K) is derived as the maxi-
mal consistent set of logical statements based on the updated probabilities inKB. Bayes’ theory
is again used to update each source’s reliability based on agreement withK. If a given source’s
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Figure 1. A source reliability estimation approach for multi-agent systems from (Barber and Kim,
2001).
message agrees withK (e.g. the source asserts q and P ′(q) = 1.0) then its reliability will in-
crease. If the source disagrees (e.g. asserts q and P ′(q) = 0.0) then its reliability will decrease.
The amount of change in P (Si) depends on the source’s confidence α, where lower confidence
results in smaller changes. In (Barber and Kim, 2003) this approach was extended by allowing an
agent to determine a given source’s reliability through both direct interaction (as in Barber and
Kim, 2001) and by reputation where the agent queries its peers for their opinion of the source.
Simulated target tracking experiments were performed to compare the two approaches for main-
taining source reliability. The direct interaction approach was shown to be less susceptible to noise
but took more time to settle on the correct values for each source. In (Barber and Park, 2004) this
approach is used to develop search strategies for finding better sources when the overall source
reliability drops. Barber and Fullam (2003) extend this belief revision system further to handle
discrete and continuous values by using a Gaussian distribution to model agents’ confidence in
information. Here the reliability of an agent for a single update is measured as the intersection
between the source agent’s confidence distribution and the confidence distribution for the fused
result. The agents’ reliability is assumed to be static over time so a simple average is used to de-
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scribe an agent’s reliability over n interactions. A series of four experiments with a simulated tar-
get tracking multi-agent system varied the percentage of reliable agents, the number of agents in
the system, the mean (µ) error, and standard deviation (σ) error for unreliable agents respectively.
The results showed statistically significant improvements in knowledge base accuracy as compared
to the same the belief revision approach without reliability modeling, with the exception of cases
where two-thirds (6 of 9) or more of the sources were unreliable. Recent work by this group has
focused on the trade-off between experience and reputation based trust modeling. In (Fullam and
Barber, 2007) Q-learning is applied to a linear combination parameter which determines the rela-
tive influence of experience and reputation models on a decision whether or not to interact. Feed-
back for learning is provided by the “payoff” for each transaction completed. Experimental results
showed that the learning approach performed better than relying on experience or reputation ex-
clusively. Q-learning was also used in (Ahn et al., 2008; Ahn, DeAngelis, and Barber, 2008) to
determine the optimal combination of a larger group of agent attributes including reliability, qual-
ity, availability, and timeliness for team selection. The approach for source assessment developed
by Barber and her colleagues relies on an accurate consensus to faithfully assess the trustworthi-
ness of other agents. Such a consensus cannot be assumed for a distributed sensing system used in
an unknown environment in the presence of sensing anomalies affecting an unknown percentage
of peers.
Ryutov and Neuman (2007) present a hybrid consensus-based approach to find compromised
or faulty sensor nodes which relies on analytical models to extend the set of comparable sensors,
enabling detection and isolation of sensing problems even when an entire group of identical nodes
are compromised. The approach is designed for remote sensor network monitoring where the net-
work is used to protect and manage an industrial process with known physical characteristics. A
suspicion level for each sensor is periodically increased or decreased according to its behavior,
suspicious or normal respectively, and used to reduce the influence of compromised or faulty sen-
sors on the status reported by the monitoring system. For event-reporting sensors all sensors re-
porting the same attribute (e.g. leak detection sensors installed in close proximity) are placed into
two groups according to whether or not they reported the event. Whether or not the event occurred
is determined by the vote of the group with the lowest cumulative suspicion level. Agreement with
this consensus result is used to increase or decrease each sensor’s suspicion level. For sensors that
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report continuous values (e.g. flow through a pipe) a weighted average (using the suspicion level
as weights) is used to determine the consensus value. The difference between the consensus and
an individual sensor’s reading is used to determine whether its behavior is suspicious or normal.
Physical relationships between sensors that measure distinct aspects of the industrial process are
given as a set of training examples. These examples are used to learn a decision tree which de-
termines which groups of sensors (all measuring the same property) to trust based on which rela-
tionships do and do not hold (e.g. if flow sensors at each end of a pipe report the same or different
values). If the decision tree cannot provide an unambiguous answer on which group to trust, then
further steps are taken. First the mean suspicion level for each group is calculated, and if they are
sufficiently different, then the group with higher suspect levels is assumed to be lying. If the sus-
picion levels are similar then the group reporting lower probability values (using a Gaussian distri-
bution) are assumed to be lying. By leveraging knowledge of the relationships between attributes
the sensors were installed to monitor, this approach provides an informed, consensus-based eval-
uation of not just individual sensors but whole groups of sensors which could be compromised by
an attacker. The system was still in development and no experimental results were reported.
Dragoni and Giorgini (2003) present a belief revision system similar in structure to (Barber
and Kim, 2001) where the reliability of an agent is determined by pair-wise comparisons of logical
statements made by all agents to determine the likelihood that a source belongs to a consistent set
of agents. In (Dragoni and Giorgini, 2003) logical statements are exchanged among agents and an
evidential knowledge baseKB is maintained using Dempster-Shafer theory, where the source’s
reliability determines the belief associated with new evidence from (logical statements asserted
by) that source. Unlike Barber’s approach which is entirely numeric until the working knowledge
(K) is derived, there is a clean separation of logical and numeric procedures and a stronger em-
phasis on logical belief revision. The evidentialKB is used to enable non-monotonic reasoning.
The reliability of a given source is modeled probabilistically as the likelihood that the source be-
longs to a set of logically consistent sources (all the statements provided by sources in this set are
collectively consistent), without regard to the numeric belief assigned with each statement. An ex-
tensive set of experimental results examining architectural (centralized versus decentralized) issues
and communication strategies were presented based on simulations of five agents supplied with
arbitrary logical statements. The agent reliability results were only accurate when a majority of
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agents were in fact reliable. When the average true reliability of the simulated agents fell below
0.5 the measured reliability was inverted, i.e. reliable agents were labeled as unreliable and vice
versa. The only experiments in which this effect did not occur involved the use of an oracle, a per-
fectly trusted agent that only reported correct information.
Ganeriwal, Balzano, and Srivastava (2008) continue development of a reputation middleware
for distributed sensor networks which uses a pair-wise consensus approach based on a generic dis-
tance metric to evaluate node reliability in the presence of common sensor failures. In (Ganeriwal,
Balzano, and Srivastava, 2008) the popular approach in Ganeriwal and Srivastava (2004) is ex-
tended by adding a generic distance-based watchdog mechanism to evaluate real-valued (R) sensor
readings and allowing continuous (as opposed to just binary) inputs to the reputation system. The
latter is done by generalizing from the β distribution to a Dirichlet Process and using the output
from the watchdog mechanism over [0, 1] to update parameters α and β. Ganeriwal, Balzano, and
Srivastava (2008) also propose integrating peer reputations by leveraging the approach proposed
in (Jøsang and Ismail, 2002) to apply Dempster-Shafer discounting in the probabilistic framework.
This results in straightforward, closed form equations for combining local and peer reputations
with the latter weighted by their respective reputations. Experiments with real and simulated tem-
perature and humidity sensors did not include peer reputation integration. The results showed ac-
curate identification a wide variety of common sensor failures among groups of sensors measuring
the same value.
The approaches presented in (Hur et al., 2005; Momani, Challa, and Alhmouz, 2008) estimate
the reliability of peer nodes in a sensor network by comparing the values provided by the nodes
with locally sensed values, implicitly trusting local sensing accuracy which is not a safe assump-
tion in the presence of sensing anomalies which may affect a sensor node and all its neighbors.
Momani, Challa, and Alhmouz (2008) illustrate the importance of considering both communica-
tion and data reliability in wireless sensor networks. They apply the approach from (Ganeriwal,
Balzano, and Srivastava, 2008) to the problem of communication reliability modeling and develop
their own reliability metric for data integrity using a Gaussian distribution to capture the error in
continuous readings. To generate the reliability metric each node trusts its own value and evalu-
ates neighboring nodes according to the difference between their readings and its own, generating
a mean and variance to define a Gaussian distribution. A node will also query its neighbors for
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assessment (Gaussian distribution) of the target node and all of these values are combined using
traditional statistical methods into a new Gaussian distribution. The overall reliability metric mod-
els the accuracy of each node based on both mean error and variance values. Simulation results
show how nodes with good communication behavior can have poor data reliability and vice versa
and the response of the communications and data reliability metrics in these cases. The problem
of combining these two metrics into a common reliability metric is left for future work. Hur et al.
(2005) present an approach for implementing a resilient sensor network based on measuring the
trustworthiness of neighboring nodes. A node’s trustworthiness (−1, 1) is based on a weighted
combination of the ratio of inconsistent to consistent measurements, the ratio of sensing event
misses versus hits, and its battery level. To determine if a reading from a neighboring node is in-
consistent, the evaluator (node) calculates an acceptable range of values based on its own sensing
information. Any readings that fall outside of that range are considered inconsistent. The nodes
are arranged on a regular grid where each cell is assumed to contain multiple nodes. The most
trusted node within each cell acts as an aggregator, which computes a weighted average of the sen-
sor readings from each node in the cell (using their respective trustworthiness as weights) and re-
ports the value to the network sink. The sink takes the median of the values reported by each of
the grid cells’ aggregators as the final value. Experiments with 300 simulated temperature sensing
nodes compared the approach presented in (Hur et al., 2005) with simple averaging and median
aggregation methods. The results show that trust-based aggregation is more resilient to attacks or
failures of up to 25 nodes.
Yu and Singh (2002, 2003a) use measured characteristics (i.e. cooperativeness) to model the
reliability of sources, with uninformed learning (Q-learning) used to adjust reliability values to
match actual outcomes of interactions with agents. In (Yu and Singh, 2002) reliability represents
the probability that an agent will provide a given quality of service (QoS) and is modeled using
Dempster-Shafer belief masses. Predetermined thresholds are used to map QoS values (elicited
from users) into belief masses for the hypotheses: {cooperative, uncooperative, unknown}. Be-
lief masses are combined using Dempster’s rule of combination. An agent’s reliability is based on
both direct interaction and by reputation. Experiments with simulations of multi-agent commu-
nities (20 or 100 agents) showed efficient isolation of uncooperative agents and stable adaptation
to changing QoS in larger communities (100 agents) with up to 20% uncooperative agents. In (Yu
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and Singh, 2003a) this approach is expanded to handle the problem of deceptive agents (agents
that lie about the reliability of their peers). Learned weights over [0,1] are applied to the informa-
tion gathered from each agent. Q-learning based on the predicted QoS and the QoS from direct
interaction with an agent is applied to update the weights. Experimental results showed accurate
detection of deceptive agents.
Ganeriwal and Srivastava (2004) present a popular design of a reputation middleware for dis-
tributed sensor networks which helps to identify and isolate malicious or faulty nodes based on
measured characteristics (i.e. uncooperative behavior). The structure of the system is similar to
that in (Yu and Singh, 2002) where both local reputation (built from direct interaction) and global
reputation (built from both direct and indirect interaction) are maintained. Both systems also use
the reputation of a node to weight the impact of that node’s recommendation regarding another
node, i.e. reputation information from a completely untrusted node has no impact on the global
reputation. Ganeriwal and Srivastava use the β distribution to model and update the reputation of
neighboring nodes. Using a Bayesian approach this two-parameter distribution can be updated
simply by adding incoming values (e.g. number of cooperative versus uncooperative interactions)
to the existing values, enabling enhancements like an aging factor which gradually discounts the
impact of earlier interactions. Large portions of the system were still in development when the
paper was written (including the watchdog module which assesses neighboring nodes) but some
preliminary simulation results were included. These showed good resiliency to common attacks
found in existing e-commerce systems (e.g. teaming up with users to underrate competing nodes,
or to inflate one’s own reputation) and demonstrated isolation of faulty or malicious nodes in small
networks (2 to 6 nodes). Chen et al. (2008) present a system similar to (Ganeriwal and Srivas-
tava, 2004) for detecting packet-dropping and denial-of-service attacks from compromised nodes
in wireless sensor networks. Using the same metrics for node evaluation and the β distribution to
model reputation, they modify the outcome to explicitly quantify uncertainty in the evaluation. Ex-
perimental results from simulated networks showed that this enhancement leads to quicker adapta-
tion to a trusted node that becomes malicious.
Sabater and Sierra (2002) present a system for assessing an agent’s trustworthiness known as
the REGRET system which relies on the user to determine the outcome of interactions. The goal
of the system is to apply a type label which describes (in human terms) the expected behavior of
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an agent, e.g. honest, swindler, or tardy deliverer. In this distributed approach, each agent uses all
available information including: direct experience, reputation (direct experience of other agents),
association (experience with agents heavily linked with the target), role in an organization, and on-
tological combinations of these to determine another agent’s type. Trustworthiness according to
direct experience is measured by the outcome of interactions along a given set of attributes (price,
quality of service, etc.). The reliability of this trustworthiness value (and all to follow) is depen-
dent on the number of examples (direct interactions with the target) and the variance of the out-
comes. The reputation-based trustworthiness is built by querying the opinion of a set of represen-
tative agents within a given social network and using the agent’s trust in the witnesses to weight
their opinion in the final reputation-based value. The trustworthiness of a witness is defined ei-
ther by the outcome of direct interaction, or if that outcome is unreliable, fuzzy rules on the social
roles of the agent, witness, and target are used to determine trustworthiness (e.g. if the witness and
target are competitors then the witness’s opinion is expected to be biased low). Trustworthiness
based on association is just a linear combination of the trustworthiness of the target’s neighbors
(agents similar to the target). The role-based trustworthiness is a hard-coded heuristic based on the
agent’s opinion of individuals in each role and is given low reliability. All these trustworthiness
values are combined according to a predetermined ontology with weights associated with each
link that relate characteristics with trustworthiness attributes (e.g. honest, swindler, defaulter, etc.).
A sufficiently rich agent environment to support this system was still in development therefore no
experimental results were given.
Jennings and his colleagues have developed several sophisticated solutions to the problem
of estimating trust in multi-agent systems which rely on user feedback to determine the outcome
of interactions. Dong-Huynh, Jennings, and Shadbolt (2006) present the FIRE system for com-
prehensive assessments of agent trustworthiness in multi-agent systems. The approach uses four
sources of information: direct interaction (experience), witnesses (reputation), role-based assign-
ment, and what is called certified information (provided by the trustee agent). The approach from
(Sabater and Sierra, 2002) is used to model trust from experience and the referral structure devel-
oped in (Yu and Singh, 2003b) is used to find witnesses in a network of agents. Domain-specific
rules determine the role-based trust value. Certified information is provided by the trustee agent
including referrals from other agents. The overall trust value for the trustee agent is calculated as
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a weighted average of the trust values from each source where the weights are a function of the
reliability (based on recency and consistency) and relative importance of the trust value given by
that source. Extensive experiments with simulated agents which exhibit both static and dynamic
(mis)behavior show significant improvements in performance as compared to SPORAS, a sophis-
ticated centralized agent trust system. Teacy et al. (2006) present the TRAVOS system for assess-
ing agent trustworthiness in multi-agent systems. The approach uses two sources of information:
direct interaction (experience) and reputation (based on peers’ direct interaction). Each interaction
is classified by the user or another module as successful or unsuccessful. The trustee’s reliability
TA is modeled as the probability of a successful interaction based on past experience and is mod-
eled using the beta (β) distribution with parameters (α, β) equal to the number of successful and
unsuccessful interactions respectively. An agent’s confidence in a given reliability value is mod-
eled as the proportion of the calculated β distribution that lies between T (A) −  and T (A) + ,
for a user-defined margin of error . For as long as an agent’s confidence in its estimate of the
trustee’s reliability is too low, it will query other agents in the system to gather more information
about the trustee and a new β distribution (Dr) is then built by summing the reported interaction
outcomes weighed by the agents’ expected accuracy. Experiments were performed with 101 simu-
lated agents which provided either accurate, noisy, or very inaccurate opinions. The results showed
that TRAVOS achieved lower error rates as compared to a similar reputation system proposed by
Jøsang and Ismail (2002), especially as the number of interactions increased. Reece et al. (2007)
extend these approaches to include real-valued (R) evaluations of interaction outcomes and het-
erogeneous combinations of evaluations for bundled outcomes. By using the Dirichlet Process,
real valued evaluations of interaction outcomes can be combined in the same fashion (i.e. summa-
tion) as fusing multiple binary outcomes using the β distribution. In addition to this enhancement,
the approach utilizes established methods from the field of data fusion to combine evaluations re-
garding some or all services within a bundled contract (e.g. video, audio, and data services). Ex-
perimental results using contract outcomes randomly generated from a joint distribution of two
“services” validates the improved accuracy of the approach as compared to modeling each service
separately as an independent Dirichlet Process. These approaches leave assessment of an inter-
action to the user or another module making them unsuited for unsupervised handling of sensing
anomalies in unknown environments.
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Khosravifar et al. (2008) present a trust management system for autonomous agents which
relies on user classification of the outcome of interactions with other agents. The system takes
the following into account: direct interaction, reputation, volume of interaction, and recency of
information. The outcome of a given interaction is classified (by another module) into a discrete
set of possible outcomes, a subset of which is considered positive. Trust based on direct interac-
tion is measured as the ratio of interactions with positive outcomes to the total number of inter-
actions, weighted by the importance assigned to each interaction. Only this “local” information
is exchanged between agents. Reputation is gathered from trusted agents, and if an insufficient
number of these reply (because they do not want to or because they have no information) then the
target is asked for references to other agents that can recommend them. Trust according to repu-
tation is calculated as the average gathered reputation value weighted by the trust value assigned
to the agent that provided the reputation value. An overall trust value can be calculated by also
weighting this value by the number of interactions the referring agent has had with the target and
how recently the reputation value was provided. The trustworthiness of referring agents is also ad-
justed after more direct interaction with the target by adjusting their respective trust values to min-
imize the difference between the predicted combined trust value and the actual trust value obtained
through direct interaction. A proof-of-concept implementation of the approach was implemented
in Jadex, the Java-based agent simulation framework. No experimental results were provided.
Schmidt et al. (2007) present a user-tunable fuzzy framework for a combined experience and
reputation-based distributed trust system for e-commerce based on the measured outcome of com-
pleted transactions. In this system the trust assigned to a given agent is determined based on both
past experience and recommendations from other agents (Recommending Agents). The latter is
conditioned on their assigned Agent Credibility (AC). The relative influence of these two sources
on an agent’s overall opinion of the trustee agent is one of many user-tunable parameters. If the
agent decides to complete the transaction with the trustee agent, then the outcome of the interac-
tion is calculated based on user-defined criteria and the agent’s opinion of the trustee is updated.
The new trust value (T0) for the trustee agent is then compared to the values (T1...n) provided
by the Recommending Agents (RA1...n). The ACi value for each agent RAi is increased if Ti
is within a user-defined distance from T0 and decreased otherwise. The extent of the change in
ACi depends on the variance over all recommendations received. That is, if the trustee’s reliability
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changes frequently over time then the results of a single interaction neither increase nor decrease
the recommending agents’ credibility by a large amount. Illustrative examples are provided show-
ing the steps taken by a user’s agent when dealing with a new agent and one that has an established
reputation in the system.
Letia and Slavescu (2008) present a system inspired by the ART testbed competitions (see
Fullam et al., 2005) where a bootstrapping approach is used to learn agent competency based on
inaccuracies in reported competencies versus the outcome of actual transactions. The goal of the
study is to reduce the impact of isolated dishonest behavior (e.g. tit-for-tat retaliation on the part
of an otherwise competent agent) on the estimated competence. Agent reliability is modeled as
a Gaussian distribution with variance σ2 as the (in)competence. A traditional probabilistic sam-
pling approach for estimating σ2 with few data points (i.e. bootstrapping) is used. Examples show
slight increases in σ2 values for transactions where an agent is uncooperative. This leads to very
high σ2 for truly bad agents, very low σ2 for competent and cooperative agents, and only slightly
higher σ2 for agents that are uncooperative only on rare occasions. Agents which use the proposed
approach in the ART testbed were still in development.
Sun et al. (2006) propose a probability-theory based distributed reputation system for ad hoc
networks which measures the frequency of uncooperative behavior (e.g. packet dropping) to deter-
mine node trustworthiness. The approach utilizes a single trust metric for distributed evaluation of
nodes in ad hoc networks that captures two features: trust versus distrust, and uncertainty. Using
entropy, the metric maps a given probability over [0.0, 1.0] (which represents an arbitrary evalua-
tion of the target node) to a trust value over [−1.0, 1.0] such that high trust (p = 1.0) maps to 1.0,
high distrust (p = 0.0) to −1.0, and high uncertainty (p = 0.5) to 0.0. A precise definition of
trust and axioms to define its behavior for ad hoc networks are established. Methods for propagat-
ing either the trust metric or the underlying probability through the network are presented which
weight a recommendation based on the source’s trustworthiness for recommendations (a sepa-
rately maintained trust value) and adhere to the given axioms. Concrete procedures for evaluating
nodes based on packet transmission rates and minimizing overhead when propagating informa-
tion in the network are presented. Experiments with a simulated ad hoc network with 100 nodes
show that malicious nodes (nodes that drop packets) can be distinguished from good nodes. The
results also show improved throughput of the ad hoc network when malicious nodes are detected
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and avoided by neighboring nodes. Note that the approach in (Sun et al., 2006), while designed for
an ad hoc network, is generic and could easily be adapted for use in sensor networks.
Wang et al. (2007) provide a framework for tracking the trustworthiness of an agent over time
using direct experience which is evaluated by the user and recommendations from peers (weighted
by their trustworthiness). The approach uses two trust metrics: Tsub ∈ [0, 1] which is based solely
on direct experience, and Tobj ∈ [0, 1] which is based solely on recommendations from peers. A
third metric called trust entropy (TE ∈ [0, 1]), defined as a linear combination of Tsub and Tobj ,
is used to track disagreement between these two sources. All three metrics are updated over time
by a linear combination of the new and current value (e.g. TE = αTEn+1 + (1 − α)TEn). The
evaluation of a given interaction (positive or negative) is left to the user or another module. An
agent’s performance (Tsub) in a given time frame is calculated as the percentage of positive inter-
actions over all interactions in that time frame. The relative influence of direct experience versus
recommendations on an agent’s decision to interact with the trustee is a user-defined parameter.
Preliminary results showed that the TE metric drops steeply when a node misbehaves then in-
creases when the node’s behavior improves.
Sivaraman and Chang (2007) provide an efficient theoretical solution to the problem of evalu-
ating the classification performance for a single sensor or set of fused sensors based on probability
theory and the a priori known classification accuracy of the sensors. The approach requires a pri-
ori knowledge of the probability of occurrence for each target type to be classified and the local
confusion matrix (LCM) for each sensor. The LCM indicates the probability that the sensor will
classify a target as e ∈ {target types} given that it observes f ∈ {target types} for all pos-
sible combinations of {e, f}. A global classification matrix (GCM) is derived from each sensor’s
LCM. The GCM determines the probability of accurate classification for each target after k inde-
pendent observations of that target. It is shown that this matrix will converge to the identity matrix
as k increases only if no two rows in the sensor’s LCM are identical (i.e. the sensor can distinguish
between any two given targets). Metrics are also derived to determine the rate of convergence for
the GCM and the minimum number of observations required to achieve a given classification ac-
curacy. These metrics reveal that the most influential attribute is not the accuracy of detection of
a single target, but the ability to distinguish different target types. Further analysis showed that
the classification metric for fused sensors is simply the sum of each individual sensor’s conver-
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gence metric. Examples using artificial inputs showed that the proposed approach provided better
predictions of classification accuracy and is more computationally efficient than Monte Carlo sim-
ulations which are the current state-of-the-art.
Wang and Singh (2007) focus on a rigorous understanding of the relationship between evi-
dence and certainty in reputation networks and leave the problem of evaluating nodes unspecified.
Toward this end, a probabilistic framework similar to (Teacy et al., 2006) or (Ganeriwal and Sri-
vastava, 2004) is defined to capture evidence and uncertainty for a given set of interactions where
the outcome is binary (either success or failure). This framework provides the mathematical foun-
dations required to discount evidence due to source unreliability or the age of evidence in a con-
sistent fashion by providing functions and algorithms to transfer evidence to uncertainty space and
vice versa. No specific approaches for performing these corrections were proposed.
2.1.3 Rank Sources by Reliability
Two papers found in the literature rank information sources by comparing the information
from each source with that of its peers (Pon and Ca´rdenas, 2005) or the consensus value (Shayer
et al., 2002). Both approaches are designed to function in the absence of a priori information but
assume that a majority of sources will be accurate. This cannot be assumed when a sensing system
is used in an unknown environment in the presence of an unknown number of sensing anomalies.
Experimental results (see Chapter 5) have shown that the approach described in Chapter 3 can
faithfully rank sensors according to their relative accuracy without relying on this assumption.
In (Shayer et al., 2002) a consensus-based method for ranking perceptual schema (sources
of processed sensor data in robotics) is presented based on a previously developed adaptive sen-
sor fusion technique. Each perceptual schema produces a binary occupancy grid1. A fuzzy-logic
approach is used to combine these binary grids into a global fused grid (also binary), taking into
account the past performance of each perceptual schema. The performance is measured by com-
paring the perceptual schema’s grid with the global fused grid using four metrics: the true posi-
tive, true negative, false positive, and false negative rates. To rank the perceptual schema, a pair
of schema is selected at random and fixed true positive rates of 0.25 (unreliable) and 0.8 (reliable)
are arbitrarily assigned to each. The two grids are fused and the true positive rate of the “unreli-
1A map which records the status occupied or empty for each cell in a regular grid. (Elfes, 1989)
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able” sensor is used as the result of the comparison between the pair. This was repeated for each
pair, and the results were sorted to provide the ranking. Experiments with artificial data from three
simulated perceptual schema with error ranging from 0–50% showed accurate ranking 83.33% of
the time. The tested error rate was not allowed to exceed 50% because preliminary experimental
assessments of the ranking procedure (also in Shayer et al., 2002) showed symmetric results about
the 50% error rate (e.g. 90% and 10% error rates produced the same results).
Pon and Ca´rdenas (2005) developed a consensus-based approach for ranking data sources.
Each source di ∈ D is ranked according to a novel accuracy metric given in Equation (2.2) which
is a weighted average of its historical accuracy At−1i and a cohesion function c(i, t) which mea-
sures its agreement (or disagreement) with accurate (or inaccurate) peers. A historical weight
function h(t) over [0, 1] controls the contribution of prior accuracy estimates.
Ati = h(t)A
t−1
i + (1− h(t))c(i, t) (2.1)
where
c(i, t) = f(i, t) +
1− f(i, t)
|D| − 1
∑
dj∈D−{di}
a(i, j, t)c(j, t) (2.2)
The cohesion function contains an agreement function a(i, j, t) which measures the extent to
which values from sources di and dj agree (e.g. Euclidean distance) and a dampening function
f(t) which is the probability that a source is accurate, independent of agreement. In experiments
the dampening function f(t) simply returned a constant value. Since the agreement is weighted
by c(j, t), this function must be solved as a system of equations with |D| unknowns. Simulation
experiments of 100 data sources with randomly generated data examined varying agreement func-
tions and dampening function values. Euclidean distance performed best with 90–95% accuracy in
ranking the top 10–50 data sources.
2.1.4 Discussion
This section surveyed approaches for estimating sensing accuracy, estimating source reliabil-
ity, and ranking sources by reliability with the goal of reducing the impact of malicious or faulty
agents or sensor nodes on the overall accuracy of the system and found that these employ either
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consensus-based methods or rely on characteristics which do not provide information regarding
the accuracy of sensing in a given environment. The latter are unsuited for assessment of sensing
in the presence of sensing anomalies. Consensus-based approaches, which compare readings from
a sensor with a fused consensus or to that of peers, could theoretically be used to measure the im-
pact of sensing anomalies on sensing accuracy or source reliability but would require an accurate
consensus. Since the environmental conditions which lead to sensing anomalies often affect mul-
tiple sensors, these consensus-based approaches would require an intelligent agent to actively use
a wide variety of sensors at all times to ensure that sensing anomalies are accurately characterized.
This requirement is unattainable for domains where energy, space, and/or weight capacity are in
limited supply (e.g. space robotics or wireless sensor networks). In addition sensors are expensive
and simultaneously using many sensors taxes (often limited) computational resources, increases
the complexity of an intelligent system, and increases the frequency of sensor faults. Note that
none of the approaches discussed in this section were designed to address the problem of sensing
anomalies.
Section 2.1.1 discussed two studies for estimating the accuracy of a sensing system as a whole
which rely on measured characteristics (i.e. cooperation) that have nothing to do with accuracy
(Hongjun, Zhiping, and Xiaona, 2008) or the exclusive use of a priori known characteristics (i.e.
classification accuracy) for assessment. In (Hongjun, Zhiping, and Xiaona, 2008) the problem of
uncooperative nodes is addressed while (Wang and Shen, 1999) is concerned with ambiguity in
decision-making systems.
Section 2.1.2 surveyed approaches that learn the reliability of other agents or sensors in dis-
tributed systems based solely on prior interactions with that agent and the opinion of an agent’s
peers (also based on interactions) in an effort to isolate malicious or faulty sources from the rest
of the system. Both consensus-based methods and methods that rely in measured characteristics
(e.g. QoS) that have nothing to do with accuracy have been applied to this problem. While con-
sensus based approaches to not rely in a priori information they do require an accurate consensus
to ensure the correctness of the estimated reliability. Such a consensus cannot be assumed when
a sensing system is used in an unknown environment in the presence of an unknown number of
sensing anomalies. Note that under such conditions increasing the number of identical (or simi-
lar) sensors does not eliminate the possibility of an inaccurate consensus since the environmental
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conditions that cause sensing anomalies will affect all identical sensors in the same fashion. The
approach described in (Ryutov and Neuman, 2007) uses a hybrid consensus-based and analytical
model-based approach which relies on known physical relationships between the values reported
by distinct sets of sensors to detect compromised sets of nodes. While the consensus-based aspect
of the approach is problematic, the model-based aspect is promising for handling sensing anoma-
lies in multi-sensor systems where the relationships between sensor readings can be reliably mod-
eled. A possible extension of the approach presented in this dissertation would be to leverage such
relationships in a similar fashion to measure inconsistencies within a more diverse set of sensor
readings, enabling improved detection and characterization of sensing anomalies. These studies
differ from this work in that they are designed to evaluate sources on an individual basis whereas
the latter is designed to evaluate a sensing system as a whole. This distinction suggests that the
two approaches may be complementary, i.e. if used together they would provide a sensing man-
agement system with more information regarding the performance of its available sensors in an
unknown environment as compared to using each in isolation. Section 3.1 describes a proposed
system for identifying sensor suitability in unknown environments which utilizes both in this fash-
ion.
Section 2.1.3 considered two consensus-based approaches found in the literature that rank
information sources (Pon and Ca´rdenas, 2005; Shayer et al., 2002). Both approaches assume that
a majority of sources will be accurate whereas experimental results (see Chapter 5) have shown
that the approach described in Chapter 3 can accurately rank sensors according to their relative
accuracy without relying on this assumption.
2.2 Sensor Fault Detection and Identification
This section presents related work on detecting and diagnosing sensor problems in general.
Since none of these studies addresses sensing anomalies, these approaches are categorized and
evaluated according to the method used to perform sensor FDI (as opposed to experimental re-
sults). These methods are as follows (in decreasing order of suitability for sensing anomalies):
inconsistency-based, consensus-based, consensus-based (pair-wise), learned models which do not
rely on a priori system information (uninformed), inconsistency-based (using a trusted source),
qualitative and/or stochastic models, learned models which are designed with a target system in
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mind (informed), and analytical models. The most common approaches for sensor FDI use a pri-
ori models (either analytical or stochastic) to model normal and/or faulty system behavior. Unlike
the traditional sensor faults these approaches are designed to address, sensing anomalies do not
exist independently of an (unknown) environment which makes them nearly impossible to model.
While stochastic and analytical methods remain popular in the literature, recent trends in sensor
FDI have shown as increased interest in pure (uninformed) learning approaches. These approaches
could theoretically be used to learn about sensing anomalies in unknown environments but their
ability to detect and diagnose such anomalies is limited based on the presence (or absence) of
similar anomalies in the training data and the learning approach’s ability to generalize to a new
environment. Consensus-based approaches which rely solely on comparisons between readings
from distinct sensors or a comparison of those readings to a fused consensus are rare in the sensor
FDI literature (only three were found). These are more suited to address the problem of sensing
anomalies than learning-based approaches but still require an accurate majority of sensors which
cannot be assumed in the presence of sensing anomalies which often affect multiple sensors. The
inconsistency-based approach described in (Afgani, Sinanovic, and Haas, 2008a,b) is similar to the
approach presented in Chapter 3 in that it also detects anomalies by applying a threshold to a met-
ric derived from the recorded data, but their specialized approach is limited to signals which show
high periodicity under normal conditions.
This section is organized according to the categorization of sensor FDI studies given in Ta-
ble 4 which lists the studies according to the primary method used for FDI. Section 2.2.1 provides
a brief history of fault detection and identification to establish the context in which the sensor FDI
approaches presented in this section were developed. Sections 2.2.2 through 2.2.7 review existing
approaches for sensor FDI in order by method from the most to the least relevant for the prob-
lem of sensing anomalies in unknown environments. Studies which combine methods are listed
in multiple rows in Table 4 but appear in this section only once, according to the primary method
employed (i.e. where the study is not listed in italics).
2.2.1 Brief History of FDI
For thirty years FDI systems have been studied and developed. From the late 1970s until the
early 1990s most FDI systems were expert systems developed to emulate and assist human techni-
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Table 4. Related work on sensor fault detection and identification (FDI) by method. Studies which
combine methods are listed in multiple rows with the primary method in normal print and supple-
mental methods listed in italics.
Method Studies
Inconsistency-based This work, Afgani (2008a,b)
Consensus-based Soika (1997a,b)
Consensus-based (pair-wise) Bacon (2001) Bank (2002)
Learned Models (uninformed) Liu (1999) Fravolini (2001) Gu (2001) Canham (2003)
Bongard (2004) Koushanfar (2005) Larkey (2006) Chen
(2007) Heredia (2008) Paiva (2008) Christensen (2008)
Inconsistency-based (trusted source) Bank (2002)
Qualitative Models Williams (1996) Narasimhan (2004)
Stochastic Models Roumeliotis (1998) Goel (2000) Washington (2000)
Hashimoto (2001, 2007) Dearden (2004) Narasimhan
(2004) Kobayashi (2006) Duan (2006) Wei (2006)
Plagemann (2007)
Learned Models (informed) Deuker (1998) Goel (2000) Ranganathan (2001) Kawa-
bata (2003) Plagemann (2007) Du (2007)
Analytical Models Vos (1996) Um (1999) Vinsonneau (2002) Schwall
(2002) Blake (2007) Monteriu (2007) Pertew (2007)
Rothenhagen (2007) Gao (2008)
cians (or physicians). A well known example is MYCIN (Shortliffe et al., 1975), an expert system
which recommended therapy for partially known or unknown bacterial infections and performed
better than some medical doctors. Srinivas (1977) wrote what appears to be the first work on fault
handling for robots using a heuristic planning based approach for finding hypotheses, testing those
hypotheses, and recovering from the fault. In the mid-to-late 1980s model-based diagnosis (MBD)
expert systems began to appear which provided a general means of performing fault detection
and identification (FDI) using refined methods for hypothesis generation and test ranking, leav-
ing the rest of the system (detection and test execution) in black boxes. De Kleer and Williams
took the lead in this area with their General Diagnostic Engine (GDE) (de Kleer and Williams,
1987) and Sherlock (de Kleer and Kurien, 2003; de Kleer and Raiman, 1993, 1995; de Kleer and
Williams, 1989) systems. Through continuous refinement they and other researchers like Con-
sole and Dressler (1999) and Reiter (1987) brought MBD to a level of maturity which allowed
commercially viable systems to be produced by 1999 (Console and Dressler, 1999). As the MBD
approach was applied to real-world problems, existing tools from control theory or artificial intel-
ligence were exploited to fill in the black boxes. Control theory researchers applied mathemati-
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cal systems analysis, generating models and residuals (Console and Dressler, 1999; de Kleer and
Kurien, 2003). Artificial intelligence researchers used trend analysis, stochastic or learned mod-
eling, and other general feature extracting techniques (Chantler et al., 1998). In 1996 Williams
diverged from the MBD paradigm to create Livingstone (Williams and Nayak, 1996), the FDI
and general state tracking module for the Deep Space One spacecraft. As a direct descendant of
GDE/Sherlock, Livingstone served as a bridge between the mature MBD approach and more re-
cent artificial intelligence approaches to FDI. These tend to focus more on state tracking (deter-
mining which of a set of known states the agent was in), with fault detection and identification
as a logical side-effect of modeling and tracking fault states (see for example Biswas’ work Ji et
al., 2003; Lerner et al., 2000; Narasimham and Biswas, 2007; Narasimham et al., 2000). In gen-
eral, FDI techniques in both areas (control theoretic and artificial intelligence) have branched off
and created their own approaches to identification, relying less on MBD. Some recent data-driven
approaches (see the survey in Pettersson, 2005) have thrown out system models altogether and fo-
cused on the relationship between raw input and the presence of faults.
2.2.2 Inconsistency-based FDI
Afgani, Sinanovic, and Haas (2008a,b) present a specialized inconsistency-based approach for
detecting anomalies in real time for wireless signals which is limited to signals which show highly
periodic behavior. The approach uses a short-term Fourier transform (STFT) to convert the signal
to a spectrogram. Two sliding windows of an empirically determined size separated by the signal
period are applied to the spectrogram. A histogram is used to model data within each window and
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used to measure the difference between the two histograms.
An anomaly is detected when the divergence exceeds a threshold. Examples with real wireless sig-
nals subject to anomalous events (e.g. short-term interference and power level change) showed a
very high signal to noise ratio for the KL divergence metric. The results also showed that, by re-
ducing the separation between the two sliding windows, the approach could be used to learn the
signal period which is the only a priori information the approach requires. Like the approach de-
scribed in Chapter 3, Afgani, Sinanovic, and Haas (2008a,b) detect anomalies from a single source
by applying a threshold to a metric derived from the recorded data without relying on a priori
models (learned or otherwise) which describe the expected values. The latter is more limited in
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its application since the underlying signal must show very similar periodic behavior, whereas the
former is applicable to any signal where anomalies produce inconsistencies.
2.2.3 Consensus-based FDI
This section explores consensus-based approaches to sensor FDI. Most consensus-based sys-
tems are simple voting schemes built for homogeneous sensor systems (see for example Ahlstrom
et al., 2002; Krishnamachari and Iyengar, 2004; Lee and Xu, 2001). Three approaches for FDI
of situated agents have been found that are more sophisticated and can be used with heteroge-
neous sensor systems and/or fused data. Both (Soika, 1997a,b) and (Bacon, Ostroff, and Joshi,
2001) use purely consensus-based approaches to detect sensor faults or mis-calibration in a ring of
sonar sensors and redundant inertial navigation sensors respectively. In (Bank, 2002) a combined
consensus-based and inconsistency-based method was developed in which the latter relied on a
laser range finder as a trusted source. Of these the probabilistic approach developed in (Soika,
1997a) is the most sophisticated and even mentioned a hypothetical solution to isolate poorly
sensed regions, but this was never developed nor tested. These approaches are designed to function
in the absence of a priori information but assume that a majority of sensors will be accurate. This
assumption is unlikely to hold for a sensing system in an unknown environment in the presence of
sensing anomalies which are likely to affect multiple sensors.
In (Soika, 1997b) a probabilistic consensus-based sensor FDI approach is presented which an-
alyzes the consistency of redundant sensor readings. A probabilistic sensor model is used to trans-
late raw sensor readings into statements about the status of a given variable (for example whether
a point in space is occupied or empty). Statements from multiple sensors are combined by an inde-
pendent opinion pool. The reliability of a sensor is determined by comparing a statement from the
sensor and the fused statement from all other available sensors according to Equation (2.3)
P (slm|A) =
K∑
km=1
K∑
k∗=1
P (slm|akm(Mm), ak
∗
({M∗}))× P (akm(Mm)× P (ak∗({M∗}))) (2.3)
where slm describes the status l ∈ {working, defective} of the sensorm, A is a set of sensor
readings, k ∈ K is a set of possible values for a probabilistic variable, akm(Mm) is the statement
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about k from sensorm, and ak
∗
({M∗}) is the same for the set of other sensors. The probability of
each statement P (akm(Mm)) and P (ak
∗
({M∗})) are defined by the sensor model and the fused
value respectively. The reliability of the sensor over multiple readings is again combined by an
independent opinion pool. This approach was tested using sonar readings combined in a proba-
bilistic occupancy grid2. In this case P (slm|akm(Mm), ak
∗
({M∗})) was reduced to an indicator
function which evaluated to 1 when the sensor agreed with the others and 0 otherwise.
In (Soika, 1997a) the general approach presented in (Soika, 1997b) was further refined for use
with occupancy grids. Figure 2 shows how the approach detected and diagnosed sensing problems
without relying on a priori information. For each cell within the occupancy grid, the probability of
occupancy is calculated according to Equations (2.4) and (2.5) assuming that sensor j is working
(OK) or is not working (KO) respectively.3 These values were used to determine the probabil-
ity of consistency (Ki) for cell i given that sensor j is working (Equation (2.6)) and not working
(Equation (2.7)).
Pok(Sj) = P (Ci|{Mn} = occupied) (2.4)
Pko(Sj) = P (Ci|{Mk,k 6=j} = occupied,Mj = empty) (2.5)
P (Ki|Sj) = αPok(Sj) + (1− α)(1− Pok(Sj)) (2.6)
P (Ki|¬Sj) = (1− α)Pko(Sj) + α(1− Pko(Sj)) (2.7)
where
Mj = occupied ⇒ α > 0.5 (2.8)
Mj = empty ⇒ α < 0.5 (2.9)
A tunable parameter (α) was incorporated to control the influence of a particular cell’s consis-
tency on a given sensor’s evaluation. Finally Bayes’ rule is used to determine the probability that
the sensor is working. This probability is compared to a threshold to determine the status of the
sensor according to cell i, consistent or inconsistent. The threshold is expected to be application-
dependent. Grid-wide evaluation of the status of a given sensor was explicitly defined as the ratio
2A map which records the probability of occupancy for each cell in a regular grid.
3Fusion of multiple sensor readings (e.g. P (Ci|{Mn} = occupied)) was still presumably performed using an
independent opinion pool.
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Figure 2. A sensor fault detection and diagnosis approach for (Soika, 1997a).
of inconsistent cells to consistent cells over all evaluated cells. The study recommended evaluation
of a grid cell just before deletion (when it was too far away from the robot to fit on a robot-centric
map). (Soika, 1997a) also proposed a cell-by-cell reliability measure (e.g. for isolation of sensing
anomalies) defined as 1−H(x) where H is Shannon’s entropy. This measure was only mentioned
once in the paper as an argument in favor of the overall approach, and was apparently never in-
tended for implementation or testing. Experiments with a ring of 24 sonar sensors on a custom
mobile robot showed that the system could distinguish between working and defective sonar sen-
sors and could be used for re-calibration.
Bank (2002) presents a combined consensus and inconsistency-based approach for sensor FDI
for a ring of 24 wide angle sonar sensors on a Nomad XR4000 which uses a SICK laser range
finder as a trusted source of information to determine what the sonar readings should have been.
The actual paths of sonar signals and their intersections with sonar sensors are calculated using
a model of the environment build from the laser’s readings. One vector of confidence values for
each sensor is created based on agreement with the model. A second confidence vector is cal-
culated based on agreement between neighboring sensors with overlapping sensed regions (cone
shaped due to low angular resolution). These two vectors are summed to generate an overall con-
fidence measurement for each individual sonar sensor. A numeric example with a single injected
fault is given. The confidence value for the “faulty” sensor is zero, enabling trivial detection and
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diagnosis. Note that the approach is limited to assessment of range sensors and assumes the avail-
ability of a perfect sensor (SICK laser) which limits its applicability to environments which do not
contain laser anomalies (e.g. no glass and no fog or smoke).
In (Bacon, Ostroff, and Joshi, 2001) a controller for manned aircraft with built in consensus-
based accelerometer and gyro sensor FDI is presented. The FDI system assumes triple redundancy
of the actual physical sensors, and a custom difference metric (e.g. Equation (2.10) gives the met-
ric for sensor1 where r is a sensor reading) is used to detect and identify faults.
d1 = |r1 − r2| × |r1 − r3| (2.10)
To reduce the impact of nominal noise, a fading memory accumulator is used to average this met-
ric over time and a threshold is applied for detection. A simulated tailless aircraft model from
Lockheed Martin and a robustness tester called RASCLE were used to evaluate the new con-
troller. The results showed accurate detection, identification, and adaptation to multiple accelerom-
eter and gyro failures with notable delays in the latter. Note that the approach is specialized for
sensing systems with triple redundancy and that it assumes that two of the three sensors in each
group are accurate. The environmental conditions that lead to sensing anomalies will affect all
identical sensors, therefore the approach is unsuited for detection of sensing anomalies even within
this limited set of sensing systems.
2.2.4 Learned Models (Uninformed)
This section is focused on sensor FDI approaches which use learning approaches that do not
rely on a priori information, but instead use raw sensor input in a learning system to discover the
relationship between inputs and the presence of faults. Based on the breakdown of FDI work pre-
sented in (Pettersson, 2005) these approaches fall into the data-driven category in which system
monitoring is performed based on raw input alone, not relying on system models. Systems like
(Canham, Jackson, and Tyrrell, 2003; Chen and Saif, 2007; Gu et al., 2001; Heredia et al., 2008;
Larkey, Bettencourt, and Hagberg, 2006) which use unsupervised learning could hypothetically
be used to learn about sensing anomalies in an unknown environment but would be unlikely to de-
tect anomalies that are not encountered in the training set. In addition the system to be monitored
would be vulnerable to sensing anomalies during the training period.
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Gu et al. (2001) present a data-driven approach for a robotic prosthetic eye which uses prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) to capture the essential relationships within the target system for
sensor FDI. A system model is built by applying PCA to sensor readings collected during fault-
free operation. The resulting features are used to predict sensor readings for online monitoring
with the standard squared prediction error statistic used to detect a fault. A fault isolation solution
is developed by creating an ideal isolation structure (matrix) which describes the target relation-
ship between residuals and sensor status, then solving for (or estimating) the transform between
the learned PCA model and the isolation structure. This approach is applied to an array of seven
infrared sensors used to track eye movement in a robotic prosthetic eye system. Experimental re-
sults with simulated faults showed that soft and hard failures on each sensor were correctly de-
tected and diagnosed.
Two papers present sensor fault detection and error correction approaches for distributed sen-
sor networks in which recorded data are used to build probabilistic models of the data over time
(consecutive readings on the same node) and space (between readings on neighboring nodes).
Both studies are focused on environmental monitoring applications where many inexpensive ex-
teroceptive sensors are used to measure attributes such as temperature and humidity which show
low temporal and spacial variance. In Larkey, Bettencourt, and Hagberg (2006) probability distri-
butions are derived to describe the arithmetic difference between the current and prior reading or
between the local reading and those of neighbors. For differences with known underlying distri-
butions (e.g. Gaussian) the parameters are updated as new readings are collected, with the influ-
ence of older readings diminishing over time. An approach for non-parametric estimation of an
unknown distribution is also described. These distributions are used to detect sensing faults (low
probability) and to estimate the value of missing readings. Experimental results with real sensor
data deployed in an outdoor environment showed very good estimation of the real sensor readings
for a single node. Artificial examples with simulated noise showed perfect detection of injected
sensing faults. Koushanfar and Potkonjak (2005) use semi-Markov chain models to detect sensing
faults and correct errors for a network of MICA2 sensor motes. The approach uses labeled sen-
sor data to derive non-parametric density functions describing the probability that a mote’s read-
ing will be correct, faulty, or missing (i.e. the discrete states of the semi-Markov chain). For each
state, two non-parametric density functions are used to describe the probability of remaining in
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that state and transitioning to another state respectively. These density functions are built from the
recorded data by creating histograms of consecutive updates spent in the same state and transition
frequencies respectively and applying smoothing techniques to improve the statistical accuracy of
the resulting distribution. Koushanfar and Potkonjak (2005) did not include experimental results.
Canham, Jackson, and Tyrrell (2003) present a system inspired by immune systems found in
nature. The approach consists of a set of detectors which are automatically generated during a
fault free training period. During training each detector monitors an assigned multi-dimensional
value within the system and tracks its minimum and maximum values (along each dimension) to
determine the range of normal values. If the range exceeds a pre-determined error threshold the
detector is split into multiple detectors then retrained. Online monitoring is performed simply by
checking if the measured values lie outside the learned ranges. The approach was applied without
modification to two distinct robotic systems: a Khepera robot with a fuzzy motion controller and
a RASCAL robot with the controller supplied by BAE systems. The FDI systems were trained
using data collected on each robot then tested by supplying artificial values over the full range of
the target value. As expected, the system “detected” a problem when the values exceeded the pre-
determined error threshold.
Three approaches used neural networks to learn the normal behavior of a system for sensor
FDI. In (Liu, Shen, and Hu, 1999) recurrent neural networks are used to learn the temporal (evolu-
tion of a sensor’s value over time) and spatial (relationships between readings from multiple sen-
sors) properties of raw sensor data for FDI. Two networks are used for each sensor, one which
examines the past readings over time, and another which compares the reading against the mea-
surements from all the other sensors. The networks are trained during fault-free operation and
divergence from the estimates provided by the networks triggers fault detection and accommo-
dation (replacing the sensor readings with the estimate). A general mathematical airplane model
is used to demonstrate accommodation of two hard sensor failures, a spike and a constant bias,
both of which were detected and accommodated. In (Fravolini et al., 2001) radial basis function
(RBF) neural networks are used as trained adaptive estimators of normal behavior for a UAV. The
networks were built as part of the learning process based on the minimal resource allocation ap-
proach, so their design was based entirely on the training data. The network was trained “off-
line” using purely simulated data, then “online” using a detailed aircraft model provided in Mat-
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lab. Once a sensor failure was detected, the estimate provided by the network replaced the sensor
readings in the simulated controller. Examples demonstrated that the system could provide ac-
curate, stable residuals for six types of simulated faults in the pitch rate sensor including minor
and/or transient problems. In Christensen et al. (2008) a time-delay neural network is used to de-
tect both sensor and effector failures for an s-bot. Traditional back-propagation was used to train
the network while the robot carried out one of three tasks: find perimeter, follow the leader, and
physically connect to another robot. Training data included both normal operation and operation
with software-injected faults. In experiments the structure of the neural network remained constant
while the input group distance (which controls the span of time accessible to the network) and the
threshold on the output node were varied. The results showed accurate fault detection within sec-
onds (median of 2.0 seconds) of the fault occurrence.
Three papers use a data-driven approach to learn observers (estimates of the system’s output)
for sensor FDI. All three approaches use estimation error as feedback for learning a linear input-
output model of the target system. Chen and Saif (2007) use an adaptive approach, improving es-
timates of parameters for an unobservable linear system based on the difference between the esti-
mated and actual output (i.e. the residual) while the system is in operation. The approach decom-
poses the system into p observers, one for each sensor in the system. Unlike traditional observer-
based diagnostic systems, the system’s state is not modeled. Instead transfer functions are used
to estimate current output signals based solely on prior input and output signals. Parameters for
the transfer functions are adjusted over time based on the accuracy of prior estimates. Faults are
detected and isolated when the residual value for a given sensor exceeds an experimentally deter-
mined threshold. Experimental results using a simulated fighter jet show fast and accurate FDI for
single sensor scale and drift faults. Since the observers are adaptive, the residuals peak when the
fault occurs and then adjust to model the faulty state. Heredia et al. (2008) used real flight data
to learn an Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX) model for a small autonomous helicopter. This
model was then decomposed to provide distinct observers for each actuator and sensor in the sys-
tem. Fault detection and isolation occurred when a given component’s residual exceeded an exper-
imentally determined threshold. Extensive experiments using real flight data with injected faults
showed fast detection and isolation of all actuator and most sensor faults. The system had trouble
with minor sensor drift faults which were often detected late or missed altogether. Paiva, Galvao,
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and Yoneyama (2008) use data collected under normal conditions to train a bank of wavelet-based
models (with fixed frequencies) of the target linear system to serve as output observers. Experi-
mental results with a simulated servo-mechanism and Boeing 747 aircraft compared the proposed
approach to a traditional observer using a precise model of the target system. The results show
clearer (larger amplitude in the residual) but delayed detection as compared the traditional ob-
server.
In (Bongard and Lipson, 2004) an evolutionary robotics approach to fault identification and
recovery for a legged robot is presented. In this approach a fault is detected by noting a disparity
between the expected displacement of the robot and the actual displacement during operation. Di-
agnosis is performed by recording the input and actual displacement of the robot for several time
steps, then re-evolving the controller offline to match this new input-output pair. The resulting of-
fline controller implicitly contains a new model of the robot’s dynamics which is transferred back
to the physical robot to enable another evolution process aimed at fault recovery. Experiments
were performed using simulated four- and six-legged robots. The results showed improved con-
troller performance following non-catastrophic failures (e.g. sensor failure) and reasonable accom-
modation of catastrophic failures including a failure that could not be modeled by the evolutionary
controller (i.e. a fault within the controller itself).
2.2.5 Qualitative and Stochastic Models
This section focuses on sensor FDI approaches that use qualitative or stochastic models (or
combinations thereof) of the system’s behavior under normal and faulty conditions to detect and
diagnose traditional sensing problems. These FDI systems attempt to determine the system’s state
at all times, where known faults are treated as a set of possible states. These require explicit mod-
eling of fault states which makes them unsuited for handling sensing anomalies in unknown envi-
ronments.
An early example of this approach which used qualitative modeling was Livingstone described
in (Williams and Nayak, 1996) which served as the FDI system for the Deep Space One space-
craft. Livingstone was a modified application of Sherlock built specifically to work with the re-
active planning and scheduling systems developed for Deep Space One. Two modules were de-
veloped to work with an a priori temporal propositional model that described all known normal
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and faulty states possible in the spacecraft system and the probability of transitions between those
states. The mode identification module studied the most probable transitions from the last known
state and the current sensor data to determine the mode. The mode recovery module created a plan
for returning the system to the correct mode using the least costly set of steps. In (Williams and
Nayak, 1996) experiments with a simplified model of the Cassini spacecraft (developed by JPL)
and a standard circuit simulator showed that the system could efficiently (on the order of seconds)
identify faults and reconfigure the system to recover.
A common approach for FDI of complex dynamic systems is hybrid (continuous and discrete)
tracking of the system’s state (see Biswas’ work Ji et al., 2003; Lerner et al., 2000; Narasimham
and Biswas, 2007; Narasimham et al., 2000).4 In these approaches continuous trackers are com-
pared to raw sensor readings. Once a significant divergence is detected, models of the discrete
states are examined to determine which state the system has transitioned into. The continuous
trackers for that state replace the old ones and the process continues. Faults are modeled as dis-
crete states. An example of such a system can be found in (Washington, 2000) where a prelimi-
nary attempt to create a fault detection system for rovers is presented using a partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP) model (discrete state modeling) and Kalman filters (continu-
ous system modeling). The system was tested using telemetry from a prototype rover system op-
erating over uneven terrain with one broken wheel. Washington (2000) showed that the system ac-
curately tracked the rover’s state with the exception of some transitory false positives. The broken
wheel was correctly detected and diagnosed.
Another common approach for mobile robots is multiple-model adaptive estimation (MMAE)
which is similar to hybrid tracking techniques. In MMAE multiple models (analogous to discrete
modes) are active at all times, in that they are assessing their likelihood by comparing the raw sen-
sor data and their predicted values. At any point the most likely candidate model (or models) can
be determined. Roumeliotis, Sukhatme, and Bekey (1998b) extended the approach introduced in
(Roumeliotis, Sukhatme, and Bekey, 1998a) to develop a sensor FDI system for wheeled mobile
robots using a bank of four Kalman filters (based on kinematic models) to model the nominal
state, a soft sensor failure, and two hard sensor failures respectively. The filters’ output are used
to calculate the conditional probability that the system is in each of the four modeled states. Re-
4It should be noted that Biswas is a leader in state tracking FDI when one considers complex dynamic systems in
general.
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sults from a Pioneer 1 robot showed correct detection and diagnosis of all modeled faults with a
delayed response for a slight variation (smaller magnitude) on the soft failure. This approach was
extended further in (Goel et al., 2000) by using a neural network to identify the system state based
on residuals from eight Kalman filters modeling seven faults (including sensor and actuator faults)
and the nominal state. Experiments with data from a Pioneer AT robot (including test cases where
the robot was moving faster as compared to training cases) and simulated faults showed that the
system correctly detected and diagnosed5 all faults within three seconds. Hashimoto et al. (2001)
build on the approach from (Roumeliotis, Sukhatme, and Bekey, 1998b) by explicitly modeling
probabilistic transitions between modes. In (Hashimoto et al., 2001) a bank of 16 filters is used
to model all possible combinations of four hard sensor faults (within the drive system) including
the nominal case. Heuristics applied to the output of the Kalman filters are used to determine the
state of the robot’s sensors and adapt the navigation system to provide fault-tolerant control. A
set of four scenarios including no failures, a series of two independent failures, two simultaneous
failures, and a series of three independent failures leading to catastrophic failure respectively were
used to test the FDI system. The results showed that the system correctly detected, diagnosed, and
adapted to the sensor failures on a custom built three wheeled robot. Hashimoto, Watanabe, and
Takahashi (2007) then expanded their approach to detect scale sensor faults for a custom-built
joystick-driven wheelchair. By utilizing a model-free point-matching algorithm for laser range
scans, the true velocities (translation and angular) of the wheelchair can be estimated which en-
ables detection of scale faults in internal sensors. Detection of sensor faults in the laser range
finder is left for future work. Kobayashi and Simon (2006) present a hybrid Kalman filter model
for an aircraft engine which combines output from a non-linear model of the system and a collec-
tion of piecewise linear models used to describe the system’s state. As discussed in (Kobayashi
and Simon, 2006), the same non-linear model can inform any number of Kalman filters whose
piecewise linear models are tuned to detect distinct fault conditions.
Many research groups have replaced Kalman filters with particle filters for MMAE for es-
timation of state variables and FDI scenarios that are difficult to model, including faults which
depend on robot-environment interaction, e.g. collision with an “unseen” object or becoming high-
centered on rough terrain. Particle filtering can be used to model any distribution at an arbitrary
5The system could not distinguish between single and multiple flat tires on the same side, otherwise all faults were
correctly diagnosed.
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level of abstraction. Each particle represents a possible state of the system including a discrete
mode and values for all continuous system parameters. Dearden et al. (2004) present particle fil-
tering approaches where the traditional particle filtering technique is augmented by two modifi-
cations: incorporating a “risk” value to ensure that high-risk states (faults) are tracked even when
they are not likely, and adaptive variable resolution modeling. In addition the Gaussian particle fil-
ter is introduced as a more efficient model. Each improvement to the traditional particle filtering
technique was tested individually on real and simulated rover platforms and used orders of magni-
tude (10–100 times) fewer particles to provide accurate tracking of system status. In (Narasimhan,
Dearden, and Benazera, 2004) Dearden collaborated with Narasimhan and Benazera to integrate
this particle filtering technique with Livingstone 3 (see Narasimhan, Brownston, and Burrows,
2004) for improved identification. Duan, Cai, and Yu (2006) integrate particle filtering with fuzzy
logic by constraining the sampling space of the particles to a fuzzy subset based on domain knowl-
edge. An example with a wheeled mobile robot shows improved accuracy (compared to traditional
particle filtering) in wheel encoder and gyroscope diagnosis with minimal computational over-
head. Wei, Huang, and Chen (2006) evaluate two recently developed approaches for importance
sampling (choosing the next set of particles based on the current state): mixture Kalman filtering
(MKF) and the stochastic-M algorithm (SMA), for use in sensor FDI for a simulated aircraft. The
results showed that both approaches effectively tracked the state of the simulated system but SMA
was more accurate and efficient (in terms of computation time) than MKF. Plagemann, Fox, and
Burgard (2007) use a learned Gaussian Process model for importance sampling to estimate both
the failure state and failure parameters for a Pioneer 3DX mobile robot. The Gaussian Process
model was trained in simulation then used online to perform real-time collision detection with ob-
stacles the laser range finder could not detect. Example results show accurate detection of two col-
lision events which were undetected by a traditional particle filter approach and improved accuracy
in the estimated trajectory of the robot. Note that the experimental results from (Plagemann, Fox,
and Burgard, 2007) show adaptation to a collision caused by a sensing anomaly (undetected obsta-
cle) but no effort was made to improve perception. Instead the states resulting from the anomaly
(collision) were considered safe and were learned a priori during the training of the Gaussian Pro-
cess model. Other sensing anomalies (e.g. missing a glass door) could result in an unknown (and
probably unsafe) state.
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2.2.6 Learned Models (Informed)
This section describes sensor FDI approaches that learn the relationship between sensor read-
ings and the status of the sensors within an informed framework (e.g. neural network) designed to
capture known system characteristics and/or sensor problems. These approaches are often more
flexible than pure analytical models which use deterministic mathematical models of the target
system but are still limited by the designer’s assumptions. As with uninformed learning methods
these are also unlikely to detect anomalies that are not encountered in the training set. Four ap-
proaches were found in the literature which use this method. These are described in order from the
least to the most informed (in terms of the structure imposed by the system designers) approaches.
Du and Jin (2007) applies principal component analysis (PCA) to recorded sensor readings to
capture the essential relationships of the target system for sensor FDI for a heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) system. Due to the complexity of the target system, a purely data-driven
approach was not used. Instead knowledge of the underlying physics of HVAC systems was used
to partition input variables into three groups known to interact, resulting in three PCA-based es-
timates of the system state. Faults were isolated by comparing the angle between the PCA model
and a given measurement with the same angle for all known faults. Expert rules were used to im-
prove the final isolation results based on the output of the three PCA-based models. Experiments
with a simulated HVAC system showed accurate detection and isolation (on the order of minutes)
of constant biases in the sensor readings.
Two approaches use neural networks to replace the traditional system model. Ranganathan,
Patel, and Sathyamurthy (2001) present an FDI system to detect a set of known fault conditions for
an unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV). An artificial neural network (ANN) is designed based
on detailed knowledge of nine non-catastrophic faults exhibited by the UUV and trained to detect
and identify those faults. A fuzzy rule-based expert system (FES) receives the output of the ANN,
suggests recovery procedures, and determines the working status of the system. The entire system
was implemented on a single VLSI chip. Simulated test data was correctly classified by the ANN
94% of the time while the FES provided correct information 95% of the time. In (Deuker, Perrier,
and Amy, 1998) a neuro-symbolic hybrid FDI system is presented for unmanned underwater vehi-
cles (UUV). Expert knowledge is modeled as rules at the symbolic level that are “compiled” into a
neural network using mathematical models of the system’s normal behavior. Once the neural net-
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work is trained, it is used to process raw sensor data on the UUV for fault detection and diagnosis.
The system was tested in simulation and two example actuator faults were used to demonstrate
the system’s responsiveness and flexibility. The first modeled fault was efficiently (within a sec-
ond) detected and correctly diagnosed. The second unmodeled fault was detected but incorrectly
diagnosed since it presented symptoms similar to first example fault. A new rule was added to the
knowledge-base to handle this miss-classified example and the neural network was modified and
re-trained.
A localized approach was presented in (Kawabata et al., 2003) where FDI systems (including
added diagnostic sensors) were developed for each subsystem in the drive system on a ZEN-450
omnidirectional robot. The normal variance of each sensor value in the fault-free state is recorded
and used to find an appropriate threshold for online monitoring. Comparison of values among re-
dundant sensors is used to isolate the fault, e.g. whether the fault is in the hardware or a sensor.
Detailed knowledge of each subsystem and of diagnostic sensor readings are used to determine the
impact of a fault and to select an appropriate method for accommodation. Experiments were per-
formed on the real robot with two real hardware faults (disabling translation along x, then along y)
introduced in the drive system during operation. The results of those experiments showed correct
diagnosis and accommodation of the faults.
2.2.7 Analytical Models
This section presents control theoretic approaches to the problem of sensor FDI which employ
analytical models of the target system to detect and diagnose traditional sensing problems. These
approaches typically use a single model of the nominal state of the system coupled with thresholds
to detect failures. Traditionally some form of inference is then used to identify the failure based on
the features of the residual(s), i.e. the difference between the predicted and actual system output.
When recovery is automated it is usually carried out by an adaptive controller.6 These are unsuited
for handling sensing anomalies in unknown environments due to the need for a priori fault models
and/or detailed models of the system under normal conditions which restricts these approaches to
FDI of known faults in controlled environments.
6For a brief period the most active group in this area was the Robots for Hazardous Environments Group at Rice
University led by Cavallaro and Walker (see for example Dixon et al., 2000; McIntyre et al., 2004; Visinsky, Cavallaro,
and Walker, 1995).
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Six papers use purely mathematical approaches for sensor FDI. Um and Lumelsky (1999) cou-
ple motor control signals with a kinematic model of a six degree-of-freedom industrial robot arm
to predict the reading derivatives (change over time) for a network of infrared sensors installed on
the manipulator. Sensors whose readings deviate, within an experimentally determined limit, from
the estimated derivative were considered faulty. Online experiments found that extreme deviations
were detected during normal operation but detection of minor errors required the presence of a flat
calibration obstacle “visible” to all sensors in the network. Vinsonneau et al. (2002) use non-linear
models to predict air flow and manifold pressure in a Jaguar engine at varying atmospheric pres-
sures and ambient temperatures. Using these models as a baseline for developing observers, resid-
uals for three important failures are developed: a faulty air flow sensor, a faulty manifold pressure
sensor, and an air leak in the manifold. A simple logic table was used to determine which fault
had occurred. Experiments performed with a simulation of the engine (with periodically injected
faults) showed that the residuals could be used to detect and diagnose the three modeled faults. In
(Vos and Motazed, 1996) an approach for fault tolerant control was presented for unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) with analytical redundancies. Proper control of such systems is linear parame-
ter dependent (LPD), or dependent on parameters (e.g. altitude or speed) which vary over time.
The approach takes advantage of previously developed models for UAVs which behave like linear
time invariant (LTI) systems (e.g. cruising at a constant altitude and speed). The paper utilizes a
previously developed approach for reducing LPD systems to LTI systems using coordinate trans-
forms and a feedback control law. Vos and Motazed (1996) apply existing LTI models, then invert
coordinate transforms to derive observers for monitoring an LPD system. Simulations using real
telemetry from a flight with a vertical gyro failure show timely fault detection and recovery in a
case where the actual UAV lost control and crashed. Pertew, Marquez, and Zhao (2007) present an
approach for sensor fault detection, diagnosis, and magnitude estimation for non-linear systems
that are Lipschitz continuous (i.e. there exists a constant C, where the change in system state or
output never exceeds C). The approach uses a single linear model that is dynamically updated
based on state and measurement estimation errors. Mathematical proofs are provided to show
that the approach can be used to perfectly detect, diagnose, and estimate the magnitude of sens-
ing faults. No experimental results were provided in (Pertew, Marquez, and Zhao, 2007). Gao,
Breikin, and Wang (2008) present an approach for sensor FDI systems with arbitrary state change
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and input delays. The approach improves on the traditional linear observer model to explicitly
model delays. Two observers are derived: one for the state estimate and one for an a priori un-
known sensor fault which may be unbounded. Both are used to create a stable feedback model
for fault-tolerant control of the target system in the presence of sensor faults. A simulated model
of three cascaded reactors shows accurate sensor fault detection and accommodation of stuck-at-
constant and unbounded errors. Rothenhagen, Thomsen, and Fuchs (2007) use a linear model of
a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) to create an observer for a voltage sensor used as input
in the generator’s control system. Experiments with a simulated DFIG controller show accurate
fault detection for hard sensor faults. The results also showed that the observer could be used to
estimate the correct voltage reading in the case of sensor failure.
Three papers rely on standard mathematical models as system observers and incorporate prob-
abilistic or fuzzy models for more robust detection and diagnosis. Schwall and Gerdes (2002)
combined the traditional control theoretic approach with a dynamic Bayesian network for FDI of
the driving system of a car. Residuals generated from mathematical models were recorded during
fault-free driving in varying conditions and a Gaussian distribution was used to model their be-
havior. These models were also used to estimate the residual distribution in the presence of one or
more faults by increasing the variance ten-fold. A dynamic Bayesian network was built to estimate
the probability of each possible system fault by modeling the relationships between the residuals
and faults. One or more faults are detected when their probability exceeds a predetermined thresh-
old. The system was tested using data from a Mercedes E320 with minor transitory faults injected
offline. (Schwall and Gerdes, 2002) showed correct (if delayed) detection and diagnosis of two mi-
nor transitory faults. Monteriu et al. (2007b) use structural analysis of navigation sensors (GPS,
encoders, and IMU) on an ATRV-Jr to generate residuals for sensor FDI based on analytical redun-
dancies in the navigation system. Two methods were proposed to detect and isolate hard sensor
faults based on the residuals. The first approach, referred to as ad hoc, divided the residuals calcu-
lated over time into distinct time-slices and used simple thresholding of the residual value based
on its range in the previous time-slice. The second proposed approach used particle filters to esti-
mate the probability of a fault given the residual value. Experimental results presented in (Mon-
teriu et al., 2007a) showed that both approaches for residual evaluation produced equally accurate
results. Single and multiple fault scenarios were produced by injecting additive errors in the sensor
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readings. All faults were detected within one time step and all single faults were correctly diag-
nosed. Blake and Brown (2007) present an approach for simultaneous sensor and actuator fault
FDI for non-linear systems. The non-linear system is decomposed into fuzzy sets of linear models.
Traditional linear control models are considered which provide system state and output estima-
tions based on prior input and output. In these models the additive effects of simultaneous sensor
and actuator faults are made explicit, enabling the creation of detection and diagnosis observers for
both types of faults. The global detection and diagnosis observers are obtained from a weighted
sum of the output of each linear model, where the weights are the models’ membership in the cur-
rent global fuzzy state (e.g. for an airplane these might be take-off, cruising, and landing). Two
numerical examples show accurate detection and diagnosis of simultaneous additive sensor and
actuator faults.
2.2.8 Discussion
The studies examined in this section have proposed a wide variety of approaches for sensor
FDI for traditional sensor faults which, unlike sensing anomalies, exist regardless of the operat-
ing environment of the sensor and tend to be isolated (only affect one sensor at a time). For these
traditional sensing problems a priori knowledge can be modeled or learned to facilitate detection
and diagnosis of faults, but such knowledge is of little use for sensing anomalies which depend on
interaction with an a priori unknown environment. Approaches which rely on analytical models
of the system are particularly unsuited for FDI in complex unknown environments for exterocep-
tive sensors (e.g. laser range finders and cameras) which measure aspects of the environment. The
difficultly of explicitly modeling such environments is reflected in the fact that these systems are
designed for manipulators (Um and Lumelsky, 1999) which operate in controlled environments,
UAVs (Vos and Motazed, 1996) which operate in the relatively uncluttered aerial domain, or in-
ternal sensors (Vinsonneau et al., 2002) which are largely unaffected by the environment. Ap-
proaches that use qualitative and/or stochastic models or learning methods that rely on a priori
information about fault states (Deuker, Perrier, and Amy, 1998; Ranganathan, Patel, and Sathya-
murthy, 2001) can be expected to detect traditional sensor faults in unknown environments, but
they are unlikely to detect problems like sensing anomalies. For learning-based approaches that
do not rely on a priori information the ability to detect problems like sensing anomalies is highly
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dependent on the presence of similar anomalies in the training set and how well the learned system
generalizes to a novel environment. Systems like (Canham, Jackson, and Tyrrell, 2003; Chen and
Saif, 2007; Gu et al., 2001; Heredia et al., 2008; Larkey, Bettencourt, and Hagberg, 2006) which
use unsupervised learning could theoretically provide the robot with the ability to learn about sens-
ing anomalies online in an unexplored environment, but would leave the robot vulnerable to such
faults during the learning period. Consensus-based approaches like (Soika, 1997a) do not rely
on models or learning and could theoretically be used to detect and diagnose sensing anomalies
but these require an accurate consensus. Since the environmental conditions which lead to sens-
ing anomalies often affect multiple sensors, these approaches would require an intelligent agent
to actively use a wide variety of sensors at all times to ensure that sensing anomalies are accu-
rately characterized. The inconsistency-based approach described in (Afgani, Sinanovic, and Haas,
2008a,b) is similar to the approach presented in Chapter 3 in that it also detects anomalies by ap-
plying a threshold to a metric derived from the recorded data. The approach described in (Afgani,
Sinanovic, and Haas, 2008a,b) was developed to detect anomalies in periodic wireless signals and
is limited to signals (i.e. sources) which show high periodicity under normal conditions. For the
most commonly used sensors for mobile robots (e.g. wheel encoders, GPS, laser range finders,
sonar, camera-based vision systems) the attributes they are designed to measure are not periodic,
therefore high periodicity cannot be assumed. Note that with the exception of (Afgani, Sinanovic,
and Haas, 2008a,b) which was developed to detect anomalies in wireless signals all of the stud-
ies described in this section are focused on the problem of traditional sensor faults such as drift
and mis-calibration. None of the approaches discussed in this section were designed to address the
problem of sensing anomalies.
2.3 Isolating Poorly Sensed Regions
Two studies found in the literature present specialized approaches for isolating poorly sensed
regions (see Table 5) by measuring inconsistency within a set of sensor readings (Roman and
Singh, 2006) or disagreement with a trusted source (stereo pair of cameras) (Baltzakis, Argy-
ros, and Trahanias, 2003). Note that neither of these approaches were specifically designed to
address the problem of sensing anomalies. In (Roman and Singh, 2006) a specialized distance
metric is applied to consecutive 3D scans (modeled as point clouds) to isolate inconsistencies.
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Table 5. Related work on isolating poorly sensed regions by method.
Method Studies
Inconsistency-based This work, Roman (2006)
Inconsistency-based (trusted source) Baltzakis (2003)
Since the approach does not require a priori information it could be applied to sensing anomalies,
but would be limited to non-dynamic data modeled as point clouds. In (Baltzakis, Argyros, and
Trahanias, 2003) the approach for comparing laser and stereo range camera readings requires an
indoor, uncluttered environment and the stereo pair of cameras was assumed to be accurate. These
assumptions would severely restrict the operating environments of a sensing anomaly characteri-
zation system. The approach described in Chapter 3 is more general; it can be used wherever the
true state is internally consistent and evidential models are used to accumulate information from
sources.
Roman and Singh (2006) present a specialized metric for measuring inconsistency in partially
overlapping scans from a 3D sonar sensor which does not rely on a priori information regarding
the environment or the sensor but is only applicable to non-dynamic data modeled as point clouds.
The goal of the study is to measure the reliability of point cloud data throughout the map and pro-
vide a visual guide for end-users. A simple distance measurement (i.e. thickness) was used to de-
scribe inconsistency. The point cloud was divided into bins and a random point was selected from
each scan that contributed measurements to a given bin. For each point selected, the nearest point
in every other scan which provided readings to the current and surrounding bins was determined.
The maximum distance to the nearest point on each scan served as the inconsistency or thickness
measure. Two examples using real scans taken in deep water were used to compare the approach
to PCA (based on variance). The results showed improved isolation of inconsistent regions within
the map and insensitivity to bin size variance. An example using the new metric to improve regis-
tration of a new scan to a global map was also provided.
Baltzakis, Argyros, and Trahanias (2003) present an approach for isolating poorly sensed re-
gions in a 3D model built from 2D laser range scans based on disagreement with a 3D range image
from a stereo pair of cameras which was assumed to be accurate. An indoor, uncluttered environ-
ment was assumed where laser readings (interpreted simply as points) correspond to points on
walls and/or corners. Using this assumption alone a three dimensional model of the world is built
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using the laser data. The stereo pair of cameras is used to validate the model. This is done by com-
paring the laser-built model with one built from the stereo pair. The normalized cross-correlation
metric (a commonly used difference metric in computer vision based on the squared differences
between the intensities of two images) is used to measure the goodness-of-fit between the two
models. As the stereo model is assumed to be accurate, the value of this metric is used to deter-
mine how well the laser scanner is performing. The stereo pair is then used to provide additional
measurements of the areas where the laser data was determined to be inaccurate. Using a fused
occupancy grid generated by the combination of laser and stereo range data (where needed) obsta-
cle avoidance and path planning were tested on an iRobot-B21r in an indoor hallway. Examples
showed improved accuracy over using laser data alone, but no quantitative experimental results
were provided.
2.4 Adaptive Fusion
This section is focused on approaches (see Table 6) for adaptive sensor fusion or belief revi-
sion which adjust the impact of a given source’s information based on the estimated or a priori
known source reliability. One of these studies (Morales, Takeuchi, and Tsubouchi, 2008) presents
a specialized approach for detecting sensing anomalies in GPS readings. Since none of the other
studies addressed sensing anomalies, these approaches are categorized and evaluated according
to the method used to adjust fusion parameters (as opposed to experimental results). In decreas-
ing order of suitability for sensing anomalies these methods are as follows: inconsistency-based,
consensus-based, consensus-based (pair-wise), inconsistency-based (using a trusted source), and
a priori known sensor characteristics. The approaches presented in this section (with one excep-
tion, Kobayashi, Avai, and Fukuda, 1999) use either inconsistency-based or consensus-based
methods. Consensus-based approaches reduce the impact of unreliable sensors by using either
pair-wise comparisons (Delmotte, Dubois, and Borne, 1996) or a comparison of information from
a single sensor and the fused result of multiple sensors to adjust fusion parameters. These stud-
ies make the assumption that a majority of sensors will be accurate which may not be true for a
sensing system used in an unknown environment in the presence of sensing anomalies. In (Ayrulu
and Barshan, 2002) an adaptive fusion approach was developed to improve feature classification
(e.g. corners versus walls) for a set of sonar sensors where an ad hoc inconsistency metric, applied
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Table 6. Related work on adaptive fusion by method.
Method Studies
Inconsistency-based Ayrulu (2002)
Consensus-based Parra-Loera (1991) Yu (2006) Cohen (2008)
Consensus-based (pair-wise) Delmotte (1998)
Inconsistency-based (trusted source) Li (2003) Morales (2008)
Known sensor characteristics Kobayashi (1999)
to Dempster-Shafer belief masses, serves as a weight to reduce the impact of less reliable “votes”
on the overall fused classification. Both (Li and Pham, 2003) and (Morales, Takeuchi, and Tsub-
ouchi, 2008) use inconsistency-based methods with trusted sources. Li and Pham (2003) develops
a theoretical framework for belief revision where locally held beliefs are always trusted. Morales,
Takeuchi, and Tsubouchi (2008) detect anomalies in GPS data by applying a standard outlier test
for Kalman filter models (i.e. the normalized innovation squared test) to measure the inconsistency
between GPS coordinates and the estimated position based on encoder and IMU readings.
In (Ayrulu and Barshan, 2002) an ad hoc inconsistency-based approach for adaptive sensor
fusion is presented to improve pattern recognition for robots in unknown indoor environments. In
this study both majority voting and Dempster-Shafer based fusion were used for recognition of
three basic indoor wall patterns (plane, corner, and acute corner) in an empty room. Five metrics
were developed to measure the trustworthiness of a reading. Four of these used basic properties
(e.g. sensor range and angular resolution) similar to the information encoded in traditional sonar
models. The fifth metric measured the difference between the belief masses assigned to each sen-
sor’s first and second choice. This last metric performed best in terms of improved classification
accuracy. Each metric was used as a weight in both the majority voting and Dempster-Shafer ap-
proaches, reducing the impact of less reliable hypotheses. The experiments used 7–14 Panasonic
sonar sensors in varying locations in five different rooms. The results showed slight improvements
in accuracy for Dempster-Shafer (less than 4%) with a maximum of 90% classification accuracy.
The results for majority voting showed that incorporation of the metrics improved the accuracy
so that it consistently outperformed Dempster-Shafer (up to 95% accuracy) at each location in
each room. Considering only use of the fifth metric, the adaptive sensor fusion approach adjusts
the influence of a reading in a fused result without relying on a priori information regarding the
environment or the sensor(s). The approach developed for this dissertation also applies metrics di-
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rectly to belief masses to detect and characterize sensing anomalies. In this work the metrics used
are theoretically grounded inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty literature. The experimental
results provided in (Ayrulu and Barshan, 2002) show that an ad hoc ambiguity metric, when ap-
plied directly to belief masses, can be used to improve classification accuracy. This result supports
the hypothesis that the approach presented Chapter 3, if used in an adaptive fusion system, could
provide similar improvements.
Yu and Sycara (2006) present a consensus-based approach for adaptive sensor fusion for dis-
tributed target recognition for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The approach is similar to prior
work on estimating source reliability (see Yu and Singh, 2003a). In (Yu and Sycara, 2006) a mo-
bile sensor (e.g. UAV) will identify a target by reporting its location and a set of potential vehicle
types with a confidence level assigned to each. If the highest confidence level in the set does not
meet a pre-determined threshold (see Eq. (2.11)), then the sensor propagates this information to its
neighbors. When a UAV receives information from a peer it will use a variant of Dempster-Shafer
theory to fuse this information with other messages about the same target, then recalculate the con-
fidence level. Message passing stops when the threshold is reached.
C(Tk) = max∀A∈Ωm(A) +m(Ω) (2.11)
As in (Yu and Singh, 2003a) reliability weights over [0, 1] are assigned to each sensor and used
to reduce the influence of unreliable sensors during fusion. In (Yu and Sycara, 2006) the weights
are updated based on a custom conflict measure comparing the information from a given sensor
(mi(X)) with that of the fused result (m′(X)):
conflict = m′({A})(1−mi({A})−mi(Ω)) (2.12)
wherem′({A}) ismax∀A∈Ωm′({A}). These weights are then used in a modified combination
rule:
m′′i (A) =
wimi(A)∑L
i=1wi
(2.13)
m′′i (Ω) =
wimi(Ω)∑L
i=1wi
+ 1− wi∑L
i=1wi
(2.14)
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where A ⊂ Ω and A 6= Ω, to create the fused result. This approach was tested using five simu-
lated automatic target recognition systems based on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR). An example showed correct identification of the target vehicle with
0.7 confidence with five reported sightings. The reliability estimation results from this example
were more dubious. Although only one sensor mis-classified the target, the reliability of all sen-
sors decreased to 0.4 or 0.5 (out of 1.0) in just two updates. The confidence metric proposed in (Yu
and Sycara, 2006) is interesting in that, like the approach proposed here, it attempts to quantify the
reliability of information provided by sensors as a whole. Unfortunately this metric is flawed, for
example it maps total ignorancem(Ω) = 1.0 to complete confidence C(Tk) = 1.0, and therefore
cannot be used to characterize sensing anomalies in unknown environments.
In (Parra-Loera, Thompson, and Salvi, 1991) a previously developed sensor fusion system
for multi-target tracking is extended by incorporating a consensus-based sensor reliability metric.
As in (Yu and Sycara, 2006), each sensor reports the location and classification of a target with
a raw confidence factor (rcf ). The readings from multiple sensors are clustered and fused using
Dempster-Shafer theory. A domain-dependent characteristic equation is used to measure the dif-
ference d (area under the curve) between each sensor report and the fused result. This value is
used to update the sensor’s confidence correction factor (ccf , see Equation (2.15)). The ccf will
control the influence of the sensor’s reports in the next round of clustering and fusion.
ccf [k + 1] = 1−
∑ni[k]
j=1 d[k]× rcf [k]× ccf [k − 1]
ni[k]
(2.15)
The approach was tested using five target tracking sensors7. The results showed little deviation
in the ccf ’s of the sensors, reflecting only minor differences between the sensor readings and the
fused result.
Cohen and Edan (2008) describe a consensus-based system for online autonomous selection
of fusion algorithms and logical sensors8 without relying on a priori knowledge of the environ-
ment. In this system each logical sensor provided a binary (0 for empty, 1 for occupied) robot-
centric occupancy grid map. Based on the results of prior work (see Cohen, 2006) two algorithms
7A detailed description of the experimental system was not provided in (Parra-Loera, Thompson, and Salvi, 1991).
Whether the sensors were real or simulated is unknown.
8A computational process operating on output from physical sensors or other logical sensors (adapted from Hender-
son and Shilcrat, 1995).
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were employed for sensor fusion of these maps: simple majority voting (denoted MOST) and a
complex adaptive fuzzy logic fusion procedure (denoted AFL) which uses sensor performance
measures to more robustly determine the status of each cell. The resulting fused map is compared
with each sensor’s map, resulting in a true positive rate, true negative rate, false positive rate, and
false negative rate which are used as the sensor performance measures in the next round of fusion.
A linear combination of these metrics was used as an overall assessment of each logical sensor’s
performance. If the overall assessment of the sensor was sufficiently low (with an empirically de-
termined threshold) or the sensor returned all empty or all occupied maps, it was automatically
disabled. The system automatically switched between the MOST and the AFL algorithms, using
the more complex AFL algorithm only when needed. This system was tested in a series of exper-
iments with real sonar range sensors and cameras. Multiple algorithms were used to interpret the
readings, resulting in five logical sensors (two sonar-based and three camera-based). At least one
logical sensor was manually set to return all empty in each experiment. The testbed included real
and false obstacles (to confuse the camera) the latter or which were randomly moved throughout
the experiments. The results provided statically significant evidence that the adaptive system and
AFL provided superior maps as compared to simple logical fusion of the sensor readings, with the
adaptive system (which used MOST the majority of the time) performing best. There were several
cases in which the adaptive system failed due to an inaccurate consensus.
Delmotte, Dubois, and Borne (1996) propose a means of incorporating consensus-based,
expert-based, and context-based reliability in possibilistic fusion of sensor data. Consensus-based
source reliability tint for sensor i is the average agreement over all sensors reporting on the same
variable as shown in Equation (2.16). Agreement is the intersection rij (given in Equation (2.17))
of two possibility distributions: pii(x) provided by the sensor being evaluated and pij(x) another
sensor reporting possible values for x. The total number of sensors reporting possible values for x
is n.
tint,i =
∑
j 6=i rij
n− 1 (2.16)
rij = maxx(min(pii(x), pij(x))) (2.17)
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Experts were assumed to provide fuzzy numbers describing the reliability of each sensor and
(since the experts’ reliability could not be determined) a fuzzy union over their answers was used.
Context-based reliability was performed by allowing the environment to serve as one of the ex-
perts and by modifying the internal reliability in proportion to the reliability assigned by the envi-
ronment. That is, Equation (2.16) becomes Equation (2.18)9 where si is the reliability assigned to
sensor i by the environment.
tint,i =
si
∑
j 6=i rij
n− 1 (2.18)
In (Dubois et al., 1997) the approach is developed into a multi-model controller for a robot where
action selection is treated seamlessly with sensor fusion in a possibilistic framework and each
model represents characteristics (e.g. robustness or efficiency) of the controller. The resulting
controller is presumed to provide smoother control and allow the robot to adapt its models on-
line based on controller performance but no experimental results were provided to support these
claims.
In (Li and Pham, 2003) an inconsistency-based approach for belief revision is presented where
locally gathered information is always trusted. A general mathematical framework is presented
for belief revision where information is represented as an interval structure and probabilistic agent
reliability is used to derive the degree of belief (a Dempster-Shafer belief mass) in that informa-
tion. If an agent supplies a conflict message, where the intersection of the message and local ob-
servations is empty, the source agent’s reliability is transferred to its neighbors. An agent’s neigh-
bors are defined as agents within the same equivalence class (established a priori) whose mes-
sages intersect. For example an agent is given an image of an object but can only observe that it
is red. Other agents in the same class A1, A2, and A3 supply messages “the object is an apple”,
“the object is a green apple”, and “the object is a strawberry” respectively. Since the message from
A2 conflicts with the local observation but not with the message from A1, the reliability of A2 is
added to that of A1 then set to zero, resulting in a larger belief that the object is an apple instead
of a strawberry. In this manner conflicting information is neither discarded (as in traditional belief
revision) nor allowed to corrupt an agent’s belief with inconsistent information. Instead conflicting
9In the paper, this equation was given without the denominator n − 1 which makes little sense and is presumed to
be a typographical error.
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information is used to bolster belief in corroborating messages that do not conflict. Neither con-
crete examples nor experiments were described in (Li and Pham, 2003).
Morales, Takeuchi, and Tsubouchi (2008) present a sensor fault-tolerant fusion system for out-
door pose estimation using an IMU, wheel encoders, and GPS which measures the inconsistency
between new GPS readings and other pose sensors (i.e. wheel encoders and an IMU) to determine
when to exclude GPS readings (i.e. detection of GPS sensing anomalies). An extended Kalman
filter (EKF) is used to fuse the average velocity reported by the encoders and the yaw velocity re-
ported by the IMU to produce an estimate of the robot’s position. The GPS is used to periodically
correct the estimated position, thus reducing the effect of accumulated errors from the encoder and
IMU. Since GPS readings are not always reliable a two-stage process was used to reject poten-
tially inaccurate readings. In the first stage a heuristic was applied to the diagnostic data provided
by the GPS, e.g. reject readings with low reported precision or too few satellites. The normalized
innovation squared (NIS) test was applied to all readings that passed the first stage. This test con-
siders the difference between the current estimate and new data (called the innovation) as well
as the filter’s confidence in the current estimate, i.e. the higher the confidence the smaller the in-
novation must be to pass. The NIS metric has a chi-squared distribution so data rejection can be
performed in the same manner as the traditional chi-squared test for outliers. Experiments were
performed by teleoperating a Yamabico mobile robot equipped with a Crossbow IMU, two rotary
encoders, and a GPS using a StarFire Differential Service along a path over 300 meters long with
varying tree cover. Results showed that the EKF provided accurate localization (within 3m) and
uncertainty estimation, with the largest drift corresponding to the thickest tree cover where most of
the GPS readings were rejected.
Kobayashi, Avai, and Fukuda (1999) present a system for adaptive sensor fusion based on the
a priori known reliability a sensor when it provides readings for a subset of its range to a recurrent
neural network localization system. The range of a sensor is divided into intervals and an indi-
vidual range reading is treated as a “hit” within its assigned interval. For each reading, a possi-
bilistic reliability metric is defined based on a priori range error estimates (which may vary over
a sensor’s range) and the distance from the reading to the center the reading’s assigned interval.
This metric is used to select sensors with more reliable readings to ensure high accuracy within
the range of all sensors. A recurrent neural network accepts input in the form of “hits” within
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range intervals and the calculated reliability for the selected sensor readings. Both are propagated
through the neural network to derive an overall reliability of the network’s output. The approach
was tested in simulation with and without the sensor selection feature with nearly identical results.
2.5 Inconsistency Metrics
This section presents metrics developed to measure inconsistency in a system that models un-
certainty quantitatively, i.e. using probability, possibility, or evidential (Dempster-Shafer) theo-
ries. These metrics attempt to measure two forms of inconsistency. Section 2.5.2 describes metrics
which measure the amount of evidence supporting contradictory hypotheses, also referred to as
conflict metrics. Section 2.5.3 describes metrics that measure the degree of inconsistency within a
model (these often reduce to entropy) or between two models. The difference between these two
types of inconsistency is intuitively unclear, indeed Liu (2006a) argues that both are needed to find
and quantify true inconsistency (see Section 2.5.4). Since Dempster-Shafer theory is not as preva-
lent as probability theory or fuzzy set theory, this section opens with a brief review of Dempster-
Shafer theory in Section 2.5.1.
The metrics described in this section will be evaluated based on three criteria: applicability,
complexity, and exposure.
• Applicability. To what uncertainty models can the metric be applied?
• Complexity. How difficult is the metric to calculate?
• Exposure. Has the metric been used to solve a variety of similar problems, or have its applica-
tions been either purely theoretical or unrelated?
The approach proposed in this dissertation for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in
unknown environments is applicable to a broad family of problems including (but not limited to)
source assessment and association in belief revision. As a result a widely applicable inconsistency
metric is preferred. Applications of intelligent agents often deal with large volumes of informa-
tion (e.g. web crawlers), tight time constraints (e.g. real-time systems), or both (e.g. mapping for
mobile robots), thus the complexity of the metric is a concern. Finally a metric which has been
proven through repeated applications to real world problems is considered more likely to succeed
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Table 7. Metrics for measuring inconsistency in quantitative uncertainty models.
Metric Applicability Complexity Exposure
Conflict-Based Metrics (Section 2.5.2)
Con Dempster-Shafer Θ(1) Prior work
TBMm(φ) Smet’s TBM Θ(0) Association, Detecting
change, Prior work
Inc(K) Fuzzy knowledge bases Θ(n) Unrelated
Degree of Inconsistency Metrics (Section 2.5.3)
Ant(D) Fuzzy sets Θ(n) Unrelated
TC[Ω,m] Evidential models Θ(n2) Theoretical
AMm Evidential models Θ(log2n) Theoretical
Abella´n and Go´mez
(2006)
Incompatible credal sets Θ(n2) Theoretical
Combined Metrics (Section 2.5.4)
Liu (2006a) Evidential models,
Fuzzy sets
Θ(n) Theoretical
as compared to a newly proposed and untested metric. In order to maintain the focus of this chap-
ter, the exposure of a metric will only consider applications within the scope of this literature re-
view.
Table 7 evaluates the inconsistency metrics described in this section based on their applicabil-
ity, complexity, and exposure. In this table “Evidential models” refers to all variants of Dempster-
Shafer theory. Complexity is defined in terms of n = |2Ω| and does not include the steps required
to calculate an updated belief mass or fuzzy set. This table shows that the most widely applicable
inconsistency metrics: TC[Ω,m], AMm, and < m(φ), diffBetP >, are non-trivial to calcu-
late and have only been validated for theoretical examples. Shafer’s Con and Smets’ TBMm(φ)
are trivial to calculate and have been used for several applications relevant to this work (including
prior work by the author), but they have more limited applicability. In this work sensor readings
are fused using Dempster-Shafer or Smets’ TBM. Since fuzzy sets are theoretically a subset of
Smet’s TBM (see Section 2.5.1) the only metrics considered irrelevant for this study are Inc(K)
and Abella´n and Go´mez (2006). The remaining metrics, save for AM ,10 were examined as poten-
tial sensing accuracy indicators in experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5.
10This metric presented in (Jousselme et al., 2006) is relevant but was not discovered by the author until after the
experiments were complete. Future work will consider this metric as a possible solution.
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2.5.1 Background
This section includes a brief review of Dempster-Shafer theory and Smets’ variant of this the-
ory called the transferable belief model (TBM). Dempster-Shafer theory operates on subsets of a
frame of discernment, Ω, which contains n mutually exclusive possible outcomes for an experi-
ment. A basic belief assignmentm is a mapping from subsets of Ω to [0, 1] which describes the
“measure of belief that is committed exactly” (Shafer, 1976) to each subset. Two basic belief as-
signments are combined to produce a new basic belief assignment using Dempster’s rule of combi-
nation according to Equation (2.19) defined in (Shafer, 1976).
m(C) =
∑
Ai∩Bj=C;C 6=φm1(Ai)m2(Bj)
1− k (2.19)
where
k =
∑
Ai∩Bj=φ
m1(Ai)m2(Bj) (2.20)
where C ∈ 2Ω, A1, . . . , An ∈ 2Ω are the focal elements ofm1 (wherem1(A) > 0), B1, . . . , Bn ∈
2Ω are the focal elements ofm2, and φ is the empty set.
The TBM is a variant of Dempster-Shafer theory where the empty set φ is treated as a valid
hypothesis. Basic belief functions are combined according to Equation (2.21) defined in (Smets,
1990a).
m(C) =
∑
Ai∩Bj=C
m1(Ai)m2(Bj) (2.21)
In the TBM the conflict belief mass is always maintained at the credal level (i.e. belief level) as
evidence is gathered and combined. When a decision needs to be made it is normalized out via the
pignistic transformation denoted BetP , shown in Equation (2.22) where |A| is the number of ele-
ments of Ω in A. This transformation maps belief functionsm onto pignistic probability functions,
which can be treated as traditional probability functions (Smets, 1990b). Possibility theory, which
can be formulated as a special case of the TBM (Dubois and Prade, 1999), is the mathematical
framework on which fuzzy set theory is built. In (Smets, 2005) the TBM was extended to handle
real valued frames of discernment. Using this extension, Aregui and Denoeux (2006) showed that
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the TBM can theoretically be used for fault or novelty detection where data from the plant (sys-
tem, machine, or agent being monitored) can be discrete or continuous.
BetP (A) =
∑
B⊆Ω
|A ∩B|
|B|
m(B)
1−m(φ)∀A ⊆ Ω (2.22)
2.5.2 Conflict-Based Metrics
Three metrics from the literature measure the weight of evidence supporting contradictory
hypotheses: Shafer’s weight of conflict metric (Shafer, 1976) or Con, Smets’ conflict mass as-
signment (Smets, 1990a), and the degree of inconsistency (Bouchon-Meunier et al., 1999) metric
in possibility theory. While many studies in the literature have tried to find universally applicable
methods for redistributing the mass assigned to conflict in Dempster-Shafer theory (see Smets,
2007), only Shafer and Smets have stressed the importance of measuring the amount and devel-
oping systems to intelligently determine the source of the contradictory evidence. Similarly many
studies have chiseled away at the problem of finding and eliminating inconsistency in fuzzy rule
sets (see for example Casillas and Martinez, 2007; Ciliz, 2005) and possibilistic knowledge bases
(Hunter and Konieczny, 2005), but no studies were found that use the degree of inconsistency met-
ric as a tool for inconsistency management.
In (Shafer, 1976) the weight of conflict metric was proposed to accumulate the weight of con-
tradictory evidence as belief functions are combined. This is denoted Con(Bel1, . . . Beln) (see
Equation (2.23)) and takes values [0,∞); as k → 0.0, Con → 0.0, and as k → 1.0, Con → ∞.
It is additive, which means that the conflict from more than two belief functions can be attained
easily. The application of this metric for detecting sensor-related problems was first proposed
in (Murphy, 1998) and explored further by the author in (Carlson et al., 2005) and (Carlson and
Murphy, 2005).
Con(Bel1, Bel2) = log(
1
1− k ) (2.23)
Smets (2007) makes the case for the formulation and handling of conflict by simply treating
the empty set φ like any other subset of Ω and using a domain-specific expert system to respond
by reducing or eliminating the conflict in an intelligent fashion. In (Smets, 2007) a detailed anal-
ysis of conflict management in evidence theory and a general design for a domain-specific expert
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system to handle conflict are provided. Smets’ conflict belief mass is used to solve the association
problem11 in (Ayoun and Smets, 2001) and (Schubert, 1993) and to detect change in a statically
modeled environment in (Gambino, Ulivi, and Vendittelli, 1997).
Although most applications of possibility theory and fuzzy sets require consistent (i.e. nor-
malized) evidence and rule sets, the degree of inconsistency metric Inc(K) can be used to enable
reasoning with inconsistent knowledge bases (Dubois and Prade, 1999).12 When inconsistency ex-
ists in a possibilistic knowledge base, the belief mass assigned to Ω becomes less than unity and
the knowledge base and its corresponding fuzzy sets are described as unnormalized. The degree
of inconsistency is defined as shown in Equation (2.24) whereK is a knowledge base and ΠK is
a possibility distribution over the elements of Ω which describes the likelihood that the true value
is that element (Bouchon-Meunier et al., 1999). This metric also describes the likelihood for all
inconsistent elements in a knowledge base, thus in (Dubois and Prade, 1999) it is used to allow a
system to reason with an inconsistent knowledge base by ignoring those statements with support
values at or below Inc(K).
Inc(K) = 1−maxω∈ΩΠK(ω) (2.24)
2.5.3 Degree of Inconsistency Metrics
Four metrics found in the literature measure the degree of inconsistency within (Jousselme et
al., 2006; Pal, 1999; Yager, 1982) and between (Abella´n and Go´mez, 2006) uncertainty models.
Yager’s metric of inconsistency for a given fuzzy set is called anxiety which is the antithesis of
his commonly used specificity metric. Pal’s inconsistency metric is defined for Dempster-Shafer
belief functions and reduces to entropy in the Bayesian case. Jousselme et al. define an ambiguity
measure to capture both conflict and non-specificity for Dempster-Shafer belief functions. Abella´n
and Go´mez developed an inconsistency metric for credal sets which are a superset of probabilistic,
evidential, and possibilistic (fuzzy) sets.
Yager (1982) proposed a measure of anxiety regarding decisions made on fuzzy sets. This
metric Ant(D) is given in Equation (2.25) where αmax is the largest membership grade in the de-
11The general problem in information fusion of correctly associating information with one of several objects it could
describe.(Appriou et al., 2001)
12Efforts toward reasoning with inconsistent logical (symbolic) databases have produced metrics measuring the
inconsistency of those databases (see Hunter and Konieczny, 2005) that are outside the scope of this literature review.
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cision function D, and |Dα| is the number of alternatives whose support is at least α (Yager and
Kikuchi, 2004). For clarity the two choice formulation for this metric is given in Equation (2.26)
where αn is the degree of support for a given choice. Yager and Kikuchi (2004) apply this metric
for modeling anxiety about when to start working on a task to ensure that a given deadline is met.
While Yager’s anxiety metric has received little attention, tranquility (1 − Ant(D)— frequently
referred to as specificity) was the first of many similar metrics frequently used to measure the use-
fulness of the information in a fuzzy set (Garmendia, 2005). Experiments discussed in Chapter 4
show that this metric can be used to detect sensing anomalies and estimate sensing accuracy in real
sonar and laser data.
Ant(D) = 1−
∫ αmax
0
1
|Dα|dα (2.25)
Ant(D) = 1−max(α1, α2) + 12min(α1, α2) (2.26)
Pal (1999) proposed a total conflict metric for a normalized Dempster-Shafer belief function
which measures the uncertainty that comes from conflict or inconsistency. This metric is designed
to describe the dissimilarity between two focal elements as the metric distance between them as
shown in Equation (2.27). The total conflict for a belief functionm is the average over each fo-
cal element of the average distance between that element and the other focal elements as shown
in Equation (2.28). This function reduces to a variant of quadratic entropy (specifically Vajda’s
quadratic entropy) in the Bayesian case (Pal, 1999). Real world applications of this metric have
not been found in the literature.
Π(A,B) = 1− |A ∩B||A ∪B| (2.27)
TC[Ω,m] =
∑
A∈Ω
m(A)
∑
B∈Ω
m(B)Π(A,B) (2.28)
Jousselme et al. (2006) present an ambiguity measure AM which attempts to capture two
types of ambiguity that coexist in Dempster-Shafer theory: conflict and non-specificity (two or
more alternatives left unspecified). The resulting measure applies Smets’ BetP function to a be-
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lief mass functionm for all single elements a ∈ Ω then uses a formulation similar to Shannon’s
entropy to combine the results (see Equation (2.29)). It was presumed that AM satisfied all condi-
tions necessary to be deemed a true ambiguity metric. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to
show that this metric was less complex and more sensitive to changes in evidence as compared to
existing metrics which do meet all the criteria. Unfortunately Klir and Lewis (2008) found a prob-
lem which negated the claim that AM is a true metric. Real world applications of this metric have
not been found in the literature.
AMm =
∑
∀a∈Ω
BetPm(a)× log2BetPm(a) (2.29)
Abella´n and Go´mez (2006) present measures for comparison of credal sets, or sets of proba-
bility distributions for the values of random variables, which are a superset of probabilistic, evi-
dential, and possibilistic (fuzzy) sets. An inconsistency metric is developed for credal sets which
describes the distance between incompatible credal sets which have no probability distributions in
common. Important mathematical characteristics of this metric are proposed and a formula which
satisfies these characteristics is given as the minimum distance between any pair of elements from
the two credal sets. The properties of this new metric were validated with artificial numeric exam-
ples. It is unclear how useful this metric would be for solving real world problems.
2.5.4 Combined Metrics
Liu (2006a) presents an inconsistency metric for determining when it is appropriate to use
traditional Dempster-Shafer theory to combine evidence. Through a long series of examples the
paper demonstrates that two belief functions are only intuitively conflicting when both the mass
assigned to the empty set (before normalization) and the difference between the two belief func-
tions is above a given threshold. The latter metric is defined as the maximum difference between
the Smets’ pignistic probability for each hypothesis (see Equation (2.30)).
diffBetP = max∀a∈Ω|BetPm1(a)−BetPm2(a)| (2.30)
Using these two metrics, the paper proposed a scheme for determining when and when not to use
Dempster-Shafer’s combination operator. Their approach for true conflict detection consisted of
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applying an application-dependent threshold to the two values. In (Liu, 2006b) this metric (and
that of Jousselme, Grenier, and Bosse (2001)) is applied to fuzzy sets (i.e. possibility theory) and
in (Liu, 2007) this result was developed into an approach for automatically selecting the right
merging operator based on the degree of inconsistency between the models to be merged. Real
world applications of this metric have not been found in the literature.
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter has established that this is the first known study to develop a generic approach
addressing the problem of sensing anomalies. Existing sensor or source assessment approaches
(see Section 2.1) are focused on improving overall accuracy in systems where peers can be un-
cooperative or deceptive. Sensor FDI approaches (see Section 2.2) are designed for traditional
sensor faults such as drift, faulty hardware, or mis-calibration. Two approaches from the literature
(see Section 2.3) isolate poorly sensed regions without relying on a priori information but these
are not focused on the problem of sensing anomalies, but instead develop specialized solutions to
highlight inconsistencies in 3D point cloud data (Roman and Singh, 2006) or find poorly modeled
regions in a 3D model built from 2D laser range scans (Baltzakis, Argyros, and Trahanias, 2003).
Approaches for adaptive sensor fusion discussed in Section 2.4 are designed to adapt sensing to
an unknown environment. One of these studies (Morales, Takeuchi, and Tsubouchi, 2008) devel-
oped a specialized solution for the problem of detecting GPS sensing anomalies. That study was
focused on robust pose estimation in outdoor environments where GPS readings can become in-
accurate under dense tree cover. A standard outlier detection (normalized innovation squared) test
was used to reject GPS readings that diverged too far from a Kalman filter-based estimate of a mo-
bile robot’s position.
The most commonly used, and therefore most mature, methods to address sensing problems
in general are not suitable to address the problem of sensing anomalies in unknown environments.
These use irrelevant characteristics (e.g. responsiveness or quality of service) or rely on (quali-
tative, stochastic, or analytical) a priori models of the target system under normal and/or faulty
states. Nearly two-thirds (16 out of 27) of the sensor or source assessment studies surveyed in this
chapter rely on either user assessments (see for example TRAVOS, Teacy et al., 2006), measured
characteristics which have nothing to do with accuracy (see for example Ganeriwal and Srivastava,
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2004), or a priori known characteristics (e.g. classification accuracy) which do not provide infor-
mation regarding the accuracy of sensing in a given environment. These are unsuited for assessing
sensors or sources affected by sensing anomalies. Exactly two thirds (28 out of 42) of the sensor
FDI approaches included in this survey rely on a priori models of the target system. Since sens-
ing anomalies do not exist until the sensor interacts with the environment these cannot be modeled
unless the environmental conditions are known.
This chapter has also established that this is the first known approach to estimate sensing accu-
racy in unknown environments using data from a single sensor. Consensus-based approaches like
(Barber and Fullam, 2003; Soika, 1997a) can be used to estimate source reliability in unknown en-
vironments but these require an accurate consensus of sensors (or agents). Since the environmental
conditions which lead to sensing anomalies often affect multiple sensors, these consensus-based
approaches would require an intelligent agent to actively use a wide variety of sensors at all times
to ensure that sensing anomalies are accurately characterized. This requirement is unattainable
for domains where energy, space, and/or weight capacity are in limited supply (e.g. space robotics
or wireless sensor networks). In addition sensors are expensive and simultaneously using many
sensors taxes (often limited) computational resources, increases the complexity of an intelligent
system, and increases the frequency of sensor faults.
This work represents the first known general approach for detecting anomalies and isolating
poorly sensed regions in unknown environments using data from a single sensor. Inconsistency-
based solutions can perform these tasks using data from a single source but those found in the lit-
erature provide highly specialized approaches with limited applicability. For example the approach
described in (Afgani, Sinanovic, and Haas, 2008a,b) to detect anomalies in wireless signals is lim-
ited to signals (i.e. sources) which show high periodicity under normal conditions. Similarly, Ro-
man and Singh (2006) develop a specialized distance metric to isolate inconsistencies in consec-
utive 3D scans which is limited to non-dynamic data modeled as point clouds. The inconsistency-
based approach described in Chapter 3 is general. If provided with a suitable inconsistency metric,
it could also be applied for anomaly detection in wireless signals or to isolate inconsistencies in
3D point clouds.
This work is the first known approach to apply evidential inconsistency metrics to measure
sensor inconsistency for a single sensor as opposed to existing methods which require multiple
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sensors to be active. These are used in this work to quantify inconsistencies in 2D models of con-
sistent environments for detection and characterization of sensing anomalies. This represents the
first known real world application of these metrics to provide feedback for sensing in unknown
environments (with the exception of prior work by the author described in (Carlson and Murphy,
2005, 2006; Carlson et al., 2005)) although similar approaches utilizing these metrics have been
applied to resolve association issues (Ayoun and Smets, 2001) or to detect outdated information in
a static map (Gambino, Ulivi, and Vendittelli, 1997).
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Chapter 3
Approach
This chapter presents an approach to develop inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indica-
tors for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in unknown environments relying solely
on fused sensor readings. This work is motivated by sensing anomalies, cases where the physi-
cal sensor(s) are working within the manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to
an incorrect interpretation of the environment. For example ice poorly reflects infrared (i.e. heat)
and near-infrared signals (Baldridge et al., 2009), making it difficult to detect with near-IR based
laser range finders. Based on the assumption that sensing anomalies will manifest as inconsistent
readings, this approach relies on Dempster-Shafer formulations of evidence and applies evidential
inconsistency metrics from the literature to fused sensor readings. Thresholds are applied to distin-
guish ordinary noise from anomalies. Inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators are formed
from metrics (i.e. methods) associated with a fixed threshold value. Indicators are used to detect
sensing anomalies and characterize sensing by estimating the overall sensing accuracy, and isolat-
ing poorly sensed regions. This approach is applied to models built from real sensor data collected
by mobile robots, specifically a traditional 2D map (occupancy grid) of a static environment built
from range sensor readings.
This approach lays a foundation for the use of evidential metrics to improve the accuracy of
sensing in unknown environments as illustrated in Section 3.1. This section presents a framework,
or system architecture, for addressing this larger problem by specifying the role of sensing anom-
aly detection and characterization in enabling a mobile robot to effectively manage its sensing
accuracy while identifying the suitability of each sensor in any given region of an unknown en-
vironment. The framework combines this approach with the following existing techniques: sensor
management (e.g. A. Gage and Murphy, 2004), simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM,
see Thrun, 2003b), source reliability estimation (see Section 2.1.2), and sensor fault detection and
identification (FDI, see Section 2.2).
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the theoretical ap-
proach which assumes the true state of the world is consistent and identifies sources of inconsis-
tency in a sensor-based world model as: sensing error, sensing anomalies, inaccurate a priori mod-
els, or the use of a flawed internal representation. Section 3.3 describes how inconsistency metrics
from the literature are employed to estimate sensing accuracy, detect sensing anomalies, and iso-
late the environmental sources of sensing anomalies. Section 3.4 illustrates how this approach is
applied to the problem of sensing anomalies for range sensors by applying inconsistency metrics
directly to 2D models built from range sensor readings.
3.1 Identifying Sensor Suitability in Unknown Environments
This section illustrates the role of sensing anomaly detection and characterization and clarifies
its relationship with related problems by developing a novel framework to solve a larger problem:
unsupervised identification of the suitability of sensors in unknown environments. Figure 3 shows
the framework which combines the approach described here with existing techniques developed
for robotics (the sensor management, sensor FDI, and SLAM modules) and multi-agent systems
(the sensor reliability sub-module). It elucidates the complementary relationships between this ap-
proach and related work on sensing assessment: source reliability estimation (see Section 2.1.2)
and sensor FDI (see Section 2.2), while identifying new avenues for future research (the sensing
anomaly diagnosis and sensing context tracking modules). Figure 3 includes all the major mod-
ules and specifies the flow of data between them. This framework enables a sensing management
system to maximize sensing accuracy while exploring an unknown environment by providing the
following information:
• The presence of sensing anomalies or sensor faults;
• An up-to-date estimate of each sensor’s reliability;
• The status of each active sensor, namely working, affected by anomalies, or faulty;
• The sensing context, defined as the environmental context of the robot in terms of sensor per-
formance.
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Figure 3. A novel framework of a system for unsupervised identification of the suitability of sen-
sors in unknown environments. Modules developed in this dissertation are highlighted.
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Table 8. The tasks assigned to each sub-module in sensing assessment. † indicates modules devel-
oped in this dissertation.
Sub-module Task Description
Sensing accuracy estimation† Estimate the accuracy of sensing as a whole
Sensor reliability Evaluate the trustworthiness of each sensor individually
Sensing anomaly detection† Detect any sensing anomalies in the current sensing context
Sensing anomaly isolation† Generate a map of regions within the environment where
sensing is poor
Sensing anomaly diagnosis Determine which sensor(s) are affected by sensing anomalies
The approach presented in this chapter provides the first known general solution for the high-
lighted sub-modules within the sensing assessment module (see Table 8): sensing accuracy es-
timation, sensing anomaly detection, and sensing anomaly isolation. The general approach for
each sub-module is discussed in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 with application-specific details pro-
vided in Section 3.4. The sensing accuracy estimation module uses an inconsistency-based sens-
ing accuracy indicator trained (in known environments) to estimate sensing accuracy for the active
sensor(s). This estimate is used by the trained indicator in the sensing anomaly detection module
to determine when a sensing anomaly has occurred and to alert the sensor manager. The sensing
anomaly isolation module also uses a trained indicator to isolate regions within the environment
where the sensor(s) are providing inaccurate information and reports its findings to the sensing
context tracking module. The sensing anomaly diagnosis module determines which sensor(s) are
affected by detected sensing anomalies and reports its findings to both the sensor manager and
the sensing context tracking modules. A solution for this sub-module is a natural extension of this
dissertation but is left for future work. The sensor reliability sub-module evaluates each sensor in-
dividually by utilizing a source reliability estimation approach (see Section 2.1.2). The resulting
estimates are provided to the sensor manager. A solution for this sub-module is not proposed in
this dissertation since approaches which do not rely on a priori information have already been de-
veloped (see for example Barber and Fullam, 2003; Soika, 1997a). The sensing assessment mod-
ule as a whole provides information about sensing anomalies and estimates of sensor reliability in
the current sensing context to the sensor manager and the sensing context tracking modules.
A traditional sensor FDI module is used to detect and identify sensor faults for the sensor
manager. Sensor FDI systems (see Section 2.2) are designed to detect sensor faults (e.g. physical
damage, faulty wiring, or miscalibration) and determine which sensor(s) are affected. Over thirty
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years of work developing FDI systems (see Section 2.2) have produced very sophisticated solu-
tions for commonly used sensors, but most FDI approaches rely on a priori models or learning.
This makes them unsuited to handle problems like sensing anomalies which depend on interaction
with an unknown environment. The sensing anomaly diagnosis module plays a similar role in the
framework by determining which sensor(s) are providing inconsistent readings, but it cannot deter-
mine if the cause was an environment-dependent anomaly or a fault. Both modules are required to
determine the true status of the active sensors.
The SLAM (Thrun, 2003b) module uses readings from the active sensors to create an accurate
map and an estimate of the robot’s position. In this framework the SLAM module serves as a re-
source for the sensing context tracking module, enabling it to map the locations of sensing context
transitions and determine if the robot has re-entered a particular context. SLAM approaches are
designed to solve a chicken-and-egg problem: mapping an environment is straightforward when
the robot knows where it is (localization), and localization is greatly simplified with an accurate
map. SLAM techniques solve both problems simultaneously, enabling a mobile robot to accurately
map an a priori unknown environment (see Thrun, 2003b). This problem has received a great deal
of attention since the introduction of the first solution in (Thrun, Fox, and Burgard, 1998).
Unlike probabilistic solutions to the SLAM problem (Thrun, 2003b), the approach described
here uses evidential models. As discussed in Section 3.2, this approach is built on the assumption
that the true state of the world is consistent, so sensing problems can be detected and characterized
by measuring inconsistency (as opposed to uncertainty). Evidential models de-couple the belief
in contradictory hypotheses (e.g. belief in A and ¬A are not required to sum to one) enabling the
development of metrics to measure inconsistency independently from informativeness.
The sensing context tracking module determines the current sensing context by detecting
transitions in sensor performance and combining that information with the map provided by the
SLAM module. Readings from the active sensors and feedback from the sensing assessment mod-
ule are used to detect transitions. For example this module would report a transition to the sensor
manager when the robot moves from a clear to a foggy area (degraded accuracy for optical sen-
sors) or drives out of a glass-walled hallway (improved laser performance). Sensing context track-
ing appears to be a new avenue for future research as it has not been specifically addressed in the
literature. Hypothetical solutions could be as simple as applying labels to a SLAM-based map or
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as complex as reproducing hippocampal functions to find a common representation for contextual,
behavioral, and sensory information in a model for spatial navigation (see for example Barakova
and Lourens, 2004, 2005).
The sensor manager selects sensors to activate or deactivate to ensure the robot has the sens-
ing information required to complete its mission. For example the sensor manager in the sensor
fusion effects (SFX) architecture is a specialized agent tasked with allocating sensors to active be-
haviors1 in a manner that optimizes the chances of task completion (Murphy, 2000). The most re-
cently developed version of this sensor manager (A. Gage and Murphy, 2004) utilizes a measure of
sensor suitability (e.g. a combination of sensor reliability and a behavior-specified suitability met-
ric) to optimize sensing performance. By utilizing the information provided by the other modules
the sensor manager can select the most appropriate set of sensors to use by tracking the status and
identifying the suitability of each sensor in each sensing context as the robot explores an a priori
unknown environment.
3.2 Theoretical Approach
This section develops the theory for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in un-
known environments by assuming that the true state of the world is consistent and identifying
sources of inconsistency in models built from sensor readings. This theory provides solutions
for the sensing accuracy estimation, sensing anomaly detection, and sensing anomaly isolation
sub-modules in the novel framework for identifying sensor suitability given in Section 3.1. If an
appropriate model (one that can represent the true world state) is used to interpret the sensor data,
sensing anomalies can be distinguished from inconsistencies generated by ordinary error. This is
the first known theory to explicitly address to problem of sensing anomalies (see Chapter 2) al-
though similar theories have been applied to the problems of data association (Ayoun and Smets,
2001) and finding outdated information in static maps of a dynamic environment (Gambino, Ulivi,
and Vendittelli, 1997).
1In robotics a behavior is a mapping of sensor readings to a pattern of effector actions. (Murphy, 2000)
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3.2.1 Consistency
The consistency assumption (the assumption that the true state of the world is consistent) is
taken to be true in all environments and therefore can be utilized even if nothing more is known.
For example a point in space cannot be both occupied and empty, nor can a mobile robot be in
two places in the same instant. In common language something is consistent if it is “free from
variation or contradiction” (Merriam-Webster Inc., 2008). In logic a model is consistent if and
only if there is no predicate ψ such that both ψ and ¬ψ can be derived from that model (Ebbing-
haus, Flum, and Thomas, 1994). For the purposes of this work, consistency is interpreted as free
of inconsistency as defined by metrics from the evidential literature (see Section 3.3.2). For ex-
ample, Shafer (1976) and Smets (1990a) interpret consistency as free of conflict, φ, defined as the
intersection of mutually exclusive hypotheses (e.g. occupied ∩ ¬occupied = φ).
3.2.2 Sources of Inconsistency
Given this consistency assumption, if inconsistency appears in a sensor-based world model it
must be caused by one or more of the following:
• Sensing error. Error is introduced at many points in the process of gathering and interpreting
sensor readings, including noise, the sensor hardware (sampling error), interpretation (quanti-
zation error in the sensor model), and registration within a larger model (localization error on
a mobile robot).
• Sensing anomalies. Inappropriate sensors may be sporadically inaccurate leading to incon-
sistent readings. For example, less than 8% of the energy from a near infrared (NIR) laser is
reflected by glass2, thus an NIR (800–1100nm) range sensor cannot reliably detect glass.
• Inaccurate a priori data. Accurate observations will be inconsistent with such data.
• The use of a flawed internal representation. If the model itself is incapable of correctly cap-
turing the true state of the world, then even perfectly accurate observations can appear to be
inconsistent.
2Based on (Baldridge et al., 2009) and informal reflectance measurements (the reference materials required for
absolute measurements were not available) of glass surfaces in the experimental testbeds taken with a spectrometer.
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This formulation of consistency allows inconsistency to be used to detect a variety of sensing
and modeling problems, provided that one of the above causes is assumed to generate significantly
more inconsistency than the rest. This work examines the case of a mobile robot exploring static
unknown environments. In this case traditional models can capture the true state of the world (e.g.
a static environment can be accurately modeled as an occupancy grid) and a priori information is
not available. The remaining sources of conflict arise from sensing error and sensing anomalies,
which this approach distinguishes by applying a threshold to measured inconsistency in fused sen-
sor readings.
3.3 Inconsistency-based Sensing Accuracy Assessment
The approach taken in this dissertation to create sensing accuracy indicators for detecting
and characterizing sensing anomalies in unknown environments is to apply inconsistency met-
rics from the evidential literature to Dempster-Shafer models derived from sensor readings. The
approach estimates the (in)accuracy of sensing, without relying on a priori information, by mea-
suring the degree of inconsistency in a model of a consistent world. Indicators for detecting and
isolating sensing anomalies are developed by applying thresholds to this measurement. A trained
sensing accuracy indicator can be used in new environments if its ability to estimate sensing accu-
racy, detect sensing anomalies, or isolate the environmental sources of sensing anomalies is main-
tained across distinct environments. A minimal amount of computational overhead in required (see
Section 3.3.3), making this approach suitable for online, real-time applications. Note that this ap-
proach relies on the assumption that sensing anomalies will manifest as inconsistent sensor read-
ings.
3.3.1 Detecting and Characterizing Sensing Anomalies
The objective of developing a sensing accuracy indicator based on inconsistency metrics is
to enable a mobile robot to detect and measure important attributes of sensing anomalies. In this
work an estimate of the inaccuracy of a sensor (or set of sensors) in the current sensing context
(the robot’s immediate environment), called a conflict score, is derived directly from the values
given by an inconsistency metric. Sensing anomalies are detected by applying a threshold to the
conflict score. The conflict score can also be used to rank a set of sensors according to their rel-
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ative accuracy by assessing each sensor individually, then sorting them in descending order ac-
cording to their score. For environment models, regions within the environment where sensing
is inaccurate are isolated by applying thresholds to individual belief masses (e.g. cells in a regu-
lar grid) within the larger model. Indicators are trained to perform these tasks using ground truth
information (such as the actual sensing error and the presence of sensing anomalies) in known en-
vironments to select the method (i.e. metric) and threshold that produce the most accurate results.
Indicators can be trained for one or more sensors by applying this process to fused sensor read-
ings for the target sensor(s). A trained sensing accuracy indicator is only applicable in unknown
environments if its ability to characterize sensing is maintained across distinct environments.
3.3.2 Inconsistency Metrics
In this work six methods for quantifying inconsistency in evidential models from the eviden-
tial and robotics literature are considered as possible solutions to the problem of developing sens-
ing accuracy indicators to estimate sensing accuracy, detect sensing anomalies, and isolate envi-
ronmental sources of sensing anomalies in unknown environments. In a framework for identifying
sensor suitability (see Section 3.1) these would be used to implement the sensing accuracy esti-
mation sub-module. Five of these are metrics developed to solve the general problem of quanti-
tatively measuring the conflict (or inconsistency) of uncertain information. The sixth, GAMBINO,
is actually a specialized and comparatively ad hoc heuristic, but the results of prior work (Carlson
and Murphy, 2005, 2006) showed that it had potential as a solution.
• ANXIETY. Yager (1982) defined a measure of anxiety regarding decisions made on fuzzy sets.
The two choice formulation for this metric is given in Equation 3.1 where N is the number of
choices and choicen is the degree of support for each choice.
Ant(Decision) = 1−Max(choice1, choice2) + 1
N
Min(choice1, choice2) (3.1)
• CON. Shafer (1976) defined the Con metric to measure the weight of evidence in support of
contradictions. This metric is given in Equation 3.2 where A1, . . . , An ∈ 2Ω (the frame of
discernment) are the focal elements ofm1 (wherem1(A) > 0), B1, . . . , Bn ∈ 2Ω are the focal
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elements ofm2, and φ is the empty set. Earlier work found a strong correlation between this
metric and overall sonar sensor error (Carlson et al., 2005).
Con(Bel1, Bel2) = log(
1
1− k ) (3.2)
where
k =
∑
Ai∩Bj=φ
m1(Ai)m2(Bj) (3.3)
• INCONSISTENCY. Pal (1999) described a total conflict metric to measure the inconsistency
within a normalized Dempster-Shafer belief mass (see Equations 3.4 and 3.5), which reduces
to a variant of entropy in the Bayesian case.
TC[θ,m] =
∑
A∈θ
m(A)
∑
B∈θ
m(B)Π(A,B) (3.4)
Π(A,B) = 1− |A ∩B||A ∪B| (3.5)
• TBM CONFLICT. Ayoun and Smets (2001) developed a method to solve the data association
problem using the conflict belief mass (m(φ)) from Smets’ transferable belief model (TBM,
Smets, 1990a) with a threshold defined as Equation 3.6 where c is the level of internal conflict
expected from a “working” sensor and n is the number of sensors.
1− (1− c)n (3.6)
• LIU’S CONFLICT. Liu (2006a) defined a metric for Dempster-Shafer theory to determine
when two belief masses are conflicting based on both TBM CONFLICT and the difference be-
tween the pignistic probabilities (BetP as defined in (Smets, 1990b)) for two belief masses:
< φ, diffBetP > (see Equation 3.7).
diffBetP (m1,m2) = maxA∈θ|BetPm1(A)−BetPm2(A)| (3.7)
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if NEW_OCCUPIED > error // error = 0.1
and OLD_EMPTY > 0.5
and NEW_CONFLICT - OLD_CONFLICT > 0.1
assert ‘‘occupied cell is now empty’’
if NEW_EMPTY > error // error = 0.1
and OLD_OCCUPIED > 0.5
and NEW_CONFLICT - OLD_CONFLICT > 0.1
assert ‘‘empty cell is now occupied’’
Figure 4. A change heuristic for static occupancy grid maps from (Gambino, Ulivi, and Vendit-
telli, 1997).
• GAMBINO. Gambino, Ulivi, and Vendittelli (1997) developed a heuristic to detect environ-
mental changes in a static occupancy grid map based partly on TBM CONFLICT. If a new
reading provided evidence that a previously occupied cell was now empty or vice versa (see
Figure 4 for details), then the cell’s belief was reset to enable adaptation to a changing envi-
ronment. In earlier work (Carlson and Murphy, 2005, 2006) this heuristic showed potential for
estimating sensing accuracy and detecting sensing anomalies.
3.3.3 Complexity
This approach provides a linear time solution on the number of belief masses (m) in the tar-
get model which enables an intelligent agent to adapt in real time as the sensing situation changes,
provided that the set of valid hypotheses (Ω) used in the evidential sensing model is small (i.e.
|Ω|  m). To assess the sensing situation the value of an inconsistency metric is calculated for
each belief mass within the target model. Calculating the value of an inconsistency metric (assum-
ing that the belief mass has already been calculated) varies from constant Θ(1) (CON and TBM
CONFLICT) to linear Θ(n) (ANXIETY, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO) to quadratic Θ(n2)
(INCONSISTENCY) on the size of the power set of the frame of discernment Ω (the set of valid
hypotheses). The overall time complexity of this approach is shown in Equation 3.8
f(m,n) ∈ O(m× g(n)) (3.8)
wherem is the number of belief masses in the target model, n = |2Ω|, and g(n) represents the
complexity of the inconsistency metric used. To reduce the impact of the g(n) factor, the value
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of the inconsistency metric can be calculated and stored only when a belief mass is updated. This
improvement can reduce the running time if a small portion of the target model is updated, but also
requires Θ(m) storage space.
3.4 Target Application: Range Sensor Anomalies
This section describes how this approach was applied in the feasibility study and experiments
(see Chapters 4 and 5) to detect and characterize sensing anomalies in range sensors (e.g. sonar,
laser range finders). Traditional occupancy grid maps are created from raw sensor readings using
the approach outlined in (Murphy, 2000) and evidential theory. Inconsistency-based sensing ac-
curacy indicators are applied directly to the belief masses maintained in each cell to estimate the
(in)accuracy of the readings, detect sensing anomalies, and isolate environmental sources of sens-
ing anomalies.
3.4.1 2D Maps from Range Readings
This work follows the approach described in (Murphy, 2000) for building 2D maps from sen-
sor readings using the combination operator from Dempster-Shafer theory or Smets’ TBM de-
pending on the inconsistency metric being evaluated. In this study a traditional occupancy grid
representation (Cohen and Edan, 2008; Elfes, 1989; Miura, Negishi, and Shirai, 2006) was used.
This divides a two dimensional space into a set of equally sized cells, each labeled occupied or
empty with some level of certainty.3
Sensor models are used to convert range readings, d, into belief masses,m, distributed over
a cone (see Figure 5). The cone has a maximum radius of R (the maximum range of the sensor)
and a half-angle β. The cone is divided into two regions based on the actual range reading d: RE-
GION I lies where the distance r from the source (sensor) is within error of d, and REGION II
lies between the source and REGION I. For the feasibility study (see Chapter 4) with laser and
sonar readings the equations for calculating the belief mass varied linearly with the distance from
the sensor as given in Equations (3.9–3.11) for REGION I whereMaxoccupied = 0.98, and for
REGION II in Equations (3.12–3.14) where α is the angle between the reading location and the
3Probabilistic (Thrun, 2003a), possibilistic (Lo´pez-Sa´nchez, de Ma´ntaras, and Sierra, 1997), and evidential models
(Murphy, 2000) have been used with such grids in mobile robot mapping.
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Figure 5. Graphical depiction of the cone model (Murphy, 2000) derived from the sonar parame-
ters. Belief attributed to empty is depicted as negative, occupied as positive.
source. Additional sensors used in the in-depth experiments (see Chapter 5) had smaller a range
resolution and maximum range. The traditional model was therefore modified to use a logarith-
mic drop-off as the distance from the sensor increased. This was done by replacing R−rR in Equa-
tions (3.9) and (3.13) with the value of 1.0 up to one meter from the sensor, then R−ln(r)R beyond
1.0 meters. The specific parameters used to build the sensor models for the feasibility study and
experiments are given in Sections 4.2 and 5.2 respectively.
m(occupied) =
(
R−r
R
)
+
(
β−α
β
)
2
×Maxoccupied (3.9)
m(empty) = 0 (3.10)
m(Θ) = 1−m(occupied) (3.11)
m(occupied) = 0 (3.12)
m(empty) =
(
R−r
R
)
+
(
β−α
β
)
2
(3.13)
m(Θ) = 1−m(empty) (3.14)
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3.4.2 Implementation of Indicators
Developing inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators for fused range readings in an
occupancy grid map requires calculation of an overall conflict score and the use of two thresholds
(one for individual cells and one for entire maps) to classify the data in the cell and sensing sit-
uation respectively as normal or suspect. These measures are used to evaluate all active sensors
(sensors currently in use) in the current sensing context (the robot’s immediate environment). Each
cell in an occupancy grid maintains its own belief regarding the state (occupied or empty) of its
assigned region within the environment, thus methods (i.e. inconsistency metrics) can be applied
directly to each individual cell. The cell-level threshold is applied to the value of the inconsistency
metric to distinguish ordinary noise from anomalous readings. This threshold is critical for isolat-
ing regions in the environment that are difficult for the active sensors to sense, i.e. classifying each
cell as normal or suspect. The conflict score serves as an estimate of the accuracy of the sensor(s)
and is a function (e.g. sum) of the inconsistency metric values for each grid cell in the map. The
map-level threshold is used to determine if a sensing anomaly is present. In the feasibility study
(see Chapter 4) the map-level threshold was applied to the conflict score and was defined as 75%
of the cell-level threshold multiplied by the number of suspect cells. In the remaining experiments
(Chapter 5) a more general approach was used. The sensing situation was determined by calcu-
lating the percentage of updated cells that were classified as suspect. A map-level threshold was
applied to this percentage to classify the sensing situation. Since the frame of discernment is small
(two hypotheses) the overall complexity of this solution is linear on the number of cells in the grid.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the first known general approach to address the problem of detect-
ing and characterizing sensing anomalies in unknown environments, relying only on accumulated
sensor readings. To put this problem in perspective, a framework was introduced for solving the
larger problem of identifying the suitability of sensors while exploring an unknown environment.
The framework combines the approach described here with existing solutions from the robotics
and multi-agent systems literature. It clarifies the relationship between the approach proposed
in this chapter and related work on sensing assessment: source reliability estimation (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2) and sensor FDI (see Section 2.2), while revealing avenues for future work. These in-
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clude the development of an approach for determining which sensor(s) are affected by sensing
anomalies (diagnosis), tracking the robot’s current sensing context defined as the environmental
context in terms of sensor performance, and implementation and testing of the complete identifica-
tion system.
The approach assumes all environments are consistent and applies evidential inconsistency
metrics to fused sensor readings to detect and characterize sensing anomalies. The approach re-
lies on Dempster-Shafer formulations of evidence which were selected due to the hypothesis that
sensing anomalies would manifest as inconsistency in the sensor readings. These formulations
de-couple the belief in contradictory hypotheses (e.g. belief in A and ¬A are not required to sum
to one) enabling the creation of metrics to measure the magnitude of inconsistency independently
from informativeness. Within the evidential literature, six inconsistency metrics were identified
as possible candidates to directly evaluate fused sensor data: Yager’s ANXIETY, Shafer’s CON,
Smets’ transferable belief model TBM CONFLICT, Pal’s INCONSISTENCY metric, LIU’S CON-
FLICT metric, and GAMBINO’s change heuristic. Each metric depended on a threshold to distin-
guish minor noise from anomalous readings. Therefore, each of the six metrics and an associated
threshold (method, threshold) formed what this thesis defined as an inconsistency-based sensing
accuracy indicator. Note that the approach is general and can be applied to detect and characterize
anomalies in a wide range of fused sensor models provided that suitable inconsistency metrics can
be formulated (i.e. these must be able to distinguish inconsistency from a lack of information).
A concrete application of this approach is developed for range sensor (e.g. sonar or laser range
finder) anomalies where readings are fused over time to build a 2D evidential map (i.e. occu-
pancy grid map) of a static environment. Range sensor readings are combined using a cone-shaped
model and evidential theory to build a 2D map using the approach outlined in (Murphy, 2000). In-
consistency metrics are applied to the belief maintained for each rectangular region (cell) in the
2D map. The calculated values are used to derive an overall conflict score for the map. A thresh-
old is applied at the cell level to filter out ordinary noise and to label individual cells as normal or
suspect. Another threshold is applied at the map level to detect sensing anomalies. The approach
provides a linear time solution (on the size of the occupancy grid) to the problem of detecting and
characterizing sensing anomalies, enabling real time adaptation as the sensing situation changes.
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Chapter 4
Feasibility Study
This chapter describes a feasibility study to explore the merits of the evidential inconsistency-
based approach introduced in this dissertation by training sensing accuracy indicators to detect
and characterize sensing anomalies relying solely on fused sensor readings for use in known en-
vironments. Sensing anomalies are cases in which the physical sensor(s) are working within the
manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to an incorrect interpretation of the
environment. For example, sonar-based range sensors have difficulty detecting smooth surfaces,
especially those at high incidence angles to the detector as the acoustic signal tends to reflect away.
The approach relies on evidential inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty literature to directly
evaluate fused sensor readings with thresholds applied to distinguish ordinary noise from anom-
alies. Inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators are formed by associating a metric (i.e.
method) with a specific threshold value (method, value). This chapter provides statistically signifi-
cant evidence that the approach can be used to detect and characterize sensing anomalies in known
environments by identifying indicators to detect sensing anomalies (with up to 99.67% accuracy)
and estimate sensing accuracy (with correlations of up to 0.87) in real sonar and laser readings col-
lected by a Nomad 200 in uncluttered indoor hallways.
The feasibility study addressed the following experimental hypothesis: inconsistency-based
sensing accuracy indicators can be trained to estimate sensing accuracy and detect sensing anom-
alies in known environments. To test this hypothesis, sensor data was collected on a Nomad 200
robot with a ring of 16 Polaroid sonar sensors and one SICK PLS laser range sensor in 45 total
runs in three uncluttered indoor testbeds (1.8 to 2.5 meters wide and 10 meters long) with known
ground truth. Section 4.1 describes the experimental testbeds, indoor hallways known to induce
sensing anomalies due to transparency (glass) in the near-IR range and specular reflection (smooth
surfaces) in the acoustic range. Section 4.2 describes how real sensor readings from the sonar and
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Table 9. Characteristics of the three indoor hallways used for data collection. The width (W) and
length (L) are reported in meters. Smooth refers to painted sheet-rock walls.
Hallway Sonar Laser W L Walls
narrow poor good 1.8 11.2 Smooth
wide poor good 2.5 14.2 Smooth
window poor poor 2.0 27 Smooth and large windows
laser range sensors were collected in the testbed environments and registered to a static 2D map
using the method outlined in (Murphy, 2000) and evidential theory for offline evaluation. 900 oc-
cupancy grids built from either sonar or laser readings were evaluated in the course of the experi-
ments. Section 4.3 describes the experimental method used to address this hypothesis by quantify-
ing the ability of 184 inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators to detect sensing anomalies
and estimate sensing accuracy. The method used a novel quantitative map quality metric (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2) to measure the true accuracy of the sensors and empirically determined thresholds were
applied to this value to classify the sensing situation as normal or anomalous. Standard statistical
analyses were used to evaluate the significance of the results. Section 4.4 describes the results of
the feasibility study which indicated that three of the six methods did appear to be useful: ANXI-
ETY, GAMBINO, and INCONSISTENCY. The ANXIETY and GAMBINO methods could be trained
(i.e. by selecting the right threshold) to detect sensing anomalies in either sonar or laser readings
with 95% accuracy. The INCONSISTENCY and ANXIETY methods could be trained to estimate
sensing accuracy for these sensors, with statistically significant correlations above 0.85. The study
also suggested that there was no specific indicator capable of detecting and characterizing sensing
anomalies, that the threshold for a method would have to be identified by training. In Section 4.5
this chapter concludes that the evidential inconsistency-based approach presented in this disserta-
tion shows promise for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies which should be examined
more throughly, as will be covered in Chapter 5.
4.1 Testbeds
Three uncluttered hallways were selected for data collection which provided a straight path
to traverse (reducing robot pose estimation problems) and were known to induce sensing anoma-
lies for the laser range finder due to the presence of transparent material (glass) and the sonar due
to acoustic specular reflection in the presence of smooth surfaces (glass and painted sheet-rock
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(a) The narrow hallway (b) The wide hallway (c) The window hallway
Figure 6. The three indoor hallways used for data collection.
walls). Table 9 describes the characteristics of the testbeds (pictured in Figure 6) in terms of sonar
and laser sensor performance, dimensions, and the building materials present in the testbeds. Note
that sonar sensing accuracy is assumed to be poor in all three testbeds and that neither sensor is
suitable for the window testbed.
4.2 Data Collection and Representation
Real sensor readings from a ring of 16 sonar sensors and a laser range finder collected in un-
cluttered indoor environments were registered to a static 2D map for offline training of indicators
for detection and characterization of sensing anomalies. This section describes both the data col-
lection process used to gather the sensor readings and the methods used to fuse those readings into
evidential 2D maps (occupancy grid maps) of the robot’s surroundings. An offline analysis system
compared these maps to ground truth maps generated from manual measurements of the testbed
environments.
A Nomadic Technologies Nomad 200 robot (see Figure 7) was used to simultaneously collect
sonar and laser readings in the experimental testbeds. The robot was teleoperated down the center
of the hallway for a distance of six meters while readings from the robot’s single ring of 16 Po-
laroid sonar sensors, and a SICK PLS laser sensor mounted just above them, were collected for
offline analysis. The best 45 runs, in terms of consistent sampling rates and the absence of errors
in the data collection process, were used in this analysis.
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Figure 7. The Nomad 200 robot used for data collection.
Table 10. The parameters used in the sensor models. d is the actual range reading (distance).
Sensor R β Maxocc Range error
sonar 6.477 m 12.5◦ 0.98 1% of d
laser 27.5 m 0.5◦ 0.98 1% of d
An offline analysis system used sensor models to alternately register the sonar or the laser
readings to a 28 meter square occupancy grid map (Elfes, 1989), with a cell resolution of 10 cm
(about four inches) in both the x and y directions. The map divided a two dimensional space into a
set of equally sized cells, each labeled occupied or empty with some level of certainty. This study
used the approach outlined in (Murphy, 2000) and evidential theory to build an occupancy grid
from range readings using a cone-shaped model (see Section 3.4 for details).
The specific parameters used to build the sonar and laser models are given in Table 10 where
R is the sensor’s range and β is the angular resolution. Range error specifies the expected range
resolution of the sensor. The sonar parameters were derived from specifications supplied by No-
madics manuals for the Nomad 200’s sensing system. Following Arbuckle, Howard, and Mataric´
(2002), the width of the laser cone was narrowed to one degree to reflect the angular accuracy of
the SICK PLS laser range finder. The maximum range of the SICK PLS sensor was supplied by
the sensor’s manual.
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4.3 Analysis Methods and Metrics
This section describes the 184 sensing accuracy indicators examined in these experiments and
the methods and metrics used to determine which (if any) of these indicators can be used to de-
tect and characterize sensing anomalies relying solely on fused sensor readings in known environ-
ments. Section 4.3.1 describes how the indicators were derived from six methods for quantifying
inconsistency in evidential models: five inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty literature and
one change heuristic from the robotics literature (see Section 3.3.2). Section 4.3.2 describes how a
quantitative map quality metric (Error) was used to quantify the true accuracy of a given sensor
by measuring the arithmetic difference between occupancy grids built from sensor readings and
ground truth grids. Section 4.3.3 describes the methods used to quantify the sensing accuracy in-
dicators’ ability to estimate sensing accuracy and detect sensing anomalies relying solely on fused
sensor readings using linear correlation analysis and classification statistics respectively.
4.3.1 Sensing Accuracy Indicators
A total of 184 sensing accuracy indicators based on six methods for quantifying inconsis-
tency in evidential models (see Section 3.3.2): five inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty
literature and one change heuristic from the robotics literature were evaluated for their ability to
detect sensing anomalies and estimate sensing accuracy for sonar and laser sensors in known en-
vironments. In this work an inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicator is a method coupled
with a threshold (method, threshold). For those methods with finite upper bounds (ANXIETY, IN-
CONSISTENCY, TBM CONFLICT, and LIU’S CONFLICT), the threshold values to be tested were
evenly distributed throughout the method’s range. For those methods with infinite theoretical up-
per bounds (CON and GAMBINO) the maximum value was determined experimentally in the initial
exploratory study described in (Carlson and Murphy, 2005). The threshold values for these meth-
ods were evenly distributed throughout the resulting experimental range.
As described in Section 3.4, implementation of these methods for use as a sensing accuracy
indicator on an occupancy grid map requires calculation of a conflict score and the use of two
thresholds to classify the cell and sensing situation respectively as normal or suspect. For this set
of experiments, a summation of the values for all suspect cells (cells whose values exceeded the
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Table 11. The parameters used to create sensing accuracy indicators from methods for quantifying
inconsistency in evidential models.
Method Thresholds T |T | Cell value
ANXIETY (Yager, 1982) {0.1,0.14,. . . ,0.9} 21 Metric value
INCONSISTENCY (Pal, 1999) {0.05,0.07,. . . ,0.45} 21 Metric value
CON (Shafer, 1976) {0.25,0.5,. . . ,5.0} 20 Metric value
TBM CONFLICT (Smets,
1990a)
{0.1,0.14,. . . ,0.9} 21 Metric value
LIU’S CONFLICT (Liu, 2006a) 81 min(m(φ), diffBetP )
m(φ) {0.1,0.2,. . . ,0.9}
diffBetP {0.1,0.2,. . . ,0.9}
GAMBINO (Gambino, Ulivi,
and Vendittelli, 1997)
{0.5,1.0,. . . ,10.0} 20 Number of changes detected
Total 184
cell-level threshold) was used as the conflict score. The map-level threshold was set to 75%1 of
the cell-level threshold multiplied by the number of suspect cells. Table 11 describes the method
for calculating the value for each cell, the range of thresholds, and the number of threshold values
tested in these experiments. Note that Liu’s conflict method uses two paired values. For a cell to
be deemed suspect both values had to exceed their respective thresholds.
4.3.2 Objective Sensing Accuracy Assessment
The experiments described in this chapter used a quantitative map quality metric, Error, as a
measure of the actual sensing accuracy and applied fixed thresholds to that value to determine the
true status of the sensors (normal versus affected by anomalies). This metric measured the differ-
ence between the occupancy grid generated from the sensor readings and manually created ground
truth maps (one for each testbed), as defined in Figure 8, where grid o(x, y) and grid e(x, y)
give the occupancy and empty values from the sensor’s occupancy grid, and truth o(x, y) and
truth e(x, y) are the same values from the ground truth grid, respectively. A threshold of 0.5 was
used to filter out errors of insufficient size to affect the robot’s behavior. Lower Error scores in-
dicate a better match with the ground truth. Empirically determined thresholds of Error ≥ 210
for Dempster-Shafer and Error ≥ 410 for Smets’ TBM grids were used to automatically classify
1This ratio was selected based on prior work (Carlson and Murphy, 2006) with GAMBINO which produced accurate
detection results using a cell-level threshold of 2.0, and a map-level threshold of 1.5 applied to the average over all
suspect cells.
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Error = 0
for each cell (x,y)
if truth(x,y) != UNKNOWN and grid(x,y) != UNKNOWN
if |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)| > 0.5
occupied_error = |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)|
else
occupied_error = 0.0
if |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)| > 0.5
empty_error = |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)|
else
empty_error = 0.0
Increase Error by MAX(occupied_error, empty_error)
Figure 8. Procedure used to calculate the Error metric.
the status of the sensors for offline analysis. These values were selected based on a post-hoc ex-
amination of the Error scores where the true sensing status (normal or anomalous) was known a
priori.
4.3.3 Quantifying Indicator Performance
To address the hypothesis that inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators can be trained
to estimate sensing accuracy and detect sensing anomalies an offline analysis system examined
occupancy grid maps built from either sonar or laser readings and used linear correlation analysis
and classification statistics to compare the ground truth evaluation with that of each indicator. For
the estimation component Pearson’s linear correlation analysis was used to determine if the con-
flict score from a sensing accuracy indicator estimated the ground truth Error score. Both scores
were calculated every half meter of robot travel. For the detection component the sensing accuracy
indicator was consulted and a threshold was applied to the Error score to determine the status of
the active sensor every half meter of robot travel and common classification statistics were gener-
ated to determine the detection accuracy of the indicator. The results of this analysis are provided
in Section 4.4.
In the offline analysis, sonar and laser readings were applied to occupancy grids which were
checked for sensing anomalies and evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using an indi-
cator’s conflict score and the Error score. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy
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grid until the robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was
reevaluated every subsequent half meter producing 10 samples for the sonar and laser, for a total
of 20 samples per run. This process was repeated for each of the 45 runs in the three testbeds, re-
sulting in an Error score, an indicator’s conflict score, and paired classifications for each of 900
samples (in 90 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis.
Linear correlation analysis and classification statistics were used to quantify each indicator’s
ability to estimate Error and correctly detect sensing anomalies respectively. The ability to es-
timate the overall map quality, i.e. the extent to which a robot’s current sensing is inappropriate,
was measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) (Dowdy, Weardon, and Chilko, 2004) and
the corresponding probability.2 In this case the test was used to determine if the conflict score, as-
signed by the indicator to be evaluated, varied linearly with the grid’s Error score. The ability to
correctly detect sensing anomalies was measured using common classification statistics including
the percentage of correctly classified examples, the false positive rate, and the false negative rate.
The false positive rate was calculated by dividing the number of false positive examples by the to-
tal number of negative examples. The false negative rate was calculated by dividing the number of
false negative examples by the total number of positive examples.
4.4 Results
The experimental results presented in this section support the hypothesis that inconsistency-
based sensing accuracy indicators can be trained to detect sensing anomalies (four indicators ob-
tained better than 95% detection accuracy) and estimate sensing accuracy (21 indicators achieved
statistically significant correlation coefficients of 0.8 or better) relying solely on fused sonar or
laser readings in known environments. The ANXIETY method performed best overall, achiev-
ing 99.67% detection accuracy and good estimation, i.e. linear correlations (trained correlation
of 0.8538) with the Error score. The GAMBINO method also showed potential for detection by
achieving 96.33% accuracy. The INCONSISTENCY method performed best in terms of estimating
sensing accuracy (0.8735 correlation). Note that the results presented here are a synopsis of the
complete set of results given in Appendix A.
2Since the data consist of timeseries, the number of samples used to calculate the probability from r was corrected
for autocorrelation.
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The results for estimating sensing accuracy relying solely on fused sensor readings are pre-
sented in Figure 9. The results are given in terms of Pearson’s correlation analysis which com-
paring each indicator’s conflict score with the quantitative map quality metric, or Error score.
Figure 9(a) uses a box and whisker style graph to show the minimum (bottom of line), maximum
(top of line), median (triangle), 25th percentile (bottom of box), and 75th percentile (top of box)
correlation coefficient (r) for each method. Figure 9(b) gives the trained correlation coefficient r
for each method and the threshold value used to achieve this result. A two-tailed t-test at a p-value
of 0.01 (i.e. less than a 1% chance of no relationship between the conflict score and the Error
score) was used for statistical significance, and passing coefficients3 are marked with †. The esti-
mation component is different from detection because it estimates the overall error in sensor read-
ings which may be caused by sensor noise, discretization in the occupancy grid map, etc. without
distinguishing these from sensing anomalies.
Figure 9 shows the INCONSISTENCY and ANXIETY methods estimated sensing accuracy well.
Each achieved trained correlation coefficients above 0.85. Most indicators based on ANXIETY
tended to perform better than those based on INCONSISTENCY. Detailed examination of the re-
sults reveals a slight drop in r with each increase in the threshold used with ANXIETY, suggesting
that this method would be easier to train. For INCONSISTENCY, correlations remained high (above
0.83) until the threshold reached 0.25, at which point the correlation dropped to 0.22 and remained
there.
The detection accuracy results for each indicator are presented in Figure 10 which show that
the ANXIETY and GAMBINO methods demonstrated very accurate detection of sensing anomalies
with a trained detection accuracy (percentage of correct classifications out of 900 examples) ex-
ceeding 96%. Figure 10(b) gives the trained detection accuracy for each method and the threshold
value used to achieve this result.
Figure 11 shows that the change in detection accuracy for ANXIETY is largely monotonic,
from a large number of false positives to a small number of false negatives, as the threshold value
is increased which suggests that this method is easy to train. For most of the selected threshold
values (0.1–0.54), the anxiety indicators were too sensitive and labeled any amount of inconsis-
tency as indicative of a sensing anomaly. As the threshold increased (0.58–0.78), the indicators
3Note that both autocorrelation correction and Bonferroni correction (for the use of multiple threshold values) were
applied in the process of determining statistical significance.
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(a) Variance over tested threshold values.
Method Threshold(s) r
INCONSISTENCY 0.05 0.8735†
ANXIETY 0.1 0.8538†
GAMBINO 2.0 0.7061†
TBM CONFLICT 0.9 0.6379†
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 / 0.1 0.6274†
CON 0.25 0.3598
(b) Trained performance.
Figure 9. Estimation results for each inconsistency method. The box and whisker chart (top)
shows the variance in correlation (r) over the tested threshold values. Each method’s trained per-
formance and the associated threshold(s) are shown in the table (bottom), where † is used to mark
statistically significant results at a p-value of 0.01.
began correctly classifying the negative cases. As the threshold increased further a small num-
ber (less than 1% of examples) of false negatives began to appear. In comparison the GAMBINO
method only shows good detection performance at a threshold of 2.5 or 3.0. Thresholds below 2.5
labeled any amount of inconsistency as indicative of a sensing anomaly and those above 3.0 were
too specific resulting in over 25% of the examples misclassified as negative.
Figure 12 gives the the false negative rate (FNR), i.e. “miss” rate, results for each indicator
which shows that only indicators based on GAMBINO and LIU’S CONFLICT tended to be too spe-
cific, i.e. generated a large number of false negatives. Figure 12(b) gives the trained FNR for each
method and the threshold value used to achieve this result, or “all” for those methods whose FNR
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(a) Variance over tested threshold values.
Method Threshold(s) % correct
ANXIETY 0.86 99.67%
GAMBINO 3.0 96.33%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 / 0.1 70.11%
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 69.56%
CON All 68.89%
TBM CONFLICT All 68.56%
(b) Trained performance.
Figure 10. Detection results for each inconsistency method. The box and whisker chart (top)
shows the variance in accuracy over the tested threshold values. Each method’s trained accuracy
and the associated threshold(s) are shown in the table (bottom).
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Figure 11. Change in correlation coefficient (r), number of false positive and false negative exam-
ples for ANXIETY as the threshold varies.
did not vary. With a sufficiently low threshold all inconsistency methods will label any amount of
inconsistency as suspect, as a result they will never “miss” a sensing anomaly. Due to discretiza-
tion within the sensor (analog to digital) and again as the reading is converted into belief masses
over a regular grid by the sensing model, even a perfectly accurate sensor will generate some in-
consistent belief masses. Therefore any inconsistency method can produce a 0.0% FNR, but only a
true sensing accuracy indicator can achieve both a low FNR and a low false positive rate.
The false positive rate (FPR), i.e. “false alarm” rate, results for each indicator are presented in
Figure 13 and show that the CON, INCONSISTENCY, and TBM CONFLICT methods were too sen-
sitive, i.e. they would label any amount of inconsistency as suspect. Figure 13(b) gives the trained
FPR for each method and the threshold value used to achieve this result, or “all” for those meth-
ods whose FPR did not vary. Close examination also reveals that LIU’S CONFLICT did not clas-
sify well, i.e. those thresholds that produced a 0.0% (or near 0.0%) false positive rate were too
specific, generating a “miss” rate above 94%. Only indicators based on GAMBINO showed good
“false alarm” rates, but in most of these cases (all but two threshold values) it was also too spe-
cific. Indicators based on ANXIETY showed the smoothest transition from overly sensitive to high
detection accuracy, with performance again monotonically increasing as the threshold increased.
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(a) Variance over tested threshold values.
Method Max Threshold(s) False negative rate
ANXIETY 0.86 0.48%
CON All 0.0%
GAMBINO 3.0 5.19%
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 0.0%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 / 0.1 0.0%
TBM CONFLICT All 0.0%
(b) Trained performance.
Figure 12. False negative rate for each inconsistency method. The box and whisker chart (top)
shows the variance in performance over the tested threshold values. Each method’s trained perfor-
mance and the associated threshold are shown in the table (bottom).
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(a) Variance over tested threshold values.
Method Min Threshold(s) False positive rate
ANXIETY 0.86 0.0%
GAMBINO 3.0 0.35%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 / 0.1 95.05%
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 97.86%
CON All 100.0%
TBM CONFLICT All 100.0%
(b) Trained performance.
Figure 13. False positive rate for each inconsistency method. The box and whisker chart (top)
shows the variance in performance over the tested threshold values. Each method’s trained perfor-
mance and the associated threshold(s) are shown in the table (bottom).
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter described a feasibility study to determine if the evidential inconsistency-based
approach for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies could be used at all. To this end,
sensor data was collected on a Nomad 200 robot with a ring of 16 Polaroid sonar sensors and one
SICK PLS laser range sensor in 45 total runs in three uncluttered indoor hallways. These testbeds
were selected based on the following principles: testbeds should represent environmental condi-
tions known to induce sensing anomalies and provide a straight path for the robot to traverse (to
prevent pose estimation errors from the robot’s encoders). Readings from either the sonar or laser
sensors were registered to a static 2D map (occupancy grid) using the method outlined in (Mur-
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phy, 2000) and evidential theory for offline evaluation. The true accuracy of the sensors (based on
a comparison with manually built ground truth occupancy grids) and the indicators’ evaluation of
the sensing situation were determined every half meter of robot travel, resulting in 900 occupancy
grids built from either sonar or laser readings evaluated in the experiments. 184 inconsistency-
based sensing accuracy indicators, defined as an inconsistency quantification method for evidential
models coupled with an associated threshold (method, threshold), were examined for their ability
to detect sensing anomalies (by the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids) and es-
timate sensing accuracy (using Pearson’s correlation analysis to compare an indicator’s conflict
score with the true sensing error).
The results of the feasibility study presented in this chapter show that inconsistency-based
sensing accuracy indicators can be trained to estimate sensing accuracy and detect sensing anom-
alies relying solely on fused sensor readings. Yager’s ANXIETY and Pal’s INCONSISTENCY meth-
ods achieved trained correlations of 0.8 or better with true error in sonar or laser readings. ANX-
IETY and GAMBINO’s heuristic achieved better than 95% detection accuracy out of 900 sampled
occupancy grids built from either sonar or laser readings. The ANXIETY method performed best
overall, achieving 99.67% detection accuracy and good estimation, i.e. linear correlations (trained
correlation of 0.8538) with the Error score. In addition its performance varied monotonically
with the threshold value indicating that this method would be easy to train.
The results also show that no single indicator can be used to detect and characterize sensing
anomalies. Estimating sensing accuracy and detecting sensing anomalies (i.e. distinguishing these
from ordinary noise) require the use of distinct threshold values at the cell level to filter out ordi-
nary noise. Threshold values for estimation tended to be lower as compared to detection, indicat-
ing that the latter requires a higher level of filtering. Only the ANXIETY method performed well
for both detection and estimation for fused sonar or laser readings. Note that all indicators trained
in these experiments were usable with the sonar or laser sensors interchangeably suggesting that,
although distinct indicators may be needed for detection and estimation, a single indicator for each
of these components could provide feedback for several sensors in a suite.
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Chapter 5
Further Experiments
The experiments described in this chapter expand on the feasibility study presented in Chap-
ter 4. A new robot, an ATRV-Jr mobile robot equipped with a SICK LMS and Canesta range cam-
era, was employed to broaden the set of examined sensors and testbed environments (one addi-
tional indoor and two outdoor), providing an opportunity to explore generalizability. The data col-
lection procedure was enhanced to provide more realistic scenarios for detection. Here the occur-
rence of sensing anomalies was varied within each run, as opposed to the feasibility study where
the same anomalies were present throughout a given experimental testbed. In addition, these ex-
periments address important aspects of detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in un-
known environments that were not explored in the feasibility study, namely isolation of poorly
sensed regions and testing the applicability of trained indicators in new environments.
The experiments were conducted in three phases. In the training phase indicators to detect and
characterize sensing anomalies were identified for range sensors installed on the ATRV-Jr to detect
sensing anomalies, estimate sensing accuracy, and isolate poorly sensed regions. The verification
phase evaluated the performance of the identified indicators in three testbeds not included in the
training phase: two uncluttered indoor testbeds (2.0 and 2.5 meters wide and 10 meters long) and
one uncluttered outdoor testbed (1.2 meters wide and 10 meters long). The results revealed that
the indicators trained for detection were unreliable with accuracy ranging from 28.71% to 92.23%
across testbeds, but that the estimation and isolation indicators could be used in the new environ-
ments with little degradation in performance. The utility phase explored applications of these indi-
cators to improve sensing accuracy or rank sensors according to their relative accuracy. The results
showed that simple strategies which employed trained indicators to detect sensing anomalies and
isolate poorly sensed regions produced statistically significant improvements in sensing accuracy.
The trained indicator for the estimation component did not rank well. Its ability to select the most
accurate sensor was not reliable although it could determine the least accurate sensor.
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The remainder of this chapter describes the experiments conducted using 2D static maps (oc-
cupancy grid maps) built from real sensor readings collected by mobile robots in uncluttered static
environments and is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the experimental testbeds. Four
uncluttered indoor hallways and two outdoor sidewalks were selected. These were known to in-
duce anomalies for the sensors considered in this work due to transparency (glass) and absorbance
(dark surfaces) in the near-IR range or specular reflection (smooth surfaces) in the acoustic range
under varying environmental conditions (e.g. temperature and ambient lighting). Section 5.2 de-
scribes how real sensor readings from a ring of 16 sonar sensors, two SICK laser sensors, and a
Canesta range camera were collected in the testbed environments and registered to a static 2D map
using the method outlined in (Murphy, 2000) and evidential theory for offline evaluation. Sec-
tion 5.3 presents the results of the training phase where methods for quantifying inconsistency
in evidential models were trained to detect and characterize sensing anomalies for a SICK LMS
laser and a Canesta range camera. This required the selection of indicators from the set of 184
inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators (see Section 5.3.1) examined in this work which
performed best. The methods used a novel quantitative map quality metric (see Section 5.3.2) to
measure the true accuracy of the sensors and standard statistical analyses (see Section 5.3.3) to
evaluate the significance of the results. Section 5.4 presents the results of the verification phase
where the selected indicators were evaluated for their performance in new environments. Sec-
tion 5.5 presents results from the utility phase which explores applications of these indicators to
determine their usefulness. Section 5.6 concludes that the approach presented in this dissertation
cannot distinguish ordinary noise from sensing anomalies, but does provide the first known gen-
eral approach for sensing assessment relying solely on fused sensor readings from a single sensor.
5.1 Testbeds
To ensure that the experiments provided an accurate assessment of the approach’s ability to
detect and characterize sensing anomalies in unknown environments, six uncluttered indoor and
outdoor testbeds were selected for data collection. The selection of testbeds for each phase (see
Table 12) followed these principles: each set should represent environmental conditions known to
produce anomalies for the target sensors, the testbeds should provide long straight paths for the
robot to traverse to maximize the length of the data collection runs while minimizing pose esti-
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Table 12. The testbeds and robots used for data collection in each analysis phase of the experi-
ments.
Phase Training Verification Utility
Switching Resetting Ranking
Sensors Suspect Data
Indoor Testbeds
Narrow Nomad (17)
Cubicle ATRV-Jr (10) Nomad (11) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
Bridge ATRV-Jr (10) Nomad (17) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
Lab ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8)
Outdoor Testbeds
Walkway ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8)
Sidewalk ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
Total Runs 16 30 45 46 46
mation error, and the set of testbeds should expose the sensors to varying environmental condi-
tions which affect sensing accuracy, e.g. ambient temperature affects the accuracy of near-infrared
based sensors. Two robots equipped with distinct sets of range sensors were used to collect sen-
sor readings in these testbeds: an iRobot ATRV-Jr equipped with a SICK LMS laser and a Canesta
range camera and a Nomad 200 equipped with a ring of 16 Polaroid sonar sensors and a SICK
PLS laser range finder (used only in the utility phase).
The testbeds utilized by the ATRV-Jr were divided into two groups, training and verification
used in the training and verification phases respectively. The readings collected for these phases
were opportunistically reused in the utility phase. The training testbeds are shown in Figure 14 and
described in Table 13. Sensor readings gathered in these testbeds were used in the training phase
to identify indicators to detect sensing anomalies, estimate sensing accuracy, and isolate poorly
sensed regions for the SICK LMS laser and Canesta range camera sensors. These indicators were
applied to the readings gathered in the verification testbeds pictured in Figure 15 and described
in Table 14 to evaluate their performance when applied to similar but distinct environments. For
more detailed information on these testbeds including schematics see Appendix B.
These testbeds were known to induce sensing anomalies for the near-IR based range sensors
installed on the ATRV-Jr due to the presence of transparent (glass) and absorbent (dark) surfaces.
The laser and Canesta range camera both use time-of-flight of near-infrared (near-IR) light to mea-
sure distances to nearby surfaces. The lab, bridge, and sidewalk testbeds contained floor-to-ceiling
windows that both sensors have difficulty detecting as such surfaces are largely transparent (less
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(a) Lab (b) Walkway
Figure 14. ATRV-Jr training testbeds.
Table 13. Characteristics of the ATRV-Jr training testbeds. Dark refers to the presence of dark
objects. Descriptions labeled (L) and (R) are along the left or right side of the robot respectively.
Anomalies
Testbed Runs Type Laser Canesta Description
Lab (a) 4 Indoor Glass Hallway with painted sheet-rock walls,
wooden doors on either side, one wide
windowed door (L)
Lab (b) 4 Glass Dark As above with dark obstacles
Walkway (a) 4 Outdoor Walkway with a brick wall (L) and
widely spaced concrete pillars (R)
Walkway (b) 4 Dark As above with dark obstacles
Total 16
(a) Bridge (b) Cubicle (c) Sidewalk
Figure 15. ATRV-Jr verification testbeds.
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Table 14. Characteristics of the ATRV-Jr verification testbeds. Dark refers to the presence of dark
objects. Descriptions labeled (L) and (R) are along the left or right side of the robot respectively.
Anomalies
Testbed Runs Type Laser Canesta Description
Bridge (a) 5 Indoor Glass Hallway with painted sheet-rock walls and
wooden doors (L), large floor-to-ceiling
windows (R)
Bridge (b) 5 Glass Dark As above with dark obstacles
Cubicle 10 Indoor Dark Hallway with sound proofing foam covered
in a dark fabric along one wall
Sidewalk 10 Outdoor Glass Sidewalk along a brick wall and a narrow
windowed door (R) with an open field (L)
Total 30
than 8% of the energy is reflected1) in the near-IR range. The Canesta range camera can correctly
measure distances to glass surfaces, but only if the exposure time for the camera is increased. In
this mode, denoted mole mode, surfaces with good reflectance (e.g. painted sheet-rock walls) be-
come overexposed which the sensor interprets as a very close surface. The cubicle testbed contains
dark surfaces which tend to absorb near-IR and are therefore invisible to the Canesta range cam-
era unless the exposure time is increased. Interestingly the laser does not have the same difficultly
with the dark obstacles used, either because it uses a wavelength that is deeper in the IR range, or
because it uses a higher power, focused beam. By introducing dark obstacles in half of the runs in
the lab, bridge, and walkway testbeds, these experiments cover cases where there are no sensing
anomalies, only laser anomalies, only Canesta range camera anomalies, and where both sensors
encountered anomalies in a single run.
The testbeds utilized by the Nomad, pictured in Figure 16 and described in Table 15, induce
anomalies for the acoustic and near-IR based range sensors installed on this mobile robot due to
the presence of smooth (painted sheet rock walls and glass) and transparent (glass) surfaces re-
spectively. Two ATRV-Jr testbeds (cubicle and bridge) were reused by the Nomad for data col-
lection with the caveat that dark surfaces were not placed in these testbeds as they were for the
ATRV-Jr runs. The presence of sensing anomalies for the target sensors did not vary over the
course of a run or between runs within the same testbed, i.e. the sonar readings were always scat-
1Based on (Baldridge et al., 2009) and informal reflectance measurements (the reference materials required for
absolute measurements were not available) of glass surfaces in the lab and bridge testbeds taken with a spectrometer.
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(a) Narrow (b) Wide (Cubicle) (c) Window (Bridge)
Figure 16. The Nomad 200 testbeds.
Table 15. Characteristics of the Nomad 200 testbeds. The width (W) and length (L) are reported
in meters. Smooth refers to painted sheet-rock walls.
Hallway Sonar Laser W L Walls
Narrow poor good 1.8 11.2 Smooth
Wide (Cubicle) poor good 2.5 14.2 Smooth
Window (Bridge) poor poor 2.0 27 Smooth and large windows
tered by the surrounding surfaces and/or the laser was always adjacent to a glass surface in the
window testbed. These testbeds were only used in the utility phase to explore the application of
detection of sensing anomalies to switch sensors to improve the overall sensing accuracy.
5.2 Data Collection and Representation
Real sensor readings from range sensors: sonar, SICK laser range finders, and a Canesta range
camera, were registered to a static 2D map for offline evaluation. This section describes both the
data collection process used to gather the sensor readings and the methods used to fuse those read-
ings into evidential 2D maps (occupancy grid map) of the robot’s surroundings. An offline anal-
ysis system compared these maps to ground truth maps generated from manual measurements of
the testbed environments. Two robots equipped with distinct sets of range sensors were used to
collect sensor readings: an iRobot ATRV-Jr equipped with a SICK LMS laser and a Canesta range
camera and a Nomad 200 equipped with a ring of 16 Polaroid sonar sensors and a SICK PLS laser
range finder (used only in the utility phase). An detailed description of the data collection process
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(a) An iRobot ATRV-Jr robot (b) Close-up of sensors in the bridge
testbed
(c) Nomad 200
robot
Figure 17. The robots and sensors used in the experiments.
for the ATRV-Jr robot, schematics for the testbeds used by this robot, and the associated ground
truth maps can be found in Appendix B.
Two range sensors mounted on an ATRV-Jr mobile robot were used for data collection for the
training and verification phases: a SICK LMS laser range finder and a Canesta range camera (see
Figure 17(b)). The SICK LMS laser sensor is a near-IR based time-of-flight range sensor with a
180◦ field of view and an angular resolution of either 0.5◦ or 1.0◦ (user tunable parameter). The
range resolution can be set to 0.1 or 1.0 cm for a maximum range of 8.2 and 82 meters respec-
tively. The Canesta range camera is also a near-IR based time-of-flight range sensor with a 64 ×
64 pixel CMOS detector and a diagonal field of view of 30◦. The range resolution of this camera
varies based on user tunable parameters (e.g. exposure time) and the environmental conditions
which determine the signal to noise ratio. The maximum range varies from 1.44 to 11.5 meters
based on the modulation frequency selected by the user. This was set to 52 MHz for a maximum
range of 2.88 meters. These sensors were mounted on the front of the ATRV-Jr which is a skid
steering indoor/outdoor mobile robot platform produced by iRobot Corporation (see Figure 17(a)).
The ATRV-Jr collected sensor readings for a total of 46 runs in five experimental testbeds (see
Section 5.1) with varying starting and dark obstacle positions to prevent bias in the outcome of the
experiments. Readings from the laser and Canesta range camera were collected while the ATRV-
Jr drove down the center of a testbed for a distance of six meters. This procedure was conducted
eight times in each training testbed and ten times in each verification testbed for a total of 46 runs.
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For all odd-numbered runs in three of the testbeds (lab, bridge, and walkway) a dark obstacle (sty-
rofoam covered in black felt) was placed along one wall in a position determined randomly by
software. The starting position of the robot within the testbed was also determined randomly for
each run by software.
The Nomad 200 collected sonar and SICK PLS readings for a total of 45 runs in three ex-
perimental testbeds (see Section 5.1). Readings from the laser and sonar sensors were collected
while the robot drove down the center of a testbed for a distance of six meters. This procedure
was conducted twenty times in each testbed and the best 45 runs (in terms of a lack of errors in the
data collected) were used in the utility phase of the experiments. The same starting position of the
robot was used in each run within a given testbed.
An offline analysis system used sensor models to register range readings to an occupancy grid
map (Elfes, 1989), with a cell resolution of 10 cm (about 4 inches) in both the x and y directions.
The map divides a two dimensional space into equally sized cells, each labeled occupied or empty
with some level of certainty. The approach outlined in (Murphy, 2000) was used to build an occu-
pancy grid from range readings (see Section 3.4 for details) using evidential cone-shaped models.
The specific parameters used to build the sensor models are given in Table 16 where R is the
sensor’s range, β the angular resolution, and d is the actual range reading (distance). Range er-
ror specifies the expected range resolution of the sensor. The sonar parameters were derived from
specifications supplied by Nomadics manuals for the Nomad 200’s sensing system. Following Ar-
buckle, Howard, and Mataric´ (2002), the width of the laser cone was narrowed to one degree to
reflect the angular accuracy of the SICK laser range finders. The maximum range of the SICK
PLS sensor was supplied by the sensor’s manual. The SICK LMS was configured for maximum
accuracy (0.1 cm resolution) which determines the sensor’s smallest configurable maximum range
of 8.0 meters. The remaining parameters of this model are the same for both SICK lasers, but with
a logarithmic increase in the range error for the SICK LMS to account for the smaller range res-
olution. The Canesta range camera was used in two distinct modes: normal for detecting typical
surfaces with shorter (13–20 ms) exposure times and mole mode for detecting transparent (glass)
or absorbing (dark) surfaces with longer (66 ms) exposure times. The parameters for the Canesta
range camera model were derived from the physical sensing model outlined in (Gokturk, Yalcin,
and Barnji, 2004) to match known camera settings (e.g. modulation frequency and exposure time)
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Table 16. The parameters used in the sensor models. These are based on experimentation and
manufacturer specifications. Canesta refers to the Canesta range camera.
Sensor R β Maxocc Range error
SICK LMS 8.0 m 0.5◦ 0.98 1% of ln(d) or 0.0 where d < 1.0
Canesta (normal) 2.88 m 0.5◦ 0.98 2.5% of d
Canesta (mole) 2.88 m 0.5◦ 0.98 8.0% of d
sonar 6.477 m 12.5◦ 0.98 1% of d
SICK PLS 27.5 m 0.5◦ 0.98 1% of d
to observed error in the experimental testbeds. The percentages used to calculate the range error in
Table 16 provided a reasonable estimate (within 0.5 cm) of the resulting physical models up to a
distance of 10.0 meters.
5.3 Training Phase
The objective of this phase of the experiments was to identify the indicators for the SICK
LMS and a Canesta range camera on the ATRV-Jr for use in the verification and utility phases.
Toward this end readings from these two sensors were collected in the training testbeds: lab and
walkway and applied to 2D occupancy grids for offline training. Section 5.3.1 describes how the
184 sensing accuracy indicators examined in these experiments were derived from six methods for
quantifying inconsistency in evidential models from the evidential literature: Yager’s ANXIETY,
Shafer’s CON, Smets’ transferable belief model TBM CONFLICT, Pal’s INCONSISTENCY metric,
LIU’S CONFLICT metric, and GAMBINO’s change heuristic. Section 5.3.2 describes how a quan-
titative map quality metric (Error) and a ground truth evaluating system were utilized to deter-
mine the true status of a given sensor by comparing occupancy grids built from sensor readings to
ground truth grids. Section 5.3.3 describes modifications to Pearson’s linear correlation test (used
to evaluate the indicators’ ability to estimate sensing accuracy) to compensate for time-dependence
between samples within and between data collection runs.
This phase identified trained indicators based on the TBM CONFLICT and LIU’S CONFLICT
methods for further testing in the verification phase based on their ability to detect sensing anom-
alies, estimate sensing accuracy, and isolate poorly sensed regions for the SICK LMS and Canesta
range camera. Section 5.3.4 presented the approach used to train methods for detection by exam-
ining the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids (i.e. anomalous or normal) and the
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results. Based on those results the following trained indicators were selected for use in the verifi-
cation phase: (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for use with the SICK LMS only, (TBM CONFLICT,
0.86) for use with the Canesta range camera, and (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.9 and 0.1) for use with ei-
ther sensor. Section 5.3.5 presented the approach for training methods for estimation by measur-
ing correlation of the indicators’ conflict score with the true sensor error and the results. Based
on those results the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator was selected based on its ability to esti-
mate sensing accuracy for the laser and Canesta range camera individually and for either sensor
interchangeably. Section 5.3.6 describes how methods were trained for isolation by examining the
degree of overlap between the truly erroneous cells and those labeled suspect (i.e. inconsistency
exceeded the assigned threshold) by the indicator and the results. Based on those results the (TBM
CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator was selected based on its ability to isolate poorly sensed regions for the
laser and Canesta range camera individually and for either sensor interchangeably. Note that the
results presented here are a synopsis of the complete set of results given in Appendix C.
5.3.1 Sensing Accuracy Indicators
A total of 184 sensing accuracy indicators based on six methods for quantifying inconsistency
in evidential models (see Section 3.3.2): five inconsistency metrics from the uncertainty litera-
ture and one change heuristic from the robotics literature were evaluated for their ability to detect
sensing anomalies and estimate sensing accuracy for sonar and laser sensors in unknown envi-
ronments. In this work an inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicator is a method coupled
with a threshold (method, threshold). For those methods with finite upper bounds (ANXIETY, IN-
CONSISTENCY, TBM CONFLICT, and LIU’S CONFLICT), the threshold values to be tested were
evenly distributed throughout the method’s range. For those methods with infinite theoretical up-
per bounds (CON and GAMBINO) the maximum value was determined experimentally in the initial
exploratory study described in (Carlson and Murphy, 2005). The threshold values for these meth-
ods were evenly distributed throughout the resulting experimental range.
As described in Section 3.4, implementation of these methods for use as a sensing accuracy
indicator on an occupancy grid map requires calculation of a conflict score and the use of two
thresholds to classify the cell and sensing situation respectively as normal or suspect. A summa-
tion of the values for all suspect cells (cells whose values exceeded the cell-level threshold) was
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Table 17. The parameters used to create sensing accuracy indicators from methods to quantify
inconsistency in evidential models.
Method Thresholds T |T | Cell value
ANXIETY (Yager, 1982) {0.1,0.14,. . . ,0.9} 21 Metric value
INCONSISTENCY (Pal, 1999) {0.05,0.07,. . . ,0.45} 21 Metric value
CON (Shafer, 1976) {0.25,0.5,. . . ,5.0} 20 Metric value
TBM CONFLICT (Smets,
1990a)
{0.1,0.14,. . . ,0.9} 21 Metric value
LIU’S CONFLICT (Liu, 2006a) 81 min(m(φ), diffBetP )
m(φ) {0.1,0.2,. . . ,0.9}
diffBetP {0.1,0.2,. . . ,0.9}
GAMBINO (Gambino, Ulivi,
and Vendittelli, 1997)
{0.5,1.0,. . . ,10.0} 20 Number of changes detected
Total 184
used as the conflict score. The sensing situation was determined by examining the percentage of
updated cells that were classified as suspect. To classify the sensing situation, the indicators ap-
plied the same threshold value (14%) to this percentage as the ground truth evaluating system (see
Section 5.3.2). Table 17 describes the method for calculating the value for each cell, the range of
thresholds, and the number of threshold values tested in these experiments. Note that Liu’s con-
flict metric uses two paired values. For a cell to be deemed suspect both values had to exceed their
respective thresholds.
5.3.2 Ground Truth Sensing Accuracy Assessment
The experiments described in this chapter used a quantitative map quality metric, Error, as a
measure of the actual sensing accuracy and a ground truth evaluating system to determine the true
status of the sensors (normal versus affected by anomalies). These provided an objective assess-
ment of a sensor’s accuracy to serve as the ground truth.
The Error metric measures the difference between the occupancy grid generated from the
sensor readings and a ground truth occupancy grid. The ground truth grids are automatically gen-
erated from manually measured maps (see Appendix B for schematics and ground truth grids
for each testbed). The algorithm for calculating the Error score is given in Figure 18, where
grid o(x, y) and grid e(x, y) give the occupancy and empty values from the sensor’s occupancy
grid, and truth o(x, y) and truth e(x, y) are the same values from the ground truth grid, respec-
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Error = 0
for each cell (x,y)
if truth(x,y) != UNKNOWN and grid(x,y) != UNKNOWN
if |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)| > 0.5
occupied_error = |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)|
else
occupied_error = 0.0
if |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)| > 0.5
empty_error = |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)|
else
empty_error = 0.0
Increase Error by MAX(occupied_error, empty_error)
Figure 18. Procedure used to calculate the Error metric.
tively. A threshold of 0.5 is used to filter out errors of insufficient size to affect the robot’s behav-
ior. Lower Error scores indicate a better match with the ground truth.
The ground truth evaluating system was developed to determine the true status of the sensors
based on the accuracy of their readings. The automated system was based on a simple simulation
to determine what a given reading should have been (distance to the nearest surface along the read-
ing’s vector) versus its actual value. A reading was deemed accurate if its value was within 10 cm
(the width of a grid cell) of the correct value. For each cell in the occupancy grid which contained
a surface (occupied cells) the percentage of inaccurate readings was calculated. If at least 50% of
the readings were inaccurate, the cell was labeled as inaccurately sensed. The percentage of in-
accurately sensed cells (of those that should have been “hit” by the readings) was used to assess
the sensing situation. For this study it was assumed that the true status of the sensors depended on
the error tolerance associated with their assigned task (e.g. surface modeling versus robot naviga-
tion), therefore a classification system that relies on an intuitive and general threshold (percentage
of error) is appropriate. Based on empirical evaluation of the automated system’s classification ac-
curacy for detecting sensing anomalies, a percentage of 14% was selected to serve as the threshold
for classification of the sensing situation.
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5.3.3 Statistical Analysis
The analyses employed Pearson’s linear correlation test with modifications as suggested in
(Dawdy and Matalas, 1964) to compensate for time-dependence between samples of the conflict
score and Error score within and between data collection runs. Pearson’s linear correlation anal-
ysis was used to determine if an indicator’s conflict score estimated the Error score. Both scores
tended to increase as new readings were applied to an occupancy grid, resulting in serial correla-
tion between samples within a run. Samples taken at the same distance between runs in a given
testbed also tended to produce similar values. To compensate for these dependencies, sample sizes
were adjusted down according to the degree of serial correlation within each set of scores.
To compensate for serial correlation within a run the conflict score and Error scores were
treated as samples from a first-order Markov process where the next value depends only on the
current value with the addition of random noise. For paired sample sets S and S′ of size n a cor-
rected sample size n′ can be calculated as follows (from Dawdy and Matalas, 1964):
n′ = n
1− r1r′1
1 + r1r′1
(5.1)
where r1 and r′1 are the first order serial correlation coefficients (see Eq. (5.2) where k = 1) for S
and S′ respectively.
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Between runs serial correlations were treated as coming from a moving average process where
dependence between values does not extend throughout the time series, but only within a givenm
number of samples. Herem is used to group all runs performed in the same testbed and k is set to
the number of samples taken per run. For paired sample sets T and T ′ of size n a corrected sample
size n′ can be calculated as follows (from Dawdy and Matalas, 1964):
n′ =
n
1 + 2rkr′k
(5.3)
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where rk and r′k are the k
th order serial correlation coefficients (see Equation (5.4)) form values
from T and T ′ respectively.
rk =
∑m
i=0 xixi+k∑m
i=0 x
2
i
(5.4)
The two corrections are applied serially. The corrected sample size n′ from Equation (5.1)
calculated across all runs in a given testbed is treated as the uncorrected sample size n in Equa-
tion (5.3) which provides the final corrected sample size n′.
5.3.4 Detection of Sensing Anomalies
The results discussed in this section provide evidence that the evidential inconsistency-based
approach presented in this dissertation can detect sensing anomalies (nine indicators achieved bet-
ter than 80% classification accuracy) for Canesta range camera and laser sensors in known en-
vironments. In this phase the offline analysis system was used to test all 184 indicators with real
laser and Canesta range camera readings gathered in the two training testbeds, lab and walkway.
The results show in general that performance can be improved if each sensor is permitted its own
sensing accuracy indicator. For example detection accuracy for laser readings reached 92.98%
for two indicators based on LIU’S CONFLICT in the training testbeds while the peak classification
accuracy for either sensor was 84.37%. The detection results showed that LIU’S CONFLICT per-
formed best with moderate accuracy (better than 70%) achieved by CON, TBM CONFLICT, and
GAMBINO. These results lead to the selection of the following trained indicators for use in the ver-
ification phase (see Section 5.4.3): (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for use with the SICK LMS
only, (TBM CONFLICT, 0.86) for use with the Canesta range camera, and (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.9
and 0.1) for use with either sensor.
5.3.4.1 Method
To train inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators to detect sensing anomalies an of-
fline analysis system examined occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range cam-
era readings and used classification statistics to compare the ground truth evaluation with that of
each indicator. The indicators were trained either on readings from a single sensor (for exclusive
use with that sensor) or on readings from a pair of sensors (so the sensors could be used inter-
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Table 18. Trained performance for detection for each inconsistency method. T(s) refers to the
threshold value(s) used with each method.
% Correct
Method Laser or Canesta T(s) Laser T(s) Canesta T(s)
LIU’S CONFLICT 84.37% 0.9,0.1 92.98% 0.5,0.2 82.50% 0.5,0.1
CON 79.42% 4.0 78.66% 5.0 83.40% 1.75
TBM CONFLICT 78.30% 0.9 75.20% 0.9 83.39% 0.86
GAMBINO 76.23% 0.5 72.34% 0.5 82.24% 0.5
INCONSISTENCY 39.50% 0.05 49.06% 0.23 24.81% 0.05
ANXIETY 39.48% 0.1 49.06% 0.34 24.75% 0.1
changeably without switching indicators). The indicator that achieved the best detection accuracy,
i.e. the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids, for the target sensor(s) was selected as
the trained indicator. In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were applied
to occupancy grids which were checked for sensing anomalies after each sensor scan was applied
to the grid. This process was repeated for each of the 16 runs in the lab and walkway testbeds re-
sulting in 241,680 paired classifications recorded for this phase of the experiments. The overall
detection accuracy was defined as the percentage of correctly classified examples, the false posi-
tive rate, and the false negative rate. The false positive rate was calculated by dividing the number
of false positive examples by the total number of negative examples. The false negative rate was
calculated by dividing the number of false negative examples by the total number of positive ex-
amples.
5.3.4.2 Results
The detection accuracy results for each method presented in Table 18 and Figure 19 show that
LIU’S CONFLICT method performed best overall. The results are divided into three groups: laser
or canesta results are generated by samples from all occupancy grids, laser from grids built from
laser readings only, and canesta from Canesta range camera derived grids only. Figure 19 uses a
box and whisker style graph to show the minimum (bottom of line), maximum (top of line), me-
dian (triangle), 25th percentile (bottom of box), and 75th percentile (top of box) detection accu-
racy for each method. Table 18 gives the trained accuracy for each method and the threshold value
used to achieve this result. LIU’S CONFLICT demonstrated accurate detection for laser readings
with a percentage of correct classifications (out of 241,680 examples) exceeding 92%.
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(a) Laser or Canesta
(b) Laser
(c) Canesta
Figure 19. Variance in detection accuracy for the threshold values tested. Results are given in de-
scending order by trained accuracy (% correct) broken down by method.
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(a) Ground truth occupancy grid. (b) As sensed by the Canesta range camera in
mole mode.
Figure 20. Example of a Canesta range camera sensing anomaly that prevented the inconsistency
methods from achieving low false-negative rates. Such an anomaly is already detectable with cur-
rent technology.
None of the indicators achieved 85% detection accuracy when trained for use with either sen-
sor due to an apparent limitation on accurate detection for the Canesta range camera. At most
83.40% of occupancy grids built from its readings were correctly classified. A detailed look at the
results shows that the false-negative rate never fell below 18.4% (in nearly one out of every five
cases an anomaly was missed). This is likely due to the fact that the Canesta range camera in mole
mode was overexposed for most scans in the training testbeds, sometimes leading to consistent
but inaccurate readings at the sensor’s location (see Figure 20). An analogous sensing anomaly in
common CCD cameras is insufficient lighting. Such anomalies are already detectible with current
technology, therefore they are not the focus of this work.
5.3.5 Estimation of Sensing Accuracy
The results discussed in this section provide statistically significant evidence that the eviden-
tial inconsistency-based approach presented in this dissertation can estimate sensing accuracy (83
indicators achieved statistically significant correlation coefficients of 0.95 or better) for Canesta
range camera and laser sensors in known environments. In this phase the offline analysis system
was used to test all 184 indicators with real laser and Canesta range camera readings gathered in
the two training testbeds, lab and walkway. Methods that rely on Smets’ transferable belief model
(TBM CONFLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO) performed well, achieving correlations of
0.84 or better, for either sensor and for each sensor on an individual basis. Due to observed stabil-
ity of TBM CONFLICT in terms of near peak performance across all tested threshold values, this
method was selected for further testing in the verification phase (see Section 5.4.4). More specifi-
cally the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator was selected for verification for use with either sensor
interchangeably and for each sensor individually.
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5.3.5.1 Method
To train inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators to estimate sensing accuracy, i.e. the
extent to which a robot’s current sensing is inappropriate, an offline analysis system examined
occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range camera readings and used linear cor-
relation analysis to compare the ground truth Error with the conflict score for each indicator. The
indicators were trained either on readings from a single sensor (for exclusive use with that sen-
sor) or on readings from a pair of sensors (so the sensors could be used interchangeably without
switching indicators). The indicator that achieved the best sensing accuracy estimation results,
i.e. correlation with the Error score, for the target sensor(s) was selected as the trained indicator.
In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were applied to occupancy grids
which were evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using the Error score and the con-
flict score. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid until the robot had traveled
one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reevaluated every subsequent half
meter producing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range camera mode, for a total of 33
samples per run. This process was repeated for each of the 16 runs in the lab and walkway envi-
ronments, resulting in an Error score and an indicator’s conflict score for each of 528 samples (in
48 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis. The ability to estimate sensing accuracy was
measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) (Dowdy, Weardon, and Chilko, 2004) and the
corresponding probability (with modifications — see Section 5.3.3). In this case the test was used
to determine if the conflict score, assigned by the indicator to be evaluated, varied linearly with the
grid’s Error score.
5.3.5.2 Results
The sensing accuracy estimation results for each method are presented in Table 19 and Fig-
ure 21. The results are reported in terms of Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient r which com-
pares each indicator’s conflict score with the Error score to determine the most promising indi-
cators for estimating sensing accuracy. The results are divided into three groups: laser or canesta
results are generated by samples from all occupancy grids, laser results from occupancy grids built
from laser readings only, and canesta from Canesta range camera derived grids only. Table 19
gives the trained correlation coefficient r for each method and the threshold value used to achieve
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Table 19. Trained performance for estimation for each inconsistency method. T(s) refers to the
threshold value(s) used with each method and † denotes statistically significant correlation (p =
0.01).
Correlation r
Method Laser or Canesta T(s) Laser T(s) Canesta T(s)
TBM CONFLICT 0.9674† 0.7 0.9866† 0.26 0.8399† 0.1
GAMBINO 0.9695† 0.5 0.9828† 0.5 0.8412† 0.5
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9603† 0.1,0.1 0.9560† 0.1,0.1 0.8477† 0.1,0.1
INCONSISTENCY 0.7193† 0.23 0.8034† 0.23 0.5536 0.25
ANXIETY 0.7048† 0.46 0.8177† 0.46 0.4490 0.62
CON 0.5551† 0.25 0.6442 0.25 0.0511 0.25
this result. Figure 21 uses a box and whisker style graph to show the minimum (bottom of line),
maximum (top of line), median (triangle), 25th percentile (bottom of box), and 75th percentile (top
of box) correlation coefficient (r) for each method. A two-tailed test at a p-value of 0.01 (i.e. less
than a 1% chance of no relationship between the conflict score and the Error score) was used for
statistical significance, and passing coefficients2 are marked with †.
Table 19 shows that the trained indicators based on TBM CONFLICT, GAMBINO, and LIU’S
CONFLICT performed very well on this task, achieving correlation coefficients above 0.83 for
Canesta range camera readings, and above 0.95 otherwise. Figure 21 shows that all tested indica-
tors based on TBM CONFLICT and LIU’S CONFLICT performed well on this task. For GAMBINO,
correlations remain high (above 0.9) until the threshold reaches 2.5, at which point the correlation
drops to 0.0 and remains there.
5.3.6 Isolation of Poorly Sensed Regions
The results discussed in this section provide evidence that the evidential inconsistency-based
approach presented in this dissertation can isolate poorly sensed regions (30 indicators achieved
Overlap scores at or above 0.5) for the Canesta range camera and laser sensors in known environ-
ments. In this phase the offline analysis system was used to test all 184 indicators with real laser
and Canesta range camera readings gathered in the two training testbeds, lab and walkway. The
results show that the best performing indicators are derived from Smets’ transferable belief model,
specifically TBM CONFLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO. The TBM CONFLICT method
2Note that both sample size correction (see Section 5.3.3) and Bonferroni correction (for the use of multiple thresh-
old values) were applied in the process of determining statistical significance.
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(a) Laser or Canesta
(b) Laser
(c) Canesta
Figure 21. Variance in estimation performance for the threshold values tested. Results are given in
descending order by trained correlation (r) performance, broken down by method.
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performed best with consistently good performance across all tested threshold values. Best on
these results the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator was therefore selected for further testing in the
verification testbeds for use with either sensor interchangeably and for each sensor individually.
5.3.6.1 Method
To train inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators to isolate poorly sensed regions an
offline analysis system examined occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range
camera readings and used a custom Overlap metric to determine how many truly erroneous cells
were labeled suspect. In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were ap-
plied to occupancy grids and every half meter of robot travel an Overlap score was calculated
(see Equation (5.5)) and stored. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid until
the robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reevalu-
ated every subsequent half meter producing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range cam-
era mode, for a total of 33 samples per run. This process was repeated for each of the 16 runs in
the lab and walkway testbeds, resulting an Overlap score for each of 528 samples (in 48 time se-
ries) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis.
To calculate the value of the Overlap metric, the offline analysis system requested binary
maps from the indicator and the ground truth evaluating system which indicated suspect and erro-
neous cells respectively. This metric was inspired from Pal’s INCONSISTENCY metric (Pal, 1999)
and is defined as follows:
Overlap =
|Suspect ∩ Erroneous|
|Suspect ∪ Erroneous| (5.5)
where Suspect refers to the set of cells within the occupancy grid labeled as suspect by a sensing
accuracy indicator and Erroneous refers to the set of erroneous cells according to the procedure
outlined in Figure 22.
5.3.6.2 Results
The results for isolating poorly sensed regions for each method are presented in Table 20 and
Figure 23 which show that TBM CONFLICT performed well. Its ability to isolate poorly sensed
regions was maintained over a wider range of threshold values as compared to the other methods.
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for each cell (x,y)
erroneous(x,y) = false
if truth(x,y) != UNKNOWN and grid(x,y) != UNKNOWN
if |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)| > 0.5
occupied_wrong = true
else
occupied_wrong = false
if |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)| > 0.5
empty_wrong = true
else
empty_wrong = false
erroneous(x,y) = occupied_wrong OR empty_wrong
Figure 22. Procedure used to classify each cell as accurate or erroneous.
Table 20. Trained performance for isolation for each inconsistency method. T(s) refers to the
threshold value(s) used with each method.
Mean Overlap
Method Laser or Canesta T(s) Laser T(s) Canesta T(s)
TBM CONFLICT 0.61 0.38 0.69 0.38 0.57 0.38
GAMBINO 0.61 0.5 0.68 0.5 0.57 0.5
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.51 0.3, 0.1 0.62 0.5, 0.1 0.46 0.3, 0.1
CON 0.15 5.0 0.15 5.0 0.14 3.5
ANXIETY 0.03 0.86 0.05 0.1 0.02 0.1
INCONSISTENCY 0.03 0.45 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.05
Figure 23 shows the range and variance of the Overlap metric. A box and whisker style graph is
used to show the minimum (bottom of line), maximum (top of line), 25th percentile (bottom of
box), and 75th percentile (top of box) value for each method. The red line in Figure 23 shows the
Overlap score when cells are randomly labeled as normal or suspect as a reference for compar-
ison. Table 19 shows the trained performance for each method in terms of the mean value of the
Overlap metric averaged over the 528 samples available in the lab and walkway testbeds. It shows
that the best performing methods for the isolation component are based on Smets’ transferable
belief model (i.e. TBM CONFLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO). CON showed a limited ca-
pacity for isolation with Overlap scores of 0.14–0.15. The The remaining indicators performed
poorly with little to no overlap between their suspect and erroneous cells.
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Figure 23. Variance in isolation performance for the threshold values tested. Results are given in
descending order by trained performance (Overlap) for each method. The red line indicates the
mean Overlap score when cells are randomly labeled.
5.3.7 Summary
The results presented in this section were used to select indicators to detect sensing anoma-
lies, estimate sensing accuracy, and isolate poorly sensed regions for use with the SICK LMS and
Canesta range camera sensors installed on an ATRV-Jr in the verification phase. This was done
to determine if an indicator trained in known environments can be used to detect and characterize
sensing anomalies in new unexplored environments. Based on the experimental results examin-
ing 184 inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators derived from methods for quantifying
inconsistency in evidential models found in the evidential literature, five indicators based on two
methods were selected for the verification phase. Three of these were trained for detection: (LIU’S
CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for use with the SICK LMS, (TBM CONFLICT, 0.86) for use with the
Canesta range camera, and (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.9 and 0.1) for use with either sensor. The other
two were trained for estimation (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) and isolation (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38).
Section 5.3.4 provides evidence that trained indicators can detect sensing anomalies (nine in-
dicators achieved better than 80% classification accuracy) for the Canesta range camera and laser
sensors in known environments. Performance can be improved if each sensor is permitted its own
indicator. For example detection accuracy for laser readings reached 92.98% while the best ac-
curacy for either sensor was 84.37%. LIU’S CONFLICT performed best with moderate accuracy
(better than 70%) achieved by CON, TBM CONFLICT, and GAMBINO.
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Section 5.3.5 provides statistically significant evidence that trained indicators can estimate
sensing accuracy (83 indicators achieved correlation coefficients of 0.95 or better) for these sen-
sors in known environments. Methods that rely on Smets’ transferable belief model (TBM CON-
FLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO) performed well, achieving correlations of 0.84 or better,
for either sensor and for each sensor on an individual basis. TBM CONFLICT performed best, pro-
viding near peak performance across all tested threshold values.
Section 5.3.6 shows that trained indicators can also isolate poorly sensed regions (30 indi-
cators achieved Overlap scores at or above 0.5) for these sensors in known environments. The
results show that the best performing indicators were again derived from Smets’ transferable be-
lief model, specifically TBM CONFLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO. The TBM CONFLICT
method performed best with consistently good performance across all tested threshold values.
Overall the training results show that different thresholds are required to filter ordinary noise
for the three components of detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies considered in this
work. As in the feasibility study (see Chapter 4), the training results show that accurate detec-
tion requires higher threshold values than estimation. Thresholds for isolation tend to fall between
these.
5.4 Verification Phase
The objective of this phase was to determine if the evidential inconsistency-based approach
for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies presented in this dissertation could be relied
upon in new unexplored environments. Toward this end readings from the SICK LMS and Canesta
range camera on the ATRV-Jr were collected in the verification testbeds: bridge, cubicle, and side-
walk and applied to 2D occupancy grids for offline evaluation. This phase used the same approach
for ground truth sensing accuracy assessment and statistical analysis as the training phase (brief
reviews are provided in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 respectively). It again employs a quantitative
map quality metric (Error) and a ground truth evaluating system to determine the true status of
a given sensor by comparing occupancy grids built from sensor readings to ground truth grids.
Pearson’s linear correlation test was again used to evaluate the indicators’ ability to estimate sens-
ing accuracy, with modifications to compensate for time-dependence between samples within and
between data collection runs. Based on the results from the training phase the following indica-
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tors were used to detect sensing anomalies: (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for use with the SICK
LMS only, (TBM CONFLICT, 0.86) for use with the Canesta range camera, and (LIU’S CONFLICT,
0.9 and 0.1) for use with either sensor. The (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator was used to estimate
sensing accuracy and the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator was used to isolate poorly sensed re-
gions.
This phase examined the performance of the trained indicators and showed that they could
estimate sensing accuracy and isolate poorly sensed regions in new environments but the ability
to detect sensing anomalies did not transfer, with 28.71% to 74.71% accuracy in the verification
testbeds. Section 5.4.3 presented the method used to evaluate the performance of the indicators
selected for detection and showed that they performed poorly. This suggests that the approach pre-
sented in this dissertation cannot be relied upon to distinguish sensing anomalies from ordinary
noise in unknown environments. Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 describe the method used to evaluate the
performance of the trained indicators for estimating sensing accuracy and isolating poorly sensed
regions in the verification testbeds respectively. The results showed that both maintained their per-
formance on these tasks for the SICK LMS, Canesta range camera, and for both used interchange-
ably in the new environments. A follow-up analysis presented in Section 5.4.6 was conducted to
determine why detection failed in some environments when estimation and isolation transferred
with little degradation in performance. This analysis examined the contributions of sensor noise,
pose estimation error, and sensing anomalies to the sensor error and overall inconsistency (as mea-
sured by the trained indicators). It concluded that the failure of detection was due to substantial
pose estimation errors, sensor noise, and sensing anomalies (i.e. overexposure) that produced con-
sistent but erroneous readings (consistent near zero range readings).
5.4.1 Ground Truth Sensing Accuracy Assessment
This phase used the same approach for ground truth sensing accuracy assessment as the train-
ing phase (see Section 5.3.2). To review, the experiments used a quantitative map quality metric,
Error, as a measure of the actual sensing accuracy which measures the difference between the
occupancy grid generated from the sensor readings and a ground truth occupancy grid. The sens-
ing situation was classified using an automated system to determine the true status of the sensors
(normal versus affected by anomalies). This system performed a simple simulation to determine
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the percentage of cells containing surfaces (i.e. occupied cells in the ground truth maps) that were
accurately sensed and applied an empirically determined threshold of 14% to that percentage to
classify the sensing situation as normal or anomalous.
5.4.2 Statistical Analysis
This phase used the same approach for statistical analysis as the training phase as described
in Section 5.3.3. To review, the analysis employed Pearson’s linear correlation test with modifica-
tions as suggested in (Dawdy and Matalas, 1964) to compensate for time-dependence between
samples of the conflict score and Error score within and between data collection runs. These
modifications reduced the sample size according to the magnitude of serial correlation within the
recorded sets of conflict scores and Error scores.
5.4.3 Detection of Sensing Anomalies
The results discussed in this section do not support the hypothesis that the trained indicators
can distinguish sensing anomalies from ordinary noise, i.e. detect sensing anomalies, in new en-
vironments. In this phase the offline analysis system was used to test the trained indicators with
real laser and Canesta range camera readings gathered in the three verification testbeds: bridge,
cubicle, and sidewalk. These indicators were: (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for use with the
SICK LMS only, (TBM CONFLICT, 0.86) for use with the Canesta range camera, and (LIU’S
CONFLICT, 0.9 and 0.1) for use with either sensor. Detection results in the verification testbeds
are poor (40.46% for laser to 70.51% for the Canesta range camera).
5.4.3.1 Method
To determine if inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators trained to detect sensing
anomalies in known environments can be used in new environments an offline analysis system
examined occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range camera readings from the
verification testbeds and used classification statistics to compare the ground truth evaluation with
that of each indicator. In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were ap-
plied to occupancy grids which were checked for sensing anomalies after each sensor scan was
applied to the grid. This process was repeated for each of the 30 runs in the bridge, cubicle, and
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Table 21. Detection performance for the trained indicators in the training and verification
testbeds.
% Correct
Laser or Canesta Laser Canesta
Training 84.37% 92.98% 83.39%
Verification 55.69% 40.46% 70.51%
sidewalk testbeds resulting in 485,364 paired classifications recorded for this phase of the exper-
iments. The overall detection accuracy was defined as the percentage of correctly classified ex-
amples, the false positive rate, and the false negative rate. The false positive rate was calculated
by dividing the number of false positive examples by the total number of negative examples. The
false negative rate was calculated by dividing the number of false negative examples by the total
number of positive examples.
5.4.3.2 Results
The results for the trained indicators on the detection task, given in Table 21, show poor accu-
racy (at best 70.51%) in the verification testbeds. Table 21 lists the detection accuracy for the laser
readings using (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2), Canesta range camera readings using (TBM CON-
FLICT, 0.86), and for either sensor using (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.9 and 0.1) in the training versus the
verification testbeds. These results show poor performance, especially for laser readings (40.46%
accuracy), in the verification testbeds.
Poor detection accuracy of the most promising indicators in the verification testbeds led to
multiple efforts to find alternative solutions and finally a detailed analysis of the sources of er-
ror and inconsistency in each of the testbeds (see Section 5.4.6). First more of the indicators that
classified well (at or above 80% accuracy) in the training phase were tested. The heuristic that
was successful in detecting sensing anomalies in prior experiments (see Section 3.4) was also
tested. New indicators were trained for detection using this heuristic but they achieved at best only
80.08% for laser readings, 66.57% for Canesta range camera readings, and 71.85% for either in
the training testbeds followed by even poorer detection performance in the verification testbeds.
The detection results for both the generic approach used in this phase and the ad hoc approach
used in the feasibility study can be found in Appendix C. An in-depth analysis of the sources of
error and inconsistency in each of the testbeds (see Section 5.4.6) led to the conclusion that the
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presence of high levels of pose estimation errors and sensor noise in some testbeds violated the
assumption (required for detection) that inconsistencies from sensing anomalies would dominate
other sources.
5.4.4 Estimation of Sensing Accuracy
The results discussed in this section provide statistically significant evidence that sensing ac-
curacy could be estimated for unknown environments using methods and thresholds determined
during training. The estimation component is different from detection because it estimates the
overall error in sensor readings which may be caused by sensor noise, discretization in the occu-
pancy grid map, etc. without distinguishing these from sensing anomalies. The (TBM CONFLICT,
0.18) indicator achieved statistically significant correlations with the Error score in excess of 0.8
for the SICK LMS and Canesta range camera readings in both the training and verification phases
of the experiments with at most a 0.1556 drop in correlation. These results were achieved relying
solely on readings from a single sensor (SICK LMS or the Canesta range camera). This means that
a robot entering an unknown environment would have a means of estimating the trustworthiness of
sensed readings, and some indication when sensing quality is diminished.
5.4.4.1 Method
To determine if inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators trained to estimate sensing
accuracy in known environments can be used in new environments an offline analysis system ex-
amined occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range camera readings from the
verification testbeds and used linear correlation analysis to compare the ground truth Error with
the conflict score. In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were applied
to occupancy grids which were evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using the Error
score and the conflict score. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid until the
robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reevaluated
every subsequent half meter producing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range cam-
era mode, for a total of 33 samples per run. This process was repeated for each of the 30 runs in
the bridge, cubicle, and sidewalk testbeds, resulting in an Error score and an indicator’s conflict
score for each of 990 samples (in 90 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis. The abil-
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Table 22. Estimation performance for the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator in the training and
verification testbeds. † denotes a statistically significant correlation (p = 0.01).
Correlation r
Laser or Canesta Laser Canesta
Explore 0.9673† 0.9866† 0.8399†
Evaluate 0.9179† 0.8310† 0.8598†
ity to estimate sensing accuracy was measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) (Dowdy,
Weardon, and Chilko, 2004) and the corresponding probability (with modifications — see Sec-
tion 5.3.3). In this case the test was used to determine if the conflict score, assigned by the indica-
tor to be evaluated, varied linearly with the grid’s Error score.
5.4.4.2 Results
The results support the hypothesis that a sensing accuracy indicator chosen for a given sens-
ing suite based on experiments in known environments can be used to estimate sensing accuracy in
new unexplored environments. Table 22 shows the performance of the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) in-
dicator in the training versus the verification testbeds. The results show statistically significant cor-
relations of 0.83 or better for either sensor and for each sensor individually, with at most a 0.1556
drop in r for laser readings in the verification testbeds.
5.4.5 Isolation of Poorly Sensed Regions
The results discussed in this section provide evidence that an inconsistency-based sensing ac-
curacy indicator trained in known environments can be used to isolate poorly sensed regions in
new environments. The isolation component is different from detection because it determines the
regions in the environment where there is likely to be sensor error without distinguishing error
due to noise from that of sensing anomalies. In this phase the offline analysis system was used to
test the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator with real laser and Canesta range camera readings gath-
ered in the three verification testbeds: bridge, cubicle, and sidewalk. The results show similar or
better performance on the isolation task between the training and verification testbeds, with an av-
erage overlap (with erroneous cells) of 0.61 in the training testbeds (as compared to an overlap of
0.01 when cells are randomly labeled) and an overlap of 0.49 to 0.62 in the verification testbeds.
These results were achieved relying solely on readings from a single sensor (SICK LMS or the
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Canesta range camera). This means that a robot operating in an unknown environment could iden-
tify poorly sensed regions enabling online adaptation (e.g. avoiding or re-sensing those areas).
5.4.5.1 Method
To determine if inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators trained to isolate poorly
sensed regions in known environments can be used in new environments an offline analysis sys-
tem examined occupancy grid maps built from either laser or Canesta range camera readings from
the verification testbeds and used a custom Overlap metric to determine how many truly erro-
neous cells were labeled suspect. In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings
were applied to occupancy grids and every half meter of robot travel an Overlap score was cal-
culated (see Equation (5.6)) and stored. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid
until the robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reeval-
uated every subsequent half meter producing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range cam-
era mode, for a total of 33 samples per run. This process was repeated for each of the 30 runs in
the bridge, cubicle, and sidewalk testbeds, resulting an Overlap score for each of 990 samples (in
90 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis.
To calculate the value of the Overlap metric, the offline analysis system requested binary
maps from the indicator and the ground truth evaluating system which indicated suspect and erro-
neous cells respectively. This metric was inspired from Pal’s INCONSISTENCY metric (Pal, 1999)
and is defined as follows:
Overlap =
|Suspect ∩ Erroneous|
|Suspect ∪ Erroneous| (5.6)
where Suspect refers to the set of cells within the occupancy grid labeled as suspect by a sensing
accuracy indicator and Erroneous refers to the set of erroneous cells according to the procedure
outlined in Figure 24.
5.4.5.2 Results
The results support the hypothesis that a sensing accuracy indicator chosen for a given sens-
ing suite based on experiments in known environments can be used to isolate sensing anomalies
in new unexplored environments. Table 23 and Figure 25 show the performance of the (TBM
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for each cell (x,y)
erroneous(x,y) = false
if truth(x,y) != UNKNOWN and grid(x,y) != UNKNOWN
if |grid_o(x,y) - truth_o(x,y)| > 0.5
occupied_wrong = true
else
occupied_wrong = false
if |grid_e(x,y) - truth_e(x,y)| > 0.5
empty_wrong = true
else
empty_wrong = false
erroneous(x,y) = occupied_wrong OR empty_wrong
Figure 24. Procedure used to classify each cell as accurate or erroneous.
Table 23. Isolation performance for the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator broken down by
testbed.
Mean Overlap
Testbed Laser or Canesta Laser Canesta
Lab 0.59 0.58 0.59
Walkway 0.63 0.80 0.54
Bridge 0.62 0.61 0.62
Cubicle 0.59 0.73 0.52
Sidewalk 0.49 0.40 0.53
Figure 25. Mean and variance in the isolation performance of the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indica-
tor broken down by testbed. Exploratory testbeds are to the left and verification testbeds are to the
right.
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CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator broken down by testbed for both the training (lab and walkway) and
verification (bridge, cubicle, and sidewalk) testbeds. Table 23 shows the mean Overlap scores
for each testbed broken down into laser or canesta for results generated from all occupancy grids,
laser for grids built from laser readings only, and canesta for grids derived from Canesta range
camera readings only. Figure 25 gives the mean and standard deviation (σ— error bars) Overlap
scores for each testbed. Red lines in this figure depict the mean performance when each cell is ran-
domly labeled as suspect or normal. The results from the verification testbeds showed the same
or better performance of (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) with Overlap scores of 0.40–0.73 for the laser,
0.52–0.53 for the Canesta range camera, 0.49–0.62 for both sensors interchangeably. The Overlap
scores show considerably better performance as compared to a random (uninformed) classifier,
even when the broad variance in performance within all but the lab testbed is taken into account.
5.4.6 Followup: Sources of Error and Inconsistency
The follow-up study described in this section was designed to address the hypothesis that poor
performance of the trained indicators for detection of sensing anomalies in this phase was due to
unexpectedly high levels of sensor noise and pose estimation (i.e. localization) errors. Annotated
maps were generated which provide the most likely sources of error or inconsistency observed in
a given cell and used to quantify the percentage and magnitude of error or inconsistency gener-
ated by each source. The contribution of sensor noise, localization errors, and sensing anomalies
to the Error and conflict scores was quantified and compared to the detection accuracy results for
each of the training and verification testbeds. The results partially support the hypothesis that the
poor performance in some environments of the trained indicators for detection of sensing anoma-
lies was due to violation of the assumption that sensing anomalies cause more inconsistency than
other sources. The results show that the failure of detection for the laser was due to substantial lo-
calization errors, and for the Canesta range camera was due to sensor noise and sensing anomalies
(overexposure) that produced consistent but erroneous readings (consistent near zero readings).
5.4.6.1 Method
The contribution of sensor noise, localization errors, and sensing anomalies to the Error and
conflict scores was quantified and compared to the detection accuracy results for each of the train-
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ing and verification testbeds to determine why detection of sensing anomalies failed in some envi-
ronments and not in others. Annotated maps (see Appendix B) were automatically generated for
each testbed which provide, for each cell, the most likely source of error or inconsistency observed
in that cell for the current active sensor. For example, cells on or near an ordinary wall were given
the label localization for the laser to mean localization or quantization errors were the most likely
source of errors or inconsistency whereas cells on or near glass panes were given the label sens-
ing anomaly. These annotated maps were used to record the number of erroneous and the number
of suspect cells (according to the most promising indicators for detection) caused by each of the
following: sensing anomalies, sensor noise, and localization error after each sensor scan was reg-
istered to the map. The percentage of erroneous and suspect cells caused by each source was also
recorded for post-hoc analysis. This process was repeated for all 46 experimental runs resulting in
magnitude and percentage samples for each source from 727,044 occupancy grids.
5.4.6.2 Results
The results presented in this section partially support the hypothesis that the poor performance
of the approach presented in this dissertation for detection of sensing anomalies in some environ-
ments was due to violation of the assumption that sensing anomalies cause more inconsistency
than other potential sources. To determine why detection failed, annotated maps for each environ-
ment were examined to quantify the magnitude of error and inconsistency caused by localization
error, sensor noise, and sensing anomalies. The results show that the failure of detection for laser
readings was due to substantial localization errors, and for Canesta range camera readings was
due to sensor noise and sensing anomalies that produced consistent but erroneous readings. Ta-
ble 24 and Figure 26 show the results of this analysis including detection accuracy and the relative
contribution of sensing anomalies, sensor noise, and localization error for occupancy grids built
from laser readings only, Canesta range camera readings only, and from either sensor’s readings,
broken down by testbed. Table 24 gives the detection accuracy for the trained indicators (see Sec-
tion 5.3.4), namely (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) for laser readings, (TBM CONFLICT, 0.86)
for Canesta range camera readings, and (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.9 and 0.1) for use with either sen-
sor. Figure 26 shows these same accuracy results superimposed as thick black lines on bar graphs
which depict the relative contribution of sensing anomalies (red), localization errors (yellow), and
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Table 24. Detection accuracy for the trained indicators broken down by testbed.
Sensors Lab Walkway Bridge Cubicle Sidewalk Overall
Laser 90.17% 96.15% 50.68% 21.71% 50.27% 58.69%
Canesta 93.22% 70.00% 62.80% 75.48% 73.92% 74.54%
Laser or Canesta 92.23% 75.22% 74.71% 28.71% 64.28% 65.23%
(a) Laser Error score (b) Laser conflict score
(c) Canesta Error score (d) Canesta conflict score
Figure 26. Detection accuracy (black bars) compared to the relative contribution of sensing anom-
alies (red), pose estimation errors (yellow), and sensor noise (green) broken down by testbed.
sensor noise (green) to the number of erroneous (left column) and suspect (right column) cells.
The top row of graphs shows the results for occupancy grids built from laser readings only and the
bottom row from Canesta range camera readings.
The results presented in Table 24 and Figure 26 show that the failure of detection for laser
readings was due to substantial localization errors. In the absence of sensing anomalies (see results
for walkway versus cubicle), the magnitude of localization and quantization errors determined the
accuracy of the (LIU’S CONFLICT, 0.4 and 0.2) indicator. Otherwise the ratio of suspect cells due
to localization error and those due to sensing anomalies appears to be the deciding factor. This
ratio was 1.8 in the lab testbed where detection accuracy was 90.17%, and 2.3–2.7 in the bridge
and sidewalk testbeds where accuracy dropped to 50%. Due to the large field of view (180◦) and
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range (8.0 meters) of the laser, minor rotational errors in the robot’s localization caused substantial
inconsistency in the occupancy grid cells on or near walls ahead of the robot.
The results show that failure of detection for Canesta range camera readings was due to sensor
noise and sensing anomalies (overexposure) that produced consistent but erroneous readings (con-
sistent near zero readings). For the Canesta range camera, localization error was less of a prob-
lem since the narrow field of view (30◦) of the sensor was directed at a wall less than 2.0 meters
away. The results for this sensor show accurate detection (93.22%) when the percentage of erro-
neous cells due to sensing anomalies was above 60% (60.99% for lab) and moderate detection per-
formance (62.80–74.54%) otherwise. Another explanation for reduced accuracy for the Canesta
range camera is the inclusion of sensing anomalies for the sensor in mole mode where the read-
ings were consistent but wrong. To see this result compare the height of sensing anomalies (red) in
the walkway testbed results for Error and the conflict score. Another likely source is inconsisten-
cies introduced by sensor noise that did not result in erroneous cells. To see this result compare the
height of noise (green) in the bridge testbed results for Error and the conflict score.
5.4.7 Summary
This section has shown that evidential inconsistency-based methods can partially address the
issue of noticing sensing anomalies in unknown environments. Section 5.4.3 shows that the indi-
cators trained for detection performed poorly with detection accuracy of 28.71% to 74.71% in the
verification testbeds, indicating an inability to distinguish ordinary noise from sensing anomalies.
The estimation and isolation indicators, on the other hand, performed well. Section 5.4.4 showed
that the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator achieved statistically significant correlations with true
sensing error above 0.8 in both the training and verification testbeds. In addition this single indi-
cator showed the ability to estimate error in SICK LMS readings, Canesta range camera readings,
and when both sensors were used interchangeably. The same was true of (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38)
for isolation of poorly sensed regions with a peak overlap between erroneous and suspect cells of
0.8 for laser readings. These results indicate that a single method can be used for both tasks, but
that different threshold values are required to filter out minor inconsistency in the overall assess-
ment for sensing accuracy versus determining if a specific cell was poorly sensed. A follow-up
study was conducted to address the hypothesis that poor performance of the trained indicators for
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detection of sensing anomalies in this phase was due to unexpectedly high levels of sensor noise
and pose estimation (i.e. localization) errors. The results show that the failure of detection for laser
readings was due to substantial pose estimation errors, and for Canesta range camera readings was
due to sensor noise and sensing anomalies that produced consistent but erroneous readings.
5.5 Utility Phase
This phase of the experiments explores applications of the knowledge gained from trained
sensing accuracy indicators. For detection an application to guide sensor selection (i.e. switch
sensors) was explored. This analysis used real sonar and laser data collected in indoor environ-
ments by a Nomad 200 to simulate switching sensors for offline evaluation. The same quantita-
tive map quality metric (Error) used in the training phase was used to determine the true sens-
ing accuracy. The ad hoc classification approach from the feasibility study was used for detection
(Section 5.5.1). Section 5.5.2 describes modifications to Student’s t-test (used to determine if im-
provements in sensing accuracy are significant) to compensate for time-dependence between sam-
ples within and between data collection runs. For isolation the improvements in sensing accuracy
achievable by simply resetting suspect regions were determined. For estimation a trained indicator
was applied to the problem of ranking sensors by their relative accuracy without relying on a pri-
ori information. For the latter two components the indicators were applied to the SICK LMS and
Canesta range camera readings collected in all five of the ATRV-Jr’s testbeds.
The results for the applications of the detection component in Section 5.5.3 and isolation com-
ponent in Section 5.5.4 showed that statistically significant improvements in map quality were
achieved using two simple strategies for improving sensing accuracy. Both methods did well.
Switching to a more accurate sensor when an anomaly was detected showed improvements of
up to 75.86% by switching from the sonar to the SICK PLS when the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indica-
tor detected a sensing anomaly. In one case, the same indicator produced a 40.52% improvement
in sensing accuracy compared to blindly trusting the most sophisticated sensor. Resetting suspect
regions of an occupancy grid produced a 57.65% improvement in map quality by using the (TBM
CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator to reset suspect regions of the occupancy grid.
The application of a trained estimation indicator, namely (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18), to the prob-
lem of ranking sensors by their relative accuracy did not work well. In spite of its ability to es-
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timate sensing accuracy, the indicator was unable to reliably determine the most accurate range
sensor in the suite, although it could identify the least accurate sensor. The least accurate sensor
(as measured by the error in the occupancy grid map) was ranked first by (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18)
at most five times out of 110 classifications. A comparison of the overall accuracy when the most
accurate sensor was used versus the indicator’s top pick revealed little difference in error, showing
that the indicator often selected a sensor that was nearly as accurate as the most accurate sensor.
5.5.1 Ground Truth Sensing Accuracy Assessment
The experiments described in this section used the same quantitative map quality metric as
the prior phases, namely Error, but relied on the ad hoc approach to classify the sensing situation
used in the feasibility study (see Chapter 4). To review, Error quantified the true sensing accuracy
by measuring the difference between the occupancy grid generated from the sensor readings and
ground truth occupancy grids (see Section 5.3.2). Fixed thresholds of Error ≥ 210 for Dempster-
Shafer and Error ≥ 410 for Smets’ TBM grids were used to automatically classify the status
of the sensors for offline analysis. These values were selected based on a post-hoc examination
of the Error scores for the Nomad data collection runs where the true sensing status (normal or
anomalous) was known a priori. This classification approach was only applied to the Nomad data
collection runs in Section 5.5.3, where a simple strategy to improve sensing accuracy by switching
sensors when an anomaly was detected was explored.
5.5.2 Statistical Analysis
The analyses employed Student’s t-test, with modifications suggested in (Dawdy and Matalas,
1964) to compensate for time-dependence within samples of the paired Error scores examined
in this phase of the experiments. Student’s t-test was used to determine if indicator-driven adap-
tations to sensing problems produced statistically different Error scores. Error scores tended to
increase as new readings were applied to an occupancy grid, resulting in time-dependence between
samples taken in each run. For the same reason samples taken at the same distance between runs
within a given testbed tended to produce similar values. To compensate for these dependencies,
sample sizes were adjusted down by applying the same approach to find corrected sample sizes for
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Pearson’s linear correlation analysis in the training and verification phases of the experiments. For
details see Section 5.3.3.
5.5.3 Applying Detection to Switch Sensors
This section describes a study which applied trained indicators to improve sensing accuracy
by switching sensors when an anomaly was detected. In this case two indicators (ANXIETY, 0.86)
and (GAMBINO, 3.0) were identified in the feasibility study (see Chapter 4) for detection of sens-
ing anomalies for sonar and laser readings collected by a Nomad 200 robot. To explore the trained
indicators’ potential simulations were performed in which the sensing manager switched sensors
(from the sonar to the laser or vice versa) when an anomaly was detected. The Error score was
used to compare the sensing accuracy in this scenario is compared to a baseline scenario in which
detection was disabled.
The results show that the warnings fired by the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator produced statisti-
cally significant improvements of 73.6% (narrow testbed) and 75.8% (wide testbed) when a sens-
ing anomaly was present and a more suitable sensor (i.e. the laser) was available. The (ANXIETY,
0.86) indicator also produced a 40.52% improvement over the naı¨ve strategy in which the most so-
phisticated sensor (laser) is always used. The (GAMBINO, 3.0) indicator did not perform as well
due to relative latency in detection and a tendency to fire multiple warnings, inducing oscillations
between sensors.
5.5.3.1 Method
To quantify the improvements in sensing accuracy achievable by responding to detected sens-
ing anomalies a response scenario was simulated in which a detected anomaly caused the offline
analysis system to switch sensors, from the sonar to the laser or vice versa. The Error score from
this scenario was compared to a baseline scenario in which detection was disabled. Student’s t-test
was applied to determine if any differences in the Error scores were statistically significant.
Sensing anomalies were detected when an occupancy grid’s conflict score exceeded the indica-
tor’s map-level threshold (see Section 3.4). Note that the indicators implemented for this study did
not use the generic approach for detection of sensing anomalies used in the training or verification
phases of the experiments. Instead these used the ad hoc method developed in prior work (Carl-
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son and Murphy, 2006) and used in the feasibility study described in Chapter 4. To review, the
map-level threshold was applied directly to the conflict score and was set to 75% of the indicator’s
assigned threshold multiplied by the number of suspect cells. Once a warning was fired, the map-
level threshold would increase from the automatically determined value to the conflict score which
triggered the warning. This helped to reduce the impact of false positives by enabling the indica-
tor to switch back to a suspect sensor and preventing oscillation caused by firing a warning at the
same value.
In the offline analysis, sonar and laser readings were applied to occupancy grids which were
evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using the Error score. For each run readings
were applied to the occupancy grid until the robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid
was evaluated. The grid was reevaluated every subsequent half meter producing 10 samples per
run. Each run was performed in a baseline scenario with detection disabled and the scenario with
detection enabled; that is, either the (ANXIETY, 0.86) or the (GAMBINO, 3.0) indicator checked
the occupancy grid after every reading was registered and fired a warning if an anomaly was de-
tected. This process was performed using the sonar then the laser as the initial sensor resulting
in two paired Error scores for a total of 20 paired samples per run. This process was repeated
for each of the 45 runs in the three testbeds utilized by the Nomad 200, resulting in paired Error
scores for each of 900 samples (in 90 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis. Improve-
ment in sensing accuracy was calculated as shown in Equation (5.7) to compare the switching sce-
nario results with those of the baseline scenario. Student’s t-test was applied to determine if those
improvements were statistically significant.
Improvement =
baselineError − switchingError
baselineError
(5.7)
5.5.3.2 Results
The results presented in this section support the hypothesis that a sensing accuracy indicator
that can detect sensing anomalies can be used to improve sensing accuracy by showing that the
(ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator produced statistically significant improvements of 73.68% and 75.86%
(on average) simply by switching sensors, but only when a more suitable sensor was available.
The results also showed that both indicators fired few (ANXIETY, 0.86) to no (GAMBINO, 3.0)
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false alarms when a suitable sensor was already in use. Both indicators fired repeated warnings
when an appropriate sensor was not available, resulting (in all but one case) in decreased perfor-
mance as compared to the baseline scenario as the system was forced to oscillate between the two
sensors. The (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator’s responses in these cases were more stable, resulting in a
40.52% increase in accuracy as compared to blindly using the laser sensor alone.
The results of this experiment are given in Figures 27(a)–27(f). On the left (see Figures 27(a),
27(c), and 27(e)) are the results from experiments where the sonar was the initial sensor (thus
for the baseline scenario only the sonar sensor was used). On the right (see Figures 27(b), 27(d),
and 27(f)) are the results from the same experiments with the laser as the initial sensor. The first
row of charts (see Figures 27(a) and 27(b)) show the percent of improvement from the baseline
mean Error score to the switch scenario mean for both the (ANXIETY, 0.86) and the (GAMBINO,
3.0) indicators. The second row of charts (see Figures 27(c) and 27(d)) show detailed results for
the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator, including the mean Error score for the baseline and switch sce-
narios as bars with the standard deviation associated with each mean value as whiskers. The last
row (see Figures 27(e) and 27(f)) gives the same detailed results for the (GAMBINO, 3.0) indicator.
Figures 27(a)–27(f) show map quality improvements of 73.68% and 75.86% (on average) in
the narrow and wide testbeds respectively when the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator was used to switch
from an unsuitable sensor to an appropriate (and more accurate) sensor. An examination of the oc-
cupancy grids for this scenario revealed that the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator’s sensitivity greatly
contributed to these improvements as compared to the (GAMBINO, 3.0) indicator, which allowed
several erroneous sonar readings to be registered before firing a warning. The laser results show
that both indicators reacted correctly in the narrow and wide testbeds where the laser was the ap-
propriate sensor. Only the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator fired false alarms in the wide testbed. In
these cases the performance of the sonar initiated an immediate switch back to the laser resulting
in little additional error (0.02%). The results from the window testbed were more mixed because
neither sensor was suited for that environment. The sonar performed slightly better than the laser,
because the laser rarely detected the glass windows. When the sonar was the initial sensor, both in-
dicators performed worse than baseline by oscillating between the sonar and laser sensors. When
the laser was used first, responding to the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator’s warnings improved the
sensing accuracy by 40.52% as compared to the baseline case where only the laser was used.
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(a) Sonar improvement. (b) Laser improvement.
(c) Anxiety — Sonar baseline comparison. (d) Anxiety — Laser baseline comparison.
(e) Gambino — Sonar baseline comparison. (f) Gambino — Laser baseline comparison.
Figure 27. Results from the switch scenario.
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Table 25. Statistically significant changes in the Error score.
Scenario Initial sensor Indicator Testbed % Improvement
Switch sonar anxiety narrow 73.68%
wide 75.86%
Table 25 lists the statistically significant changes in Error score as compared to the base-
line scenario based on the results of a t-test using a p-value of 0.01 (less than a 1% chance that
the Error scores come from the same distribution).3 The (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator produced
statistically significant improvements in the narrow and wide testbeds where the initial unsuitable
sensor (sonar) could be replaced with an appropriate (more accurate) sensor (laser).
5.5.4 Applying Isolation to Reset Suspect Regions
This section explores an application of isolating poorly sensed regions to improve sensing ac-
curacy by resetting those regions, enabling newer and possibly more accurate data to be used. In
this analysis an indicator trained to isolate poorly sensed regions, specifically (TBM CONFLICT,
0.38), was used to reset suspect cells. The Error score was used to measure the sensing accuracy
when suspect data was removed as compared to a baseline scenario in which isolation was dis-
abled. The results show that using (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) to reset suspect cells produced sensing
accuracy improvements of up to 57.65%
5.5.4.1 Method
To quantify the improvement in sensing accuracy achievable by resetting suspect cells, Error
scores from two scenarios were compared: first an isolating scenario in which suspect cells were
reset after each sensor scan was added to the occupancy grid, and second a baseline scenario in
which resetting was disabled. Student’s t-test was used to determine if resetting suspect cells pro-
vided statistically significant improvements in sensing accuracy.
In the offline analysis, laser and Canesta range camera readings were applied to occupancy
grids which were evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using the Error score in a base-
line (no correction) and isolating scenario where suspect cells were identified and reset after each
sensor scan was applied to the grid. For each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid un-
3Note that the sample size was adjusted for autocorrelation for the calculation of the t statistic and probability.
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til the robot had traveled one meter, at which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reevalu-
ated every subsequent half meter producing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range cam-
era mode, for a total of 33 samples per run for the baseline scenario. The run was then repeated
where the sensing accuracy indicator was permitted to reset the belief for any cell whose value ex-
ceeded its assigned threshold (i.e. suspect cells) after each scan was added to the grid, resulting in
33 samples per run for the isolating scenario. This process was repeated in all five testbeds utilized
by the ATRV-Jr for data collection, resulting in paired Error scores for each of 1,518 samples (in
138 time series) recorded for use in post-hoc analysis. The percent of improvement from the base-
line score was used to evaluate the results and is defined as follows:
Percent Improvement =
baseline− isolating
baseline
× 100% (5.8)
Student’s t-test (with modifications — see Section 5.5.2) was used to determine if the Error score
showed statistically significant improvements when the belief in suspect cells was regularly reset.
5.5.4.2 Results
The results from this experiment show that sensing accuracy improvements of up to 57.65%
can be achieved simply by resetting cells labeled as suspect by (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) which iso-
lated poorly sensed regions well in the training and verification phases. Table 23 and Figure 28
show the improvements in sensing accuracy broken down by testbed. Table 23 lists the number
of samples n included in the analysis, the mean Error scores for the isolating and baseline sce-
narios, and the percent of improvement for each testbed. Figure 28 shows the mean and standard
deviation (σ— error bars) of the Error score for each testbed for the baseline (dashed) and iso-
lating (solid) scenarios. Improvements in sensing accuracy ranged from 40.22% to 57.65%. Due
to small sample sizes and variance in the Error scores within each testbed (see Figure 28), only
sidewalk showed a statistically significant improvement.
Visual inspection of occupancy grids in the baseline and isolating scenarios revealed an inter-
esting result: both (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) and (CON, 5.0) isolated a glass surface usually missed
by the laser. Once this result was found for the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator which uses
Smets’ transferable belief model, the analogous method for Dempster-Shafer models (i.e. CON)
was examined as a basis of comparison. Both methods isolated the glass surface. In the isolating
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Table 26. Improvements in sensing accuracy achieved by using the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) in-
dicator to reset suspect cells broken down by testbed. † denotes a statistically significant change
(p = 0.05).
Mean Error
Testbed n Isolating Baseline % Improvement
Lab 264 92.87 219.31 57.65%
Walkway 264 55.97 122.83 54.44%
Bridge 330 74.53 166.26 55.17%
Cubicle 330 70.44 157.42 55.25%
Sidewalk 330 58.76 98.30 40.22%†
Figure 28. Mean and variance in Error scores for the baseline (dashed) and isolating (solid) sce-
narios broken down by testbed.
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(a) Baseline laser grid for CON. (b) CON-based improvement.
(c) Baseline laser grid for TBM CONFLICT. (d) TBM CONFLICT-based improvement.
Figure 29. Example of isolation-based adaptation to a sensing anomaly. Two large glass doors
to the left of the robot (top of image) in lab were the source. Occupied cells are depicted as red,
empty as green, unknown as blue, and conflicting as black.
scenario this enabled the robot to detect the glass by resetting all but the last reading registered to
those cells as shown in Figure 29.
5.5.5 Applying Estimation to Rank Sensors By Relative Accuracy
This section explores an application of estimating sensing accuracy to rank a set of alternative
sensors by their relative accuracy without relying on a priori information about the environment.
In this analysis an indicator trained to estimate sensing accuracy, specifically (TBM CONFLICT,
0.18), was used. The results show that the indicator cannot faithfully choose the most accurate
sensor but can identify the least accurate sensor. To quantify the accuracy of ranking, the Error
scores from three scenarios were compared: best in which the most accurate sensor according to
the Error score was used, selected where the least inconsistent sensor according to TBM CON-
FLICT was used, and worst in which the least accurate sensor according to Error was used. The
results showed at most a 24.59% drop in accuracy between the best and selected scenarios and sta-
tistically significant improvements of up to 82.46% in the selected scenario as compared to worst.
5.5.5.1 Method
To determine if an inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicator trained to estimate sens-
ing accuracy can also be used to rank a set of sensors based on their relative accuracy, the Error
score and conflict score for the indicator were used to rank sensors. The rankings were compared
directly to determine how often the indicator and ground truth agreed on the top ranked sensor, the
worst ranked sensor, etc. The rankings were also compared through simulations in which the ac-
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tive sensor was automatically switched every half meter to one of the following: the best sensor
according to the ground truth, the worst sensor according to the ground truth, and the selected (top
ranked) sensor according to the sensing accuracy indicator.
To rank the sensors according to their true accuracy and that estimated by a sensing accuracy
indicator, laser and Canesta range camera readings were applied to occupancy grids which were
evaluated for sensing accuracy every half meter using the Error score and the conflict score. For
each run readings were applied to the occupancy grid until the robot had traveled one meter, at
which point the grid was evaluated. The grid was reevaluated every subsequent half meter produc-
ing 11 samples for the laser and each Canesta range camera mode, for a total of 33 samples per
run. The ground truth ranking was determined by sorting laser, the Canesta range camera in nor-
mal mode, and the Canesta in mole mode according to their respective Error scores, in ascending
order. The sensing accuracy indicator’s ranking was performed in the same manner except that the
sensors were sorted according to their conflict score. This process was repeated for all 46 runs in
the exploratory and verification testbeds, resulting in 506 stored rankings.
Once the rankings were generated, the offline analysis system was used again to quantify the
utility of the indicator’s ranking when the sensors to be ranked may be similar in terms of their ac-
curacy. The stored rankings were used to automatically switch sensors at the evaluated locations
to simulate: the best-case scenario in which the most accurate sensor was used, the worst-case
scenario in which the least accurate sensor was used, and the selected scenario in which the top
ranked sensor according to the indicator was used. Student’s t-test (with modifications — see Sec-
tion 5.3.3) was used to determine if the Error score showed statistically significant differences
between the best and selected scenarios and the worst and selected scenarios.
5.5.5.2 Results
The results presented in this section show that the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator, in spite
of its ability to estimate, did not rank well. The indicator rarely (4.55% or less for over one hun-
dred classifications) selected the least accurate sensor and for three out of five of the testbeds se-
lected the best sensor with above 80% accuracy. To quantify the accuracy of ranking, the Error
scores from three scenarios were compared: best in which the most accurate sensor according to
the Error score was used, selected where the least inconsistent sensor according to TBM CON-
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Table 27. Comparison of the ground truth and the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator’s ranking of
the sensors, broken down by testbed.
Testbed n All Correct Best Chosen Worst Chosen
Lab 88 97.73% 97.73% 0.00%
Walkway 88 18.18% 18.18% 2.27%
Bridge 110 18.18% 18.18% 0.00%
Cubicle 110 100% 100% 0.00%
Sidewalk 110 54.54% 80.91% 4.55%
Overall 506 57.71% 63.44% 1.38%
FLICT was used, and worst in which the least accurate sensor according to Error was used. The
results showed little change between Error scores in the best and selected scenarios and statisti-
cally significant improvements in the selected scenario as compared to worst.
Table 27 shows the results from comparing the ground truth and (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18)
ranking directly which shows that the indicator’s ability to rank is unreliable. The results are given
in terms of the percentage of rankings in which both were in complete agreement (All Correct),
the percentage in which they agreed on the top ranked sensor (Best Chosen), and the percentage
in which the indicator placed the least accurate sensor in the top position (Worst Chosen). The re-
sults show that TBM CONFLICT rarely chose the least accurate sensor (at most 5 of 110 cases).
The All Correct and Best Chosen results varied by testbed. The indicator achieved very accurate
ranking (above 97% correct rankings) in the lab and cubicle testbeds, moderately accurate ranking
(80.91% agreement on the top ranked sensor) in the sidewalk testbed, and poor ranking accuracy
in the walkway and bridge testbeds.
A detailed examination of the rankings in the walkway and bridge testbeds showed that the
indicator favored the Canesta range camera in mole mode over normal mode when the Error
score did the opposite. In the walkway testbed this is likely due to the fact that Canesta range cam-
era mole sensing anomalies were caused by overexposure, sometimes resulting in consistent but
erroneous readings at the sensor’s location (see Figure 20). In the bridge testbed the Canesta range
camera in mole mode did a better job of detecting the large glass windows, but due to sensor noise
generated a larger Error score (see an example in Figure 30).
Table 28 and Figure 31 show the results when the rankings are used to automatically switch
sensors every 0.5 meter in the best, selected, and worst scenarios, broken down by testbed and
overall. Table 28 shows mean Error scores for the each scenario and the percent of change in
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(a) Bridge testbed.
(b) Ground truth.
(c) Canesta range camera in normal mode.
(d) Canesta range camera in mole mode.
Figure 30. Example of ranking-based adaptation to a sensing anomaly. Large glass windows to
the right of the robot (bottom of image) in bridge were the source. Occupied cells are depicted as
red, empty as green, unknown as blue, and conflicting as black.
Table 28. Comparison of mean Error scores when the best, worst, or the (TBM CONFLICT,
0.18) indicator’s top ranked sensor is used broken down by testbed. Statistically significant
changes (p = 0.05) are marked with †.
Error score % Change
Testbed Best Selected Worst Best-Selected Worst-Selected
Lab 99.97 107.70 397.71 -7.73% 72.92%†
Walkway 70.62 80.12 198.39 -13.44% 59.62%†
Bridge 76.71 95.56 323.13 -24.59%† 70.42%†
Cubicle 54.02 54.02 307.99 0.00% 82.46%†
Sidewalk 68.24 70.87 132.36 -3.86% 46.46%†
Overall 72.92 80.59 269.64 -10.51%† 70.11%†
Error between the best and selected scenarios ( best−selectedbest × 100%) and between the worst and
selected scenarios (worst−selectedworst × 100%). A two-tailed t-test at a p-value of 0.05 (i.e. less than a
5% chance that the Error scores come from the same distribution) was used for statistical signifi-
cance, and passing changes4 are marked with †. Figure 31 shows the mean and standard deviation
(error bars) Error scores for the best (dashed), selected (solid), and worst (variable sized dashes)
scenarios.
The results presented in Table 28 and Figure 31 show that the decrease in accuracy when the
estimation indicator does not select the most accurate sensor is minimal, especially as compared to
4Note that sample size correction (see Section 5.3.3) was applied in the process of determining statistical signifi-
cance.
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Figure 31. Mean and standard deviation of Error scores when the best, worst, or the (TBM
CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator’s top ranked sensor is used broken down by testbed.
the worst-case scenario in which the least accurate sensor is always selected. The results from the
best and selected scenarios are statistically the same in all but the bridge testbed. In this testbed
the indicator did select the correct sensor as the Canesta range camera in mole mode was the only
sensor available that could detect the large glass windows in this testbed, but due to sensor noise
the Error score for mole mode was slightly above that of the Canesta range camera in normal
mode. In contrast the Error scores from the worst and selected scenarios are statistically distinct
in all testbed environments.
5.5.6 Summary
In this section, applications of the evidential inconsistency-based approach for detecting and
characterizing sensing anomalies in unknown environments were explored using trained indicators
from the feasibility study and the training phase of the experiments. The results showed that sim-
ple scenarios for responding to feedback from trained detection and isolation indicators produced
statistically significant improvements in sensing accuracy. The application of a trained indicator
for estimating sensing accuracy, in spite of its ability to estimate the true error of sensing in the
verification phase, could not reliably rank sensors according to their relative accuracy.
Section 5.5.3 explored the application of trained detection indicators, namely (ANXIETY,
0.86) and (GAMBINO, 3.0), from the feasibility study (see Chapter 4) and shows that statistically
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significant improvements of 73.68% and 75.86% (on average) can be achieved simply by switch-
ing sensors when an anomaly is detected. When an appropriate sensor was not available (i.e. the
window testbed) the results were largely negative as the indicators fired repeated warnings, forc-
ing the system to oscillate between the two sensors. The results reveal that the (ANXIETY, 0.86)
indicator’s responses were more stable, enough so that the system was able to generate a 40.52%
increase in accuracy as compared to blindly using the laser sensor alone.
Section 5.5.4 showed that sensing accuracy improvements of up to 57.65% can be achieved by
resetting regions considered to be suspect by an indicator trained to isolate poorly sensed regions.
The (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator provided consistent sensing accuracy improvements across
all five testbed environments in which laser and Canesta range camera readings were collected by
an ATRV-Jr mobile robot. Visual inspection of the modified occupancy grid maps revealed that
this simple strategy enabled the laser sensor to detect glass surfaces that were missed in the base-
line scenario where no cells were reset. Note that this strategy is not always appropriate as new
readings may be less accurate than prior ones, so resetting suspect cells may not always produce
more accurate results.
Section 5.5.5 explored the use of a trained estimation indicator, namely (TBM CONFLICT,
0.18), to rank the sensors within a sensing suite by their relative accuracy. Unfortunately, this in-
dicator was unable to reliably determine the most accurate range sensor, but it could identify the
least accurate sensor out of three. The least accurate sensor (as measured by the error in the occu-
pancy grid map) was ranked first by (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) at most five times out of 110 classifi-
cations. A comparison of the overall accuracy when the most accurate sensor was used versus the
indicator’s top pick revealed little difference in error, showing that the indicator often selected a
sensor that was nearly as accurate as the most accurate sensor.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has described experiments using real range sensor readings collected by mobile
robots in uncluttered static environments to determine if the evidential inconsistency-based ap-
proach presented in this dissertation can detect and characterize sensing anomalies in unknown
environments. Six methods for quantifying inconsistency in evidential models were examined (see
Section 3.3.2): Yager’s ANXIETY, Shafer’s CON, Smets’ transferable belief model TBM CON-
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FLICT, Pal’s INCONSISTENCY metric, LIU’S CONFLICT metric, and GAMBINO’s change heuristic.
Indicators were formed by associating a method with a specific threshold value (method, value)
used to distinguish ordinary noise from sensing anomalies. These indicators were evaluated for
their ability to detect sensing anomalies, estimate sensing accuracy, and isolate poorly sensed re-
gions by applying trained indicators for use in new environments. One uncluttered indoor hallway
and one outdoor sidewalk served as training testbeds and sensor data collected in these environ-
ments were used to find the most promising inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators (in-
consistency method coupled with a threshold to distinguish noise from anomalies) for estimating
sensing accuracy, detecting sensing anomalies, and isolating the environmental sources of sens-
ing anomalies. To determine if a sensing accuracy indicator selected based on its performance in a
known environment could be used in a new environment, sensor data collected in three additional
testbeds (two indoor and one outdoor) were used to verify the performance of the most promis-
ing indicators for each task. The results provide evidence that the approach described in Chapter 3
can:
• Estimate sensing accuracy in unknown environments. (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) provided ac-
curate estimates of a quantitative map quality metric with statistically significant correlations
above 0.9 in both the training and verification testbeds.
• Isolate environmental sources of sensing anomalies in unknown environments. (TBM CON-
FLICT, 0.38) showed the ability to isolate poorly sensed regions in both the training and ver-
ification testbeds with overlap between erroneous cells and those considered suspect by the
indicator above 0.6 (as compared to an overlap of 0.01 when cells are randomly classified).
• Enable statistically significant improvements in sensing accuracy. Statistically significant
improvements of up to 75.86% were achieved by switching from the sonar to the SICK PLS
when the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator trained in the feasibility study (see Chapter 4) detected
a sensing anomaly. In addition improvements of up to 57.65% were achieved by using the
trained (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator to reset suspect cells.
The results do not support the hypothesis that the approach can:
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• Rank sensors according to their relative accuracy in unknown environments. (TBM CON-
FLICT, 0.18) failed to reliably rank sensors by their relative accuracy in spite of its ability to
estimate sensing accuracy.
• Detect sensing anomalies in some environments. Performance of the most promising indi-
cators based on LIU’S CONFLICT and TBM CONFLICT on the detection task varied widely
across testbeds (from 28.71% to 92.23% accuracy). A follow-up experiment revealed that fail-
ure of detection for laser readings was due to substantial localization errors and for Canesta
range camera readings was due to sensor noise and the presence of sensing anomalies that pro-
duced consistent but erroneous readings.
Based on these results, this dissertation provides the first known general approach for sensing as-
sessment relying solely on fused sensor readings from a single sensor (see Chapter 2). Chapter 6
will provide further discussion to put these results into context.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of the experiments presented in Chapters 4 and 5
and the contributions of the approach for detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in un-
known environments presented in this dissertation. It is the first known approach explicitly de-
signed to detect and characterize sensing anomalies and the first known general approach capable
of estimating sensing accuracy and isolating poorly sensed regions when only readings from a
single sensor are available. Sensing anomalies are cases in which physical sensor(s) are working
within the manufacturer’s specifications but the readings would lead to an incorrect interpreta-
tion of the environment. For example some near-IR range sensors cannot detect dark surfaces that
absorb in the near-IR range. This work provides a situated intelligent agent with the ability to:
• Estimate the accuracy of a sensor in the current sensing context,
• Isolate poorly sensed regions within an unknown environment
relying solely on fused sensor readings and the assumption that the true state of the world is con-
sistent. This approach will improve a situated intelligent agent’s ability to manage the accuracy of
the information it gathers in the unknown and enable the development of increasingly autonomous
robots for applications like space exploration, search and rescue, and military operations where a
priori information is sparse.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 compares the experimental results presented
in Chapters 4 and 5 and discusses important differences in the experimental methods used in each
set of experiments. Section 6.2 discusses the contributions of this dissertation to the fields of ro-
botics and uncertainty in artificial intelligence communities. Section 6.3 discusses of the limita-
tions of the experiments. Section 6.4 provides recommendations for additional work toward en-
abling intelligent situated agents to adapt to sensing anomalies in real time. Finally Section 6.5
provides a summary of this chapter.
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Table 29. Comparison of sensing accuracy estimation results from the feasibility study and train-
ing phase of the experiments. The performance is given as Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient
(r). Canesta refers to the Canesta range camera.
Feasibility Study Experiments
SICK PLS and SICK LMS and SICK LMS Canesta
Method Sonar Canesta
TBM CONFLICT 0.6379 0.9674 0.9866 0.8399
GAMBINO 0.7061 0.9695 0.9828 0.8412
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6274 0.9603 0.9560 0.8477
INCONSISTENCY 0.8735 0.7193 0.8034 0.5536
ANXIETY 0.8538 0.7048 0.8177 0.4490
CON 0.3598 0.5551 0.6442 0.0511
6.1 Implications of the Experimental Results
Considering both the feasibility study from Chapter 4 and the in-depth experiments described
in Chapter 5 the results show that the evidential inconsistency-based approach developed for this
dissertation can partially address the issue of noticing sensing anomalies in unknown environ-
ments. The results also indicate that different sensors will require different methods, thus future
applications with new sensors will need to perform training runs in known environments to find
the right indicators for a sensor.
Table 29 provides a summary of the results for estimation of sensing accuracy for both sets
of experiments. The results are the coefficients (r) from Pearson’s linear correlation analysis for
the trained indicators, one for each of the six methods for quantifying inconsistency in evidential
models (from the evidential literature) examined in this work. The analysis measured how well
each method (left-most column) estimates a quantitative map quality metric which measures the
difference between sensor-based and ground truth occupancy grids. The results are broken down
into four sets of sensors for which indicators were trained: sonar and SICK PLS sensors, SICK
LMS and a Canesta range camera, SICK LMS only, and the range camera only. Indicators trained
for a pair of sensors could be used with either sensor interchangeably. Their performance when
applied to the fused result of both sensors was not measured.
Table 29 shows that different metrics estimate well for different sensors. For the sonar, SICK
PLS, and SICK LMS, metrics related to probabilistic entropy, namely Yager’s ANXIETY (Yager,
1982) and Pal’s INCONSISTENCY (Pal, 1999), provided accurate estimates of sensing accuracy
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Table 30. Comparison of sensing anomaly detection results from the feasibility study and train-
ing phase of the experiments. The performance is given as the percentage of correctly classified
occupancy grids out of 900 for the feasibility study and 241,680 for the experiments.
Feasibility Study Experiments
SICK PLS and SICK LMS and SICK LMS Canesta
Method Sonar Canesta
ANXIETY 99.67% 39.48% 49.06% 24.75%
GAMBINO 96.33% 76.23% 72.34% 82.24%
LIU’S CONFLICT 70.11% 84.37% 92.98% 82.50%
CON 68.89% 79.42% 78.66% 83.40%
TBM CONFLICT 68.56% 78.30% 75.20% 83.39%
INCONSISTENCY 69.56% 39.50% 49.06% 24.81%
(with statistically significant correlations above 0.8) whereas these metrics performed poorly for
Canesta range camera readings (achieving at best 0.5536 correlation). In the training phase, met-
rics which rely on evidential conflict from Smets’ transferable belief model, namely TBM CON-
FLICT, LIU’S CONFLICT, and GAMBINO, also estimated sensing accuracy with statistically sig-
nificant correlations above 0.95 for the SICK LMS and above 0.8 for the Canesta range camera.
These metrics provided weaker estimates of sensing accuracy (statistically significant correlations
from 0.6 to 0.7) for the sonar and SICK PLS when considered together.
Table 30 provides a summary of the results for detection of sensing anomalies for both sets of
experiments. The results are reported as the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids for
the trained indicators for each of the six methods for quantifying inconsistency in evidential mod-
els considered in this work. The results are again broken down into four sets of sensors (sonar and
SICK PLS sensors, SICK LMS and Canesta range camera, SICK LMS only, and Canesta range
camera only) for which indicators were trained.
Table 30 provides further support for the hypothesis that different metrics are needed for dif-
ferent sensors but the detection results were more disparate (as compared to estimation). As with
the estimation results, ANXIETY and INCONSISTENCY performed poorly (24.75% accuracy)
for the Canesta range camera but all conflict-based metrics detected sensing anomalies equally
well (82–83% accuracy) for this sensor. In the feasibility study both ANXIETY and GAMBINO
achieved above 96% accuracy for detection of sensing anomalies for sonar and SICK PLS whereas
ANXIETY performed poorly (49.06% accuracy) and GAMBINO performed only moderately well
(72.34% accuracy) for the SICK LMS in the training phase. In these experiments only LIU’S
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CONFLICT showed the ability to accurately detect sensing anomalies (with 92.98% accuracy for
the SICK LMS) in the training testbeds but its accuracy dropped to 40.46% for the same sensor
in the verification testbeds, a result that was perhaps foreshadowed by its performance (at best
70.11% accuracy with 95% of negative examples classified as anomalies) in the feasibility study.
A key difference between the feasibility study and the expanded experiments discussed in
Chapter 5 is more realistic scenarios for sensing anomaly detection considered in the latter. In the
feasibility study sensing anomalies were present at the beginning of each run and did not change
over the course of the run. These conditions are simpler than real world situations where sensing
anomalies can appear and disappear anywhere within an environment. The in-depth experiments
were designed to ensure that zero to two sensing anomalies appeared (and disappeared) at random
points within each run by varying the distance between the starting point (according to software-
generated random values) and any fixed sources of sensing anomalies (e.g. glass surfaces) and
placing mobile sources of sensing anomalies (dark felt-covered obstacles) at random distances
(again according to software-generated random values) from the starting point.
Another key difference which influenced the detection results was the implementation of a
generic approach for classifying the sensing situation employed in the training and verification
phases of the experiments. In the feasibility study an ad hoc method developed in prior work
(Carlson and Murphy, 2005) was used to determine the threshold applied to the conflict score to
detect sensing anomalies, specifically 75% of the cell-level threshold multiplied by the number
of suspect cells. While this method worked well (up to 99.67% accuracy) for testbeds where an
anomaly was always present, it was observed that an anomaly would be detected as soon as a sin-
gle cell within the occupancy grid exceeded the cell-level threshold. As a result a generic method
was developed for the training and verification phases of the experiments to be used by the sensing
accuracy indicators and the ground truth classification system. This method assumed that error tol-
erance is task dependent and therefore applied a user-defined threshold based on an intuitive con-
cept (percent of error) to the ratio of erroneous or suspect cells to the total number of sensed cells
within the occupancy grid. For the experiments this user-defined threshold was set to 14% based
on the empirical observation that the automated system used to determine when sensing anomalies
were present (see Section 5.3.2) produced the most accurate results at that threshold. When the
experimental results indicated that this generic method was unreliable in unknown environments
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(with accuracy ranging from 28.71% to 92.23% across testbeds) the original ad hoc method was
tried, but the results proved to be just as poor. INCONSISTENCY achieved the best trained accuracy
of 80.08% for the SICK LMS, which fell to 58.94% in the verification testbeds.
Overall the results indicate that the evidential inconsistency-based approach developed for this
work cannot distinguish ordinary noise from sensing anomalies but it can provide important infor-
mation regarding the trustworthiness of information gathered in unknown environments. Sensing
anomalies are most prevalent for exteroceptive sensors which provide situated agents with impor-
tant information regarding its surroundings. An assessment of the reliability of information pro-
vided by these sensors which does not fail in the presence of sensing anomalies is essential for the
developed of autonomous systems that can operate robustly in the unknown.
6.2 Contributions
This dissertation contributes to the robotics and uncertainty in artificial intelligence commu-
nities by establishing a foundation for the use of evidential metrics for adapting a single sensor or
identifying the most accurate sensor in a suite to optimize the accuracy of sensing in unknown en-
vironments. This section discusses three specific contributions of this work: a general approach
for sensing assessment in unknown environments relying solely on readings from a single sensor,
validation of evidential inconsistency metrics for quantifying inconsistency in sensor readings,
and presentation of a system architecture for autonomous identification of sensor suitability in un-
known environments. These contributions pave the way for the development of intelligent systems
that can switch information sources to ensure the best mission performance, identify the relative
contribution and reliability of sources for different environments, and reason about which sources
to use under what circumstances.
6.2.1 Sensing Assessment in Unknown Environments Relying Solely on Readings from a
Single Sensor
This work presents the first known general approach capable of estimating sensing accuracy
and isolating poorly sensed regions in unknown environments when only readings from a sin-
gle sensor are available. By supplying feedback for sensing in unknown environments without
requiring access to a large number of sources (i.e. sensors) to ensure an accurate consensus, this
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approach provides a situated intelligent agent with important information regarding the trustwor-
thiness of sensed data that is not otherwise available. An intelligent agent that can estimate sensing
accuracy can adaptively select sensors to ensure the best mission performance, identify the relative
contribution and reliability of sensors for different environments, and reason about which sensors
to use under what circumstances. If poorly sensed regions are isolated within an unexplored envi-
ronment, applications could autonomously generate maps indicating regions where sensors are or
are not reliable, allocate additional sensing resources to troublesome areas, or simply avoid these
areas to ensure safe navigation.
The approach presented in this dissertation is less constrained than existing approaches for
sensing assessment in unknown environments. These either rely on multiple sources or are limited
in their applicability. Existing solutions for estimating the accuracy of peers in sensor networks or
multi-agent systems depend on comparisons with (trusted) local readings (e.g. Momani, Challa,
and Alhmouz, 2008) or an accurate consensus of multiple sources (e.g. Ganeriwal, Balzano, and
Srivastava, 2008). Since the environmental conditions which lead to sensing anomalies often affect
multiple sensors, these approaches would require an intelligent agent to actively use a wide variety
of sensors at all times to ensure an accurate consensus. This requirement is unattainable for mobile
robotics or sensor network applications where energy, space, and/or weight capacity are in lim-
ited supply. In addition sensors are expensive and simultaneously using many sensors taxes (often
limited) computational resources, increases the complexity of an intelligent system, and increases
the frequency of sensor faults. An existing inconsistency-based approach isolates poorly sensed
regions but its applicability is limited to 3D point cloud data (Roman and Singh, 2006). The ap-
proach presented in this dissertation is more general. It does not require an accurate consensus and
is applicable to any model of fused sensor data, provided that a suitable inconsistency metric can
be formulated (i.e. one that can distinguish inconsistency from lack of information).
Experiments (see Chapter 5) provide statistically significant evidence that indicators based on
TBM CONFLICT can estimate the accuracy of laser and Canesta range camera sensors and isolate
poorly sensed regions in unknown environments relying solely on fused readings from a single
sensor. Results from the verification phase of the experiments showed that an indicator trained to
provide accurate estimates of the true sensing error in known environments, namely (TBM CON-
FLICT, 0.18), maintained stable estimation capabilities (correlations with true error above 0.8) in
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new environments which supports the hypothesis that this approach can be used to estimate sens-
ing accuracy in unknown environments. Similarly the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator selected
for its ability to isolate erroneous readings during the training phase performed just as well in the
verification phase. Overlap between erroneous regions and those labeled suspect ranged from 4.9
and 6.2 across the new testbeds (versus an overlap of 0.01 when regions are randomly classified).
6.2.2 Validation of Evidential Inconsistency Metrics for Quantifying Inconsistency in Sen-
sor Readings
This work contributes to the uncertainty in artificial intelligence community by exploring the
application of evidential inconsistency metrics to detect and characterize sensing anomalies in
fused sensor readings. This work is the first known approach to apply evidential inconsistency
metrics to measure sensor inconsistency for a single sensor as opposed to existing methods which
require multiple sensors to be active. These are used in this work to quantify inconsistencies in 2D
models of consistent environments for detection and characterization of sensing anomalies. This
represents the first known real world application of these metrics to provide feedback for sensing
in unknown environments (with the exception of prior work by the author described in (Carlson
and Murphy, 2005, 2006; Carlson et al., 2005)) although similar approaches utilizing these met-
rics have been applied to resolve association issues (Ayoun and Smets, 2001) or to detect outdated
information in a static map (Gambino, Ulivi, and Vendittelli, 1997).
6.2.3 Framework for Identifying Sensor Suitability in Unknown Environments
This dissertation also provides a framework for solving the larger problem of identifying the
suitability of sensors in unknown environments which clarifies the complementary relationships
between this work and related work on sensing assessment: source reliability estimation (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2) and sensor FDI (see Section 2.2), while identifying new avenues for future research
(sensor context tracking). The framework combines the work proposed here with existing ap-
proaches from the robotics and multi-agent systems literature. Learning how sensors perform in
different areas within the environment will enable a mobile robot to for example:
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• More effectively sense the environment on subsequent passes,
• Pass the information along to other robots in a multi-robot team,
• Provide users with a confidence map describing its certainty regarding sensing in any given
region of the environment,
• Provide designers with feedback on its sensing suite.
Section 3.1 introduced the framework which enables a sensor manager to select the most ap-
propriate set of sensors to use by tracking the status and identifying the suitability of each sensor
in each sensing context, or the environmental context of the robot in terms of sensor performance,
as the robot explores an a priori unknown environment. The sensing assessment module uses the
approach presented in Chapter 3 and a source reliability estimation approach (see Section 2.1.2)
to provide both the sensor manager and the sensing context tracking modules with information
regarding the presence of sensing anomalies, which sensor(s) are affected by anomalies, and an
estimate of each sensor’s reliability. A traditional sensor FDI (see Section 2.2) module provides
the sensor manager with information on the status (i.e. working or faulty) of the active sensors. A
simultaneous localization and mapping or SLAM (Thrun, 2003b) module is used to build an ac-
curate map of the previously unexplored environment. This map serves as a guide for the sensing
context tracking module which provides the sensor manager with the sensing context by detecting
transitions in sensor performance. Finally, a sensor manager (Murphy, 2000) allocates sensors to
behaviors1 to optimize the chances of mission completion.
6.3 Limitations of Experiments
The experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 collectively used real sensor readings from four range
sensors collected in seven uncluttered indoor and outdoor environments. These provide statisti-
cally significant evidence to support the hypothesis that the approach presented in this dissertation
can be used for sensing assessment in unknown environments. However, there are limitations to
the experiments that merit discussion.
The first limitation was the use of an occupancy grid representation which restricted the ex-
periments to static uncluttered environments. To maintain focus of this work on the problem of
1In robotics a behavior is a mapping of sensor readings to a pattern of effector actions. (Murphy, 2000)
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sensing anomalies, a commonly used occupancy grid representation (see recent examples in Co-
hen and Edan, 2008; Miura, Negishi, and Shirai, 2006) was selected to create 2D maps from range
sensor readings as outlined in (Murphy, 2000). An occupancy grid is a regular grid made up of
equally sized cells, each of which maintains a value (e.g. probability or belief mass) indicating
whether the cell is occupied or empty. This representation is restricted to static environments and
is only accurate for uncluttered spaces that can be approximated by fixed-sized cells. In the exper-
iments (see Chapter 5) this inflexible representation led to higher than expected baseline inconsis-
tency due to minor inaccuracies in the recorded positions and orientations for the sensors (local-
ization error) and minor variances (ordinary noise) in the sensor readings. Since these experiments
were conducted, more flexible representation models for range sensor readings have appeared in
the literature (e.g. O’Callaghan, Ramos, and Durrant-Whyte, 2009) which would be less likely to
induce such spurious inconsistencies. These new representation models are probabilistic whereas
the inconsistency metrics used in this work are restricted to evidential models so corresponding
representations using evidential theory or analogous inconsistency metrics for probabilistic models
would have to be developed.
The second limitation was the ambiguity between isolating the environmental sources of sens-
ing anomalies versus isolating poorly sensed regions; as a result it is more accurate to state (based
on the experimental results) that TBM CONFLICT can isolate poorly sensed regions in general, not
the sources of sensing anomalies in isolation. To quantify the inconsistency-based sensing accu-
racy indicators’ ability to perform the isolation task two sets of cells within occupancy grids built
from sensor readings were compared: the set of erroneous cells based on a comparison with the
ground truth occupancy grid, and the set of suspect cells whose inconsistency exceeded the indica-
tor’s assigned threshold. Since the sensor readings were collected in real (as opposed to simulated)
testbeds and were registered to static 2D maps, any sensing anomalies encountered were never
the sole source of inaccuracies in the sensor-based occupancy grids. As noted in Chapter 3, error
is introduced at many points in the process of gathering and interpreting sensor readings, includ-
ing noise, the sensor hardware (sampling error), interpretation (quantization error in the sensor
model), and registration within the larger model (localization error on a mobile robot). All of these
factors influenced which cells fell into the erroneous set. Due to these influences it would be more
accurate to state that erroneous cells represent poorly sensed regions in the environment, not the
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environmental sources of sensing anomalies in isolation. As a result stating for example that TBM
CONFLICT can isolate the environmental sources of sensing anomalies is not as accurate as stating
that this metric, when coupled with a pre-determined threshold, can isolate poorly sensed regions
in unknown environments.
The third limitation was the use of a limited set of range sensors representing only part of a
typical sensor suite for a mobile robot. The experiments focused on sensors that are most suscep-
tible to sensing anomalies, namely exteroceptive sensors that measure varying characteristics of
the environment, and provide readings that are easy to interpret for an occupancy grid represen-
tation (to maintain focus on the problem of sensing anomalies). Real sensor readings from three
distinct types of range sensors were used: sonar, laser range finder, and a range camera. While the
sonar and laser range finder are common sensors in the robotics domain, they represent only part
of a typical sensor suite which often includes one or more CCD cameras and pose sensors such as
(wheel or joint) encoders, compasses, global positioning system (GPS) receivers, and/or inertial
measurement units (IMUs). Most sensing suites employ analytically redundant pose sensors which
use very different sensing technology (e.g. both GPS and encoders) thus existing sensor FDI ap-
proaches (see Section 2.2) can be used to make these more robust to anomalies. The Canesta range
camera has capabilities analogous to computer vision systems built from CCD cameras (like the
ability to provide 3D scans or optical flow information) but for simplicity was used in the same
fashion as the laser sensors by sampling only the middle row of pixels. The application of this ap-
proach to CCD cameras and the wealth of applications these support is a promising avenue for
future work on this topic.
6.4 Recommendations: Towards Adaptation to Sensing Anomalies
Based on the experimental results, this work provides only a partial solution to address the
problem of sensing anomalies in unknown environments. More work is needed before intelli-
gent situated agents can rely on this approach to enable adaptation to such anomalies in real time,
specifically:
• Finding a solution for robust detection of sensing anomalies. Experimental results showed that
the approach’s ability to detect sensing anomalies is too sensitive to sensing errors for use with
occupancy grid based sensing systems. These are particularly susceptible to inconsistency be-
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cause minor sensor errors, like ordinary noise and inaccurate positioning of the sensor in the
environment (localization error), produce high levels of inconsistency along occupied/empty
borders due to the use of fixed-sized grid cells. While methods exist to reduce localization er-
rors in unknown environments (see Thrun, 2003b) these assume that sensing is accurate (or at
least consistent) and may not converge to sufficiently accurate localization in the presence of
sensing anomalies. Combinations of methods for quantifying inconsistency may provide more
robust results. These could be learned by boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996) with sens-
ing accuracy indicators trained for detection (i.e. using the best performing threshold for each
method) serving as weak classifiers. All potential solutions should be tested in new environ-
ments to validate their applicability.
• Validation of this approach for real time adaptation on a mobile robot. The approach pre-
sented in Chapter 3 provides an efficient (linear time and space complexity) solution to the
problem of sensing anomalies in unknown environments. To date this approach has only been
validated in offline experiments using recorded sensor data. Once a solution for detection is
found, development of an online real time version would require only the implementation of
one or more closed form inconsistency metrics and a system to periodically apply these to the
fused readings and respond to the results.
• Developing an approach for finding the most promising indicators for a new sensor suite.
Since the results suggest that different sensing systems will require different sensing accu-
racy indicators, applying this approach to a new sensor suite will involve finding the right in-
dicator(s). Boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996) may serve as a straightforward method for
finding the most promising indicators for detection of sensing anomalies. Similar approaches
for estimation of sensing accuracy and isolation need to be developed.
• Determining if analogous solutions can be developed for more prevalent probabilistic mod-
els. Probabilistic approaches are far more common in the robotics, multi-agent systems, and
sensor networks literature (see Chapter 2) than evidential models but at present the approach
is limited to the latter. Cobb and Shenoy (2003, 2006) have shown that these two quantitative
theories of uncertainty are equally expressive and that transforms between them can be devel-
oped. These transforms should be studied in detail to determine if the evidential methods for
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quantifying inconsistency employed in this approach have analogous methods in probability.
If such methods exist, their computational complexity should be examined to determine if they
can be applied in real time.
Implementing the approach as it appears in this dissertation requires the collection of sensor
readings in known environments to train the method (i.e. find the inconsistency metric and thresh-
old that works best) for a particular logical sensor (i.e. physical sensor and its interpretation sys-
tem). The selection of environments for data collection should follow these principles: each set
should represent environmental conditions known to produce anomalies for the target sensors, the
testbeds should provide long straight paths for the robot to traverse to minimize pose estimation
error, and the set of testbeds should expose the sensors to varying environmental conditions which
affect sensing accuracy, e.g. ambient temperature affects the accuracy of near-infrared based sen-
sors. Readings from a few of the environments should be excluded from the training set so they
can be used to verify the effectiveness of the trained solutions.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has discussed the experimental results presented in Chapters 4 and 5, the con-
tributions of this dissertation, the limitations of the experiments, and recommended next steps to-
ward enabling intelligent situated agents to adapt to sensing anomalies. Section 6.1 compared the
experimental results from the feasibility study (Chapter 4) and training phase (Chapter 5) which
support the hypothesis that different sensors require different indicators (e.g. Yager’s ANXIETY
estimates sensing accuracy for sonar and laser but not Canesta range camera readings) for detect-
ing and characterizing sensing anomalies. This section also discussed the key differences between
the feasibility study and the remaining phases of the experiments as follows: fixed versus varying
presence of sensing anomalies and the use of a generic classification approach for detecting sens-
ing anomalies. Three contributions were identified and discussed:
• Sensing assessment in unknown environments relying solely on readings from a single sensor,
• Validation of evidential inconsistency metrics for quantifying inconsistency in sensor readings,
• Providing a framework for identifying sensor suitability in unknown environments.
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Section 6.3 described the limitations of the experimental approach including: the use of a regular
evidential grid (occupancy grid) representation, ambiguity in the method between isolating the en-
vironmental sources of sensing anomalies versus isolating poorly sensed regions, and the use of
a limited set of range sensors. Section 6.4 describes the steps required to apply the approach pre-
sented in this dissertation to a new sensing suite and provided four directions for additional work
needed to enable real time adaptation to sensing anomalies: finding a solution for robust detec-
tion of sensing anomalies, validation of this approach for real time adaptation on a mobile robot,
developing approaches for finding the most promising indicators for a new sensor suite, and deter-
mining if analogous solutions can be developed for (more prevalent) probabilistic models.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Future Work
This dissertation addresses the following research question: Can an inconsistency-based sens-
ing accuracy indicator, which relies solely on fused sensor readings, be used to detect and charac-
terize sensing anomalies in unknown environments? More specifically, can an inconsistency-based
sensing accuracy indicator enable a mobile robot to autonomously:
• Detect when a sensing anomaly has occurred
• Estimate the accuracy of a sensor (or set of sensors) in the current sensing context,
• Isolate regions within an unknown environment where sensing anomalies occur,
without relying on a priori information about the robot’s environment? Sensing anomalies are
cases where physical sensor(s) are working within the manufacturer’s specifications but the read-
ings would lead to an incorrect interpretation of the environment. These cases only exist when a
sensor interacts with the environment and often affect multiple sensors, for example many laser
range finders “see” through glass windows which also scatter sonar signals. This work is focused
on detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies relying solely on fused readings from a single
(possibly affected) sensor.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 provides an overall summary of this disserta-
tion focusing on the novel evidential inconsistency-based approach for sensing anomaly detection
and characterization developed for this work, the results of experiments with real range sensor
readings collected by mobile robots indoor and outdoor environments, and the overall contribu-
tions. Section 7.2 presents directions for future work to enable situated intelligent systems to de-
tect and adapt to sensing anomalies while optimizing the accuracy of sensing in unknown environ-
ments.
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7.1 Summary
This dissertation investigates a novel inconsistency-based approach for sensing anomaly detec-
tion and characterization by a mobile robot using range sensing for mapping indoor and outdoor
environments. The overall goal was to find a method and threshold to determine when a single
sensor in an unknown environment is not returning consistent information and what regions of
space were producing the anomalous results so that the area could be avoided, re-sensed, or an al-
ternative sensor instantiated. The dissertation also investigated two simple strategies for improving
sensing accuracy: switching sensors when an anomaly is detected, and erasing the accumulated
sensor data for a suspect region to allow newer, presumably better, data to be used. Finally the util-
ity of estimating sensing accuracy was assessed by applying a trained solution for this component
to the problem of determining the relative ranking of sensors by accuracy in the presence of sens-
ing anomalies.
The general approach, presented in Chapter 3, relies on Dempster-Shafer formulations of ev-
idence, a different approach than probabilistic methods. The Dempster-Shafer approach was se-
lected due to the hypothesis that sensing anomalies would manifest as inconsistency in the sensor
readings. Dempster-Shafer formulations de-couple the belief in contradictory hypotheses (e.g. be-
lief in A and ¬A are not required to sum to one) enabling the creation of metrics to measure the
magnitude of inconsistency independently from informativeness. Within the evidential literature,
six inconsistency metrics were identified as possible candidates to directly evaluate fused sensor
data: Yager’s ANXIETY, Shafer’s CON, Smets’ transferable belief model TBM CONFLICT, Pal’s
INCONSISTENCY metric, LIU’S CONFLICT metric, and GAMBINO’s change heuristic. However
each metric depended on a threshold to distinguish minor noise from anomalous readings. There-
fore, each of the six metrics and an associated threshold (method, threshold) formed what this the-
sis defined as an inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicator.
7.1.1 Experiments
The investigation of the general approach included a feasibility study and had three phases (all
using real sensor data) as indicated in Table 32: training, verification, and an examination of the
utility of the approach. Indicators were either trained for use with one sensor or two sensors inter-
changeably (in the training phase), verified for their predictive capabilities in new environments
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Table 31. Groups of target sensors examined (i.e. trained, verified, or applied) in the experiments.
For each group a common data set was used for training.
Group Target Sensor(s) Notes
Nomad Sonar or SICK PLS For either range sensor installed on the
Nomad 200 robot
ATRV-Jr Canesta range camera or SICK LMS For either range sensor installed on the
ATRV-Jr robot
Canesta range camera For the Canesta sensor only
SICK LMS For the laser sensor only
(in the verification phase), or applied to determine the utility of the approach (in the utility phase).
The utility phase was performed opportunistically using the sensor readings collected for the other
two phases. Table 31 lists the target sensors for which indicators were trained, verified, or applied
in the experiments. The indicators were trained either on readings from a single sensor (for ex-
clusive use with that sensor) or on readings from a pair of sensors (so the sensors could be used
interchangeably without switching indicators). The target sensors are grouped based on the use of
a common data set (i.e. a set of data collection runs) into Nomad for target sensors installed on a
Nomad 200 and ATRV-Jr for those installed on an iRobot ATRV-Jr robot. A ring of 16 Polaroid
sonar sensors examined in the feasibility study was not used in the verification phase in order to
focus this work on the problem of detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies in readings from
a single sensor. The SICK PLS laser sensor used in the feasibility study was not available for the
additional data collection runs with the ATRV-Jr and was replaced with a SICK LMS. The Canesta
range camera was selected for its ability to detect glass surfaces. This sensor was configured to
collect sensor readings in two distinct modes: normal for detecting typical surfaces, and mole
where the exposure time was increased to detect poor reflecting surfaces (e.g. glass or dark sur-
faces). A total of four indoor and two outdoor uncluttered testbeds were used in the experiments.
The selection of testbeds for each phase followed these principles: each set should represent en-
vironmental conditions known to produce anomalies for the target sensors, the testbeds should
provide long straight paths for the robot to traverse to maximize the length of the data collection
runs while minimizing pose estimation error, and the set of testbeds should expose the sensors
to varying environmental conditions which affect sensing accuracy (while not producing sensing
anomalies), e.g. ambient temperature affects the accuracy of near-infrared based sensors.
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Table 32. The testbeds used and groups of target sensors examined in each analysis phase of the
experiments. Feasibility is used to indicate training runs performed for the feasibility study.
Phase Training Verification Utility
Feasibility Ranking Improvement
Indoor Testbeds
Narrow Nomad (17) Nomad (17)
Cubicle Nomad (11) Nomad (11)
ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
Bridge Nomad (17) Nomad (17)
(glass) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
Lab ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8)
(glass)
Outdoor Testbeds
Walkway ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8) ATRV-Jr (8)
Sidewalk ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10) ATRV-Jr (10)
(glass)
Total Runs 45 16 30 46 91
The objective of the feasibility study described in Chapter 4 was to determine if the evidential
inconsistency-based approach could work at all. To determine this, sensor data was collected on
the Nomad robot with a ring of 16 Polaroid sonar sensors and one SICK PLS laser range sensor
in 45 total runs in three uncluttered indoor testbeds (1.8 to 2.5 meters wide and 10 meters long)
with known ground truth. 184 indicators were applied to the data and examined for detection by
the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids (i.e. anomalous or normal) and for estima-
tion by correlation with the true sensor error. The feasibility study indicated that three of the six
methods did appear to be useful: ANXIETY, GAMBINO, and INCONSISTENCY. The ANXIETY and
GAMBINO methods could be trained (i.e. by selecting the right threshold) to detect sensing anom-
alies in either sonar or laser readings with 95% accuracy. The INCONSISTENCY and ANXIETY
methods could be trained to estimate sensing accuracy for these sensors, with statistically signifi-
cant correlations above 0.85. The study also suggested that there was no specific indicator capable
of detecting and characterizing sensing anomalies, that the threshold for a method would have to
be identified by training.
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7.1.1.1 Training
The objective of the training phase, as indicated in Chapter 5, was to identify the indicators
for the range sensors, SICK LMS and a Canesta range camera on the ATRV-Jr, as that robot would
be used for the verification and utility phases. The additional sensors from the ATRV-Jr provided
a wider comparison and opportunity to explore generalizability. As indicated in Table 32 read-
ings from these sensors were collected in one uncluttered indoor testbed (1.8 meters wide and 10
meters long) and one uncluttered outdoor testbed (2.7 meters wide and 10 meters long) for the
training phase. 184 indicators were again applied to the data and examined for the detection and
estimation components in addition to isolation by the degree of overlap between the truly erro-
neous cells and those labeled suspect (i.e. inconsistency exceeded the assigned threshold) by the
indicator. In total, counting the de facto training runs during the feasibility study with the Nomad
and the additional runs for SICK LMS and a Canesta range camera, 61 runs were conducted in five
testbeds to train indicators to detect and characterize sensing anomalies.
7.1.1.2 Verification
The objective of the verification phase described in Chapter 5 was to determine the perfor-
mance of the general approach; that is, if the indicators could meet the three components of the re-
search question: detect, estimate, and isolate. This objective was tested using the trained indicators
for the ATRV-Jr sensors SICK LMS and Canesta range camera in three testbeds not included in the
training phase as shown in Table 32: two uncluttered indoor testbeds (2.0 and 2.5 meters wide and
10 meters long) and one uncluttered outdoor testbed (1.2 meters wide and 10 meters long).
In terms of the first component, detection, the experiments showed that none of the indicators
could distinguish ordinary noise from sensing anomalies, though TBM CONFLICT or ANXIETY
could determine if a single sensor was accurate overall. ANXIETY achieved detection accuracy of
99.67% for sonar and SICK PLS anomalies in the feasibility study when such anomalies were al-
ways present throughout a given testbed, e.g. the sonar readings were always scattered by the sur-
rounding surfaces. When the appearance of these anomalies were randomly varied for the training
and verification phases (representing more realistic scenarios), the detection accuracy had an un-
acceptably wide variation ranging from 75.22% to 92.23% in the training testbeds and 28.71% to
74.71% in the verification testbeds. This would prevent it from being useful for actual operation.
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However, for the second component the results showed that sensing accuracy could be esti-
mated for unknown environments using methods and thresholds determined during training. The
estimation component is different from detection because it estimates the overall error in sensor
readings which may be caused by sensor noise, discretization in the occupancy grid map, etc.
without distinguishing these from sensing anomalies. The (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator per-
formed best, achieving statistically significant correlations with overall sensor error in excess of
0.8 for the SICK LMS and Canesta range camera readings in both the training and verification
phases of the experiments. This means that a robot entering an unknown environment would have
an indication when sensing quality is diminished.
The results for the third component were also good; they show that regions with suspect sen-
sor readings could be isolated. The isolation component is different from detection because it
determines the regions in the environment where there is likely to be sensor error without distin-
guishing error due to noise from that of sensing anomalies. The (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) indicator
isolated poorly sensed regions, achieving an average overlap (with erroneous cells) of 0.61 in the
training phase (as compared to an overlap of 0.01 when cells are randomly labeled) and an over-
lap of 0.49 to 0.62 in the verification phase relying solely on readings from a single sensor (SICK
LMS or the Canesta range camera). This means that a robot operating in an unknown environment
would know what regions were “suspect” and could respond appropriately (e.g., avoid those areas,
re-sense, etc.).
Returning to the research question, the results show that evidential inconsistency-based meth-
ods can partially address the issue of noticing sensing anomalies in unknown environments. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the results indicate that future applications with new sensors will need to
perform training runs in known environments to determine which method works best for that sen-
sor and to find distinct thresholds to estimate sensing accuracy and isolate poorly sensed regions.
The TBM CONFLICT method worked best for estimation and isolation for laser and Canesta range
camera sensors, but the results showed that different thresholds were needed, 0.18 to filter out mi-
nor inconsistency in the overall assessment of sensing accuracy but 0.38 to determine if a specific
cell was poorly sensed. The training phase results also indicate that different sensors require dif-
ferent methods. For example, ANXIETY estimated well for sonar (achieving a statistically signifi-
cant correlation of 0.854) but poorly for Canesta range readings (at best 0.449 correlation).
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7.1.1.3 Utility Phase
The utility phase described in Chapter 5 had two objectives. The first was to explore whether
the knowledge of sensing accuracy could be used to select the most accurate sensor, i.e. rank-
ing the sensors. The second was to determine if knowledge of sensing anomalies or the location
of suspect regions could be used to improve sensing quality. These objectives were tested using
trained indicators for the sonar, both SICK Laser sensors, and the Canesta range camera in all six
testbeds where readings for these sensors were collected as shown in Table 32: four uncluttered
indoor testbeds (1.8 to 2.5 meters wide and 10 meters long) and two uncluttered outdoor testbeds
(1.2 and 2.7 meters wide and 10 meters long).
In the utility phase the trained indicator for estimation did not perform well for ranking. In
spite of its ability to estimate sensing accuracy, the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator was unable
to reliably determine the most accurate range sensor in the suite, although it could identify the
least accurate sensor. The least accurate sensor (as measured by the error in the occupancy grid
map) was ranked first by (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) at most five times out of 110 classifications. A
comparison of the overall accuracy when the most accurate sensor was used versus the indicator’s
top pick revealed little difference in error, showing that the indicator often selected a sensor that
was nearly as accurate as the most accurate sensor.
The results from the utility phase also showed that statistically significant improvements in
map quality were achieved using two simple strategies for improving sensing accuracy. Both
methods did well. Switching to a more accurate sensor when an anomaly was detected worked
well. Improvements of up to 75.86% were achieved by switching from the sonar to the SICK
PLS when the (ANXIETY, 0.86) indicator detected a sensing anomaly. In the testbed environ-
ment which contained glass (i.e. the laser encountered an anomaly) the same indicator produced a
40.52% improvement in sensing accuracy compared to blindly trusting the most sophisticated sen-
sor. Resetting suspect regions of an occupancy grid saw a noticeable but smaller improvement. A
56.50% improvement in map quality was obtained by using (TBM CONFLICT, 0.38) to reset sus-
pect regions of the occupancy grid, though a visual inspection of the before and after maps shows
a more pronounced, qualitative improvement. This qualitative improvement was not reflected in
the quantitative results due to large variances in the Canesta range camera readings in which glass
surfaces were detected in the correct cells but also those immediately adjacent (causing errors).
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Note that new readings are not always more accurate than prior ones, so resetting suspect cells
may not always produce more accurate results.
7.1.2 Contributions
As discussed in Chapter 6, this work contributes to both the robotics and uncertainty in artifi-
cial intelligence communities by setting the foundation for the use of evidential metrics for adapt-
ing a single sensor or identifying the most accurate sensor in a suite to optimize the accuracy of
sensing in unknown environments. The dissertation also provided a framework, or system archi-
tecture, for addressing these problems by specifying the functions of sensing, fusion, and mapping
and where sensing anomaly detection and characterization would fit. It produced the first exper-
imental study of evidential metrics for sensor inconsistency for a single sensor (versus existing
methods which require multiple sensors to be active). It found that such metrics cannot reliably
distinguish between sensing noise and a true anomaly across testbeds, but can identify that anoma-
lous sensing is occurring and regions of suspect sensing (either from noise or from anomalies)
in linear time (on the size of the occupancy grid). However, determining anomalous sensing and
where it was occurring require different threshold values which adds to the computational com-
plexity by a (small) constant factor as each cell will be evaluated twice. The experiments showed
that sensors in a suite cannot be reliably ranked in terms of suitably for an unknown environment,
but that least accurate sensors can be identified once a method and threshold are found for estimat-
ing sensing accuracy (here the (TBM CONFLICT, 0.18) indicator was used for ranking). Future
applications could enable intelligent systems to switch information sources to ensure the best mis-
sion performance, identify the reliability of sources for different environments, and reason about
which sources to use under what circumstances. It is the first known general approach, either evi-
dential or probabilistic, capable of estimating sensing accuracy and isolating poorly sensed regions
when only readings from a single sensor are available.
7.2 Future Work
This dissertation represents the first known work to explicitly address the problem of sensing
anomalies in unknown environments and as such it opens many avenues for future work a few of
which will be discussed in this section. Straightforward extensions of this work include applying
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inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators to fused sensor readings and broadening the exist-
ing approach to solve the sensing anomaly diagnosis problem. Due to advances in computer vision
and robotics, inexpensive CCD cameras are becoming more common in sensor suites and autono-
mous operation in naturalistic and dynamic environments is becoming tenable. Studies are needed
to establish the applicability of inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators for these sensors
and environments. In addition, future research could provide autonomous identification of sensor
suitability in unknown environments by developing a solution based on the framework presented
in Section 3.1. Finally, a theoretical foundation to address the problem of sensing anomalies is
needed to guide the development of solutions for specific sensor suites. This section will discuss
these opportunities for future research in order from the most straightforward to those which may
take years to complete.
Immediate opportunities for future work are: verifying the applicability of evidential inconsis-
tency methods for assessment of the fused results of multiple sensors, and developing an approach
for diagnosis of sensing anomalies. When inconsistency-based sensing accuracy indicators are ap-
plied to fused results from multiple sensors it becomes non-trivial to determine which sensors are
affected by a detected anomaly, thus an approach is needed to diagnose sensing anomalies. This
could be as simple as replaying a history of past sensor readings using different subsets of sensors
to determine which combinations produce anomalies.
Once the recommendations for next steps given in Chapter 6 are complete, the most press-
ing area for future work is validation of this approach for CCD cameras and a broader range of
environments. The experiments focused on sensors which are particularly susceptible to sens-
ing anomalies, namely exteroceptive sensors which measure characteristics of the environment
that tend to vary in time and space. Real sensor readings were used from three types of range
sensors: sonar, laser range finder, and a Canesta range camera which fall into this class. Another
commonly used sensor which falls into this class is the CCD camera and the application of this
approach to anomalies for this sensor and the wealth of applications it supports is a promising di-
rection for future work as advances in computer vision make this inexpensive sensor more useful
for robotics applications. More work is needed to validate the effectiveness of this approach in
naturalistic and dynamic environments which require the use of more flexible representation mod-
els (e.g. O’Callaghan, Ramos, and Durrant-Whyte, 2009). These new representation models are
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probability-based so inconsistency metrics applicable to the probabilistic domain or analogous evi-
dential models must first be developed.
Developing a solution for autonomous identification of sensor suitability in unknown environ-
ments would enable a sensing management system to maximize its sensing accuracy while explor-
ing an unknown environment and provide users or planning systems (e.g. path planners) with a
confidence map describing its certainty regarding sensing in any given region of the environment.
The framework presented in Section 3.1 outlines a solution for this problem which combines this
work with existing solutions from the robotics and multi-agent systems literature and requires so-
lutions for the problems of sensing context tracking and sensing anomaly diagnosis (as above) to
complete the sensor suitability identification system. Sensing context tracking determines the en-
vironmental context of the robot in terms of sensor performance and appears to be a new avenue
for future research as it has not been specifically addressed in the literature. Hypothetical solu-
tions could be as simple as applying labels to a 2D map or as complex as reproducing hippocam-
pal functions to find a common representation for contextual, behavioral, and sensory information
in a model for spatial navigation (see for example Barakova and Lourens, 2004, 2005).
Finally a theoretical foundation to describe how sensing anomalies manifest based on char-
acteristics of a sensing system is needed to guide the development of solutions based on this ap-
proach for specific sensor suites. The experimental results suggest that different sensing systems
(i.e. logical sensors Henderson and Shilcrat, 1995) will require different sensing accuracy indica-
tors (e.g. Smets’ conflict belief mass estimates sensing anomalies well for laser and Canesta range
camera but not for sonar readings). The development of a theoretical foundation for this approach
which explains how differences in sensing technology or interpretation systems used to fuse sen-
sor readings affect how sensing anomalies manifest in the fused model is needed. This would help
guide and eventually automate the selection of effective sensing accuracy indicators for sensing
suites. As such suites become more flexible and adaptive, automated selection will become in-
creasingly important. Such a foundation could also be used to guide the search for more robust
solutions for sensing anomaly detection.
To conclude, this dissertation introduced a novel inconsistency-based approach for detecting
and characterizing sensing anomalies that can be used to provide feedback for sensing in unknown
environments but cannot distinguish sensing anomalies from ordinary noise. It contributes the first
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known general approach capable of estimating sensing accuracy and isolating poorly sensed re-
gions using only fused readings from a single sensor. While the experiments were restricted to
sensing anomaly detection and characterization by a mobile robot using range sensing for map-
ping indoor and outdoor environments, the approach is general. Future applications could enable
intelligent systems to autonomously resolve association issues (Appriou et al., 2001), switch in-
formation sources to ensure the best mission performance, identify the relative contribution and
reliability of sources for different environments, and reason about which sources to use under what
circumstances.
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Appendix A Detailed Results: Feasibility Study
This appendix contains the raw results for the feasibility study described in Chapter 4. These
are given in the table below where T1 refers to the threshold used at the cell-level with ANXIETY,
CON, GAMBINO, INCONSISTENCY, and TBM CONFLICT. For LIU’S CONFLICT T1 refers to the
cell-level threshold applied tom(φ) and T2 refers to the cell-level threshold applied to diffBetP .
This table also includes Pearson’s correlation coefficient r, the associated probability p (calculated
using autocorrelation correction), the percentage of correctly classified examples (% Correct), the
false positive rate (FP-Rate), and false-negative rate (FN-Rate).
Table 33: Raw results for the feasibility study.
Method T1 T2 r p % Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate
ANXIETY 0.1 0.8538 6.22E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.14 0.8492 6.66E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.18 0.8447 1.27E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.22 0.8400 1.31E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.26 0.8352 2.53E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.3 0.8298 2.89E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.34 0.8238 6.39E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.38 0.8182 7.37E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.42 0.8130 1.42E-13 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.46 0.8080 1.52E-13 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.5 0.8018 3.21E-13 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.54 0.7943 7.67E-13 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.58 0.7816 1.89E-12 69.00% 99.64% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.62 0.7608 1.58E-11 69.67% 97.50% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.66 0.7332 2.89E-10 71.44% 91.79% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.7 0.6957 5.24E-09 77.78% 71.43% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.74 0.6407 3.12E-07 83.33% 53.57% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.78 0.5679 1.70E-05 88.56% 36.79% 0.00%
ANXIETY 0.82 0.4776 6.88E-04 93.56% 19.64% 0.48%
ANXIETY 0.86 0.3786 1.23E-02 99.67% 0.00% 0.48%
ANXIETY 0.9 0.2916 6.10E-02 99.11% 0.00% 1.29%
CON 0.25 0.3598 1.93E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 0.5 0.3593 1.95E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 0.75 0.3582 1.83E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 1 0.3571 1.87E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 1.25 0.3562 1.91E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 1.5 0.3552 1.94E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 1.75 0.3541 1.84E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
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Table 33 (Continued)
Method T1 T2 r p % Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate
CON 2 0.3527 1.89E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 2.25 0.3512 1.94E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 2.5 0.3495 1.86E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 2.75 0.3485 1.90E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 3 0.3472 1.95E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 3.25 0.3457 1.86E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 3.5 0.3444 1.91E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 3.75 0.3427 1.97E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 4 0.3408 1.91E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 4.25 0.3391 1.97E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 4.5 0.3376 2.03E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 4.75 0.3359 1.96E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
CON 5 0.3338 2.04E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
GAMBINO 0.5 0.6450 5.07E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
GAMBINO 1 0.6450 5.07E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
GAMBINO 1.5 0.7061 5.12E-07 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
GAMBINO 2 0.7061 5.12E-07 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
GAMBINO 2.5 0.6834 1.29E-09 96.33% 0.35% 5.19%
GAMBINO 3 0.6834 1.29E-09 96.33% 0.35% 5.19%
GAMBINO 3.5 0.4265 2.32E-11 73.56% 0.00% 38.57%
GAMBINO 4 0.4265 2.32E-11 73.56% 0.00% 38.57%
GAMBINO 4.5 0.0672 1.41E-01 39.56% 0.00% 88.17%
GAMBINO 5 0.0672 1.41E-01 39.56% 0.00% 88.17%
GAMBINO 5.5 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 6 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 6.5 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 7 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 7.5 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 8 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 8.5 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 9 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 9.5 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
GAMBINO 10 0.0000 1.00E+00 31.44% 0.00% 100.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.05 0.8735 4.44E-16 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.07 0.8707 8.88E-16 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.09 0.8674 8.88E-16 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.11 0.8636 1.33E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.13 0.8598 1.33E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.15 0.8556 2.66E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.17 0.8508 5.33E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.19 0.8455 5.77E-15 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.21 0.8395 1.40E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.23 0.8300 5.11E-14 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
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Table 33 (Continued)
Method T1 T2 r p % Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate
INCONSISTENCY 0.25 0.2220 1.10E-01 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.27 0.2224 1.06E-01 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.29 0.2227 1.06E-01 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.31 0.2233 1.05E-01 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.33 0.2252 9.83E-02 68.89% 100.00% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.35 0.2266 9.63E-02 69.00% 99.64% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.37 0.2274 9.50E-02 69.00% 99.64% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.39 0.2278 8.84E-02 69.11% 99.29% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.41 0.2252 8.64E-02 69.11% 99.29% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.43 0.2249 7.89E-02 69.11% 99.29% 0.00%
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 0.2356 6.09E-02 69.56% 97.86% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.1 0.6054 1.49E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.1 0.6066 1.43E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.1 0.6069 1.42E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.1 0.6077 1.38E-04 70.11% 95.05% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.1 0.6096 1.01E-04 63.11% 69.61% 21.88%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.1 0.6108 9.74E-05 38.44% 19.08% 81.04%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.1 0.6147 8.53E-05 34.67% 1.77% 94.49%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.1 0.6210 6.88E-05 33.00% 0.00% 97.73%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.1 0.6274 4.21E-05 31.89% 0.00% 99.35%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.2 0.5984 1.47E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.2 0.5992 1.43E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.2 0.5992 1.43E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.2 0.5998 1.40E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.2 0.6017 1.32E-04 68.67% 99.65% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.2 0.6029 1.27E-04 53.33% 90.81% 26.42%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.2 0.6067 8.76E-05 29.11% 67.14% 72.61%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.2 0.6133 6.98E-05 32.33% 25.09% 87.20%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.2 0.6199 5.54E-05 33.56% 4.24% 94.98%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.3 0.5876 1.64E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.3 0.5884 1.60E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.3 0.5886 1.59E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.3 0.5896 1.54E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.3 0.5926 1.40E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.3 0.5946 1.04E-04 67.56% 100.00% 1.46%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.3 0.5999 8.71E-05 60.44% 100.00% 11.83%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.3 0.6085 5.06E-05 47.67% 99.29% 30.79%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.3 0.6174 3.64E-05 28.89% 95.41% 59.97%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.4 0.5586 1.80E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.4 0.5592 1.76E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.4 0.5604 1.69E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.4 0.5619 1.61E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.4 0.5643 1.49E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
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Method T1 T2 r p % Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.4 0.5665 1.39E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.4 0.5698 1.01E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.4 0.5772 7.78E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.4 0.5846 4.80E-05 67.11% 99.29% 2.43%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.5 0.5465 1.81E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.5 0.5466 1.80E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.5 0.5475 1.75E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.5 0.5496 1.64E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.5 0.5524 1.49E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.5 0.5546 1.38E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.5 0.5579 1.01E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.5 0.5657 7.71E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.5 0.5734 4.73E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.6 0.5541 1.16E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.6 0.5541 1.16E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.6 0.5544 1.15E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.6 0.5561 1.08E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.6 0.5588 9.84E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.6 0.5606 9.23E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.6 0.5632 6.88E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.6 0.5711 5.16E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.6 0.5784 3.16E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.7 0.5459 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.7 0.5459 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.7 0.5459 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.7 0.5459 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.7 0.5479 9.80E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.7 0.5494 9.27E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.7 0.5509 8.80E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.7 0.5580 5.61E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.7 0.5637 3.69E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.8 0.5386 9.41E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.8 0.5397 9.04E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.8 0.5439 7.78E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.8 0.5468 5.80E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
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LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.9 0.4381 7.33E-04 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.9 0.4305 1.04E-03 68.89% 98.94% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.1 0.6228 1.09E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.14 0.6230 1.08E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.18 0.6232 1.07E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.22 0.6236 1.06E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.26 0.6238 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.3 0.6239 1.05E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.34 0.6241 1.04E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 0.6247 1.02E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.42 0.6249 1.01E-04 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.46 0.6255 9.94E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.5 0.6258 9.82E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.54 0.6264 9.63E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.58 0.6265 9.59E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.62 0.6269 9.48E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.66 0.6281 9.09E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.7 0.6295 8.69E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.74 0.6313 8.16E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.78 0.6328 7.76E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.82 0.6343 7.37E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.86 0.6367 6.80E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
TBM CONFLICT 0.9 0.6379 6.51E-05 68.56% 100.00% 0.00%
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This appendix contains detailed information on the testbeds and data collection process for
the additional experiments described in Chapter 5. Table 34 gives the randomly generated start-
ing position for the robot and the randomly generated position of the dark obstacle placed in odd-
numbered runs in the bridge, lab, and walkway testbeds (see for example Figure 32(a)). The start-
ing position is relative to a zero position selected for ease of measurement within each testbed,
always four meters from a glass surface in those testbeds with glass (bridge, sidewalk, and lab).
The obstacle positions are relative to the starting position for their respective runs.
Table 34. Randomly generated starting positions (meters) and obstacle positions (meters) for each
testbed. † denotes testbeds used in the exploratory phase of the experiments.
Testbed Starting positions Obstacle positions
Lab† 2.7, 2.3, 1.0, 1.9, 0.5, 0.8, 0.4, 2.8 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
Walkway† 0.1, 0.6, 0.6, 1.2, 1.4, 2.0, 2.4, 2.5 0.2, 0.1, 0.0, 0.0
Bridge 1.6, 1.2, 0.0, 0.4, 3.2, 2.2, 0.7, 3.5, 0.3, 2.9 0.15, 0.15, 0.05, 0.25, 0.33
Cubicle 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.1, 3.4, 3.7
Sidewalk 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 0.9, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.2, 2.3, 3.8
For data collection a SICK LMS laser range scanner and Canesta range camera were installed
on an ATRV-Jr (see Figure 32(b)) which was teleoperated down the center of the testbed to a dis-
tance of 6.0 meters from the starting position. To reduce localization errors due to odometry er-
ror, a fiducial was mounted on the robot which enabled a positioning system (using another SICK
LMS) placed 7.5 meters from the starting point to determine the location of the robot as the sensor
readings were collected. The fiducial consisted of cardboard taped to two PVC pipes mounted at
the front of the robot (see Figure 32(c)). The positioning system found the points associated with
the fiducial and performed linear regression on those points to determine the robot’s location and
orientation within the testbed. Both the sensor readings and localization information were stored
with timestamps and the computers involved used NTP to maintain agreement between their re-
spective clocks. This enabled an offline system (using linear interpolation) to calculate a position
and orientation for each sensor reading. The results were compared to the schematics for each
testbed and were found to be superior to odometry (which showed errors of a meter or more) with
near zero error along the x-axis (direction the robot is driving) and minor errors along
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(a) Walkway testbed with a
dark obstacle
(b) Close-up of sensors in the
bridge testbed
(c) Laser-based positioning
system in the cubicle testbed
Figure 32. Pictures taken during data collection.
the y-axis (centering within the testbed) and orientation. Due to the range (8.0 meters) and field
of view (180◦) of the robot’s laser, these minor orientation and y-axis errors could prevent accu-
rate readings from lining up properly on the ground truth occupancy grids used in the experiments
described in Chapter 5. An automated system was therefore implemented to correct these minor
errors using a local-beam search to adjust the orientation and y-axis values to minimize the total
error in the laser readings for each scan. The corrected positions for the laser scans were applied to
the Canesta range camera readings using linear interpolation based on their respective timestamps.
The following figures show graphical representations of the five testbeds used in the data col-
lection and analysis process. Figures 33(a) through 33(e) show schematics for the five selected
testbeds. In each testbed the robot traveled for six meters from its starting position toward the right
end of the schematic. Figures 34(a) through 34(e) show the ground truth occupancy grids used
in experiments described in Chapter 5 to determine the accuracy of the grids built from laser and
Canesta range camera sensor readings. Figures 35(a) through 35(e) graphically show the expected
source of error or inconsistency for laser readings taken in that testbed. These maps were used
to determine why detection of sensing anomalies failed in some of the testbed environments by
analyzing how much of the error or inconsistency was due to localization or quantization errors,
sensor noise, or sensing anomalies. The same maps for the Canesta range camera in normal and
mole mode are shown in Figures 36(a) through 36(e) and Figures 37(a) through 37(e) respectively.
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(a) Lab
(b) Walkway
(c) Bridge
(d) Cubicle
(e) Sidewalk
Figure 33. Schematics for each ATRV-Jr testbed. Based on manual measurements performed by
the author.
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(a) Lab
(b) Walkway
(c) Bridge
(d) Cubicle
(e) Sidewalk
Figure 34. Automatically generated occupancy grids for each ATRV-Jr testbed. red = occupied,
green = empty, and blue = unknown.
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(a) Lab
(b) Walkway
(c) Bridge
(d) Cubicle
(e) Sidewalk
Figure 35. Expected error source maps for laser. red = sensing anomalies, yellow = localization
errors, green = sensor noise, blue = unknown.
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(a) Lab
(b) Walkway
(c) Bridge
(d) Cubicle
(e) Sidewalk
Figure 36. Expected error source maps for the range camera in normal mode. red = sensing
anomalies, yellow = localization errors, green = sensor noise, blue = unknown.
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(a) Lab
(b) Walkway
(c) Bridge
(d) Cubicle
(e) Sidewalk
Figure 37. Expected error source maps for the range camera in mole mode. red = sensing anoma-
lies, yellow = localization errors, green = sensor noise, blue = unknown.
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Appendix C Detailed Results: Experiments
This appendix contains the raw results for the experiments described in Chapter 5. The first
three tables give the raw results on the estimation and detection components for all 184 indicators
for both laser and Canesta range camera, just laser, and just Canesta range camera readings re-
spectively. In these tables T1 and T2 refer to the first and second (only used by LIU’S CONFLICT)
threshold values assigned to the indicator to be tested. Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient is
given as r. The number of samples n used in the correlation analysis in the training phase with the
exploratory testbeds is 528, 176, and 352 for both, laser only, and Canesta only result sets respec-
tively. Verification results from the evaluation testbeds are included at the bottom of the table and
n for these results are 990, 330, and 660 for both, laser only, and Canesta only result sets respec-
tively. n′ gives the corrected sample size used to find the p-value is given as p. Correct refers to
the percentage of correctly classified occupancy grids regarding the presence of sensing anomalies.
FP-Rate and FN-Rate are the false positive and false negative rates for sensing anomalies.
Table 35: Raw results for estimation and detection for all 184 indicators. Pal refers to Pal’s IN-
CONSISTENCY, Liu to LIU’S CONFLICT, and TBM to TBM CONFLICT. n=528
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
ANXIETY 0.1 54 0.6690 3.22E-08 39.48% 0.06% 99.69% 56.64%
ANXIETY 0.14 54 0.6689 3.22E-08 39.46% 0.05% 99.73% 56.45%
ANXIETY 0.18 55 0.6723 1.90E-08 39.46% 0.05% 99.74% 56.67%
ANXIETY 0.22 56 0.6718 1.44E-08 39.45% 0.05% 99.75% 57.02%
ANXIETY 0.26 56 0.6735 1.29E-08 39.45% 0.04% 99.75% 57.18%
ANXIETY 0.3 57 0.6771 7.31E-09 39.45% 0.03% 99.77% 56.16%
ANXIETY 0.34 57 0.6827 4.94E-09 39.44% 0.00% 99.79% 56.06%
ANXIETY 0.38 59 0.6897 1.53E-09 39.44% 0.00% 99.80% 55.39%
ANXIETY 0.42 59 0.6946 1.04E-09 39.44% 0.00% 99.80% 56.13%
ANXIETY 0.46 59 0.7048 4.64E-10 39.39% 0.00% 99.89% 55.06%
ANXIETY 0.5 60 0.6861 1.45E-09 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 51.98%
ANXIETY 0.54 63 0.6791 9.50E-10 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 52.66%
ANXIETY 0.58 67 0.6630 9.82E-10 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 52.97%
ANXIETY 0.62 93 0.6204 3.31E-11 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 58.75%
ANXIETY 0.66 95 0.5366 2.09E-08 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.38%
ANXIETY 0.7 94 0.4826 8.38E-07 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 50.41%
ANXIETY 0.74 91 0.3594 4.67E-04 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 43.89%
Continued on next page
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Table 35 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
ANXIETY 0.78 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 42.66%
ANXIETY 0.82 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 42.44%
ANXIETY 0.86 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.33%
ANXIETY 0.9 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.33%
CON 0.25 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
CON 0.5 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 75.60% 46.36% 10.17% 56.36%
CON 0.75 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 76.17% 44.80% 10.24% 56.36%
CON 1 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 76.37% 43.93% 10.47% 56.36%
CON 1.25 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 76.71% 42.67% 10.74% 56.35%
CON 1.5 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 77.21% 41.19% 10.86% 56.35%
CON 1.75 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 77.45% 40.44% 10.96% 56.35%
CON 2 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 77.83% 39.16% 11.16% 56.35%
CON 2.25 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 78.31% 37.33% 11.56% 56.35%
CON 2.5 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 78.58% 36.45% 11.68% 56.35%
CON 2.75 39 0.5551 2.45E-04 78.56% 36.05% 11.97% 56.35%
CON 3 39 0.5550 2.45E-04 78.91% 35.01% 12.08% 56.35%
CON 3.25 39 0.5550 2.45E-04 78.93% 34.68% 12.25% 56.38%
CON 3.5 39 0.5550 2.45E-04 79.14% 34.01% 12.34% 56.38%
CON 3.75 39 0.5550 2.45E-04 79.29% 33.25% 12.60% 56.38%
CON 4 39 0.5550 2.45E-04 79.42% 32.40% 12.92% 56.38%
CON 4.25 39 0.5550 2.46E-04 79.38% 32.09% 13.19% 56.38%
CON 4.5 39 0.5550 2.46E-04 78.83% 32.05% 14.13% 56.40%
CON 4.75 39 0.5550 2.46E-04 78.61% 31.48% 14.86% 56.39%
CON 5 39 0.5549 2.46E-04 78.59% 31.00% 15.19% 56.39%
GAMBINO 0.5 35 0.9695 0.00E+00 76.23% 44.47% 10.35% 60.68%
GAMBINO 1 35 0.9695 0.00E+00 76.23% 44.47% 10.35% 56.36%
GAMBINO 1.5 34 0.9004 4.19E-13 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.36%
GAMBINO 2 34 0.9004 4.19E-13 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 55.35%
GAMBINO 2.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 55.35%
GAMBINO 3 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 3.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 4 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 4.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 5.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 6 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 6.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 7 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 7.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 8 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
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Table 35 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
GAMBINO 8.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 9 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 9.5 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
GAMBINO 10 528 0.0000 1.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 39.32%
Pal 0.05 53 0.6805 2.07E-08 39.50% 0.10% 99.63% 56.62%
Pal 0.07 54 0.6811 1.45E-08 39.50% 0.08% 99.66% 56.59%
Pal 0.09 55 0.6814 1.03E-08 39.48% 0.06% 99.69% 56.63%
Pal 0.11 55 0.6820 9.88E-09 39.47% 0.05% 99.71% 56.63%
Pal 0.13 56 0.6874 4.89E-09 39.46% 0.05% 99.73% 56.60%
Pal 0.15 57 0.6867 3.68E-09 39.46% 0.05% 99.73% 56.64%
Pal 0.17 58 0.6879 2.44E-09 39.46% 0.05% 99.74% 56.76%
Pal 0.19 59 0.6914 1.34E-09 39.45% 0.04% 99.75% 57.12%
Pal 0.21 60 0.7039 3.53E-10 39.45% 0.03% 99.76% 56.25%
Pal 0.23 62 0.7193 4.52E-11 39.45% 0.00% 99.78% 56.26%
Pal 0.25 78 0.6378 3.39E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 71.85%
Pal 0.27 78 0.6359 3.96E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 71.73%
Pal 0.29 78 0.6420 2.38E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 71.19%
Pal 0.31 77 0.6412 3.34E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 70.53%
Pal 0.33 78 0.6456 1.75E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 69.49%
Pal 0.35 77 0.6342 5.92E-10 39.32% 0.00% 99.99% 68.33%
Pal 0.37 80 0.6414 1.46E-10 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 70.86%
Pal 0.39 81 0.6344 2.03E-10 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 70.71%
Pal 0.41 82 0.6104 1.14E-09 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 67.87%
Pal 0.43 84 0.5965 2.14E-09 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 67.26%
Pal 0.45 89 0.5284 1.03E-07 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 65.46%
Liu 0.1 0.1 35 0.9603 0.00E+00 81.63% 27.09% 12.73% 56.35%
Liu 0.2 0.1 35 0.9603 0.00E+00 81.63% 27.09% 12.73% 56.33%
Liu 0.3 0.1 35 0.9603 0.00E+00 81.63% 27.09% 12.73% 56.35%
Liu 0.4 0.1 35 0.9602 0.00E+00 81.87% 26.46% 12.73% 56.67%
Liu 0.5 0.1 35 0.9599 0.00E+00 82.48% 24.79% 12.81% 56.43%
Liu 0.6 0.1 35 0.9596 0.00E+00 82.54% 24.08% 13.17% 53.29%
Liu 0.7 0.1 35 0.9592 0.00E+00 82.58% 23.31% 13.60% 45.98%
Liu 0.8 0.1 35 0.9582 0.00E+00 83.75% 19.71% 14.01% 35.89%
Liu 0.9 0.1 35 0.9575 0.00E+00 84.37% 16.24% 15.23% 33.83%
Liu 0.1 0.2 35 0.9567 0.00E+00 79.69% 3.29% 31.34% 56.34%
Liu 0.2 0.2 35 0.9567 0.00E+00 79.69% 3.29% 31.34% 56.34%
Liu 0.3 0.2 35 0.9566 0.00E+00 79.68% 3.29% 31.36% 56.41%
Liu 0.4 0.2 35 0.9565 0.00E+00 79.70% 3.19% 31.40% 56.30%
Liu 0.5 0.2 35 0.9562 0.00E+00 79.68% 2.89% 31.62% 56.37%
Liu 0.6 0.2 35 0.9559 0.00E+00 79.39% 2.88% 32.10% 56.27%
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Table 35 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.7 0.2 35 0.9555 0.00E+00 78.80% 2.72% 33.17% 55.64%
Liu 0.8 0.2 35 0.9547 0.00E+00 78.34% 2.50% 34.07% 54.61%
Liu 0.9 0.2 35 0.9540 0.00E+00 77.84% 2.25% 35.07% 51.58%
Liu 0.1 0.3 35 0.9512 0.00E+00 67.89% 0.86% 52.36% 56.40%
Liu 0.2 0.3 35 0.9512 0.00E+00 67.89% 0.86% 52.36% 56.40%
Liu 0.3 0.3 35 0.9512 0.00E+00 67.83% 0.86% 52.45% 56.40%
Liu 0.4 0.3 35 0.9511 0.00E+00 67.74% 0.86% 52.61% 56.40%
Liu 0.5 0.3 35 0.9508 0.00E+00 67.61% 0.83% 52.84% 56.41%
Liu 0.6 0.3 35 0.9506 0.00E+00 67.31% 0.83% 53.34% 56.43%
Liu 0.7 0.3 35 0.9503 0.00E+00 67.04% 0.81% 53.79% 56.42%
Liu 0.8 0.3 35 0.9497 0.00E+00 66.65% 0.76% 54.47% 56.41%
Liu 0.9 0.3 35 0.9491 0.00E+00 66.08% 0.76% 55.41% 56.41%
Liu 0.1 0.4 35 0.9508 0.00E+00 67.58% 0.81% 52.90% 56.41%
Liu 0.2 0.4 35 0.9508 0.00E+00 67.58% 0.81% 52.90% 56.41%
Liu 0.3 0.4 35 0.9508 0.00E+00 67.52% 0.81% 52.99% 56.41%
Liu 0.4 0.4 35 0.9507 0.00E+00 67.44% 0.81% 53.13% 56.41%
Liu 0.5 0.4 35 0.9505 0.00E+00 67.31% 0.78% 53.36% 56.41%
Liu 0.6 0.4 35 0.9502 0.00E+00 67.02% 0.77% 53.86% 56.43%
Liu 0.7 0.4 35 0.9500 0.00E+00 66.71% 0.77% 54.37% 56.42%
Liu 0.8 0.4 35 0.9494 0.00E+00 66.17% 0.74% 55.28% 56.41%
Liu 0.9 0.4 35 0.9488 0.00E+00 65.60% 0.73% 56.22% 56.41%
Liu 0.1 0.5 35 0.9507 0.00E+00 67.35% 0.81% 53.29% 56.41%
Liu 0.2 0.5 35 0.9507 0.00E+00 67.35% 0.81% 53.29% 56.41%
Liu 0.3 0.5 35 0.9507 0.00E+00 67.35% 0.81% 53.29% 56.41%
Liu 0.4 0.5 35 0.9506 0.00E+00 67.26% 0.80% 53.43% 56.41%
Liu 0.5 0.5 35 0.9503 0.00E+00 67.14% 0.77% 53.65% 56.41%
Liu 0.6 0.5 35 0.9501 0.00E+00 66.73% 0.77% 54.34% 56.42%
Liu 0.7 0.5 35 0.9498 0.00E+00 66.43% 0.76% 54.84% 56.42%
Liu 0.8 0.5 35 0.9492 0.00E+00 65.88% 0.73% 55.75% 56.42%
Liu 0.9 0.5 35 0.9487 0.00E+00 65.27% 0.73% 56.75% 56.41%
Liu 0.1 0.6 35 0.9504 0.00E+00 67.16% 0.80% 53.59% 56.42%
Liu 0.2 0.6 35 0.9504 0.00E+00 67.16% 0.80% 53.59% 56.42%
Liu 0.3 0.6 35 0.9504 0.00E+00 67.16% 0.80% 53.59% 56.42%
Liu 0.4 0.6 35 0.9504 0.00E+00 67.14% 0.80% 53.63% 56.42%
Liu 0.5 0.6 35 0.9501 0.00E+00 67.01% 0.77% 53.86% 56.42%
Liu 0.6 0.6 35 0.9499 0.00E+00 66.57% 0.76% 54.60% 56.43%
Liu 0.7 0.6 35 0.9496 0.00E+00 66.12% 0.76% 55.34% 56.43%
Liu 0.8 0.6 35 0.9490 0.00E+00 65.63% 0.73% 56.17% 56.42%
Liu 0.9 0.6 35 0.9484 0.00E+00 65.05% 0.72% 57.12% 56.42%
Liu 0.1 0.7 35 0.9497 0.00E+00 66.71% 0.72% 54.39% 56.43%
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Table 35 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.2 0.7 35 0.9497 0.00E+00 66.71% 0.72% 54.39% 56.43%
Liu 0.3 0.7 35 0.9497 0.00E+00 66.71% 0.72% 54.39% 56.43%
Liu 0.4 0.7 35 0.9497 0.00E+00 66.71% 0.72% 54.39% 56.43%
Liu 0.5 0.7 35 0.9496 0.00E+00 66.59% 0.70% 54.61% 56.43%
Liu 0.6 0.7 35 0.9493 0.00E+00 66.07% 0.69% 55.47% 56.44%
Liu 0.7 0.7 35 0.9491 0.00E+00 65.64% 0.69% 56.17% 56.43%
Liu 0.8 0.7 35 0.9485 0.00E+00 65.21% 0.67% 56.90% 56.42%
Liu 0.9 0.7 35 0.9480 0.00E+00 64.66% 0.66% 57.82% 56.42%
Liu 0.1 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.2 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.3 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.4 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.5 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.6 0.8 35 0.9536 0.00E+00 49.17% 0.01% 83.75% 56.30%
Liu 0.7 0.8 35 0.9534 0.00E+00 48.74% 0.01% 84.47% 56.29%
Liu 0.8 0.8 35 0.9529 0.00E+00 48.39% 0.00% 85.04% 56.27%
Liu 0.9 0.8 35 0.9526 0.00E+00 48.09% 0.00% 85.55% 56.28%
Liu 0.1 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.2 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.3 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.4 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.5 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.6 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.7 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.8 0.9 34 0.9536 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
Liu 0.9 0.9 34 0.9533 0.00E+00 39.32% 0.00% 100.00% 56.20%
TBM 0.1 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
TBM 0.14 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
TBM 0.18 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
TBM 0.22 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
TBM 0.26 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.39% 10.13% 56.36%
TBM 0.3 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.60% 46.39% 10.15% 56.36%
TBM 0.34 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.60% 46.39% 10.15% 56.36%
TBM 0.38 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.61% 46.36% 10.15% 56.36%
TBM 0.42 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 75.75% 45.90% 10.22% 56.36%
TBM 0.46 35 0.9672 0.00E+00 75.85% 45.63% 10.24% 56.36%
TBM 0.5 35 0.9671 0.00E+00 76.07% 45.07% 10.24% 56.36%
TBM 0.54 35 0.9671 0.00E+00 76.17% 44.79% 10.24% 56.37%
TBM 0.58 35 0.9672 0.00E+00 76.23% 44.39% 10.40% 56.37%
TBM 0.62 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 76.38% 43.93% 10.46% 56.36%
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Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
TBM 0.66 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 76.49% 43.47% 10.57% 56.35%
TBM 0.7 35 0.9674 0.00E+00 76.65% 42.91% 10.68% 56.35%
TBM 0.74 35 0.9673 0.00E+00 76.87% 42.15% 10.81% 56.35%
TBM 0.78 35 0.9668 0.00E+00 77.21% 41.19% 10.86% 56.35%
TBM 0.82 35 0.9668 0.00E+00 77.39% 40.59% 10.95% 56.35%
TBM 0.86 35 0.9668 0.00E+00 77.83% 39.17% 11.16% 56.35%
TBM 0.9 35 0.9665 0.00E+00 78.30% 37.25% 11.63% 56.35%
Evaluation testbeds
Liu 0.9 0.1 79 0.9116 0.00E+00 55.70% 75.05% 21.71%
TBM 0.18 84 0.9179 0.00E+00 61.16% 80.61% 8.15%
Pal 0.25 122 0.2637 3.34E-03 57.91%
Table 36: Raw results for estimation and detection for laser readings only. Pal refers to Pal’s IN-
CONSISTENCY, Liu to LIU’S CONFLICT, and TBM to TBM CONFLICT. n=176
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
ANXIETY 0.1 24 0.7409 3.46E-05 49.04% 0.08% 99.97% 50.95%
ANXIETY 0.14 23 0.7398 5.46E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 51.00%
ANXIETY 0.18 24 0.7462 2.83E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 51.02%
ANXIETY 0.22 25 0.7520 1.46E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 51.05%
ANXIETY 0.26 25 0.7511 1.52E-05 49.05% 0.05% 99.97% 51.08%
ANXIETY 0.3 24 0.7587 1.73E-05 49.05% 0.03% 99.99% 51.16%
ANXIETY 0.34 27 0.7678 2.94E-06 49.06% 0.01% 100.00% 51.34%
ANXIETY 0.38 29 0.7882 3.84E-07 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 51.44%
ANXIETY 0.42 31 0.7981 7.55E-08 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 51.48%
ANXIETY 0.46 32 0.8177 1.11E-08 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 51.51%
ANXIETY 0.5 32 0.7832 1.16E-07 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 51.63%
ANXIETY 0.54 30 0.7514 1.70E-06 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 55.01%
ANXIETY 0.58 29 0.7126 1.45E-05 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 56.80%
ANXIETY 0.62 38 0.6820 2.42E-06 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 68.06%
ANXIETY 0.66 34 0.5834 2.93E-04 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 66.16%
ANXIETY 0.7 28 0.5429 2.83E-03 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 59.39%
ANXIETY 0.74 20 0.3613 1.18E-01 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 55.78%
ANXIETY 0.78 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 54.57%
ANXIETY 0.82 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 54.20%
ANXIETY 0.86 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.07%
ANXIETY 0.9 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.07%
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Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
CON 0.25 23 0.6442 9.09E-04 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
CON 0.5 23 0.6442 9.09E-04 71.47% 55.85% 2.21% 50.94%
CON 0.75 23 0.6442 9.09E-04 72.13% 54.37% 2.36% 50.94%
CON 1 23 0.6442 9.09E-04 72.13% 54.32% 2.40% 50.94%
CON 1.25 23 0.6441 9.09E-04 72.54% 53.37% 2.51% 50.94%
CON 1.5 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 73.35% 51.61% 2.60% 50.94%
CON 1.75 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 73.58% 51.10% 2.65% 50.94%
CON 2 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 74.23% 49.75% 2.68% 50.94%
CON 2.25 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 75.15% 47.84% 2.71% 50.94%
CON 2.5 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 75.67% 46.75% 2.73% 50.95%
CON 2.75 23 0.6441 9.10E-04 75.77% 46.50% 2.79% 50.94%
CON 3 23 0.6441 9.11E-04 76.37% 45.22% 2.84% 50.94%
CON 3.25 23 0.6441 9.11E-04 76.48% 44.93% 2.90% 50.96%
CON 3.5 23 0.6441 9.11E-04 76.87% 44.07% 2.96% 50.96%
CON 3.75 23 0.6440 9.12E-04 77.32% 43.08% 3.03% 50.96%
CON 4 23 0.6440 9.12E-04 77.85% 41.96% 3.07% 50.96%
CON 4.25 23 0.6440 9.12E-04 78.01% 41.57% 3.14% 50.96%
CON 4.5 23 0.6440 9.12E-04 78.02% 41.53% 3.16% 50.96%
CON 4.75 23 0.6440 9.13E-04 78.37% 40.80% 3.18% 50.96%
CON 5 23 0.6440 9.13E-04 78.66% 40.16% 3.21% 50.96%
GAMBINO 0.5 13 0.9828 2.04E-09 72.34% 53.70% 2.57% 50.94%
GAMBINO 1 13 0.9828 2.04E-09 72.34% 53.70% 2.57% 50.94%
GAMBINO 1.5 12 0.9270 1.45E-05 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.96%
GAMBINO 2 12 0.9270 1.45E-05 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.96%
GAMBINO 2.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 3 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 3.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 4 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 4.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 5.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 6 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 6.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 7 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 7.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 8 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 8.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 9 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 9.5 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
GAMBINO 10 176 0.0000 1.00E+00 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 49.06%
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Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Pal 0.05 23 0.7462 4.34E-05 49.03% 0.12% 99.94% 50.94%
Pal 0.07 23 0.7458 4.41E-05 49.04% 0.10% 99.94% 50.94%
Pal 0.09 23 0.7480 4.06E-05 49.04% 0.08% 99.96% 50.94%
Pal 0.11 23 0.7483 4.03E-05 49.04% 0.07% 99.97% 50.94%
Pal 0.13 23 0.7534 3.32E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 50.96%
Pal 0.15 24 0.7555 1.97E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 50.98%
Pal 0.17 23 0.7630 2.29E-05 49.04% 0.06% 99.97% 51.00%
Pal 0.19 24 0.7593 1.69E-05 49.05% 0.06% 99.97% 51.01%
Pal 0.21 24 0.7780 7.64E-06 49.05% 0.04% 99.98% 51.09%
Pal 0.23 28 0.8034 2.65E-07 49.06% 0.01% 100.00% 51.18%
Pal 0.25 37 0.8027 2.28E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.91%
Pal 0.27 37 0.8023 2.37E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 76.06%
Pal 0.29 35 0.7958 1.10E-08 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.23%
Pal 0.31 35 0.7908 1.58E-08 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.34%
Pal 0.33 36 0.7925 8.43E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.47%
Pal 0.35 36 0.7900 1.01E-08 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.53%
Pal 0.37 52 0.7923 2.63E-12 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 80.08%
Pal 0.39 54 0.7902 1.20E-12 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 79.87%
Pal 0.41 51 0.7512 2.16E-10 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.64%
Pal 0.43 51 0.7309 1.14E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.47%
Pal 0.45 58 0.7218 1.63E-10 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 75.69%
Liu 0.1 0.1 15 0.9560 2.69E-08 81.10% 34.84% 3.54% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.1 15 0.9560 2.69E-08 81.10% 34.84% 3.54% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.1 15 0.9560 2.71E-08 81.10% 34.84% 3.55% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.1 15 0.9557 2.81E-08 81.50% 34.02% 3.55% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.1 15 0.9548 3.20E-08 82.47% 31.97% 3.63% 50.92%
Liu 0.6 0.1 15 0.9545 3.34E-08 82.87% 31.06% 3.71% 50.84%
Liu 0.7 0.1 15 0.9539 3.61E-08 83.21% 30.14% 3.94% 48.55%
Liu 0.8 0.1 15 0.9525 4.40E-08 85.39% 25.51% 4.11% 35.12%
Liu 0.9 0.1 15 0.9518 4.85E-08 87.39% 21.04% 4.49% 36.55%
Liu 0.1 0.2 15 0.9496 6.37E-08 92.96% 4.17% 9.80% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.2 15 0.9496 6.37E-08 92.96% 4.17% 9.80% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.2 15 0.9495 6.45E-08 92.95% 4.17% 9.82% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.2 15 0.9492 6.73E-08 92.98% 4.03% 9.89% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.2 15 0.9483 7.51E-08 92.99% 3.64% 10.26% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.2 15 0.9481 7.74E-08 92.89% 3.63% 10.45% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.2 15 0.9475 8.26E-08 92.83% 3.44% 10.77% 50.93%
Liu 0.8 0.2 15 0.9461 9.80E-08 92.70% 3.18% 11.27% 50.89%
Liu 0.9 0.2 15 0.9454 1.07E-07 92.70% 2.84% 11.60% 50.03%
Liu 0.1 0.3 16 0.9371 8.88E-08 84.19% 1.01% 30.07% 50.94%
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Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.2 0.3 16 0.9371 8.88E-08 84.19% 1.01% 30.07% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.3 16 0.9369 8.98E-08 84.09% 1.01% 30.25% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.3 16 0.9366 9.28E-08 83.95% 1.01% 30.54% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.3 16 0.9361 9.89E-08 83.79% 0.97% 30.89% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.3 16 0.9361 9.83E-08 83.60% 0.97% 31.27% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.3 16 0.9356 1.04E-07 83.48% 0.95% 31.52% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.3 16 0.9348 1.13E-07 83.38% 0.92% 31.73% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.3 16 0.9342 1.20E-07 83.17% 0.92% 32.15% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.4 16 0.9364 9.58E-08 83.93% 0.95% 30.64% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.4 16 0.9364 9.58E-08 83.93% 0.95% 30.64% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.4 16 0.9362 9.69E-08 83.84% 0.95% 30.82% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.4 16 0.9359 1.00E-07 83.70% 0.94% 31.09% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.4 16 0.9353 1.07E-07 83.53% 0.90% 31.47% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.4 16 0.9354 1.06E-07 83.34% 0.90% 31.84% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.4 16 0.9349 1.11E-07 83.20% 0.89% 32.12% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.4 16 0.9342 1.21E-07 83.07% 0.89% 32.37% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.4 16 0.9336 1.28E-07 82.82% 0.88% 32.88% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.5 16 0.9363 9.63E-08 83.70% 0.94% 31.09% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.5 16 0.9363 9.63E-08 83.70% 0.94% 31.09% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.5 16 0.9362 9.73E-08 83.70% 0.94% 31.09% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.5 16 0.9359 1.01E-07 83.57% 0.93% 31.35% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.5 16 0.9353 1.07E-07 83.39% 0.90% 31.74% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.5 16 0.9353 1.07E-07 83.19% 0.89% 32.14% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.5 16 0.9349 1.11E-07 83.07% 0.88% 32.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.5 16 0.9342 1.20E-07 82.92% 0.88% 32.67% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.5 16 0.9336 1.28E-07 82.68% 0.88% 33.16% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.6 16 0.9358 1.01E-07 83.53% 0.93% 31.44% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.6 16 0.9358 1.01E-07 83.53% 0.93% 31.44% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.6 16 0.9358 1.01E-07 83.53% 0.93% 31.44% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.6 16 0.9357 1.03E-07 83.49% 0.93% 31.52% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.6 16 0.9350 1.10E-07 83.31% 0.88% 31.91% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.6 16 0.9351 1.09E-07 83.10% 0.88% 32.33% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.6 16 0.9348 1.13E-07 82.95% 0.88% 32.62% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.6 16 0.9340 1.22E-07 82.83% 0.88% 32.86% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.6 16 0.9334 1.30E-07 82.56% 0.87% 33.40% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.7 16 0.9341 1.21E-07 83.00% 0.82% 32.58% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.7 16 0.9341 1.21E-07 83.00% 0.82% 32.58% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.7 16 0.9341 1.21E-07 83.00% 0.82% 32.58% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.7 16 0.9341 1.21E-07 83.00% 0.82% 32.58% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.7 16 0.9339 1.23E-07 82.82% 0.80% 32.96% 50.94%
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Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.6 0.7 16 0.9340 1.22E-07 82.58% 0.80% 33.43% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.7 16 0.9338 1.26E-07 82.52% 0.80% 33.55% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.7 16 0.9331 1.35E-07 82.40% 0.80% 33.79% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.7 16 0.9325 1.43E-07 82.21% 0.78% 34.18% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.8 16 0.9399 6.48E-08 60.58% 0.00% 77.39% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.8 16 0.9395 6.75E-08 60.42% 0.00% 77.70% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.8 16 0.9389 7.25E-08 60.23% 0.00% 78.07% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.8 16 0.9385 7.54E-08 60.22% 0.00% 78.09% 50.94%
Liu 0.1 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.2 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.3 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.4 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.5 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.6 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.7 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.8 0.9 17 0.9492 6.23E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.94%
Liu 0.9 0.9 17 0.9490 6.41E-09 49.06% 0.00% 100.00% 50.95%
TBM 0.1 14 0.9866 7.94E-11 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
TBM 0.14 14 0.9866 7.94E-11 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
TBM 0.18 14 0.9866 7.94E-11 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
TBM 0.22 14 0.9866 7.94E-11 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
TBM 0.26 14 0.9867 7.94E-11 71.49% 55.89% 2.14% 50.94%
TBM 0.3 14 0.9867 7.94E-11 71.46% 55.89% 2.19% 50.94%
TBM 0.34 14 0.9866 8.01E-11 71.46% 55.89% 2.19% 50.94%
TBM 0.38 14 0.9866 8.29E-11 71.48% 55.86% 2.19% 50.94%
TBM 0.42 14 0.9866 8.06E-11 71.71% 55.25% 2.32% 50.94%
TBM 0.46 14 0.9865 8.54E-11 71.83% 54.98% 2.35% 50.94%
TBM 0.5 14 0.9864 8.98E-11 72.06% 54.52% 2.35% 50.94%
TBM 0.54 14 0.9862 9.69E-11 72.13% 54.36% 2.36% 50.94%
TBM 0.58 14 0.9863 9.15E-11 72.12% 54.34% 2.39% 50.94%
TBM 0.62 14 0.9861 9.93E-11 72.13% 54.32% 2.40% 50.94%
TBM 0.66 14 0.9861 9.97E-11 72.32% 53.85% 2.47% 50.94%
TBM 0.7 14 0.9862 9.70E-11 72.39% 53.68% 2.50% 50.94%
TBM 0.74 14 0.9860 1.07E-10 72.81% 52.73% 2.58% 50.94%
TBM 0.78 14 0.9855 1.29E-10 73.36% 51.60% 2.60% 50.94%
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Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
TBM 0.82 14 0.9854 1.37E-10 73.59% 51.10% 2.64% 50.94%
TBM 0.86 14 0.9852 1.49E-10 74.22% 49.76% 2.68% 50.94%
TBM 0.9 14 0.9850 1.62E-10 75.20% 47.74% 2.71% 50.94%
Evaluation testbeds
Liu 0.4 0.2 22 0.7122 2.00E-04 40.46% 39.07% 81.27%
TBM 0.18 26 0.8310 1.47E-07 51.07% 95.78% 6.16%
Pal 0.37 56 0.0554 6.85E-01 58.94%
Table 37: Raw results for estimation and detection for range camera readings only. Pal refers to
Pal’s INCONSISTENCY, Liu to LIU’S CONFLICT, and TBM to TBM CONFLICT. n=352
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
ANXIETY 0.1 40 0.4141 7.90E-03 24.75% 0.00% 99.41% 65.40%
ANXIETY 0.14 41 0.4164 6.77E-03 24.69% 0.00% 99.48% 64.87%
ANXIETY 0.18 42 0.4162 6.12E-03 24.68% 0.00% 99.49% 65.38%
ANXIETY 0.22 42 0.4037 8.02E-03 24.67% 0.00% 99.51% 66.22%
ANXIETY 0.26 44 0.4124 5.41E-03 24.66% 0.00% 99.52% 66.57%
ANXIETY 0.3 45 0.4152 4.57E-03 24.64% 0.00% 99.54% 63.87%
ANXIETY 0.34 43 0.4200 5.05E-03 24.62% 0.00% 99.57% 63.35%
ANXIETY 0.38 45 0.4100 5.15E-03 24.60% 0.00% 99.59% 61.48%
ANXIETY 0.42 47 0.4138 3.84E-03 24.60% 0.00% 99.60% 63.30%
ANXIETY 0.46 49 0.4225 2.49E-03 24.47% 0.00% 99.77% 60.53%
ANXIETY 0.5 50 0.4114 3.00E-03 24.31% 0.00% 99.99% 52.52%
ANXIETY 0.54 54 0.4460 7.25E-04 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 49.03%
ANXIETY 0.58 54 0.4456 7.33E-04 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 47.05%
ANXIETY 0.62 55 0.4490 5.85E-04 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 44.40%
ANXIETY 0.66 59 0.3884 2.37E-03 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 41.31%
ANXIETY 0.7 72 0.2928 1.25E-02 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 36.57%
ANXIETY 0.74 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 25.56%
ANXIETY 0.78 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.31%
ANXIETY 0.82 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.31%
ANXIETY 0.86 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.31%
ANXIETY 0.9 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.31%
CON 0.25 41 0.0511 7.51E-01 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
CON 0.5 41 0.0511 7.51E-01 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
CON 0.75 41 0.0510 7.51E-01 82.40% 15.03% 18.42% 64.73%
CON 1 41 0.0510 7.52E-01 82.92% 11.60% 18.84% 64.71%
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CON 1.25 41 0.0509 7.52E-01 83.14% 9.35% 19.28% 64.70%
CON 1.5 41 0.0507 7.53E-01 83.16% 8.78% 19.43% 64.70%
CON 1.75 41 0.0506 7.54E-01 83.40% 7.29% 19.58% 64.70%
CON 2 41 0.0505 7.54E-01 83.39% 6.22% 19.94% 64.69%
CON 2.25 41 0.0504 7.54E-01 83.17% 4.64% 20.74% 64.68%
CON 2.5 41 0.0503 7.55E-01 83.07% 4.38% 20.96% 64.68%
CON 2.75 41 0.0503 7.55E-01 82.86% 3.53% 21.50% 64.68%
CON 3 41 0.0502 7.55E-01 82.82% 3.22% 21.66% 64.69%
CON 3.25 41 0.0500 7.56E-01 82.71% 2.77% 21.95% 64.74%
CON 3.5 41 0.0499 7.57E-01 82.63% 2.70% 22.08% 64.75%
CON 3.75 41 0.0498 7.57E-01 82.31% 2.65% 22.52% 64.75%
CON 4 41 0.0495 7.58E-01 81.85% 2.61% 23.14% 64.74%
CON 4.25 41 0.0494 7.59E-01 81.50% 2.58% 23.62% 64.73%
CON 4.5 41 0.0490 7.61E-01 80.07% 2.55% 25.51% 64.79%
CON 4.75 41 0.0486 7.63E-01 78.98% 2.49% 26.97% 64.77%
CON 5 41 0.0483 7.64E-01 78.48% 2.48% 27.63% 64.76%
GAMBINO 0.5 55 0.8412 8.88E-16 82.24% 15.74% 18.42% 64.71%
GAMBINO 1 55 0.8412 8.88E-16 82.24% 15.74% 18.42% 64.71%
GAMBINO 1.5 56 0.5778 3.12E-06 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 62.14%
GAMBINO 2 56 0.5778 3.12E-06 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 62.14%
GAMBINO 2.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 3 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 3.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 4 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 4.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 5.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 6 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 6.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 7 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 7.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 8 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 8.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 9 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 9.5 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
GAMBINO 10 352 0.0000 1.00E+00 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 24.30%
Pal 0.05 39 0.4517 3.89E-03 24.81% 0.03% 99.32% 65.38%
Pal 0.07 39 0.4545 3.65E-03 24.78% 0.00% 99.36% 65.30%
Pal 0.09 39 0.4530 3.78E-03 24.75% 0.00% 99.41% 65.41%
Pal 0.11 40 0.4553 3.16E-03 24.72% 0.00% 99.44% 65.41%
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Table 37 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Pal 0.13 41 0.4652 2.18E-03 24.69% 0.00% 99.48% 65.30%
Pal 0.15 41 0.4610 2.42E-03 24.69% 0.00% 99.48% 65.37%
Pal 0.17 41 0.4542 2.85E-03 24.68% 0.00% 99.50% 65.66%
Pal 0.19 43 0.4726 1.37E-03 24.66% 0.00% 99.52% 66.54%
Pal 0.21 44 0.4840 8.71E-04 24.66% 0.00% 99.53% 64.22%
Pal 0.23 43 0.4969 7.00E-04 24.64% 0.00% 99.55% 64.10%
Pal 0.25 49 0.5536 3.69E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.98% 65.60%
Pal 0.27 49 0.5507 4.14E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.98% 65.05%
Pal 0.29 49 0.5531 3.76E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.98% 64.95%
Pal 0.31 49 0.5431 5.53E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.98% 63.11%
Pal 0.33 49 0.5451 5.13E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.98% 60.27%
Pal 0.35 49 0.5384 6.60E-05 24.31% 0.00% 99.99% 57.23%
Pal 0.37 49 0.5369 6.96E-05 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 56.63%
Pal 0.39 49 0.5294 9.17E-05 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 56.58%
Pal 0.41 49 0.5342 7.70E-05 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 55.89%
Pal 0.43 52 0.5258 6.25E-05 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 54.61%
Pal 0.45 55 0.4519 5.34E-04 24.30% 0.00% 99.99% 49.68%
Liu 0.1 0.1 56 0.8477 2.22E-16 82.44% 2.94% 22.25% 64.68%
Liu 0.2 0.1 56 0.8477 2.22E-16 82.44% 2.94% 22.25% 65.65%
Liu 0.3 0.1 56 0.8477 2.22E-16 82.44% 2.94% 22.25% 64.69%
Liu 0.4 0.1 56 0.8477 2.22E-16 82.43% 2.94% 22.26% 65.52%
Liu 0.5 0.1 57 0.8471 0.00E+00 82.50% 2.46% 22.33% 64.92%
Liu 0.6 0.1 57 0.8463 0.00E+00 82.03% 2.34% 22.98% 57.06%
Liu 0.7 0.1 57 0.8451 0.00E+00 81.63% 2.04% 23.62% 42.03%
Liu 0.8 0.1 56 0.8426 4.44E-16 81.23% 1.66% 24.27% 37.06%
Liu 0.9 0.1 57 0.8407 4.44E-16 79.72% 1.30% 26.37% 29.63%
Liu 0.1 0.2 57 0.8442 0.00E+00 59.22% 0.55% 53.70% 64.67%
Liu 0.2 0.2 57 0.8442 0.00E+00 59.22% 0.55% 53.70% 64.67%
Liu 0.3 0.2 57 0.8442 0.00E+00 59.22% 0.55% 53.70% 64.83%
Liu 0.4 0.2 57 0.8442 0.00E+00 59.21% 0.55% 53.70% 64.57%
Liu 0.5 0.2 57 0.8436 2.22E-16 59.15% 0.55% 53.78% 64.74%
Liu 0.6 0.2 57 0.8428 2.22E-16 58.58% 0.52% 54.55% 64.50%
Liu 0.7 0.2 57 0.8418 2.22E-16 57.17% 0.50% 56.41% 62.90%
Liu 0.8 0.2 57 0.8397 4.44E-16 56.20% 0.40% 57.73% 60.35%
Liu 0.9 0.2 57 0.8379 4.44E-16 54.92% 0.40% 59.42% 53.96%
Liu 0.1 0.3 58 0.8367 4.44E-16 42.76% 0.40% 75.48% 64.83%
Liu 0.2 0.3 58 0.8367 4.44E-16 42.76% 0.40% 75.48% 64.83%
Liu 0.3 0.3 58 0.8367 4.44E-16 42.76% 0.40% 75.48% 64.83%
Liu 0.4 0.3 58 0.8366 4.44E-16 42.74% 0.40% 75.51% 64.83%
Liu 0.5 0.3 58 0.8363 4.44E-16 42.67% 0.40% 75.61% 64.84%
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Table 37 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.6 0.3 58 0.8350 4.44E-16 42.20% 0.38% 76.23% 64.88%
Liu 0.7 0.3 58 0.8345 4.44E-16 41.70% 0.38% 76.89% 64.87%
Liu 0.8 0.3 58 0.8328 4.44E-16 40.84% 0.26% 78.06% 64.85%
Liu 0.9 0.3 58 0.8310 6.66E-16 39.73% 0.26% 79.53% 64.83%
Liu 0.1 0.4 58 0.8360 4.44E-16 42.37% 0.40% 75.99% 64.84%
Liu 0.2 0.4 58 0.8360 4.44E-16 42.37% 0.40% 75.99% 64.84%
Liu 0.3 0.4 58 0.8360 4.44E-16 42.37% 0.40% 75.99% 64.84%
Liu 0.4 0.4 58 0.8359 4.44E-16 42.36% 0.40% 76.01% 64.84%
Liu 0.5 0.4 58 0.8356 4.44E-16 42.31% 0.40% 76.07% 64.85%
Liu 0.6 0.4 58 0.8343 4.44E-16 41.85% 0.38% 76.69% 64.88%
Liu 0.7 0.4 58 0.8338 4.44E-16 41.28% 0.38% 77.44% 64.87%
Liu 0.8 0.4 58 0.8321 4.44E-16 40.10% 0.26% 79.05% 64.85%
Liu 0.9 0.4 58 0.8303 8.88E-16 39.05% 0.26% 80.43% 64.84%
Liu 0.1 0.5 58 0.8354 4.44E-16 42.13% 0.40% 76.32% 64.85%
Liu 0.2 0.5 58 0.8354 4.44E-16 42.13% 0.40% 76.32% 64.85%
Liu 0.3 0.5 58 0.8354 4.44E-16 42.13% 0.40% 76.32% 64.85%
Liu 0.4 0.5 58 0.8353 4.44E-16 42.12% 0.40% 76.33% 64.85%
Liu 0.5 0.5 58 0.8349 4.44E-16 42.08% 0.40% 76.38% 64.85%
Liu 0.6 0.5 58 0.8336 4.44E-16 41.34% 0.38% 77.37% 64.88%
Liu 0.7 0.5 58 0.8331 4.44E-16 40.77% 0.38% 78.12% 64.87%
Liu 0.8 0.5 58 0.8314 6.66E-16 39.61% 0.26% 79.69% 64.86%
Liu 0.9 0.5 58 0.8296 8.88E-16 38.44% 0.26% 81.23% 64.85%
Liu 0.1 0.6 58 0.8343 4.44E-16 41.94% 0.40% 76.57% 64.87%
Liu 0.2 0.6 58 0.8343 4.44E-16 41.94% 0.40% 76.57% 64.87%
Liu 0.3 0.6 58 0.8343 4.44E-16 41.94% 0.40% 76.57% 64.87%
Liu 0.4 0.6 58 0.8343 4.44E-16 41.94% 0.40% 76.57% 64.87%
Liu 0.5 0.6 58 0.8340 4.44E-16 41.89% 0.40% 76.63% 64.87%
Liu 0.6 0.6 58 0.8326 4.44E-16 41.08% 0.38% 77.71% 64.90%
Liu 0.7 0.6 58 0.8320 4.44E-16 40.18% 0.38% 78.90% 64.89%
Liu 0.8 0.6 58 0.8303 8.88E-16 39.10% 0.26% 80.36% 64.86%
Liu 0.9 0.6 58 0.8285 8.88E-16 38.07% 0.26% 81.72% 64.86%
Liu 0.1 0.7 58 0.8336 4.44E-16 41.60% 0.40% 77.02% 64.88%
Liu 0.2 0.7 58 0.8336 4.44E-16 41.60% 0.40% 77.02% 64.88%
Liu 0.3 0.7 58 0.8336 4.44E-16 41.60% 0.40% 77.02% 64.88%
Liu 0.4 0.7 58 0.8336 4.44E-16 41.60% 0.40% 77.02% 64.88%
Liu 0.5 0.7 58 0.8333 4.44E-16 41.57% 0.40% 77.06% 64.88%
Liu 0.6 0.7 58 0.8319 4.44E-16 40.61% 0.38% 78.33% 64.91%
Liu 0.7 0.7 58 0.8313 6.66E-16 39.62% 0.38% 79.63% 64.90%
Liu 0.8 0.7 58 0.8296 8.88E-16 38.72% 0.26% 80.87% 64.87%
Liu 0.9 0.7 58 0.8279 1.11E-15 37.60% 0.26% 82.34% 64.86%
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Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Liu 0.1 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.2 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.3 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.4 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.5 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.6 0.8 58 0.8242 1.78E-15 31.60% 0.03% 90.35% 64.55%
Liu 0.7 0.8 57 0.8237 3.55E-15 30.73% 0.03% 91.49% 64.53%
Liu 0.8 0.8 57 0.8228 4.00E-15 30.14% 0.00% 92.28% 64.49%
Liu 0.9 0.8 57 0.8219 4.66E-15 29.37% 0.00% 93.30% 64.50%
Liu 0.1 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.2 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.3 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.4 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.5 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.6 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.7 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.8 0.9 57 0.7979 1.07E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.31%
Liu 0.9 0.9 57 0.7975 1.14E-13 24.30% 0.00% 100.00% 64.29%
TBM 0.1 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.14 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.18 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.22 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.26 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.3 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.34 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.38 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.42 55 0.8399 1.11E-15 81.97% 16.81% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.46 55 0.8398 1.11E-15 82.04% 16.53% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.5 55 0.8394 1.33E-15 82.25% 15.65% 18.42% 64.71%
TBM 0.54 55 0.8392 1.33E-15 82.40% 15.01% 18.43% 64.73%
TBM 0.58 55 0.8391 1.33E-15 82.58% 13.42% 18.71% 64.73%
TBM 0.62 55 0.8388 1.33E-15 82.93% 11.60% 18.83% 64.73%
TBM 0.66 55 0.8379 1.33E-15 82.93% 11.13% 18.98% 64.70%
TBM 0.7 55 0.8375 1.55E-15 83.20% 9.40% 19.17% 64.70%
TBM 0.74 55 0.8368 1.78E-15 83.12% 9.21% 19.34% 64.70%
TBM 0.78 55 0.8343 2.66E-15 83.16% 8.78% 19.43% 64.70%
TBM 0.82 55 0.8328 3.11E-15 83.27% 7.86% 19.58% 64.70%
TBM 0.86 55 0.8322 3.55E-15 83.39% 6.22% 19.94% 64.69%
TBM 0.9 55 0.8291 5.33E-15 83.09% 4.57% 20.88% 64.68%
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Table 37 (Continued)
Generic Classification Ad Hoc
Method T1 T2 n′ r p Correct FP-Rate FN-Rate Correct
Evaluation testbeds
TBM 0.86 69 0.8415 0.00E+00 70.51% 49.04% 18.83%
TBM 0.18 101 0.8598 0.00E+00 74.50% 53.45% 10.28%
ANXIETY 0.26 87 0.6499 9.68E-12 64.27%
The next four tables give raw results for the isolation component for all 184 indicators. The
first two give raw results using laser or Canesta range camera readings. The next two pair of tables
contain results for just laser, and just Canesta range camera readings respectively. In these tables
T1 and T2 refer to the first and second (only used by LIU’S CONFLICT) threshold values assigned
to the indicator to be tested, t refers to Student’s t statistic. The number of samples n is 528 and
990 respectively in the training and verification testbeds. n′ gives the corrected sample size used
to find the p-value. Error scores are summarized by mean and standard deviation (σ) across all
samples for the baseline and isolating scenarios (see Section 5.5.4). These tables also provide the
mean and standard deviation for the recorded Overlap scores.
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Table 38: Raw results for isolation for all 184 indicators. n = 528
Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
ANXIETY 0.1 61.98 48.09 85.36 76.77 -37.72% 47 -1.2338 2.20E-01 0.03 0.03
ANXIETY 0.14 61.98 48.09 74.79 61.27 -20.67% 46 -1.3146 1.92E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.18 61.98 48.09 72.53 58.34 -17.02% 46 -1.3370 1.85E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.22 61.98 48.09 70.97 56.62 -14.50% 46 -1.3332 1.86E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.26 61.98 48.09 69.63 55.07 -12.35% 46 -1.3467 1.81E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.3 61.98 48.09 68.33 53.57 -10.24% 46 -1.3702 1.74E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.34 61.98 48.09 67.18 52.33 -8.38% 46 -1.3818 1.70E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.38 61.98 48.09 66.04 51.31 -6.54% 46 -1.3510 1.80E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.42 61.98 48.09 65.14 50.53 -5.10% 46 -1.3858 1.69E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.46 61.98 48.09 64.48 50.04 -4.03% 46 -1.3859 1.69E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.5 61.98 48.09 63.54 49.37 -2.52% 46 -1.3564 1.78E-01 0.02 0.03
ANXIETY 0.54 61.98 48.09 62.92 48.87 -1.52% 46 -1.2866 2.02E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.58 61.98 48.09 62.45 48.53 -0.76% 46 -1.2506 2.14E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.62 61.98 48.09 62.21 48.34 -0.38% 46 -1.0674 2.89E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.66 61.98 48.09 62.16 48.28 -0.29% 46 -0.9232 3.58E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.7 61.98 48.09 62.11 48.24 -0.20% 46 -0.8123 4.19E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.74 61.98 48.09 62.02 48.14 -0.07% 46 -0.5785 5.64E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.78 61.98 48.09 62.00 48.11 -0.03% 46 -0.3479 7.29E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.82 61.98 48.09 61.99 48.10 -0.02% 46 -0.3735 7.10E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.86 61.98 48.09 61.98 48.09 0.00% 46 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.9 61.98 48.09 61.98 48.09 0.00% 46 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
CON 0.25 61.98 48.09 74.48 49.74 -20.16% 49 -1.6844 9.54E-02 0.14 0.09
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Table 38 (Continued)
Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
CON 0.5 61.98 48.09 74.30 49.61 -19.88% 49 -1.6726 9.77E-02 0.14 0.09
CON 0.75 61.98 48.09 73.01 49.02 -17.79% 49 -1.5362 1.28E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 1 61.98 48.09 71.14 48.31 -14.78% 50 -1.3250 1.88E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 1.25 61.98 48.09 69.80 47.67 -12.62% 50 -1.1452 2.55E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 1.5 61.98 48.09 68.87 47.30 -11.12% 50 -1.0068 3.17E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 1.75 61.98 48.09 67.97 46.89 -9.67% 50 -0.8660 3.89E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 2 61.98 48.09 67.49 46.80 -8.90% 50 -0.7928 4.30E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 2.25 61.98 48.09 67.18 46.57 -8.40% 50 -0.7502 4.55E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 2.5 61.98 48.09 66.72 46.29 -7.64% 50 -0.6891 4.92E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 2.75 61.98 48.09 66.23 45.90 -6.86% 50 -0.6102 5.43E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 3 61.98 48.09 65.94 45.99 -6.39% 50 -0.5657 5.73E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 3.25 61.98 48.09 65.50 45.72 -5.68% 50 -0.4944 6.22E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 3.5 61.98 48.09 65.07 45.32 -4.99% 50 -0.4342 6.65E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 3.75 61.98 48.09 64.83 45.42 -4.60% 50 -0.4062 6.85E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 4 61.98 48.09 64.66 45.50 -4.32% 50 -0.3797 7.05E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 4.25 61.98 48.09 64.08 45.45 -3.39% 50 -0.3048 7.61E-01 0.15 0.09
CON 4.5 61.98 48.09 63.42 45.24 -2.32% 50 -0.2102 8.34E-01 0.14 0.09
CON 4.75 61.98 48.09 63.37 45.28 -2.25% 50 -0.2053 8.38E-01 0.14 0.08
CON 5 61.98 48.09 62.87 45.09 -1.44% 50 -0.1339 8.94E-01 0.14 0.08
GAMBINO 0.5 171.07 122.60 106.17 83.32 37.94% 41 2.4176 1.79E-02 0.61 0.24
GAMBINO 1 171.07 122.60 106.17 83.32 37.94% 41 2.4176 1.79E-02 0.61 0.24
GAMBINO 1.5 171.07 122.60 169.87 121.09 0.70% 40 1.0397 3.02E-01 0.08 0.10
GAMBINO 2 171.07 122.60 169.87 121.09 0.70% 40 1.0397 3.02E-01 0.08 0.10
GAMBINO 2.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
GAMBINO 3 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 3.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9.5 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 10 171.07 122.60 171.07 122.60 0.00% 40 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
INCONSISTENCY 0.05 61.98 48.09 94.50 86.30 -52.47% 46 -1.2654 2.09E-01 0.03 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.07 61.98 48.09 90.43 82.76 -45.90% 46 -1.2204 2.25E-01 0.03 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.09 61.98 48.09 85.38 76.84 -37.75% 47 -1.2316 2.21E-01 0.03 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.11 61.98 48.09 76.88 64.65 -24.05% 46 -1.2659 2.09E-01 0.03 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.13 61.98 48.09 73.83 59.92 -19.12% 46 -1.3372 1.85E-01 0.03 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.15 61.98 48.09 72.38 58.20 -16.78% 46 -1.3424 1.83E-01 0.02 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.17 61.98 48.09 71.18 56.93 -14.85% 46 -1.3296 1.87E-01 0.02 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.19 61.98 48.09 70.00 55.37 -12.94% 46 -1.3760 1.72E-01 0.02 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.21 61.98 48.09 68.45 53.67 -10.44% 46 -1.3978 1.66E-01 0.02 0.03
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
INCONSISTENCY 0.23 61.98 48.09 66.84 51.91 -7.83% 46 -1.4296 1.56E-01 0.02 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.25 61.98 48.09 62.73 48.70 -1.21% 46 -1.2160 2.27E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.27 61.98 48.09 62.67 48.65 -1.12% 46 -1.1901 2.37E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.29 61.98 48.09 62.66 48.63 -1.09% 46 -1.1882 2.38E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.31 61.98 48.09 62.63 48.62 -1.04% 46 -1.1547 2.51E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.33 61.98 48.09 62.55 48.61 -0.92% 46 -1.0784 2.84E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.35 61.98 48.09 62.52 48.52 -0.87% 46 -1.0611 2.91E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.37 61.98 48.09 62.49 48.49 -0.82% 46 -1.0775 2.84E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.39 61.98 48.09 62.48 48.48 -0.81% 46 -1.1372 2.58E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.41 61.98 48.09 62.47 48.47 -0.79% 46 -1.1423 2.56E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.43 61.98 48.09 62.44 48.45 -0.74% 46 -1.1502 2.53E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 61.98 48.09 62.32 48.38 -0.55% 46 -1.0088 3.16E-01 0.01 0.02
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.1 171.07 122.60 75.14 49.92 56.07% 47 2.1526 3.40E-02 0.51 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.1 171.07 122.60 75.16 49.94 56.06% 47 2.1531 3.39E-02 0.51 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.1 171.07 122.60 75.13 49.90 56.08% 47 2.1527 3.40E-02 0.51 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.1 171.07 122.60 75.21 49.98 56.03% 47 2.1543 3.38E-02 0.51 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.1 171.07 122.60 78.57 51.93 54.07% 46 2.1376 3.53E-02 0.51 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.1 171.07 122.60 84.06 55.05 50.86% 46 2.1587 3.35E-02 0.50 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.1 171.07 122.60 89.83 57.79 47.49% 46 2.1376 3.53E-02 0.50 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.1 171.07 122.60 97.36 63.17 43.09% 45 2.1177 3.70E-02 0.49 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.1 171.07 122.60 107.85 71.47 36.96% 44 2.1002 3.86E-02 0.48 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.2 171.07 122.60 78.37 50.19 54.19% 48 2.1195 3.67E-02 0.35 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.2 171.07 122.60 78.38 50.20 54.18% 48 2.1201 3.66E-02 0.35 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.2 171.07 122.60 78.37 50.18 54.19% 48 2.1198 3.67E-02 0.35 0.15
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.2 171.07 122.60 78.51 50.28 54.11% 48 2.1206 3.66E-02 0.35 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.2 171.07 122.60 81.50 51.88 52.36% 47 2.1026 3.82E-02 0.35 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.2 171.07 122.60 86.45 54.52 49.47% 47 2.1183 3.68E-02 0.35 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.2 171.07 122.60 91.64 57.39 46.43% 47 2.1105 3.75E-02 0.34 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.2 171.07 122.60 98.45 62.11 42.45% 46 2.0796 4.04E-02 0.34 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.2 171.07 122.60 107.62 69.02 37.09% 45 2.0422 4.41E-02 0.34 0.15
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.3 171.07 122.60 112.94 68.64 33.98% 48 1.8992 6.06E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.3 171.07 122.60 113.00 68.74 33.95% 48 1.9010 6.04E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.3 171.07 122.60 113.21 68.98 33.82% 48 1.9047 5.99E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.3 171.07 122.60 113.65 69.48 33.57% 48 1.9103 5.91E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.3 171.07 122.60 115.76 71.67 32.33% 47 1.8989 6.07E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.3 171.07 122.60 119.17 74.77 30.34% 46 1.8867 6.24E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.3 171.07 122.60 122.58 77.88 28.35% 45 1.8592 6.63E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.3 171.07 122.60 126.49 81.26 26.06% 44 1.8390 6.94E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.3 171.07 122.60 131.56 85.85 23.10% 43 1.8261 7.14E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.4 171.07 122.60 113.47 68.96 33.67% 48 1.8933 6.14E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.4 171.07 122.60 113.54 69.08 33.63% 48 1.8958 6.11E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.4 171.07 122.60 113.93 69.56 33.40% 48 1.9023 6.02E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.4 171.07 122.60 114.48 70.05 33.08% 48 1.9067 5.96E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.4 171.07 122.60 116.64 72.28 31.82% 47 1.8940 6.14E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.4 171.07 122.60 120.06 75.56 29.82% 46 1.8877 6.23E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.4 171.07 122.60 123.35 78.63 27.90% 45 1.8608 6.61E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.4 171.07 122.60 127.13 81.82 25.69% 44 1.8359 6.98E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.4 171.07 122.60 132.13 86.44 22.76% 43 1.8287 7.10E-02 0.26 0.14
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LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.5 171.07 122.60 114.57 69.73 33.03% 48 1.8880 6.21E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.5 171.07 122.60 114.57 69.73 33.03% 48 1.8880 6.21E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.5 171.07 122.60 114.87 70.07 32.85% 48 1.8910 6.17E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.5 171.07 122.60 115.61 70.82 32.42% 47 1.8591 6.62E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.5 171.07 122.60 117.88 73.30 31.10% 46 1.8498 6.76E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.5 171.07 122.60 120.96 76.29 29.29% 46 1.8811 6.32E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.5 171.07 122.60 124.15 79.30 27.43% 45 1.8529 6.72E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.5 171.07 122.60 127.91 82.65 25.23% 44 1.8330 7.03E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.5 171.07 122.60 132.63 86.70 22.47% 43 1.8083 7.41E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.6 171.07 122.60 116.14 70.91 32.11% 48 1.8774 6.36E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.6 171.07 122.60 116.14 70.91 32.11% 48 1.8774 6.36E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.6 171.07 122.60 116.14 70.91 32.11% 48 1.8774 6.36E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.6 171.07 122.60 116.63 71.53 31.82% 48 1.8858 6.24E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.6 171.07 122.60 119.07 74.10 30.40% 46 1.8360 6.97E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.6 171.07 122.60 122.18 77.24 28.58% 46 1.8705 6.47E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.6 171.07 122.60 125.29 80.11 26.76% 45 1.8387 6.93E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.6 171.07 122.60 128.85 83.05 24.68% 44 1.8055 7.45E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.6 171.07 122.60 133.42 87.06 22.01% 43 1.7862 7.77E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.7 171.07 122.60 118.76 73.53 30.58% 47 1.8509 6.74E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.7 171.07 122.60 118.76 73.53 30.58% 47 1.8509 6.74E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.7 171.07 122.60 118.76 73.53 30.58% 47 1.8509 6.74E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.7 171.07 122.60 118.76 73.53 30.58% 47 1.8509 6.74E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.7 171.07 122.60 120.39 75.16 29.62% 46 1.8317 7.03E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.7 171.07 122.60 123.60 78.27 27.75% 46 1.8641 6.56E-02 0.26 0.14
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Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.7 171.07 122.60 126.77 81.38 25.90% 45 1.8362 6.97E-02 0.26 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.7 171.07 122.60 130.11 84.29 23.94% 44 1.8060 7.44E-02 0.25 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.7 171.07 122.60 134.27 87.84 21.51% 43 1.7859 7.77E-02 0.25 0.14
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.8 171.07 122.60 134.48 87.43 21.39% 43 1.7209 8.90E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.8 171.07 122.60 137.41 90.38 19.68% 43 1.7385 8.58E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.8 171.07 122.60 139.99 92.61 18.17% 42 1.6904 9.47E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.8 171.07 122.60 142.84 95.43 16.50% 42 1.7177 8.96E-02 0.21 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.9 171.07 122.60 153.04 103.34 10.54% 41 1.4837 1.42E-01 0.15 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.9 171.07 122.60 154.61 104.76 9.62% 41 1.4666 1.46E-01 0.15 0.08
TBM CONFLICT 0.1 171.07 122.60 74.46 49.72 56.48% 47 2.1689 3.27E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.14 171.07 122.60 74.46 49.72 56.48% 47 2.1689 3.27E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.18 171.07 122.60 74.47 49.73 56.47% 47 2.1694 3.26E-02 0.61 0.25
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TBM CONFLICT 0.22 171.07 122.60 74.48 49.74 56.46% 47 2.1695 3.26E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.26 171.07 122.60 74.46 49.71 56.48% 47 2.1694 3.26E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.3 171.07 122.60 74.43 49.70 56.49% 47 2.1691 3.27E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.34 171.07 122.60 74.44 49.72 56.49% 47 2.1695 3.26E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 171.07 122.60 74.42 49.73 56.50% 47 2.1701 3.26E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.42 171.07 122.60 74.82 50.09 56.27% 46 2.1280 3.61E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.46 171.07 122.60 75.97 50.93 55.59% 46 2.1435 3.48E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.5 171.07 122.60 78.14 51.91 54.32% 46 2.1541 3.39E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.54 171.07 122.60 80.93 53.73 52.69% 46 2.1735 3.24E-02 0.61 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.58 171.07 122.60 82.77 55.13 51.62% 46 2.1894 3.12E-02 0.60 0.24
TBM CONFLICT 0.62 171.07 122.60 85.19 56.25 50.20% 46 2.1920 3.10E-02 0.60 0.24
TBM CONFLICT 0.66 171.07 122.60 87.82 57.62 48.67% 46 2.1840 3.16E-02 0.60 0.24
TBM CONFLICT 0.7 171.07 122.60 90.12 58.81 47.32% 46 2.1753 3.22E-02 0.59 0.24
TBM CONFLICT 0.74 171.07 122.60 92.64 60.39 45.85% 46 2.1798 3.19E-02 0.59 0.23
TBM CONFLICT 0.78 171.07 122.60 96.01 62.58 43.88% 45 2.1359 3.55E-02 0.58 0.23
TBM CONFLICT 0.82 171.07 122.60 99.32 65.73 41.94% 45 2.1619 3.33E-02 0.58 0.23
TBM CONFLICT 0.86 171.07 122.60 103.39 68.81 39.56% 44 2.1173 3.71E-02 0.58 0.23
TBM CONFLICT 0.9 171.07 122.60 108.67 72.73 36.48% 44 2.1375 3.54E-02 0.57 0.23
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Table 39: Raw results for isolation for laser readings only. n = 176
Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
ANXIETY 0.1 87.03 55.07 152.48 87.94 -75.21% 13 -1.4757 1.53E-01 0.05 0.04
ANXIETY 0.14 87.03 55.07 120.97 69.85 -39.00% 11 -1.2866 2.13E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.18 87.03 55.07 114.68 66.28 -31.78% 11 -1.3004 2.08E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.22 87.03 55.07 110.55 64.27 -27.03% 10 -1.1643 2.59E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.26 87.03 55.07 107.06 62.31 -23.01% 10 -1.1966 2.47E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.3 87.03 55.07 103.40 60.54 -18.82% 10 -1.1973 2.47E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.34 87.03 55.07 100.52 58.95 -15.50% 10 -1.2562 2.25E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.38 87.03 55.07 97.63 57.89 -12.18% 9 -1.0881 2.93E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.42 87.03 55.07 95.12 57.15 -9.30% 9 -1.0960 2.89E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.46 87.03 55.07 93.30 56.80 -7.20% 9 -1.0353 3.16E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.5 87.03 55.07 90.91 56.27 -4.46% 9 -0.9912 3.36E-01 0.04 0.03
ANXIETY 0.54 87.03 55.07 89.24 55.87 -2.54% 9 -0.7992 4.36E-01 0.02 0.02
ANXIETY 0.58 87.03 55.07 87.96 55.60 -1.07% 9 -0.6618 5.18E-01 0.02 0.02
ANXIETY 0.62 87.03 55.07 87.41 55.43 -0.44% 9 -0.4338 6.70E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.66 87.03 55.07 87.31 55.35 -0.32% 9 -0.3444 7.35E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.7 87.03 55.07 87.24 55.31 -0.24% 9 -0.3220 7.52E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.74 87.03 55.07 87.14 55.16 -0.13% 9 -0.3280 7.47E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.78 87.03 55.07 87.08 55.09 -0.06% 8 -0.1773 8.62E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.82 87.03 55.07 87.06 55.08 -0.03% 8 -0.1912 8.51E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.86 87.03 55.07 87.03 55.07 0.00% 8 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.9 87.03 55.07 87.03 55.07 0.00% 8 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
CON 0.25 87.03 55.07 99.64 51.85 -14.49% 19 -0.7662 4.49E-01 0.15 0.05
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CON 0.5 87.03 55.07 99.14 51.70 -13.92% 19 -0.7435 4.62E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 0.75 87.03 55.07 96.08 51.08 -10.41% 19 -0.5766 5.68E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 1 87.03 55.07 92.97 50.28 -6.83% 19 -0.3821 7.05E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 1.25 87.03 55.07 90.30 49.89 -3.75% 19 -0.2140 8.32E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 1.5 87.03 55.07 88.30 49.52 -1.46% 19 -0.0838 9.34E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 1.75 87.03 55.07 86.50 48.96 0.60% 20 0.0364 9.71E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 2 87.03 55.07 85.26 49.18 2.03% 19 0.1178 9.07E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 2.25 87.03 55.07 84.68 49.08 2.70% 20 0.1650 8.70E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 2.5 87.03 55.07 83.86 48.61 3.64% 20 0.2272 8.22E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 2.75 87.03 55.07 82.88 48.15 4.77% 20 0.2917 7.72E-01 0.15 0.05
CON 3 87.03 55.07 82.23 48.17 5.52% 20 0.3412 7.35E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 3.25 87.03 55.07 81.15 48.11 6.76% 22 0.4529 6.53E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 3.5 87.03 55.07 80.31 47.56 7.71% 21 0.4943 6.24E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 3.75 87.03 55.07 80.25 47.59 7.79% 20 0.4809 6.33E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 4 87.03 55.07 80.01 47.60 8.06% 21 0.5247 6.03E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 4.25 87.03 55.07 79.78 47.65 8.33% 21 0.5486 5.86E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 4.5 87.03 55.07 79.01 47.66 9.22% 20 0.5716 5.71E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 4.75 87.03 55.07 78.91 47.95 9.33% 21 0.6169 5.41E-01 0.15 0.06
CON 5 87.03 55.07 78.62 48.05 9.66% 21 0.6451 5.23E-01 0.15 0.06
GAMBINO 0.5 297.92 116.68 190.59 81.18 36.03% 11 2.1735 4.19E-02 0.68 0.12
GAMBINO 1 297.92 116.68 190.59 81.18 36.03% 11 2.1735 4.19E-02 0.68 0.12
GAMBINO 1.5 297.92 116.68 294.65 115.35 1.10% 13 1.3906 1.77E-01 0.22 0.04
GAMBINO 2 297.92 116.68 294.65 115.35 1.10% 13 1.3906 1.77E-01 0.22 0.04
GAMBINO 2.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
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GAMBINO 3 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 3.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9.5 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 10 297.92 116.68 297.92 116.68 0.00% 13 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
INCONSISTENCY 0.05 87.03 55.07 179.19 91.43 -105.90% 14 -1.9080 6.75E-02 0.05 0.04
INCONSISTENCY 0.07 87.03 55.07 167.62 91.76 -92.61% 14 -1.7088 9.94E-02 0.05 0.04
INCONSISTENCY 0.09 87.03 55.07 152.61 88.07 -75.35% 13 -1.4745 1.53E-01 0.05 0.04
INCONSISTENCY 0.11 87.03 55.07 127.10 74.67 -46.05% 12 -1.3429 1.93E-01 0.05 0.04
INCONSISTENCY 0.13 87.03 55.07 118.17 68.16 -35.78% 11 -1.3089 2.05E-01 0.04 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.15 87.03 55.07 114.07 66.32 -31.08% 10 -1.1564 2.63E-01 0.04 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.17 87.03 55.07 110.99 64.86 -27.54% 10 -1.1379 2.70E-01 0.04 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.19 87.03 55.07 107.68 62.74 -23.73% 10 -1.2007 2.45E-01 0.04 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.21 87.03 55.07 103.50 60.69 -18.92% 10 -1.2060 2.43E-01 0.04 0.03
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INCONSISTENCY 0.23 87.03 55.07 99.17 58.54 -13.95% 10 -1.2207 2.38E-01 0.04 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.25 87.03 55.07 87.59 55.83 -0.65% 8 -0.2805 7.83E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.27 87.03 55.07 87.54 55.77 -0.58% 8 -0.2588 8.00E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.29 87.03 55.07 87.52 55.75 -0.57% 9 -0.2960 7.71E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.31 87.03 55.07 87.50 55.73 -0.55% 8 -0.2483 8.08E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.33 87.03 55.07 87.51 55.74 -0.56% 8 -0.2558 8.02E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.35 87.03 55.07 87.40 55.55 -0.42% 8 -0.2452 8.10E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.37 87.03 55.07 87.43 55.52 -0.47% 8 -0.2850 7.80E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.39 87.03 55.07 87.45 55.50 -0.49% 8 -0.3276 7.48E-01 0.01 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.41 87.03 55.07 87.43 55.47 -0.46% 8 -0.3358 7.42E-01 0.00 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.43 87.03 55.07 87.41 55.46 -0.44% 9 -0.3785 7.10E-01 0.00 0.01
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 87.03 55.07 87.32 55.41 -0.33% 9 -0.3458 7.34E-01 0.00 0.01
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.1 297.92 116.68 99.65 51.95 66.55% 20 3.6772 7.26E-04 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.1 297.92 116.68 99.71 51.99 66.53% 20 3.6792 7.22E-04 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.1 297.92 116.68 99.61 51.90 66.57% 20 3.6786 7.23E-04 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.1 297.92 116.68 99.86 52.03 66.48% 20 3.6824 7.15E-04 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.1 297.92 116.68 109.42 52.99 63.27% 19 3.4509 1.44E-03 0.62 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.1 297.92 116.68 121.86 55.49 59.10% 18 3.2758 2.43E-03 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.1 297.92 116.68 132.80 57.87 55.42% 18 3.2351 2.71E-03 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.1 297.92 116.68 150.45 61.89 49.50% 15 2.6337 1.36E-02 0.61 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.1 297.92 116.68 173.28 69.39 41.84% 13 2.2573 3.34E-02 0.60 0.13
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.2 297.92 116.68 101.12 52.77 66.06% 20 3.6556 7.73E-04 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.2 297.92 116.68 101.16 52.80 66.04% 20 3.6580 7.68E-04 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.2 297.92 116.68 101.12 52.75 66.06% 20 3.6566 7.71E-04 0.48 0.11
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LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.2 297.92 116.68 101.53 52.87 65.92% 20 3.6512 7.83E-04 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.2 297.92 116.68 110.12 53.62 63.04% 19 3.4326 1.52E-03 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.2 297.92 116.68 121.81 55.19 59.11% 19 3.4044 1.64E-03 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.2 297.92 116.68 132.49 57.80 55.53% 17 3.0118 5.04E-03 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.2 297.92 116.68 148.27 61.34 50.23% 15 2.6013 1.47E-02 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.2 297.92 116.68 168.72 66.63 43.37% 14 2.3424 2.71E-02 0.48 0.11
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.3 297.92 116.68 164.24 72.50 44.87% 16 2.8805 7.26E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.3 297.92 116.68 164.42 72.65 44.81% 16 2.8867 7.15E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.3 297.92 116.68 165.07 72.88 44.59% 16 2.8905 7.09E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.3 297.92 116.68 166.34 73.38 44.17% 16 2.8917 7.06E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.3 297.92 116.68 172.56 75.14 42.08% 15 2.7121 1.13E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.3 297.92 116.68 181.70 77.16 39.01% 15 2.7003 1.16E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.3 297.92 116.68 190.13 79.75 36.18% 14 2.4960 1.92E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.3 297.92 116.68 200.28 81.21 32.77% 14 2.4301 2.23E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.3 297.92 116.68 213.43 83.27 28.36% 13 2.1478 4.20E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.4 297.92 116.68 165.37 72.52 44.49% 16 2.8537 7.76E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.4 297.92 116.68 165.60 72.72 44.41% 16 2.8621 7.60E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.4 297.92 116.68 166.77 73.23 44.02% 16 2.8685 7.48E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.4 297.92 116.68 168.38 73.44 43.48% 16 2.8519 7.79E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.4 297.92 116.68 174.74 75.15 41.35% 15 2.6613 1.27E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.4 297.92 116.68 183.90 77.62 38.27% 15 2.6786 1.22E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.4 297.92 116.68 191.94 80.43 35.57% 14 2.4928 1.94E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.4 297.92 116.68 201.71 81.63 32.29% 13 2.2326 3.52E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.4 297.92 116.68 214.63 83.90 27.96% 13 2.1613 4.09E-02 0.40 0.10
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LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.5 297.92 116.68 167.47 73.05 43.79% 16 2.8712 7.43E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.5 297.92 116.68 167.47 73.05 43.79% 16 2.8712 7.43E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.5 297.92 116.68 168.38 73.33 43.48% 16 2.8635 7.57E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.5 297.92 116.68 170.56 73.89 42.75% 16 2.8535 7.76E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.5 297.92 116.68 177.19 76.03 40.52% 15 2.6804 1.22E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.5 297.92 116.68 185.59 78.21 37.70% 16 2.8648 7.55E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.5 297.92 116.68 193.31 81.09 35.11% 14 2.5001 1.91E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.5 297.92 116.68 202.98 82.80 31.87% 14 2.4512 2.13E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.5 297.92 116.68 215.21 83.96 27.76% 13 2.1302 4.36E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.6 297.92 116.68 170.74 73.71 42.69% 16 2.8444 7.94E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.6 297.92 116.68 170.74 73.71 42.69% 16 2.8444 7.94E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.6 297.92 116.68 170.74 73.71 42.69% 16 2.8444 7.94E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.6 297.92 116.68 172.19 74.42 42.20% 16 2.8584 7.67E-03 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.6 297.92 116.68 179.30 76.47 39.82% 15 2.6697 1.25E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.6 297.92 116.68 187.71 79.14 36.99% 15 2.6936 1.18E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.6 297.92 116.68 195.09 81.87 34.51% 14 2.5150 1.84E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.6 297.92 116.68 204.25 82.79 31.44% 14 2.4110 2.33E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.6 297.92 116.68 215.96 84.39 27.51% 13 2.1445 4.23E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.7 297.92 116.68 177.20 76.31 40.52% 15 2.6904 1.19E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.7 297.92 116.68 177.20 76.31 40.52% 15 2.6904 1.19E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.7 297.92 116.68 177.20 76.31 40.52% 15 2.6904 1.19E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.7 297.92 116.68 177.20 76.31 40.52% 15 2.6904 1.19E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.7 297.92 116.68 181.97 77.38 38.92% 14 2.5011 1.90E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.7 297.92 116.68 190.72 79.69 35.98% 14 2.4954 1.93E-02 0.40 0.10
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LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.7 297.92 116.68 198.33 82.88 33.43% 14 2.5139 1.85E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.7 297.92 116.68 206.92 84.14 30.54% 13 2.2467 3.41E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.7 297.92 116.68 217.45 85.43 27.01% 13 2.1892 3.85E-02 0.40 0.10
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.8 297.92 116.68 215.83 85.57 27.55% 13 2.1336 4.33E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.8 297.92 116.68 223.15 88.07 25.10% 13 2.1115 4.53E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.8 297.92 116.68 229.21 89.38 23.06% 13 2.0442 5.21E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.8 297.92 116.68 236.40 91.29 20.65% 12 1.8647 7.56E-02 0.33 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.9 297.92 116.68 255.87 98.13 14.11% 12 1.6954 1.04E-01 0.23 0.05
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.9 297.92 116.68 259.91 98.60 12.76% 12 1.5871 1.27E-01 0.23 0.05
TBM CONFLICT 0.1 297.92 116.68 99.57 51.82 66.58% 20 3.6751 7.31E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.14 297.92 116.68 99.57 51.82 66.58% 20 3.6751 7.31E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.18 297.92 116.68 99.62 51.84 66.56% 20 3.6770 7.27E-04 0.69 0.12
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TBM CONFLICT 0.22 297.92 116.68 99.64 51.85 66.55% 20 3.6773 7.26E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.26 297.92 116.68 99.58 51.81 66.57% 20 3.6782 7.24E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.3 297.92 116.68 99.53 51.76 66.59% 20 3.6764 7.28E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.34 297.92 116.68 99.54 51.83 66.59% 20 3.6789 7.23E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 297.92 116.68 99.48 51.88 66.61% 20 3.6843 7.12E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.42 297.92 116.68 100.66 52.30 66.21% 20 3.6822 7.16E-04 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.46 297.92 116.68 104.16 52.92 65.04% 19 3.4917 1.29E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.5 297.92 116.68 110.08 52.74 63.05% 19 3.4299 1.53E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.54 297.92 116.68 116.76 54.53 60.81% 18 3.2637 2.51E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.58 297.92 116.68 121.02 56.00 59.38% 18 3.3031 2.26E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.62 297.92 116.68 125.92 56.70 57.73% 18 3.3188 2.16E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.66 297.92 116.68 131.09 57.89 56.00% 18 3.2876 2.35E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.7 297.92 116.68 135.29 59.30 54.59% 17 3.0959 4.06E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.74 297.92 116.68 140.66 60.68 52.78% 17 3.1002 4.02E-03 0.69 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.78 297.92 116.68 148.83 61.19 50.04% 15 2.6384 1.34E-02 0.68 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.82 297.92 116.68 156.44 64.92 47.49% 14 2.4937 1.93E-02 0.68 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.86 297.92 116.68 165.17 67.59 44.56% 14 2.4593 2.09E-02 0.68 0.12
TBM CONFLICT 0.9 297.92 116.68 176.66 70.47 40.70% 13 2.2805 3.18E-02 0.68 0.12
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
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ANXIETY 0.1 49.46 38.58 51.80 40.05 -4.74% 35 -1.7226 8.95E-02 0.02 0.02
ANXIETY 0.14 49.46 38.58 51.70 40.00 -4.54% 35 -1.6722 9.91E-02 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.18 49.46 38.58 51.45 39.79 -4.03% 35 -1.6388 1.06E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.22 49.46 38.58 51.17 39.69 -3.47% 35 -1.5196 1.33E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.26 49.46 38.58 50.92 39.55 -2.96% 35 -1.4463 1.53E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.3 49.46 38.58 50.79 39.44 -2.69% 35 -1.4563 1.50E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.34 49.46 38.58 50.50 39.28 -2.12% 35 -1.3475 1.82E-01 0.01 0.03
ANXIETY 0.38 49.46 38.58 50.24 39.13 -1.58% 35 -1.2014 2.34E-01 0.01 0.03
ANXIETY 0.42 49.46 38.58 50.15 39.11 -1.40% 35 -1.1726 2.45E-01 0.01 0.03
ANXIETY 0.46 49.46 38.58 50.07 39.07 -1.24% 35 -1.1527 2.53E-01 0.01 0.03
ANXIETY 0.5 49.46 38.58 49.86 38.95 -0.81% 35 -0.9453 3.48E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.54 49.46 38.58 49.77 38.84 -0.63% 35 -0.9127 3.65E-01 0.01 0.02
ANXIETY 0.58 49.46 38.58 49.69 38.80 -0.48% 35 -0.8551 3.96E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.62 49.46 38.58 49.61 38.72 -0.32% 35 -0.9037 3.69E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.66 49.46 38.58 49.58 38.69 -0.26% 35 -0.8428 4.02E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.7 49.46 38.58 49.54 38.64 -0.17% 35 -0.6921 4.91E-01 0.00 0.01
ANXIETY 0.74 49.46 38.58 49.46 38.59 -0.01% 35 -0.2184 8.28E-01 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.78 49.46 38.58 49.46 38.58 0.00% 35 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.82 49.46 38.58 49.46 38.58 0.00% 35 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.86 49.46 38.58 49.46 38.58 0.00% 35 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
ANXIETY 0.9 49.46 38.58 49.46 38.58 0.00% 35 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
CON 0.25 49.46 38.58 61.90 43.57 -25.16% 37 -2.3650 2.07E-02 0.14 0.10
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CON 0.5 49.46 38.58 61.88 43.57 -25.13% 37 -2.3623 2.09E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 0.75 49.46 38.58 61.47 43.66 -24.28% 37 -2.3186 2.33E-02 0.14 0.11
CON 1 49.46 38.58 60.22 43.42 -21.77% 37 -2.2113 3.02E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 1.25 49.46 38.58 59.55 43.07 -20.41% 37 -2.1638 3.38E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 1.5 49.46 38.58 59.16 43.04 -19.61% 37 -2.1271 3.68E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 1.75 49.46 38.58 58.71 42.99 -18.71% 37 -2.0669 4.23E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 2 49.46 38.58 58.61 42.96 -18.51% 37 -2.0248 4.66E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 2.25 49.46 38.58 58.44 42.72 -18.16% 37 -2.0450 4.45E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 2.5 49.46 38.58 58.15 42.64 -17.57% 37 -2.0007 4.92E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 2.75 49.46 38.58 57.91 42.42 -17.09% 37 -2.0100 4.82E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 3 49.46 38.58 57.80 42.64 -16.87% 36 -1.8847 6.36E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 3.25 49.46 38.58 57.68 42.43 -16.62% 36 -1.9264 5.81E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 3.5 49.46 38.58 57.45 42.21 -16.16% 36 -1.9444 5.59E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 3.75 49.46 38.58 57.12 42.30 -15.49% 36 -1.8932 6.25E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 4 49.46 38.58 56.98 42.44 -15.21% 36 -1.7981 7.65E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 4.25 49.46 38.58 56.23 42.25 -13.70% 36 -1.7127 9.12E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 4.5 49.46 38.58 55.63 41.92 -12.48% 36 -1.7034 9.29E-02 0.14 0.10
CON 4.75 49.46 38.58 55.61 41.84 -12.44% 36 -1.7219 8.95E-02 0.14 0.09
CON 5 49.46 38.58 55.00 41.41 -11.20% 36 -1.6346 1.07E-01 0.14 0.09
GAMBINO 0.5 107.65 60.65 63.96 42.15 40.58% 50 3.2661 1.50E-03 0.57 0.28
GAMBINO 1 107.65 60.65 63.96 42.15 40.58% 50 3.2661 1.50E-03 0.57 0.28
GAMBINO 1.5 107.65 60.65 107.48 60.58 0.15% 59 1.0585 2.92E-01 0.01 0.02
GAMBINO 2 107.65 60.65 107.48 60.58 0.15% 59 1.0585 2.92E-01 0.01 0.02
GAMBINO 2.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
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Table 40 (Continued)
Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
GAMBINO 3 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 3.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 4.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 5.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 6.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 7.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 8.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 9.5 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
GAMBINO 10 107.65 60.65 107.65 60.65 0.00% 59 0.0000 1.00E+00 0.00 0.00
INCONSISTENCY 0.05 49.46 38.58 52.15 40.24 -5.45% 35 -1.6798 9.76E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.07 49.46 38.58 51.84 40.03 -4.81% 35 -1.7247 8.91E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.09 49.46 38.58 51.76 39.96 -4.66% 35 -1.7701 8.12E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.11 49.46 38.58 51.77 39.99 -4.69% 35 -1.7443 8.56E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.13 49.46 38.58 51.66 39.94 -4.45% 35 -1.7023 9.33E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.15 49.46 38.58 51.53 39.82 -4.20% 35 -1.6728 9.90E-02 0.02 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.17 49.46 38.58 51.28 39.71 -3.68% 35 -1.5293 1.31E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.19 49.46 38.58 51.16 39.66 -3.44% 35 -1.5050 1.37E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.21 49.46 38.58 50.93 39.56 -2.98% 35 -1.4437 1.53E-01 0.01 0.03
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
INCONSISTENCY 0.23 49.46 38.58 50.67 39.38 -2.45% 35 -1.3639 1.77E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.25 49.46 38.58 50.30 39.26 -1.70% 35 -1.2378 2.20E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.27 49.46 38.58 50.24 39.22 -1.59% 35 -1.2405 2.19E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.29 49.46 38.58 50.22 39.20 -1.55% 35 -1.2329 2.22E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.31 49.46 38.58 50.19 39.18 -1.48% 35 -1.2097 2.31E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.33 49.46 38.58 50.07 39.11 -1.25% 35 -1.0902 2.79E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.35 49.46 38.58 50.08 39.12 -1.26% 35 -1.0768 2.85E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.37 49.46 38.58 50.02 39.06 -1.14% 35 -1.0405 3.02E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.39 49.46 38.58 50.00 39.04 -1.10% 35 -1.0642 2.91E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.41 49.46 38.58 50.00 39.05 -1.09% 35 -1.0687 2.89E-01 0.01 0.03
INCONSISTENCY 0.43 49.46 38.58 49.95 39.01 -1.00% 35 -1.0744 2.86E-01 0.01 0.02
INCONSISTENCY 0.45 49.46 38.58 49.82 38.90 -0.73% 35 -0.9274 3.57E-01 0.01 0.02
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.1 107.65 60.65 62.89 44.09 41.58% 49 3.3345 1.22E-03 0.46 0.22
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.1 107.65 60.65 62.89 44.09 41.58% 49 3.3345 1.22E-03 0.46 0.22
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.1 107.65 60.65 62.89 44.09 41.58% 49 3.3347 1.21E-03 0.46 0.22
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.1 107.65 60.65 62.89 44.09 41.58% 49 3.3350 1.21E-03 0.46 0.22
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.1 107.65 60.65 63.15 43.97 41.34% 49 3.3194 1.28E-03 0.46 0.22
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.1 107.65 60.65 65.17 44.05 39.46% 50 3.3877 1.02E-03 0.45 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.1 107.65 60.65 68.35 44.23 36.50% 51 3.4293 8.81E-04 0.44 0.21
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.1 107.65 60.65 70.82 44.28 34.21% 51 3.3730 1.06E-03 0.43 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.1 107.65 60.65 75.13 45.27 30.21% 52 3.3954 9.77E-04 0.42 0.20
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.2 107.65 60.65 67.00 44.77 37.76% 50 3.3852 1.02E-03 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.2 107.65 60.65 67.00 44.77 37.76% 50 3.3852 1.02E-03 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.2 107.65 60.65 66.99 44.77 37.77% 50 3.3854 1.02E-03 0.28 0.12
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.2 107.65 60.65 67.00 44.77 37.76% 50 3.3859 1.02E-03 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.2 107.65 60.65 67.19 44.63 37.58% 50 3.3719 1.07E-03 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.2 107.65 60.65 68.77 44.76 36.12% 51 3.4428 8.42E-04 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.2 107.65 60.65 71.21 44.98 33.85% 51 3.4174 9.16E-04 0.28 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.2 107.65 60.65 73.54 45.27 31.68% 52 3.4279 8.78E-04 0.27 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.2 107.65 60.65 77.06 46.16 28.41% 53 3.4461 8.22E-04 0.27 0.12
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.29 49.73 18.91% 56 3.7640 2.70E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.29 49.73 18.91% 56 3.7640 2.70E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.28 49.73 18.92% 56 3.7642 2.70E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.30 49.75 18.90% 56 3.7666 2.68E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.36 49.70 18.84% 56 3.7491 2.85E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.3 107.65 60.65 87.90 49.84 18.35% 56 3.7434 2.91E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.3 107.65 60.65 88.80 50.04 17.51% 56 3.7116 3.25E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.3 107.65 60.65 89.59 50.29 16.78% 56 3.6539 3.97E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.3 107.65 60.65 90.62 50.66 15.82% 56 3.5642 5.41E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.4 107.65 60.65 87.51 49.90 18.70% 56 3.7712 2.63E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.4 107.65 60.65 87.51 49.90 18.70% 56 3.7712 2.63E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.4 107.65 60.65 87.51 49.91 18.71% 56 3.7714 2.63E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.4 107.65 60.65 87.53 49.92 18.69% 56 3.7738 2.61E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.4 107.65 60.65 87.59 49.89 18.63% 56 3.7572 2.77E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.4 107.65 60.65 88.13 50.04 18.13% 56 3.7510 2.83E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.4 107.65 60.65 89.05 50.19 17.27% 56 3.7099 3.27E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.4 107.65 60.65 89.84 50.46 16.55% 56 3.6550 3.96E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.4 107.65 60.65 90.88 50.88 15.58% 56 3.5647 5.40E-04 0.19 0.09
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.11 50.35 18.15% 56 3.7851 2.51E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.11 50.35 18.15% 56 3.7851 2.51E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.11 50.36 18.15% 56 3.7853 2.50E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.13 50.37 18.13% 56 3.7877 2.48E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.22 50.38 18.05% 56 3.7652 2.69E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.5 107.65 60.65 88.64 50.46 17.66% 56 3.7705 2.64E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.5 107.65 60.65 89.58 50.65 16.79% 56 3.7339 3.00E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.5 107.65 60.65 90.38 51.00 16.04% 56 3.6730 3.72E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.5 107.65 60.65 91.34 51.41 15.15% 56 3.5872 5.00E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.6 107.65 60.65 88.83 50.97 17.48% 56 3.8348 2.10E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.6 107.65 60.65 88.83 50.97 17.48% 56 3.8348 2.10E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.6 107.65 60.65 88.83 50.97 17.48% 56 3.8348 2.10E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.6 107.65 60.65 88.85 50.99 17.46% 56 3.8377 2.08E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.6 107.65 60.65 88.96 50.99 17.36% 56 3.8112 2.28E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.6 107.65 60.65 89.41 51.03 16.94% 56 3.8130 2.27E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.6 107.65 60.65 90.38 51.28 16.04% 56 3.7723 2.62E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.6 107.65 60.65 91.16 51.59 15.32% 56 3.7097 3.27E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.6 107.65 60.65 92.15 52.01 14.40% 57 3.6844 3.55E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.7 107.65 60.65 89.54 51.43 16.82% 56 3.8368 2.08E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.7 107.65 60.65 89.54 51.43 16.82% 56 3.8368 2.08E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.7 107.65 60.65 89.54 51.43 16.82% 56 3.8368 2.08E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.7 107.65 60.65 89.54 51.43 16.82% 56 3.8368 2.08E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.7 107.65 60.65 89.60 51.42 16.76% 56 3.8200 2.21E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.7 107.65 60.65 90.03 51.41 16.36% 56 3.8239 2.18E-04 0.19 0.09
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.7 107.65 60.65 90.99 51.65 15.48% 56 3.7718 2.63E-04 0.19 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.7 107.65 60.65 91.70 51.96 14.81% 56 3.7217 3.14E-04 0.18 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.7 107.65 60.65 92.69 52.38 13.90% 57 3.6922 3.45E-04 0.18 0.09
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.8 107.65 60.65 93.81 53.37 12.86% 57 3.9533 1.35E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.8 107.65 60.65 94.54 53.57 12.18% 57 3.9394 1.42E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.8 107.65 60.65 95.38 53.91 11.39% 57 3.8708 1.83E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.8 107.65 60.65 96.06 54.16 10.76% 57 3.8539 1.94E-04 0.16 0.08
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.1 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.2 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.3 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.4 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.5 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.6 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.7 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.8 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.62 57.27 5.60% 58 3.6714 3.69E-04 0.10 0.06
LIU’S CONFLICT 0.9 0.9 107.65 60.65 101.96 57.38 5.28% 59 3.6408 4.07E-04 0.11 0.06
TBM CONFLICT 0.1 107.65 60.65 61.90 43.57 42.50% 49 3.3031 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.14 107.65 60.65 61.90 43.57 42.50% 49 3.3031 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.18 107.65 60.65 61.90 43.57 42.50% 49 3.3031 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T1 T2 Mean σ Mean σ % Improvement n′ t p Mean σ
TBM CONFLICT 0.22 107.65 60.65 61.90 43.57 42.50% 49 3.3031 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.26 107.65 60.65 61.90 43.57 42.50% 49 3.3031 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.3 107.65 60.65 61.89 43.57 42.51% 49 3.3035 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.34 107.65 60.65 61.89 43.58 42.51% 49 3.3036 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 107.65 60.65 61.89 43.57 42.51% 49 3.3035 1.34E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.42 107.65 60.65 61.89 43.60 42.50% 49 3.3020 1.35E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.46 107.65 60.65 61.88 43.60 42.52% 49 3.3016 1.35E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.5 107.65 60.65 62.17 43.50 42.25% 49 3.2906 1.40E-03 0.57 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.54 107.65 60.65 63.02 43.44 41.46% 50 3.3664 1.09E-03 0.56 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.58 107.65 60.65 63.64 43.58 40.88% 50 3.3707 1.07E-03 0.56 0.28
TBM CONFLICT 0.62 107.65 60.65 64.83 43.60 39.78% 50 3.3616 1.11E-03 0.55 0.27
TBM CONFLICT 0.66 107.65 60.65 66.18 43.65 38.52% 50 3.3464 1.16E-03 0.55 0.27
TBM CONFLICT 0.7 107.65 60.65 67.53 43.64 37.27% 51 3.3995 9.71E-04 0.54 0.26
TBM CONFLICT 0.74 107.65 60.65 68.63 43.65 36.25% 51 3.3808 1.03E-03 0.54 0.26
TBM CONFLICT 0.78 107.65 60.65 69.59 43.74 35.35% 51 3.3524 1.13E-03 0.53 0.26
TBM CONFLICT 0.82 107.65 60.65 70.76 43.96 34.26% 51 3.3377 1.19E-03 0.53 0.26
TBM CONFLICT 0.86 107.65 60.65 72.51 44.27 32.65% 52 3.3901 9.95E-04 0.52 0.25
TBM CONFLICT 0.9 107.65 60.65 74.68 44.60 30.63% 52 3.3511 1.13E-03 0.52 0.25
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Table 41: Raw results for isolation broken down by testbed.
Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T Testbed Mean σ Mean σ n n′ t p Mean σ
Laser or Canesta
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Lab 219.31 146.50 92.87 52.72 264 22 1.6030 1.16E-01 0.59 0.09
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Walkway 122.83 63.14 55.97 38.63 264 24 1.6152 1.13E-01 0.63 0.34
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Bridge 166.26 120.87 74.53 47.97 330 21 1.2208 2.29E-01 0.62 0.16
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Cubicle 157.42 114.38 70.44 40.91 330 27 1.5311 1.32E-01 0.59 0.19
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Sidewalk 98.30 44.76 58.76 24.37 330 42 3.1654 2.17E-03 0.49 0.21
Random Lab 80.21 51.29 658.88 395.04 264 22 -2.1647 3.61E-02 0.02 0.01
Random Walkway 43.75 36.56 613.95 462.20 264 21 -1.5091 1.39E-01 0.01 0.01
Random Bridge 57.64 47.57 680.45 390.54 330 24 -2.3056 2.57E-02 0.01 0.01
Random Cubicle 48.18 27.58 776.51 439.03 330 35 -3.2661 1.71E-03 0.01 0.01
Random Sidewalk 50.89 23.39 282.67 112.77 330 43 -5.3434 7.68E-07 0.01 0.01
Laser Only
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Lab 397.70 79.92 141.80 35.83 88 8 2.9439 1.07E-02 0.58 0.02
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Walkway 198.13 29.19 57.17 22.55 88 12 5.1810 3.40E-05 0.80 0.06
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Bridge 323.13 46.56 128.47 35.27 110 9 2.4005 2.89E-02 0.61 0.07
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Cubicle 307.99 36.24 111.87 26.86 110 10 3.8496 1.17E-03 0.73 0.03
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Sidewalk 126.78 39.23 67.11 17.33 110 7 1.1162 2.86E-01 0.40 0.19
Random Lab 135.88 31.08 1155.14 204.65 88 10 -5.2182 5.80E-05 0.03 0.01
Random Walkway 38.18 17.49 1150.77 253.69 88 13 -5.7350 6.56E-06 0.01 0.00
Random Bridge 119.42 24.03 1162.91 208.70 110 16 -7.3282 3.67E-08 0.02 0.00
Random Cubicle 68.95 18.86 1311.53 264.89 110 15 -6.3449 7.27E-07 0.01 0.00
Random Sidewalk 66.43 14.94 364.50 72.48 110 13 -4.8144 6.66E-05 0.02 0.00
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Baseline Isolating Overlap
Method T Testbed Mean σ Mean σ n n′ t p Mean σ
Canesta Only
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Lab 130.11 71.22 68.41 41.64 176 27 3.3498 1.51E-03 0.59 0.11
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Walkway 85.19 35.94 55.36 44.59 176 22 1.8223 7.55E-02 0.54 0.38
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Bridge 87.82 48.27 47.57 25.42 220 39 4.0118 1.40E-04 0.62 0.18
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Cubicle 82.13 43.81 49.72 29.35 220 27 3.3271 1.62E-03 0.52 0.19
TBM CONFLICT 0.38 Sidewalk 84.06 40.40 54.59 26.27 220 35 3.5570 6.89E-04 0.53 0.20
Random Lab 52.37 33.68 411.57 170.13 176 30 -5.2250 2.47E-06 0.01 0.01
Random Walkway 46.54 42.82 345.67 268.81 176 16 -1.1825 2.46E-01 0.01 0.01
Random Bridge 26.75 15.39 438.01 174.81 220 43 -7.1689 2.71E-10 0.01 0.00
Random Cubicle 37.80 25.31 509.94 200.33 220 37 -6.2011 3.16E-08 0.01 0.01
Random Sidewalk 43.11 23.00 241.44 107.11 220 37 -5.0144 3.69E-06 0.01 0.01
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The next three tables give the raw results for the analysis of the sources of error and inconsis-
tency for both the laser and Canesta range camera, only laser, and only Canesta readings, broken
down by testbed and overall. For reference these tables contain the percentage of correct classi-
fications and the total number of classifications (n). The tables give the mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) of the percentage of erroneous cells, percentage of suspect cells, the number of er-
roneous cells, and the number of inconsistent cells for sensing anomalies (Anomaly), localization
and quantization errors (Localization), and sensor noise (Noise) for each classification performed.
Table 42. Raw results for the analysis of the sources of error and inconsistency.
Testbed Lab Walkway Bridge Cubicle Sidewalk Overall
n 129,960 111,720 169,352 166,708 149,304 727,044
% Correct 92.23% 75.22% 74.71% 28.71% 64.28% 65.23%
% of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 40.05% 17.03% 37.32% 22.81% 34.23% 30.73%
Anomaly σ 26.01% 34.62% 26.86% 34.31% 31.52% 31.92%
Localization µ 48.03% 48.58% 48.65% 72.94% 53.71% 55.14%
Localization σ 29.67% 27.32% 31.89% 39.60% 33.41% 34.59%
Noise µ 11.89% 34.17% 13.95% 4.25% 11.64% 13.99%
Noise σ 13.07% 19.65% 19.89% 8.49% 15.11% 18.21%
% of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 43.65% 6.94% 36.96% 22.19% 37.48% 30.26%
Anomaly σ 22.84% 17.85% 29.06% 31.38% 27.84% 29.59%
Localization µ 44.51% 41.56% 48.63% 70.80% 43.15% 50.77%
Localization σ 28.24% 26.21% 34.61% 40.52% 31.59% 35.12%
Noise µ 11.65% 42.11% 13.39% 6.92% 16.44% 16.63%
Noise σ 18.49% 22.12% 22.55% 15.36% 21.53% 23.07%
# of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 80.61 13.87 53.32 18.61 29.37 39.26
Anomaly σ 41.08 33.84 31.24 36.43 30.30 42.03
Localization µ 134.56 78.22 116.77 173.60 52.66 113.89
Localization σ 108.48 57.56 101.34 138.75 40.51 107.78
Noise µ 37.15 50.88 26.41 6.15 12.08 24.50
Noise σ 44.54 32.19 34.97 9.12 16.12 33.41
# of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 115.96 3.17 68.65 20.38 49.47 52.04
Anomaly σ 71.40 8.30 64.56 34.30 32.82 61.46
Localization µ 158.86 62.68 119.92 190.98 70.55 124.24
Localization σ 138.14 47.87 106.07 160.18 64.43 124.63
Noise µ 35.11 63.66 25.29 10.93 21.15 28.80
Noise σ 49.90 47.55 43.68 21.70 26.86 42.13
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Table 43. Raw results for the analysis of the sources of error and inconsistency for laser readings
only.
Testbed Lab Walkway Bridge Cubicle Sidewalk Overall
n 75,120 71,472 95,472 96,380 84,512 422,956
Percent correct 90.17% 96.15% 50.68% 21.71% 50.27% 58.69%
% of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 24.89% 0.00% 23.43% 0.00% 15.69% 12.85%
Anomaly σ 3.35% 0.00% 10.07% 0.00% 2.79% 12.02%
Localization µ 63.66% 58.59% 67.88% 98.58% 76.35% 74.25%
Localization σ 8.99% 16.78% 8.08% 1.86% 10.09% 17.44%
Noise µ 11.44% 41.41% 8.69% 1.42% 7.95% 12.90%
Noise σ 8.95% 16.78% 8.34% 1.86% 11.59% 16.79%
% of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 33.30% 0.00% 22.85% 0.00% 24.24% 15.91%
Anomaly σ 6.58% 0.00% 12.67% 0.00% 9.70% 15.54%
Localization µ 60.79% 44.12% 72.17% 99.08% 64.40% 69.99%
Localization σ 6.33% 19.33% 13.38% 1.56% 12.94% 21.75%
Noise µ 5.92% 55.88% 4.98% 0.92% 11.36% 14.10%
Noise σ 5.71% 19.33% 4.52% 1.56% 12.45% 21.72%
# of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 89.57 0.00 66.17 0.00 17.41 34.32
Anomaly σ 25.02 0.00 23.95 0.00 4.90 39.26
Localization µ 223.57 111.60 200.28 287.78 84.44 186.22
Localization σ 37.56 41.57 45.92 45.27 20.17 84.97
Noise µ 49.40 71.68 29.93 4.69 12.23 31.16
Noise σ 46.80 17.76 31.28 6.66 18.61 36.21
# of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 124.36 0.00 63.06 0.00 40.62 44.44
Anomaly σ 46.71 0.00 47.78 0.00 21.86 54.75
Localization µ 222.17 65.46 170.45 267.59 97.34 169.42
Localization σ 72.99 28.00 45.77 68.71 42.69 92.45
Noise µ 28.52 84.15 13.40 3.21 19.14 26.87
Noise σ 34.78 33.22 12.99 5.74 26.34 36.35
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Table 44. Raw results for the analysis of the sources of error and inconsistency for range camera
readings only.
Testbed Lab Walkway Bridge Cubicle Sidewalk Overall
n 54,840 40,248 73,880 70,328 64,792 304,088
Percent correct 93.22% 70.00% 62.80% 75.48% 73.92% 74.54%
% of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 60.82% 47.27% 55.26% 54.06% 58.42% 55.60%
Anomaly σ 29.01% 43.56% 30.86% 33.19% 35.31% 34.22%
Localization µ 26.62% 30.79% 23.80% 37.79% 24.18% 28.55%
Localization σ 34.39% 32.81% 33.94% 39.69% 29.97% 34.95%
Noise µ 12.51% 21.32% 20.76% 8.12% 16.45% 15.50%
Noise σ 17.16% 17.70% 27.11% 11.84% 17.60% 19.93%
% of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 56.11% 19.33% 55.62% 52.45% 55.17% 50.07%
Anomaly σ 29.81% 25.94% 33.93% 26.90% 33.81% 32.95%
Localization µ 24.53% 28.08% 19.46% 31.52% 15.01% 23.35%
Localization σ 33.50% 32.09% 32.08% 35.38% 26.46% 32.63%
Noise µ 19.17% 26.55% 23.08% 15.84% 23.27% 21.20%
Noise σ 25.43% 19.94% 31.18% 21.44% 27.99% 26.30%
# of Erroneous Cells
Anomaly µ 68.33 38.49 36.71 44.10 44.97 46.12
Anomaly σ 53.67 47.23 31.74 44.97 40.67 44.71
Localization µ 12.63 18.94 8.85 17.13 11.21 13.28
Localization σ 15.34 25.20 12.45 21.73 14.67 18.24
Noise µ 20.36 13.94 21.87 8.14 11.88 15.24
Noise σ 34.82 13.55 38.76 11.39 12.13 26.44
# of Inconsistent Cells
Anomaly µ 75.57 10.48 63.20 58.68 57.27 56.14
Anomaly σ 67.77 14.38 79.95 43.91 46.56 60.61
Localization µ 15.94 17.13 9.19 21.40 9.19 14.28
Localization σ 19.25 22.81 13.65 27.22 14.91 20.61
Noise µ 40.59 15.84 34.89 26.58 21.04 28.52
Noise σ 68.49 14.64 67.94 37.03 24.88 50.15
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